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Motto: We cannot defend against attacks that the do not understand  

 

 

 

"The only truly secure system is one that is turned off, set in a block of 
concrete, locked in a room coated with lead and guarded by armed 
guards."  

Gene Spafford, Professor of Computer Sciences - Purdue University. 
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1 Introduction  

We live in a modern world where technologies surround us at every step. Smart phones 
containing the operating system that wakes you in the morning, show the latest news and 
weather forecast. On the way to work you perceive technology, which is packed in your car. 
In your job you have to choose - do the hard work or use technology and spend time in front 
of computer screen. One simply cannot imagine life in the 21st century without technology.  
The modern age is heading more and more towards globalization and mutual connectivity. 
There are other connectivity options - it is a common practice to have your phone incessantly 
connected to the network of mobile operator and use data connectivity. In addition wireless 
connection is present in buildings, you can connect in public transportation and soon in 
aircraft. Time still goes by,  new and new devices connect every day to the world wide web - 
from computers, tablets, phones, TVs to watches, glasses and other wearable devices. In 
upcoming years your homes, cars, washing machines, blenders, cutlery will be connected ... 
eventually even yourself.  
All the positive aspects have a dark side. Analysis of all the possible negatives would need its 
own separate philosophical work. The reader will therefore be introduced to one important 
and very extensive topic that the technology development opens - computer security and 
especially malicious code (also known as malware). Every individual is imperfect and that is 
also reflected in technologies such as computer systems. The more the world connects and 
systems become more extensive, the more options offenders acquire. Note that malicious 
codes are not directed only at the computer itself, but also at other electronic devices that may 
be open to attack. The reader should be aware that such devices may interfere with his private 
life and contain personal or valuable data. Including the computer banking systems that 
manage your finances.  
It is obvious that unauthorized manipulation with such systems can damage individuals, 
groups, institutions and whole countries on global scale. You will feel the consequences 
significantly more if you happen to be the offender's victim and if the attack is successful. 
These initiatives prompted me to further thinking: "How easily can an attack become 
successful? How can I be attacked in the digital world and what may be real consequences? 
Are the systems protected as much as possible to eliminate the risk?"  
These questions provoked my interest in this issue. During the project I therefore try to 
impersonate the role of the attacker, so I can better understand the tactics of the offender and 
to use the knowledge for better prevention and detection of attacks. I further use the 
knowledge to improve the security of systems I manage and programs I have created. 
Theoretical and practical information is shared also with those who want to participate in 
increasing the security of computer systems. 
Information play at today's communities crucial role. In initial period expanding computer 
technology in last decenniums head spending on acquisition, what biggest availability as well 
as connectivity computing system. On safeguard mostly anybody too didn't seek, since its 
consequential application in the unshot IT solving is getting more expensive and stunting first 
nominative aims.   At the turn of millennium but geted thanks immense number and 
miscellaneous computer attacks and considerable damages with them connected to realist 
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sobering up and to the forefront now is given above all protection of information reside in 
computers . Thanks that today keep at one's disposal reliable antiviral agent, firewall, systems 
detection penetration, Windows update, antispyware, spamming filters, advanced version 
operating system and next technology, that us saves . They will at such development at all 
behind several years security specialists need.  According to the opinion fore world's security 
experts and according to our daily experience four - square yes.  Safeness though is given 
without compare more attention than in former times, as well but shoot up number and 
complication technology, that be necessary at protection impeach.  Today though already 
passed away time naive attacks, when 15 - year - old hacker was able to trigger squeeze struck 
scripts take sb. down a peg or two biggest web servers in the internet (case Mafiaboy, year 
2000), certain of nevertheless cannot be truly a anybody.  As well as improved ours defence 
namely advanced and technology and routes ambushers.  Mentioned instances some incidents 
from year 2008 :  

 
- error in system DNS detected Danem Kaminskim that the make use of so - called 

birthday paradox hereto, in order to to proof forge communication with DNS server 
and corrupt his cache threatened whole infrastructure internet by that the ambushers 
allow redirect any web and email servers.   Only thanks extra charges cooperation by 
many interested subjects all the world over (manufacturers DNS servers, operators, 
ISP, ..) were to be effected steps to elimination of mistake before her publication 
abroad. Whether was error detected and misappropriated even before her retrieval 
Danem Kaminskim isn't known. 

- first malware penetrated already also into cosmos – worm W32. Gammima. AG was 
captured on international space station IIS in notebook one of Russian astronauts.   

- a few years ago on conference BlackHat was attention concentraded on possibility 
development universal rootkitů for router Cisco.   Routers those brands pother about 
roughly 2/3 Internet running, if development such rootkitu really succeed they  
hackers may obtain a gigantic power. 

- in France cowboy stole money out of bank account president Nicolasi Sarkozymu.   
Didn't act at the same time about no organized group high - level but about two small 
money cheats.  Isn't then too gutsy speculate that the against goal - directed cyber- 
útoku able attacker would be immune hardly anybody. 

- in Chile exposed unknown cowboy stole and publish in the internet name and 
description six millions Chilan citizens.  

- security slip - up was detected in system new Boingu 787, mine traveller approach 
from from his utilities into nets destined for flight instruments.   This surely don't need 
next comment . 

- obviously chief modern mobile telephone is vulnerable in the face of attacks by the 
help of bluetooth or MMS.   For example near some version popular Motoroly RAZR  
to installation harmful software be enough only receive MMS with infected JPEG file.  
Such apparature it is possible then change for example in bug cause - sending all talks 
and text news   In future also most probably wait to see botnet formed by mobile 
telephone . 
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- security mistakes were to be detected in coffee machine brands Jura F90 (electric 
coffee percolator has reticular interface enabling set at a distance).   By inself it sounds 
almost funny, nevertheless successful abuse these error can lead as far as to 
compromise PCs . with Windows XP connection with electric coffee percolator.  
Presently rather is concerned interesting rarity, but isn't far way off time, when almost 
any electronic set up in consumer sector including electrical wall socket will have it's 
own IPv6 address (draft so - called intelligent home).  Impugnable surface then again 
will overgro . 

- On October 2008 was once again detected error in RPC system intercurrent all 
presently supported version operating system Windows (2000, XP, 2003, Vista, 2008).   
By the help of mistakes it is possible on distant system start any code underneath 
system account (tzn. in the worst case far install rootkit) .  Slip - up is in so far relevant 
that the Microsoft quite exceedingly published patch out of the common term issue 
stale mate (every other Tuesday in month).  This time had Microsoft luck because 
error discovered before adverse party, otherwise would with biggest probability wait 
to see similar worm what was the famous W32. Blaster in the year 2003. 

Apparently, computer attacks certainly don't fade away and imagination their authors rather 
year after year shoot up.   What more – according to eminent antivirus companies Mcafee's 
roughly since 2007 culture Internet nether world very much switched at that sense that the 
disappeared young hackers (so - called script- kiddies), who create viruses and hacker PCs . 
simply for laughs and out of curiosity and replaced is organized gangs professional offender.  
Today in this area largely is concerned money   Arose all grey economy, in which it is 
possible services hackers, makers spyware and demise bot - that purchase be like any other 
product.   

Threats then growth as well as have to growth our knowledge, so that to these menaces prove 
successfully stand.   In battle against jakémukoliv antagonist it is necessary know his friend – 
his game, acquirements, tools and motives.  Activities, knowledge and skills, that serves for 
this purpose usually called ethical hacking, people who him do then „ whig- hat" hacker.   It is 
impossible denythat the information desk, that are in those and similar publications at the 
disposal it is possible in the same way anyhow to prevention abuse to transaction computer 
attacks.  It's only unavoidable aspect education and solving certainly isn't such information 
desk bottle up and censor – adverse party towards them in the same way she'll get because in 
spite of gigantic variety motives and intentions all hacks links curiosity and longing getting to 
know.   

Company and individuals have to know, how to computer damages happens, so they could 
forgo.   Purpose these script is escalate skill future security professionals in battle against 
malevolent hacking.  Goal is raise awareness of problems so, to were in future able separately 
pass judgment on safety risks not only his computers but also eventually computers, that will 
have eventually on duty for example like server administrator. 

All reader and students nevertheless and so prompt hereto, to notify radius and seriousness of 
consequences should bring out abused in real environment.  
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2 The Criminal Law of the Czech Republic in 

Relation to Malware  

Criminal activity in the field of computer technology is called "cyber crime". January 1st, 
2010 the new Penal Code, Law No. 40/2009 Coll. came into force in the territory of the Czech 
Republic, replacing the previous Criminal law No. 140/1961 Coll. All expressions of this 
subchapter shall apply to the new Penal Code, unless otherwise specified, and will concern 
the topic of computer crime.  

In dealing with computer security, personal information or manipulating information may be 
included in these sections:  

• § 181 Damage of foreign rights - related to phishing, hoax or junk mail (spam).  

• § 182 Violation of the privacy of messages - among other things it discusses electronic 
communication.  

• § 230 Unauthorized access to computer systems and data carriers - the section dealing 
with foreign intrusion into a computer system can be applied also on penetrating using 
malware. The Act defines imprisonment for up to eight years, disqualifications, 
forfeiture of property  according to seriousness of the offense committed.  

• § 231 Measures and storage of access facilities and password to a computer system 
and other such data - includes any procuring, storage or distribution of access methods 
to a foreign system. Based on § 182 and § 230  

• § 232 Corruption of records in the computer system and in the information medium 
and interference with the computer equipment by negligence - points at damage of 
computer systems by negligence, establishes period of imprisonment for up to two 
years.  

Criminal law also specifies other criminal activities of cybercrime, but those are not 
mentioned because they do not correspond directly with the theme of the work.  

• § 14 of the Penal Code classifies offenses to misdemeanors and crimes - depending on 
their severity. It is apparent that the deliberate use of malware and subsequent 
penetration into foreign system are categorized as crimes. If the offender's willful 
misconduct causes great harm, he may be sentenced with imprisonment for up to eight 
years, monetary or other penalty.  

It is important to realize that the possession of a program allowing intrusion into a foreign 
system is considered violation of law (§ 231) and the holder may be punished by 
imprisonment for maximum of one year, cash or other punishment.  

2.1 History of Cyber Criminality 

"Cybercrime is to be understood as a specific crime, which can be done only with the help of 
computer technology and where the subject of the offense or offender's tool to commit a 
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crime is represented by computer technology. "[15] Malware is an integral part of computer 
crime. In 2008, according to the firm Symantec Corporation, the number of different 
specimens of malware exceeded the border of one million. [16] The report also implies that 
two-thirds of new threats were made during 2007. 

2.1.1 Motivation of the malware creators  

Asking "Why do people create computer viruses?" is the same as the question "Why do 
people commit crimes?". In a broader sense, we do not always find the answer, if the focus is 
not on individuals or groups of known cases, we can deduce the intentions with which the 
attackers malware forms.  

Most of the intentions of this list includes:  

• Theft of sensitive information - the attacker tries to get credit card details, passwords, 
persons, companies or steal sensitive data to the data files. The stolen information can 
be used either for their own use or sell it to another person, or offer on the black 
market.  

• Generating profit - creator can use infected computers to send spam, or rent a network 
of infected computers. You can then also be used by the lessee to send mail, as well as 
to carry out attacks, especially denial of service and brute force password cracker.  

• Take control of the device - the attacker may only want to access a specific device. 
Either for personal reasons (revenge, extortion, etc.), or to order.  

• Damage - goal may be just a corrupted system, network, or damage to the company 
for which the attack is directed.  

• Evidence of ability - show off your skills to others may be other motives of the 
attacker. Malware created for this purpose may not carry dangerous cargo, but the 
victim may appear unsolicited messages (system messages, funny animations, or other 
creative content). 

In this part of textbook we recommend for selfstudy literature [1]-[9].  

 

3 Computer network basics – brief introduction 

In this introductory chapter we briefly repeat principles of computer networks. It is absolutely 
necessary for a security specialist to know all aspects of network infrastructure and to have a 
good command for work with it.  From the viewpoint of following chapters it is most 
important of all to perfectly understand and to be able to distinguish whether the distant 
system which we join, is found on the same network like us or no and what network elements 
are interfering.  
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3.1 Seven layer OSI model 

Referential model OSI was set up by the organization ISO as an international standard. Its 
role is to give base for defining norms. Each one of the seven layers performs set of defined 
functions necessary for communication.  Every layer (except the lowest one) profits of 
services of the layer below and provides own services to the layer above it (obviously 
excluding the Application). Rules of communication amongst same layers of different 
systems are called protocols.  

 

Figure 1: OSI model 
 

1. Physical layer:   defines electrical and physical properties of appliances (pin 
distribution, connector shapes, levels of voltage, properties of cables). It connects and 
ends connection with transfer medium, it takes care about converting the signal etc. 
Physical connection can be point - to - point (serial line) or multi - point (Ethernet). 

2. Data link layer:  provides link between the two neighbouring systems.   Data units 
here are called frames. It puts frames in order, traces errors in communication, adjusts 
characteristics of communication channel. It provides connection only amongst locally 
incorporateed devices.  One of the examples is Ethernet. The address here is the 
physical addresses of the device – MAC (Media Access Control ). 

3. Network layer:  it is responsible for routing in network and network addressing.  
Provides connection among systems, that are not directly neighbours.  The unit of 
information here is packet.  The most widely known protocol of this layer is IP.  
Address here is the logical address of device – IP address. 

4. Transport layer:  ensures data transmission among endpoint nodes. The address for 
this layer is No. of port on computer.  Unit upon this layer is segment.  Major 
protocols are TCP and UDP.  TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) supports reliable 
data transmission.  it is employed in those cases where it is unacceptable to lose any 
piece of data on the way, which is the most common application. Reliability is 
warranted by acknowledging the packets.  The price of reliability is lower speed. UDP 

Application

Prezentation

Session

Transport 

Network

Data link 

Physical layer
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Application

Transport

Network

Data Link

Physical

(User Datagram Protocol) does not have any mechanism check - ups whether all data 
is delivered in time. Data is simply shipped from source to destination. The main use 
is where there is critical speed and it is possible to tolerate occasional outages of data 
– streamed video, Internet radio, searching in DC++, online games, DNS.  

5. Session layer: its aim is to organize and synchronize dialogue between cooperative 
relation layers .  

6. Presentation layer: its function is to transform data into form required from 
applications.  This includes encoding, compression, transmission among various codes 
and alphabets, sequence of bits etc.  Base64 encoding can also be found here.  

7. Application layer: level at which instructions of single application work:   http, FTP, 
DNS, DHCP, POP3, TELNET, SMTP, SSH.  

 

5layer model TCP/IP 

1. Application layer 

DHCP, DNS, FTP, Gopher, FTP, 
IMAP4, IRC, 
NNTP,POP3,SMTP,SSH, TELNET 

2. Transport layer 

TCP, UDP, DCCP, SCTP, RTP 

3. Network layer 

IP (IPv4, IPv6), ICMP, ARP, RARP, 
RIP, BGP, ICMPv6, IPsec 

2. Data link layer 

Ethernet, 802.11, 802.16, Wi-Fi, 
WiMAX, ATM, Token ring, Frame 
Relay, GPRS, PPP, ISDN 

1. Physical layer 

Physical layer of Ethernet, modem, 
optical cabel, koaxi cabely, twisted 
pair 

Fig. 2: TCP/IP model 
 

3.2 The Internet 

The Internet is formed by dozens to hundreds of thousands heterogeneous networks, that are 
mutually connected by means of homogenous IP protocol, which makes it possible to 
logically address requirements from any junction of the network to any other junction. 
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Backbone of the Internet is formed with mutually connected routers, that redirect IP packets 
amongst one and another.  On every router there are lined up either other routers or directly 
PCs for which the router works like a gate to the Internet (other nets). PCs attached to one 
router are mutually in local network and communicate together with help of local hardware 
addresses instead of logical IP addresses. 

 

Selected data about the size of the Internet (beginning of 2008): 

Number of users of the Internet: roughly 1.2 billion   

Number of active www domains : about 100 000 000 

Gross weight of electrons transferred during one day throughout the whole Internet:   50 g 
(speculative figure, rather destined for amusement) 

 

Fig. 3: Inspectional structure of Internet  
 

Client is end use device. Every client on the Internet has its unique IP address. Most often it is 
a personal computer, but it can also be e.g. web camera, harddisk recorders, measuring 
appliances,.. 

Client router net autonomme system 
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Router is a device that is responsible for redirecting the data through corresponding nodes of 
the network so the source addresses get to the destination. Individual end devices (they form 
local network) and other routers are connected to it. 

Local network (LAN) is a group of computers and network elements (hubs, switches, routers, 
access points) joined to single gate to the Internet (which is also a router). Local network is 
defined by mask of IP address. 

Autonomous system is a collection of IP systems and routers under the maintenance of a 
single entity which keeps uniform router policy on the outside. Every autonomous system has 
subsidiary unique identification issue ASN (originally 16- bito, i.e. max 65000 AS, since 
2007 32- bit). This code is utilized by BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) for transferring IP 
traffic among autonomous systems.  

3.3 MAC Address 

In LAN (i.e. in a group of computers that are physically behind a common gate into PC) PCs 
communicate not with the help of IP address but with the help of physical addresses of 
network interface controllers. These addresses are called MAC (Media Access Control) and 
every network interface controller in the world has its unique MAC address assigned already 
from the manufacturer. It is formed of 48 bits, or six bytes, that are often recorded as six digits 
in hexadecimal system which are separated by colons or dashes. The first three bytes 
determine the manufacturer, the next triad represents unique number of the network interface 
controller.   

In OS Windows it is possible to see MAC address of computers in local network by command 
arp –a 

 

Figure 4: Command ARP 
 

3.4 Switch 

The main task of switch is to care for distribution of pakets among computers in local 
network. Individual PCs are joined to switch in stellar topology. Every computer has its own 
hardware MAC address. If an application sends a datagram from one of the PCs to an 
application on another computer it is defined by IP address not MAC address. Firstly it is 
necessary to asess if both PCs are part of the same segment of network - we do so by 
consulting IP address of the source PC. IP address of the destined computer and from so - 
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called network masks. If they do, then it is necessary to  translate logical IP address to 
hardware MAC address. The protocol ARP (Adress Resolution Protocol) serves exactly this 
purpose. After obtaining the hardware address the packet is sent to network. Switch sustains a 
table of MAC addresses of computers that are connected with it. If then any packet is 
recieved, it checks the finishing MAC address, compares it with own table and sends the 
packet only to that port which leads to target MAC address. Individual packets are then 
"switched", similarly to switching phone calls.  

3.5 Hub  

Hub is a technological predecessor of switch. Its task is also to send packets amongst 
computers in local networks that are joined in network topology.  What makes a difference is 
if hub receives a packet from a PC, the packet is afterwards sent to all output ports of the hub 
regardless of MAC address of the target computer.   Every computer then individually 
compares the MAC address listed in packet as a target with its MAC address and if they are 
the same, the packet loads, because it is suitable , otherwise it throws it away. Some of the 
disadvantages is that the hub's network is less permeable and if the network card in computer 
which is connected to hub is switched in indiscriminate mode, it can read through all traffic 
amongst all the computers in given segment of the network, not just packets intended to it (as 
it is in the case of switched network).  

3.6 IP address 

The current version of the IP protocol is called IPv4. IP address consists of 4 octets - the bytes 
that are mostly represented as four decimal numbers from 0 to 255 separated by periods. In 
total the address consists of 32 bits, 2^32 = just over 4 billion possible unique IP addresses 
(theoretically, several ranges of IP addresses are reserved for special purposes) and roughly 
4,000,000,000 simultaneously connected network devices. This serie of number was 
insufficient already several years ago so a new successor named IPv6 was designed and 
implemented into latest operating systems and network hardware. The protocol consists of 
128-bit address. Complete "switch " of the entire Internet to IPv6 would require huge 
financial expenses and cause configuration issues so that is why it is not yet in sight. An 
alternative solution is currently NAT - Network Address Translation which assigns one IP 
address to certain network of computers with private IP addresses. From the outside all these 
computers look as if they had just one public IP address. This is made possible through the 
gate that maintains a table of private IP addresses of its "own" computers - it assigns a 
different port on its public interface to every requirement which goes from the network.  

You can view the IP address of your computer in Windows OS by using the command 
"ipconfig / all" in the command line. You can also do so on the Internet - for example on 
www.whatismyip.com. By comparing these two values, you can learn if you have a public IP 
address (the same) or whether you are in a network that enabled NAT (Network Address 
Translation) and therefore you have a non-public IP address (they are different). IP addresses 
are assigned by the network administrator. They can be assigned either statically - every time 
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you connect to the network, your computer has the same IP address or dynamically - after 
connecting to the network the address is assigned by DHCP. 

 

Figure  5: IPCONFIG 
 

In addition to the IP address (10.0.0.63) is here also saw the MAC address (00-17-F2-51-78-
2C), the name of the host (macbook), the gateway to connect to the network (10.0.0.20) and 
the subnet mask. 

3.7 IP subnet mask 

The subnet mask is used to determine which part of the IP address identifies the network and 
which portion specifies the address of a computer in the network. It works on the principle of 
logical operator AND between the netmask and IP address. Those bits in the mask that are set 
to 1 represent the IP address of the network address. This operation is very important for 
communication among stations on the network. Provided that the two stations are on the same 
subnet, they communicate directly with the local (usually Ethernet) network using a physical 
MAC addresses. Communication between them is not processed through the router (at the 
most through switch or hub). If each station is in a different network, they communicate by 
using logical IP addresses and their mutual communication passes through the router.  

Example 1: 

The station sends an IP packet 178.89.168.1 to 178.89.178.5 station. Network mask of each 
station is set to 255.255.255.0. Are the stations in the same subnet? 

Station 1 
178.89.168.1   = 10110010.01011001.10101000.00000001 

      && 

255.255.255.0   = 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------  net 1 

   10110010.01011001.10101000.00000000 = 178.89.168.0 

 

Station 2 
178.89.178.5   = 10110010.01011001.10110010.00000101 

      && 

255.255.255.0   = 11111111.11111111.11111111.00000000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  net 2 

   10110010.01011001.10110010.00000000 = 178.89.178.0 

 

As you can see addresses of the two networks are different (178.89.168.0 ≠ 178.89.178.0) 
Therefore the computer does not lie on the same network and will communicate through 
physical MAC addresses. Thanks to masks it can also be deduced that only the last 8 bits of 
the IP address represent the network address of the computer - therefore in this network there 
can be up to 255 stations.  

Example 2 

Would both computers from the previous example be located in the same network, if the 
network mask is set to 255.255.128.0? 

Station 1 
178.89.168.1   = 10110010.01011001.10101000.00000001 

      && 

255.255.128.0   = 11111111.11111111.10000000.00000000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  net 1 

   10110010.01011001.10000000.00000000 = 178.89.128.0 

 

Station 2 
178.89.178.5   = 10110010.01011001.10110010.00000101 

      && 

255.255.128.0   = 11111111.11111111.10000000.00000000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------  net 2 

   10110010.01011001.10000000.00000000 = 178.89.128.0 

 

In this case both of the network addresses are the same (= 178.89.128.0 178.89.128.0) and 
therefore both computers are in the same subnet. They would then communicate e.g. via 
Ethernet using hardware MAC addresses. For the addresses of computers in the subnet 15 bits 
are reserved, this network can thus have up to 2 ^ 15-1 = 32767 stations. 

3.8 Router 

The data that is sent to the network are divided into "packages" with approximately 1.500 
byte. These packages are called packets. Each packet contains a header in which is located  
the sender's IP address, IP address, and position in the stream of packets (to allow the packet 
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to pass the original data). Router is a device that redirects IP packets between network nodes. 
Each packet can travel between two computers via different route - according to the current 
throughput, functionality, etc. Routers form the backbone of the Internet - enabling the 
delivery of packets from one computer to any computer elsewhere. Specifically, it can be a 
diverse hardware ranging from a simple device for distributing an Internet connection at home 
to specialized hardware with the performance of supercomputers working on backbone 
networks. It may also be a "normal" PC with multiple network interfaces and specialized 
software.  

The main task is to forward the incoming packets at their output port, that leads to the 
destination for which the data is intended. Because of the enormous scale of the Internet no 
router knows all other routers on the Internet, it knows only its more or less limited area. If 
the packet is intended for a known network router it sends it directly to the network. If it does 
not know the way, the router sends it to the default port which is usually leading to a higher 
hierarchical unit in the network (such as ISP - Internet Service Provider) or an autonomous 
system boundary router where the router is located. Each router has an internal configuration 
table that shows which particular output ports belong and lead to certain networks, or other 
information such as priority calls, etc. This table can be prepared either statically - manually 
by the site administrator which is advantageous in terms of speed of response of the router but 
on the other hand, if one element fails in a statically specified path, the target network of this 
path becomes unavailable  for packets sent to our router. Or it can be compiled (to some 
extent) automatically - dynamically. For these types of tables each router announces itself to 
its closest neighbors by connecting to the network. They will respond back and report their 
neighbors. The router will then report to them again, he 'll announce its neighbors , etc. (this 
continues only to a certain limit depending on the protocol and its settings, such as RIP 
supports maximum of 16 hops). Then the whole process of reporting to their neighbors is 
repeated in a certain time interval (e.g. 30 seconds). The disadvantage is higher overhead 
because the bandwidth is occupied by "service" information, the advantage is the flexibility of 
such network - if one node fails the path to the network is automatically replaced by another 
functional way (of course if it is possible and if it was not a single hub to link this network 
with others).  
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Figure  6: An examples of hardware routers 
 

3.9 Autonomous systems, BGP 

An autonomous system is a collection of IP systems and routers under maintenance of a single 
entity, which manages uniform external routing policy. Each autonomous system is assigned 
with unique identification number ASN (originally 16 -bit, ie . 65000 max AS, since 2007, 32 
-bit). This number is used by BGP protocol for IP traffic routing between autonomous 
systems . 

Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is a key protocol for determining long routes on the Internet. 
It works on principle of creating tables of IP networks or their prefixes which can be searched 
for route between networks on level of autonomous systems (AS). Majority of regular users 
are not directly confronted with BGP protocol. The protocol is used mainly by ISPs - ISP 
(Internet Service Providers) so they can route IP traffic. BGP uses TCP port 179. The 
demonstration of how it works can be seen at http://bgplay.routeviews.org/bgplay/ . 

The difficulties with the operation of the BGP protocol arise from the huge growth of the 
Internet. Until 2001 global Internet routing table for autonomous systems was growing 
exponentially which would have sooner or later lead to the collapse of connectivity. Operation 
of the system was therefore based on an agreement between the ISP and modified in order to 
aggregate as many paths in the system and thus to minimze growth of the global routing table. 
For several years linear growth was achieved, but in 2004 it turned to exponential growth 
again. 13th October 2006 the global routing table reached size of 200 000 items (currently - 
the beginning of 2008 it is around 250 000) . To improve the global aggregation GBP table, 
the black hole in the network is being used. For example, AS which has allocated address 
space 172.16.0.0/16 from which however it uses only blocks 172.16.0.0/18, 172.16.64.0/18 
and 172.16.192.0/18. Such AS often exposes the entire address space 172.16.0.0/16 into the 
global BGP table which will also receive packets destined for  "black hole" 172.16.128.0/18. 
Although these packets are quietly discarded. From this state it is obvious that the "backbone" 
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routers of the Internet can be provided only by hardware from certain technical levels and 
more. Many routers - especially the type Small Office / Home Office (SOHO ) do not even 
support BGP protocol. Some more advanced do but they may have limited memory to 20,000 
items which is not enough for the global BGP. In addition to BGP table, routers must 
maintain tables for their own networks what may represent 50% of additional extras for large 
ISP. 

 
Basic networking tools in the operating system Windows  

ping 

Used to determine whether the server is "alive" and what is its connection latency with us. 

 

pathping 

Pathping calculates ping statistics for the entire path. 

 

tracert 

It traces the route packets between us and the target system. 

 

nslookup 

This tool allows you to send questions directly to specific DNS servers, to specify what types of 

records you want to write and to complete zone transfer.  

 

netstat 

Network traffic statistics - listening ports open connections, etc. The-n displays addresses in IP format 

instead of DNS name, parameters, and displays all connections and listening ports, the-b executable 

file associated with that connection, including PID process. 

 

 
arp 
Using the "-a" switch, it lists table of ARP records of the local computer, ie. IP addresses of 
stations with which our system tried to join and corresponding MAC addresses. The 
parameter "-s" can add ornamental record. 

net 
A comprehensive tool for managing network resources (accounts, computer files, groups, 
services, shared resources). This command consists of two parts, the word net + second word 
which can be: Accounts, Computer, Config, Continue, File, Group, Help, HelpMsg, 
LOCALGROUP, Name, Pause, Print, Send, Session, Share, Start, Statistics , Stop, Time, Use, 
User, View. Help with specific tasks can be obtained by "net help accounts". This is a very 
important command which is used to perform  comprehensive PC management. Examples: 

- Add a user from the command line: net user username password / add  
- View computers in the local workgroup or domain: net view  
- Join the network folder as a local logical drive: net use e: \ \ fileserver \ Documents  
- Stop Windows service: net stop servicename  
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Exercise: 

1. Find out what your IP address and subnet mask are. How many computers can be 
connected to the network you belong tos? 

2. Determine whether you have public or private IP address. 
3. Check the name of the station (hostname) in the command line. 
4. Find out what ports you have open and which programs they are associated with. 
5. Find out what DNS server you have configured, test it if it can do a zone transfer (using 

nslookup, select " show all records "). 
6. Use ipconfig to see the contents of your local DNS cache . Using the same tool empty the 

DNS cache. 
7. Find sites performing a reverse DNS queries on the Internet and perform it with your IP 

address (reverse DNS lookup ) 
8. Learn about the domain to which it belongs,  network in which we find ourselves (whois), 

autonomous system number (e.g. robtex.com). 
9. Determine the route to the most famous sites (Google, Yahoo , ...) 
10. Find the MAC address of your network adapter. Find Internet database of manufacturer 

codes (vendor MAC address lookup) and insert the MAC address the manufacturer 
indicates. Find out whether they correspond with the information in the network adapter. 

11. Check the contents of the ARP table. Perform a ping on any of the computers in the local 
network (such as the IP address of one of the other computers in the classroom) and read 
it again. Why have the contents of the table changed? 

12. Using the command line share the folder on local disk. 
13. Send an e-mail message via SMTP using the command line and the command telnet. 

Falsify the sender. In the received email header analyze and verify whether and to what 
extent it is possible to check the identity of the sender. How would the situation change 
for the digital signature? 

 

Task for seminar work: 

Identify and write down all the information above about your connection at home (on campus, 
in the library ... i.e. elsewhere than at school).  
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4 Listening the network 

 

Interception of network traffic is the ability to read from the network packets that are not 
meant for our computer. This requires so-called sniffer and secondly the driver to turn the 
network card to the promiscuous mode. On Linux, it is PCAP, version for Windows is called 
WinPcap. The most famous sniffer is WinShark (formerly Ethereal), available for both Linux 
and Windows. For Windows, there is also the Microsoft Network Monitor from Microsoft 
directly or freely available Packetyzer, which uses the same kernel as Ethereal. "Classic" 
sniffer is also tcpdump. 

Listening can be used for many purposes - the legitimate ones include analysis of network 
traffic due to network failures search, search activities of worms or hackers, software 
development etc. The illegitimate ones include the interception of passwords. Depending on 
the network protocol, passwords can be padlocked in network traffic in either encrypted or 
encoded form or in the form of readable text. In the freely readable form there are sent 
password protocols FTP, telnet, POP3, NNTP and other. 

The network analyzer consists of five basic parts: 

- hardware: Most network analyzers are in the form of software and work with common 
operating systems and network interface cards (NIC - network interface card). There are also 
specialized hardware network analyzers which have the advantage that they can detect 
hardware errors such as CRC (cyclic redundancy check), problems with voltage, cables, jiter 
(time base), jabber (devices that incorrectly processes the electrical signals) or errors occuring 
while negotiating haulers. Some network analyzers only support Ethernet or wifi, others are 
able to work with multiple adapters and allow users to change the configuration. Sometimes 
to make traffic network analyzer work there is also hub or cable tap needed to connect to an 
existing cable. 

- capture driver:  this section is specifically responsible for capturing network traffic on the 
cable. In addition it only filters the traffic that we are interested in and stores it in the data 
buffer. It forms the core of a network analyzer and without it is impossible to capture data. 

- buffer  (container): this saves the captured data. Buffer can save either as long as it is in 
place or using rotation system such as "round robin" in which the most recent data replaces 
the oldest data. Buffers can be implemented either in memory or in the hard disk. 

- real-time analyzator: analyzes the incoming data. Some analyzers need it to unravel the 
problems in network, IDS (Intruder Detection System) uses it to detect signatures of cyber 
attack. 

- decoder: shows network traffic in the form that is readable by humans. The decoders are 
specific for each protocol. Various network analyzers differ in how much they are able to 
decode protocols. New decoders are continually being added. 
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Legitimate use of snifers: 

- converting data into human-readable form  
- troubleshooting the network  
- analysis of network performance and finding bottlenecks  
- intrusion Detection  
- logging operation for forensic analysis and evidence  
- analysis of Application Traffic  
- identifying a faulty network card  
- tracing the origins of DoS (Denial of Service) attack  
- detecting spyware  
- debugging network applications in development  
- finding a compromised system  
- verification of compliance with company policy on the use of computer technology  
- educational purposes - learning practical functioning of the protocol  
- reverse engineering of protocols for the purpose of writing your own client and 

support programs 
 

Illegal use: 

- capturing user names and passwords in clear text  
- compromising private information  
- capturing and and re-running Voice over IP of telephone conversations  
- mapping the network  
- passive OS fingerpriting 

 

In order to eavesdrop on the network, an attacker must first gain physical access to the 
communications cable system that interests him. This means that he must be on the same 
network segment or connect to the cable somewhere in the path through which the 
information passes. If the intruder is not physically present in the same network segment, his 
possibilities for its bugging are severely limited, although there are some: 

- hacking into the target computer and installing remote-controlled sniffers  
- hacking into the network access point, such as computers ISP (Internet service 

provider) and installing sniffer  
- finding and gaining access to the system at the ISP where the sniffer is already 

installed  
- use social engineering techniques to gain physical access to facilities of ISP and 

installing sniffer  
- obtaining an insider in the target organization or the ISP that installs sniffer  
- redirecting the route of communication so that it goes via computer-controlled intruder 

 

Attackers often use sniffers to control the back door. One method is to install sniffer to the 
system in which it waits and listens in anticipation of specific information. Backdoor 
commands are then sent to the system but not where the backdoor and sniffer are but to their 
neighboring system (in the same network). Because the sniffer intercepts traffic throughout 
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the network segment, it captures the orders and transmits them to the backdoor. This type of 
backdoors is very difficult to detect, because in terms of network traffic it seems that the 
attacked system is a network neighbor. An example of such backdoor sniffer is cd00r, which 
also works in non promiscuous mode and is even harder to detect. Using tools such as Nmap 
simply send a series of TCP SYN packets to several agreed ports and backdoor then opens 
this predefined port. More information on cd00r can be found at 
 www.phenoelit.de/stuff/cd00r.c. 

 

4.1 The most famous network analyzers  

Wireshark (Ethereal) 

One of the best sniffers. It is developed as open source, yet offers quality of commercial 
products. It has a large number of functions, graphical interface decoders for more than 1,000 
protocols and it is continuously developed and managed. It is available for both Unix and 
Windows systems. The program is now renamed WireShark. For more see hompage 
www.wireshark.org (www.ethereal.com). 

 

Figure  7: Wireshark 
 

WinDump 
This is a Windows version of the popular Unix TM tcpdump. It uses WinPcap library.  

Network Associates Sniffer 

One of the most popular commercial products. It is now sold by McAfee Network Protection 
Solutions.  
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Microsoft Network Monitor 
Windows 2000, Windows 2003, Windows 2008 have this one available as an option built-in 
sniffer from Microsoft. It is available in the Administrative Tools folder, but you'll need to 
install it from the CD. It is also free to download at www.microsoft.com. 

 

 

Figure  8: Microsoft Network Monitor 
 

EtherPeek 
Commercial sniffer from WildPackets. There are versions for both Windows and Mac. 
www.wildpackets.com. 

Tcpdump 
The oldest and most popular network sniffer. It works on the command line on Unix systems, 
it is developed by Network Research Group (NRG) of the Information and Computing 
Scieneces Division (ICSD) at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). 
www.tcpdump.org.  

Snoop 
Sniffer controlled via the command line is part of Sun Solaris operating systems. It excels in 
working with protocols specific to this platform. 

Sniffit 
Snifer controlled from command line, runs on Linux OS, SunOS, Solaris, FreeBSD and IRIX.  
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Snort 
Rather than a sniffer this is a Network Intrusion Detection System (IDS) - a system for 
detecting network intrusion, a key part of the sniffer. It is actively developed and available on 
www.snort.org for both Linux and Windows. 

Dsniff 
Very popular sniffing package - a collection of programs that are designed to search for 
information such as passwords and eavesdropping on a switched network (for Linux and 
Windows). 

Ettercap 
Sniffer specially designed for interception on switched network. It has built-in functions such 
as collecting passwords, OS fingerprinting (passive tags operating systems), modification of 
network traffic (character injection). It runs on several platforms, including Linux, Windows, 
solariums. Available on http://ettercap.sourceforge.net. 

Analyzer 
Freely available sniffer for Windows OS that is actively being developed creators WinPcap 
and WinDump. Download at the http://analyzer.polito.it. 

Packetyzer 
Freely available sniffer for Windows OS, internally it uses the kernel of Ethereal. Most of the 
time it is one or two versions behind Ethereal. It offers slightly better graphical interface. It is 
available at www.networkchemistry.com. 

 

 

Figure  9: Packetyzer 
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Linsniff 
Specialized sniffer for linux, which serves only for finding and capturing passwords of all 
sorts of protocols. 

 

Carnivore 
Carnivore is software that is not publicly available, but it provokes discussion in the security 
community. This is because Carnivore is the original codename sniffer that was created 
specifically for the American FBI. It is used for intercepting communications between 
selected individuals while detecting crime. The sniffer's name was later changed to DSC100 
in an attempt to get it out of the public eye. The use of sniffer is mostly dependent od process 
when FBI agents arrive with a court order to ISP headquarters, where the network engage 
their "black box" which usually runs Windows 2000 with preinstalled Carnivore. Carnivore 
then shows the headers of all communication from / to the suspect. Frequency of use of 
Carnivore increased after 11th September 2001. 

FBI had Carnivore made to measure because the other free or commercial tools available did 
not meet the needs of police forces. For instance, each e-mail message is greater when 
transferred over the network because it is divided into multiple packets and then composed in 
finish again. However, utility as mailsnarf composes the message into its original form itself, 
which causes the problem because the criminal investigation in court can then attack this fact, 
as it can be already regarded as an artificially created proof because the information is not 
guaranteed authentic due to possible failure or "dwelling" packets along the way. Carnivore 
therefore captures only direct packets including the original sequence numbers, port, time data 
and does not put them together which guarantees the credibility of the whole system because 
any missing or redundant data can immediately detected. 

Another problem that the FBI encountered with conventional sniffers was deliberate 
minimization of tapped data. When tapping for example a telephone line, a person must be 
present at the monitor that controls communication and stop recording if call that is not 
related to the suspect is in progress (for example, the wife of the reference). Carnivore must 
work based on the same principle - it does not capture anything besides what is related to the 
tracked people.  

 

4.2 Hardware 

Cable tap 
Tap means Test Access Point, it is a device that allows to read data from any network cable 
between computers, hubs, switches, routers. In essence it allows us to "plug into" cable. The 
most widely known are Net Optics (www.netoptics.com) and Century Tap 
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(www.shomiti.net/shomiti/century-tap.html). There are available taps for both copper and 
optical fiber cables.  

Hub 
Hub is a distribution network element that allows you to connect multiple devices to a single 
shared medium. It is used for example in Ethernet networks. When one computer in the 
network sends the information to the hub, hub sends it "blindly" to all the other computers 
that are connected to it. Each computer can then according to destination MAC address in the 
datagram and its own MAC address packet determine whether to read it or discard it. The area 
of network in which the hub forwards data is thus called the collision domain or broadcast 
domain. Large collision domains slow down traffic in the network. It is possible to eavesdrop 
all operations at any point in the collision domain.   

 

Figure  10: Collision domain of the router 
 

 

Switch 
The switch is also a central network element at the same OSI layer as hub but it works in 
another way. When receiving data from the computer it does not forward it to all other 
computers in the network but only to those which have given MAC address as the destination 
address of the datagram. Switch must then maintain a table where every port has assigned 
MAC address of the computer connected to this port. This narrowed the collision domain to a 
single computer, saving bandwidth. Network traffic interception of other computers in the 
same network is prevented by simply switching the NIC to promiscuous mode. With falling 
prices and advances in technology, hubs are no longer used in the newly built networks 
because the switches fully replaced them.  

Even in a switched network, there are certain types of network traffic that can be 
eavesdropped at all stations - broadcasting and broadcast ARP protocol.  
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Figure  11: Collision domain of the switch 
 
Legitimate Analysis of Network Traffic in a Switched Network 
Even in switched network it is of course necessary to analyze network traffic for legitimate 
reasons - network administration, troubleshooting, development programs, etc. That is what 
port mirroring serves for (for technologies of company Cisco it is called port spanning). Most 
switches and routers supports this technology. During port mirroring the switch is 
reconfigured so that it duplicates the operation of the port you want to monitor to the port 
where the sniffer is running. The exact setup of port mirroring varies from case to case, it is 
described in the documentation for each specific switch. If the administrator of the switch 
mirrors uplink port of the switch (incoming connection) he can then analyze all traffic in the 
network segment.  

 

Figure  12: Network listenning 
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4.3 Techniques of Unwanted Eavesdropping Operation on a Switched Network  

Listening to the switched network should not be possible. In real life it is sometimes possible, 
although not always. It depends on the capabilities of the switch, its configuration, errors in 
the firmware, etc. There are attacks: 

MAC Flooding 
Millions of fake MAC addresses are sent to the switch. Some switches can be so 
overwhelmed by this that then they switch to the so-called fail-over mode in which the switch 
acts as hub - forwards traffic from any port to all other ports. This attack is quite brutal but 
easily detectable. Popular tool for its implementation is Macof which is a part of the package 
Dsniff for linux (http://monkey.org/ dugsong ~ / dsniff). 

MAC Duplicating (MAC cloning) 
In this type of attack we set the MAC address of our own computer so that it is the same as 
the MAC address of the computer we want to eavesdrop. Some older or less sophisticated 
switches then begin to send network traffic to both interfaces at the same time. You can use a 
tool like SMAC (for Windows), or even some network adapters allow you to change the 
MAC address directly. But how to prevent the victim's own broadcasting of ARP messages 
and thereby fixing the ARP table in the switch? One option is to use one DoS (Denial of 
Service) attack to make the victim decommissioned. Then you can only impersonate the 
victim, not be tapped.  

ARP Redirect 
If your computer needs to determine the MAC address of another computer in your local 
network, it sends so-called ARP request. Each computer maintains ARP table (for Windows 
OS it can be displayed using the command "arp-a" in command line) in which they store 
MAC addresses of other computers with which it established connection. ARP messages are 
transmitted through the switch so that it broadcasts to all the computers in the segment and 
they see both demand and response. The attacker sends these ARP messages in which he 
impersonates the gate. Thus, all traffic is routed through it. Or he can send ARP reply which 
is issued as a gateway to only one computer, then the attacker can browse only through traffic 
of this particular computer (the attacker must in both cases forward the data further to the 
right router to prevent his discovery because the victim's connection would stop working out 
from the network).  

ICMP Redirect 
In some cases, the computers are on the same physical network segment - on the same switch 
but in different logical segment - i.e. are in different IP subnets. When computer A wants to 
connect with such connected computer B, it sends a request to the router. Router knows that 
they are both in the same physical segment, so it sends ICMP redirect command to the 
computer A in which he makes it clear that the packets to computer B can be sent directly via 
MAC addresses. Attacker - computer X can send fake ICMP redirect to computer A, which 
says that packets for computer B can be send to  the MAC address of X (X he sets for B).  
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ICMP Router Advertisements 
ICMP Router Advertisements tell the computers who is router in the network. An attacker can 
send these messages and say that he is the router and then all computers begin to forward IP 
packets over it.  

MAC Spoofing 
The attacker pretends that he is another computer by appropriating its MAC address. He does 
so by sending fake ARP replies to the switch, which energizes the infected computer in its 
MAC table as the attacker. Traffic destined for the victim then goes to the attacker. The 
attacker then broadcasts it  further to the victim. It is not possible to impersonate the victim in 
this way, but this way it can be tapped. Some switches have countermeasure that allows you 
to assign MAC addresses per port statically (manually). This can prevent MAC spoofing, but 
it is only useful for smaller networks, in case of large ones it would be too laborious. 

Reconfigurating port mirroring on the switch  

As previously mentioned, port mirroring (also called port spanning) can be legitimately used 
for monitoring the operations of the others. The attacker can try to connect to the switch by 
using e.g. Telnet (usually it is necessary to know the password) and reconfigure it. 

Physical access  

If an attacker has physical access to the switch or cables, he may use cable taps (hardware 
interception cabling).  

Therefore there are several methods, but not all of them will work, especially on newer types 
of switches - the producers know their weaknesses and they usually try to correct them. Good 
source of information on monitoring traffic in a switched network is the FAQ file for the 
program Dsniff (http://monkey.org/dugsong~/dsniff/faq.html). Popular tools for carrying out 
these attacks are already mentioned Dsniff and CAIN. 

Detecting Sniffers  

Interception of network traffic is a passive type of attack. Operation is not changed, no 
information is  broadcasted. However, it is possible to detect eavesdropping. The easiest 
method is to check whether the network card is set in promiscuous mode. On Linux, you can 
use the command "ifconfig-a" or the command "ip link".  

Detecting promiscuous mode on Windows OS is more difficult because there are no standard 
commands that would display this type of information. But there is a free tool PromiscDetect 
(http://ntsecurity.nu/toolbox/promiscdetect).  

Some sophisticated sniffers, however, can cover their tracks by disguising symptoms of 
promiscuous mode in the operating system. You must then use either of the following 
methods: 
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- monitor reverse DNS lookup  
- send TCP / IP packets to all IP addresses in the Ethernet segment, but with fake MAC 

addresses.  
- use the operating principle of ARP  
- carefully monitor port hub  
- use honeypot (bait) 

 

Tools to Detect Sniffers 

- PromiScan  
- AntiSniff  
- Sentinel  
- Neped  
- Check Promiscuos Mode  
- Ifstatus  
- Promisc.c 

 

4.4 Protection Against Interception of Communication  

In fact the only protection against eavesdropping is encryption of communication, relying on 
the security of the transmission channel itself is not enough. We use variety of protocols that 
are based on the principle of asymmetric cryptography (public and private keys, certificates, 
digital signatures). Asymmetric cryptography was designed precisely to be able to transmit 
data securely over an insecure channel information. 

• SSH - Secure Shell. It works at the application layer. It is often used to remotely 
manage servers over a secure command line . Headers SSH are encrypted, so attacker 
can see at least  source and destination address. 

• SSL ( TSL) - Secure Socket Layer / Transport Layer Security. It provides encryption 
at the transport layer wraps upper-layer protocols (HTTP, FTP , NNTP , POP3 , 
IMAP). 

• IPsec - IP security. It works at the network level using extensions to the standard IPv4 
and IPv6 protocols. This makes it possible to encrypt any protocol above this level. It 
can operate in tunnel mode, which provides the IP header of confusion and thus masks 
the original source and destination IP address. 

• PGP - Pretty Good Privacy. It is mainly used for encryption and digital signature for e-
mail communication. 

• OTP - One Time Passwords, one-time passwords. General equipment which is used in 
applications while employing passwords for just one use. By doing this, interception 
of passwords loses sense (except the attacks of type "man in the middle"). 
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Using Sniffer, Wireshark (Ethereal)  

The current version of Wireshark (0.99.7) supports 911 protocols. 

 

 

Figure  13:  Selection of the network interface 
 

Loopback n Windows 

In Windows you cannot eavesdrop address 127.0.0.1 (i.e. the loopback operation, such as 
traffic between the server and client's applications running on the same machine) because 
Windows does not have loopback interface. You can still install this virtual interface (for 
instructions how to install the virtual loopback on Windows XP see: 
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/839013) but its behavior is different from behavior of 
conventional loopback interface e.g. in Unix systems. This interface hasn't got address 
127.0.0.1 but its own IP. If we send ping to the address of the interface and try to capture this 
traffic, it would not be successful because Wireshark would only see ARP request.  

Filters  

Direct capturing of network traffic provides huge amount of packets. From these raw data it is 
necessary to extract only what is essential for us. Ethereal allows you to filter the packets that 
are captured (capture filter) and which of the captured packets are displayed (display filter).  

Capture Filters  

The filtering rules to capture packets use pcap library as well as tcpdump program, so they 
have  common syntax. Tcpdump filter allows you to sort data in many ways. Its language is 
designed to allow working mainly with the most used items in second layers (network) and 
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TCP / IP protocols. You can also search for any bit sequences in packets. Capture filter is set 
in the dialog accessible via Capture / Options menu or the keyboard shortcut Ctrl + K. 

 

Figure  14: Capture filter setting 
 

The capture filter is written in the "Capture filter" as a string composed of the following: 

Address or device name 

Probably the most widely used filter selects only packets from / to a computer according to 
IPv4 addresses, IPv6 addresses or DNS name: 

host 192.168.1.1 

host 2::8100:2:30a:c392:fc5a 

host wizard 

host www.ethereal.com 
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In cases where the DNS hostname translation supplies more than one IP address, all returned 
addresses are used. If we want to limit the list to only the source or destination address, we 
add modifiers src (source - source) and dst (destination - the destination):  

src host 192.168.1.1 
dst host 192.168.255.255 

 

Hardware (MAC) adresses 

Use the modifier ether: 

ether host ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff 

Modifiers src and dst are also used. 

Ports 

Port limits the keyword capture only to the packets from / to certain port. There are also 
modifiers, TCP, UDP, and src and dst.  

port 80 

tcp port 80 

udp src port 53 

Logical operators 

Language tcpdump filter allows you to specify multiple conditions of filtering simultaneously 
and to structure them using logical operators: not, and, or. Where there is need to overload 
the precedence of operators use brackets. If you do not use parentheses, the conditions are 
simply evaluated from left to right.  

Examples: 

not port 53 

(excluding DNS transfers) 

host www.ethereal.com and ( port telnet or port ssh  ) 

(www.ethreal.com host and from the ports only telnet or ssh) 

host www.ethereal.com and port telnet or port ssh 

(host www.ethereal.com while port telnet or ssh port – from anywhere) 

Protocols 

Protocol filter allows to capture only the protocol we need. Individual reports are accessible 
via key words. They are (no http!)  
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• aarp AppleTalk Address Resolution Protocol 

• ah Authentication Header 

• arp Address Resolution Protocol 

• atalk AppleTalk  

• clnp Connectionless Network Protocol 

• decnet Digital Equipment Corporation Network protocol suite 

• esis (or “es-is”) End System-to-Intermediate System 

• esp Encapsulating Security Payload 

• icmp Internet Control Message Protocol 

• icmp6 Internet Control Message Protocol, for IPv6 

• igmp Internet Group Management Protocol 

• igrp Interior Gateway Routing Protocol 

• ip Internet Protocol 

• ip6 Internet Protocol version 6 

• ipx Internetwork Packet Exchange 

• isis (or “is-is”) Intermediate System-to-Intermediate System 

• iso International Organization for Standardization 

• lat Local Area Transport 

• mopdl Maintenance Operation Protocol 

• moprc Maintenance Operation Protocol 

• netbeui NetBIOS Extended User Interface 

• pim Protocol Independent Multicast 

• rarp Reverse Address Resolution Protocol 

• sca Systems Communication Architecture 

• sctp Stream Control Transmission Protocol 

• stp Spanning Tree Protocol 

• tcp Transmission Control Protocol 

• udp User Datagram Protocol 

• vrrp Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol 

Examples: 

imcp 

(only ICMP packets) 

not ipx 

(everything except the IPX packet) 

Protocol field 

While the protocols themselves are accessible via key words, each field of each of the 
following protocols simply cannot be tested like this. Only few fields from the headers of the 
most widely used protocols have their own keyword. Instead we must use different ability of 
tcpdump language - if the position of the search field is known, it can be used via direct 
access to packet bytes. To obtain  specific byte of packet, type brackets after the name of the 
protocol and put offset  of the byte, that interests us from the beginning of the packet, into 
them. The offsets begin with zero, so the filter tcp [0] returns the first byte of the TCP header, 
tcp [1] the second byte, etc.  
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Figure  15: TCP header (in bits) 
 

In addition to single byte integer we can also get double-byte or four-byte integer, by putting 
the colon in square brackets and after that we write label with size of the integer: tcp [0:2] tcp 
[0:4], etc. Multi-bit values are stored in the order that is used in the network, i.e. big-endian. 
To calculate the multibyte integer values the following formulas are used: 

• 2-byte hodnota = byte0 * 0x100 + byte1 

• 4-byte hodnota = byte0 * 0x1000000 + byte1 * 0x10000 + byte2 * 0x100 + byte3 

Numbers prefixed with 0x are written in hexadecimal format. Unfortunately, extracting 

bytes can be done only from some protocols: 

• arp Address Resolution Protocol 

• atalk Appletalk 

• decnet Digital Equipment Corporation Network protocol suite 

• ether Ethernet 

• fddi Fiber Distributed Data Interface 

• icmp Internet Control Message Protocol 

• igmp Internet Group Management Protocol 

• igrp Interior Gateway Routing Protocol 

• ip Internet Protocol 

• lat Local Area Transport 

• link Link layer 

• mopdl Maintenance Operation Protocol 

• moprc Maintenance Operation Protocol 

• pim Protocol Independent Multicast 

• ppp Point-to-Point Protocol 

• rarp Reverse Address Resolution Protocol 

• sca Systems Communication Architecture  

• sctp Stream Control Transmission Protocol 

• tcp Transmission Control Protocol 

• tr Token-Ring 

• udp User Datagram Protocol 

• vrrp Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol 
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The values that we obtain from packet headers are of integer type and therefore they can 
perform the following comparing operations:  

> bigger than 

>= bigger or equal  

< less than 

<= less or equal 

=, == equal 

!= not equal 

There are also arithmetic operators +, -, *, and / operators and bit & a |. 

Example:  

Keyword icmp captures only ICMP packets. But there are several types. The type is specified 
in the field "type" in header of ICMP. Value 8 is the type of ICMP echo request (ping), value 
0 stands for the ICMP echo reply (reply to ping).  

 

 

Figure  16: ICMP packet header 
 

So if we want to capture only ICMP ping packets, then we will use the following filter: 

icmp[0] == 8 or icmp[0] == 0 

 

For the ICMP protocol we also have the symbolic name constants. We use the following way: 

 

icmp[icmptype] == icmp-echo or icmp[icmptype] == ic mp-echoreply 

 

The following table summarizes the types of ICMP packets: 
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icmp-echoreply 0 

icmp-unreach 3 

icmp-sourcequench 4 

icmp-redirect 5 

icmp-echo 8 

icmp-routeradvert 9 

icmp-routersolicit 10 

icmp-timxceed 11 

icmp-paramprob 12 

icmp-tstamp 13 

icmp-tstampreply 14 

icmp-ireq 15 

icmp-ireqreply 16 

icmp-maskreq 17 

icmp-maskreply 18 
Table 1: ICMP packets 

 

Bit Operators 

Bit operators fit where there are fields in the header of a protocol stored as bit fields, such as 
TCP protocol has an 8-bit field called flag (flags), in which individual bits are used as the 
individual symptoms that are either on (1) or off (0).  

 

Keyword Value 

tcp-fin 0x01 

tcp-syn 0x02 

tcp-rst 0x04 

tcp-push 0x08 

tcp-ack 0x10 

tcp-urg 0x20 
Table 2: TCP attributes 

  

These signs are very helpful in finding problems with firewall or NAT, therefore they are not 
defined for symbolic constants. For example, if we want to capture only TCP SYN packet, 
use the following:  

tcp[tcpflag] == 0x02  

which is equivalent to 
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tcp[tcpflag] == tcp-syn 

If we want to follow only the second phase of a three-way "handshake" while establishing 
TCP communication, we need packets with flag set SYN / ACK, i.e. two bits. To do this we 
need to use this command: 

tcp[tcpflag] & tcp-syn == 0x02 

or 

tcp[tcpflag] & tcp-syn == tcp-syn 

 

Packet Size 

Language of tcpdump filter allows you to work with metadata - that is information which is 
not contained within the packet, but information about them. Packet size is thus accessible to 
the variable len. It can be tested using standard arithmetic operators. For packets smaller than 
100 bytes, enter: 

len < 100 

There are also incorporated operators like greater and less - less is the same as "len <=" 
greater as "len> =".  

 

Examples: 

• All HTTP packets TCP port 80  
• non-HTTP packets: not tcp port 80 or! Tcp port 80 or tcp port 80 or not tcp port! 80  
• HTTP traffic to www.ethereal.com: tcp dst port 80 and www.ethereal.com  
• HTTP traffic on all pages except www.ethereal.com: tcp port 80 and not dst 

www.ethereal.com  
• IPX packets: ipx  
• IPX packets destined for IPX network 00:01: F0: EE: Not possible because of IPX 

packets is not possible to extract apartments  
• TCP packets: tcp ip or against 5  
• TCP SYN packets: tcp [tcpflag] & tcp-syn == tcp-syn  
• IP packets with a total length of over 255 apartments: ip [2:2]> 0xff  
• IP or IPX packets: ip or ipx  

 

Display Filters 

Options of display filters vary from the filter that catches - catching filter is limited by library 
libcap on which it is built. Display filters are contrary to all the items that are in the drop 
down menu in the central panel of Wireshark. Unlike catching filters the use dot notation. List 
of items with which we can work with in display filters is listed in the help (Help / Supported 
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Protocols / Display filter fields) but the easiest way to find an expression for filtering specific 
protocol or field is to mark it in a captured packet in the central panel. Bottom left of the 
status bar of the program then shows the name of the filter, which would have to be used for 
filtering the protocol (field). 

 

Figure  17: Interactive help to filter expressions  
 

Display filters are slower than the collecting filters, on the other hand they can handle almost 
any protocol or protocol field. To test whether the expression acts as a display filter just write 
it into Filter line while live packet capturing or while displaying packets from a file.  

 

 

Figure  18: Entering a display filter  
 

To view all IP packets: 

ip 

or we can limit the selection to only those IP packets that have a particular field: 

ip.len 

Because packets always contain field total length (len), this form is equivalent to the previous 
one. Neverthelles other protocols like TCP contain variable field in the header. One of such 
variable fields in TCP is MSS option which is represented by tcp.options.mss_val value. To 
find all the packets which contain such value, we need to type following: 

tcp.options.mss_val 
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Display filters in Wireshark are of type. This means that depending on the type of the field, 
this field may contain only value of certain type. Types of values for display filters are: 

Unsigned integer, signed integer, Boolean, Frame Number, Floating Point, Double-precision, 
String - sequence of characters, Byte String - sequence of hexadecimal MAC address, IPv4, 
IPv6, IPX, network, Absolute Time, Relative Time, Nothing, Protocol. 

Operators that can be used for comparing values are:  

> nebo gt větší než 

>= nebo ge větší nebo rovno 

< nebo lt menší než 

<= nebo le menší nebo rovno 

== nebo eq Rovno 

!= nebo ne Nerovno 

contains znak nebo řetězec v jiném řetězci 

matches regulární výrazy 

  

Regular expressions for operator Matches are taken from the PERL scripting language.  

Examples: 

http contains "\"Yes\"" 

Searches for a string "Yes" (including the double quotes) 

frame contains "\0777" 

frame contains "\xff" 

Finding bytes containing specific value, octal, and hexadecimal. 

http contains "\\begin" 

Searches for a string \ begin (without the quotes but with a slash) 

eth.src == 00:09:f6:01:cc:b3 

Packets with specific MAC addresses 

frame contains "POST" 

Uses pseudoprotokol frame to find all the packets in which the string POST is present 

frame contains 50:4f:53:54 
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http contains "GET" 

http contains "User-Agent: Mozilla" 

 

Adresses 

ip.src == 192.168.1.1 

ip.dst == wizard 

ip.dst == www.ethereal.com 

Matches packets that have the specified source or destination IP addresses or DNS names 

ip.addr == 192.168.1.0/24 

ip.addr == wizard/24 

The same, but uses CIDR notation 

Time 

frame.time < "Dec 31, 2003 05:03:00" 

Packets that arrived before 5:03 am New Year's Eve 2003. 

frame.time_delta > 0.02 

Packets which have time slot greater than 0.02 seconds between them. 

Ranges 

eth.addr[0] == aa 

eth[:2] == ff:ff 

http[10:] contains 00:01:02 

 

Supporting Programs 

Tshark (tetheral) 

The console version of Wireshark operated without graphical interface but only via the 
command line. Its capabilities are more or less the same as in the graphic version, the 
advantage is the possibility of incorporating the input and output of the program to the 
external scripts containing other programs.  

Editcap  

Used to delete packets or to convert the file format in which the packets are stored. It does not 
work directly with live captured data, only with those saved in files.  
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Mergecap 

Combines multiple files with the captured data into single file. Input files can be of different 
formats.  

 

Text2cap 

It generates files with the captured packets from hexadecimal listing of network traffic. It can 
insert artificially created headers of Ethernet, IP, UDP and TCP protocols. 

Security 

Wireshark contains huge number of decoders for network protocols. The number of 
developers who participated reaches hundreds. With such a scope of work it is always a risk 
that some of the decoders may contain errors that could potentially mean security risk. In the 
past, few such errors occurred and consequently allowed remote taking of control of the 
system. The principle of the attack was to compile a packet containing the sequence of bytes 
which have been known to cause  buffer overflow, for example overflowing of storage in the 
decoder of running sniffer. Maliciousness of this attack is that it is enough to send the packet 
only to the destination segment of the network, it does not even have to be addressed directly 
to the computer which runs the sniffer. For this reason it was removed from the Ethereal 
palette of standard tools of some distribution of alternative operating systems. Conclusion: 
Wireshark is an essential tool for job of security analytics and network administrators, but it is 
necessary to always have the latest patched version.  
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Exercise 

1. Download and install Wireshark to Windows OS running in VMWare.  
2. Interception of communication: SMTP, FTP, POP3, HTTP, HTTPS, ICQ, or more. Assess 

which protocols could be eavesdropped and which ones not. Try to get the password while 
going through authentication process on http sites via web form and via http basic 
autentification.  

3. Use the overheard use for the "reverse engineering" of how the protocol (such as http, 
smtp, pop3, remote desktop, NNTP, ...) works and then try to perform the same activity 
(downloading web pages, send email inbox choice) from command line program using 
telnet or netcat.  

4.  First practice capturing and then displaying filters in Wireshark, e.g.:  

- filter out all the traffic going only to / from a specific IP address (not ours)  
- filter out only http traffic  
- filter out only learned http traffic to one IP address  
- filter out packets containing certain word WWW-Authenticate: NTLM  
- at the same time skip the SMB protocol, UDP, ARP  
- eavesdrop different types of web authentication on IIS web server: anonymous, 
basic, integrated  
- filter out traffic from one IP network  
- filter out all http responses with a particular code (eg 401, 404, ..)  

5. Trace which packets operating system sends after typing command ipconfig / repase and 
then ipconfig / renew. 

Tasks for seminar work: 

1. Tap operation while turning on the Windows operating system (only the traffic that 
generates the OS itself, do not open any web pages, etc.), analyze all the captured packets in 
seminar work - describe their protocols, the tasks the protocol performs, why it is running in 
start of computer, etc.  

2. Program a basic sniffer in C, C + + or C # (without sufficient filtering function, only basic 
capture and display on screen / file).  
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5 Security of Web Servers 

 

Web servers are the most visible parts of the Internet, for common users they virtually 
represent the Internet itself. Extremely high demands are put on their safety and reliability. In 
the past servers suffered from many ailments and vulnerability. Today when using proven 
"best-practice" procedures these problems and vulnerabilities are history, but rather critical 
point is represented by web applications running on servers. Even so it is necessary to have 
overview about functioning and security of web servers. 

5.1 Web Server 

The term web server means either a computer connected to a network and providing websites 
or a software installed on this computer. Web servers are the most common targets of cyber 
attacks. Web server (software) usually listens on TCP port number 80 (but it can also vary) 
for incoming connections and when it is created with the other party (the client), server and 
client exchange data via http (hyper text transfer protocol) protocol. The principle of this 
communication is that a client requests a document available on the server (request), and the 
server responds with either the document is not available or it sends the document. 
Documents can be in form of web pages, images, CSS files, scripts in JavaScript, Java, Flash 
and other content. The source code of web pages is written in HTML (hyper text markup 
language) language. One part of the answer is also the status code of the response. This 
indicates whether the request is discharged correctly or whether there are any problems. 
Common status code indicating that the status of action is OK is 200. Furthermore we know 
these code groups: 

• 3xx - problems with redirection  
• 4xx - errors associated with the execution of the request (the page is not available, 

etc.)  
• 5xx - Internal Server Error  

 

Server usually somehow records requests in so called logs. This allows server manager to 
create statistics, to optimize content, to look for the causes of errors and to monitor attempts 
to disrupt security of server. 

The html files in www can be stored either statically within the same form in which they are 
sent to the client, or dynamically generated based on the received request. Static documents 
are available much faster, on the other hand the dynamic pages can respond to specific 
requests. The dynamic generation serves as CGI (Common Gate Interface - an interface that 
allows you to dynamically generate HTML content using any programming language) scripts, 
PHP (PHP : Hypertext Preprocessor - a recursive acronym ), ASP.NET (Active Server Pages) 
possibly using additional (compared to the announced less advanced) technologies. 
Dynamically generated pages are often linked to the database layer. Databases are essentially 
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a table consisting of columns (called attributes), rows (records) and SQL (Structured Query 
Language), which operates using these tables (the acquisition and storage of information).  

The most common programs that provide web services are: 

• Apache HTTP Server  
• Microsoft IIS Server  
• Sun Java System Web Server 

 

 

Figure  19: Development of the market share of web servers (source netcraft.com) 
 

Apache  

Apache HTTP Server is currently the most widely used software for providing websites. It is 
developed by The Open Group under the auspices of the developers of the Apache 
Foundation Server. Its origins date back to 1994. It is available for a variety of operating 
systems - Unix, FreeBSD, Linux, Solaris, Novell NetWare, Mac OS X and Microsoft 
Windows. Apache is a free software with freely available source code. Currently (spring 
2008) it is attached to about 50 % of the web servers on the Internet. The home page is 
http://httpd.apache.org/. 

Currently there are two adjacent parallely developed versions - 1.3 and 2.2. Version 2 to 
version 1 was reworked from scratch with regard to scalability. The Apache server offers a 
variety of modes that extend the basic functionality - mod_perl, mod_python, PHP ( scripting 
languages), mod_access , mod_auth, mod_digest, mod_rewrite proxy module mod_log, 
mod_zip and more. Apache supports virtual hosting - one Apache web server can handle 
multiple web servers simultaneously . 
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Very popular is the combination of open source Apache + PHP + MySQL scripting language 
database server.  

Installation in Windows 

Apache is free to download at http://httpd.apache.org/, Dowloads section, labeled version of 
the Win32 Binary (MSI Installer). Download links are freely available, there is no registration 
needed. 

 

 Figure  20: Apache http server download 
 

The installation will be started by the downloaded exe file : 
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Figure  21: Instalation of web server Apache 
 

After installation, the bottom tray in the Windows task bar shows a new icon:  

 

Figure  22: Running Apache 
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In the installation directory of the server there are several important subdirectories:  
 
/ bin - support programs from the manufacturer  
/ cgi-bin - directory for CGI scripts  
/ conf - configuration files, especially httpd.conf  
/ htdocs - a place to record html (php) documents  
/ modules - compiled modules 
 

Configuring Apache 

The current line-up, which is not running on port 80 for any other service server should run 
immediately after installation without any problems. Otherwise you must edit the main 
configuration file - httpd.conf. In this file you make all the global server settings. 

 

Figure  23: File httpd.conf 
 

This is a plain text file, edited in any basic editor (eg notepad). Those lines that begin with # 
are comments. Important directives are:  

The root directory for the entire server (executables, etc.):  

ServerRoot "C :/ Program Files / Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2" 

 

The port on which the server is running:  

Listen 80  
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Directive for using an additional module:  

LoadModule  

The root directory for www documents:  

DocumentRoot "C :/ Program Files / Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2/htdocs"  

Setting Rights and behavior for each directory:  

<Directory />  

     Options FollowSymLinks  

     AllowOverride None  

     Order deny, allow  

     Deny from all  

</ Directory>  

After successful instalation, Apache functioning can be verified via web browser by typing 
http://localhost or http://127.0.0.1. 

 

Restricting access to a directory in Apache 

The directories in the Apache server are protected by setting directives in the main 
configuration file httpd.conf and using the. Htpasswd located in the particular directory. 

First we need to modify the directive (or create a new one if it does not have that directory) 
Directory in httpd.conf: 

 

<Directory "C:/Program Files/Apache Software Foundation/Apache2.2/htdocs/members">  

Options FollowSymLinks  

AuthType Basic  

AuthName "secret section"  

AuthUserFile "C :/ Program Files / Apache Software 
Foundation/Apache2.2/htdocs/members/.htpasswd"  

require valid-user  

</ Directory>  
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Warning - AuthUserFile line by the Linux OS used the shape of the path: / 
usr/local/apache2/htdocs/members/.htpasswd 

Where individual lines have the following meaning: 

= FollowSymLinks can use this directory symbolic links next to the filesystem 

AuthType Basic = only two options are supported: Basic - Basic authentication when login 
and password are sent in clear text form (but encoded with base64), this is the most widely 
used authentication and Digest - almost unused authentication type which does not send over 
the network logins and passwords but only their hash values . 

AuthName = text that will be displayed in the browser window for authentication 

AuthUserFile = file created afterwards by the command " htpasswd " which contains 
usernames and passwords for access require valid- user = access to a directory is based on 
individual login and password 

Furthermore a file .htpasswd needs to be created and placed in the directory. In this file there 
are logins and hashes of passwords to access the directory. This will create a file using 
httpaswd which is in the directory / bin . The first time you run the program you must specify 
the -cb which creates the file with a password. In the next run this parameter must not be 
entered, it would overwrite the file. Just specify only the- b, it will add a user to an existing 
file.  

 

 

Figure  24: Use of htpasswd program 
 

For example, the combination of login: filip password: password created in the. Htpasswd 
following string:  

Philip apr1 $ $ $ ..... MZ4 qRvvKy4cVJkqrmtRelA0G0  
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Whether the directory is really protected by password can be checked in the browser by 
typing the appropriate directory on localhost. Following dialogue appears:  

 

Figure  25: Login and password 
 

If we enter invalid information, we get only warning with header 401: 

 

Figure  26: Incorrectly entered authentication data  
 

By entering the correct information we can get further: 

 

Figure  27: Correctly entered authentication data  
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Internet Information Services  

The manufacturer is Microsoft, the main part of the HTTP / HTTPS server, but in addition it 
also contains components for FTP, SMTP and NNTP services. It is the second most used 
server on the Internet right after Apache, currently (Spring 2008) it reaches around 40% of 
market share.  

 

Version:  

IIS 1.0 – Windows NT 3.51, dostupný jako free add-on 

IIS 2.0 – Windows NT 4.0 

IIS 3.0 – Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 3 

IIS 4.0 – Windows NT 4.0 Option Pack 

IIS 5.0 – Windows 2000 

IIS 5.1 – Windows XP Professional 

IIS 6.0 – Windows Server 2003, Win XP Pro x64 Edition 

IIS 7.0 – Windows Vista, Windows Server 2008 

Windows XP Professional includes a stripped-down version of IIS - it allows only 10 
connections at the time and a single web site. 

• Safety: the earlier versions contained number of serious security vulnerabilities, 
amongst other things the infamous CA- 2001-19, which served to Code Red worm 
propagation. In the current version 7.0, there is no known exploit yet. However, there 
have been found some errors, but it is not certain whether it is possible to exploit them 
(presented at the conference Hack in a Box 2008 Dubai, Cesar Cerrudo of Argeniss) . 

• In version 5.1 and earlier IIS was run with Local System privileges of the user. In 
version 6.0 rights have just changed to Network Service user who has less system 
privileges. In practice this means that if there is an abuse of the discovery of a new 
exploit, there would not be compromising of the entire operating system. Version 6.0 
also includes rewritten core of the http stack ( http.sys ) with more strict parser of http 
requests. 

• Version 7.0 is fundamentally modular (formerly the program " monolithic "). The base 
is represented by small web server core, additional modules can be added according to 
whether they are necessary in particular situation. The modules delivered " out of the 
box " include http, security , content compression , caching , logging and diagnostic 
module. 

• Another important change is that the configuration files are now stored as XML files 
instead in the metabase. Server has a global configuration file that provides default 
settings. Each folder can contain their own web.config file that overrides the global 
setting. Unlike in the previous versions, changes in these files take effect immediately. 
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Options to control access to protected documents: 
  

- basic authentication  
- digest authentication  
- integrated Windows Authentication  
- .NET Passport authentication  
 

Like Apache the IIS is remodeled in newer versions for more support modularity. Since IIS 
version 7.0 the monolithic kernel is replaced by modules. The following modules are 
available in basic installation: 

  
- http module  
- security Module  
- content module  
- compression Module  
- caching module  
- logging and diagnostic module 

 

Installing IIS in Windows XP Pro  

Internet Information Services is a part of many versions of the Windows operating system. 
One of them is Windows XP Pro (it is not in Home version but there is way to start it which is 
though unsupported by), which is not installed by default on installation. To install the 
following steps are necessary:  

Go to Start / Settings / Control Panel / Windows Components to open the "Windows 
Components Wizard", then tick the "Internet Information Services" (may require installation 
CD).: 
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Figure  28:  IIS Installation 
 

After installation there is  folder c: \ inetpub \ www default folder for html and asp.net pages 
created. Server functionality can be tested in a browser by typing http://localhost or 
http://127.0.0.1. 

Managing IIS  

IIS Administration is performed through so-called console snap-in module, which is located 
in %SystemRoot% \ system32 \ inetsrv \ iis.msc. For its convenient triggering there is the 
need to create a shortcut to this file. 

 

Figure  29: IIS Management Console  
 

In the graphic interface on the left there is pop-up structure where all servers, files and 
applications are accessible. Setting of each item (server, application, virtual directory, file) is 
performed via the right mouse button and selecting properties, such as properties of the Web 
server: 
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Figure  30: Web Site Properties  
 

 

 

Restricting access to directories in IIS  

First create a new virtual directory: 

 

Figure  31: Create a virtual directory  
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Figure  32: Virtual Directory Creation Wizard  

 

 

Figure  33: Name the virtual directory (alias) 
 

 

Figure  34: Assigning the actual virtual directory  
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Figure  35: Permission settings for virtual directory  
 

 

In the last screen only confirm the completion of the event. This creates a virtual directory 
(the directory that is used in the web address). Now you need to set up security in the 
properties of the folder: 

 

Figure  36: Access the properties of the virtual directory  
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Figure  37: Individual items of the properties of the virtual directory  
 

In the Authentication Methods dialog, you must uncheck the option "Anonymous Access", 
"Integrated Windows authentication" and check the "Basic Authentication".  

 

 

Figure  38: Authentication Methods dialog  
 

As login and password use the name and password of any users account in our Windows 
installation. It is now protected directory http://localhost/members/ and when you try to get 
inside, login and password are required: 
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Figure  39: The dialog for entering a password in the web browser  
 

When you enter wrong password you only get warning: 

 

 

Figure  40: Nesprávně zadané údaje 
 

When you enter the correct information, you can see the protected content: 

 

Figure  41: Correctly entered data  
 

This directory can be accessed for so long, until the the session expires (for example, if the 
page is opened in another instance of the browser). 
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5.2 Gaining Unauthorized Access to Directories with Restricted Access 

There are several options - getting login and password with a Trojan horse placed in the user's 
computer, the interception of network traffic on the local network segment or dictionary 
attack. For the first two cases, however physical access to the computer or local network, or 
exploiting higher levels and gaining remote access is required. Purely from the Internet 
without using other vulnerabilities in the system we have no other choice but trying dictionary 
attack - basically trying one combination of logins and passwords by another until you get 
bored, until you get the correct combination or until the server refuses our IP address - which 
a good server does after set 3-5 incorrect attempts. In this case we use the connection through 
proxy servers. Changing manually the proxy server after every few attempts would be a very 
tedious job, but fortunately there are automated tools available. 

 

5.2.1 Brutus AET2 

This is one of the most popular tools for dictionary attack. It can try passwords to wide range 
of services - http (basic), http (forms), ftp, pop3, telnet, NetBIOS, NetBus (older trojan). It is 
modular - support of other protocols can be added using special plugin files. The program is 
free to download at http://www.hoobie.net/brutus/brutus-download.html. After you download 
it, you only need to unpack the archive, it does need to be installed. Following the start this 
window shows up: 

 

 

Figure  42: Brutus AET2 
 

To test our set www servers, select http basic auth. Username can be entered either 
permanently or you can specify a text file that will test all the names (file format is one name 
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per line). Similarly, passwords can be tested from a file (again, one password per line) or 
combinatorially created - you can choose the minimum password length, maximum password 
length and the alphabet from which passwords will be formed. To enable Brutus to correctly 
detect a failed attempt at logging, the server must return standard header 401  

 

 

Figure  43: Setting options of combinatorial attack  
 

The following screenshot illustrates one false positive (first row, the IIS server is not returned 
in the negative authentication standard header 401 and thus the unsuccessful authentication 
was considered as successful - needed treatment would include creating a special plugin) and 
one case of finding the right combination of login and password.  

 

 

Figure  44: Test results 
 

Securing Internet Information Services  

For thorough server security,  running IIS is necessary to implement safety measures in the 
following sections:  
 
- network environment  
- patches and updates  
- windows Services  
- user accounts and groups  
- file system  
- auditing and logging 
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Net Environment 

Providing safe network environment is an essential condition . We need following tools : 

- router 
- firewall 
- Intrusion detection system 
 

Router is either a software application or a hardware device responsible for forwarding IP 
packets between neighbouring networks. A typical router has the ability to set the ACL - 
Access Control List or ACL in which the specified streams of packets between internal and 
external networks (sloveso???). ACLs can be used to block or filter unwanted packets (in 
terms of unwanted IP addresses or ranges ) . When installing a new server, you need to melt 
ACL on the router before the installation and follow all safety steps so the www server is not 
accessible from the outside. If we are in the organization that manages the router itself , we 
can do it ourselves otherwise if  we have the managed ISP connection we have to ask for 
permission. 

Firewall is once again a software or a hardware device that filters one or more protocols. 
Windows versions include the basic software firewall Internet Connection Firewall (ICF) 
since 2003. By default this feature is disabled. After setup, you can configure which 
applications on your computer are allowed to establish connection to the outside network (on 
any port needed) or which ports are open to listening (ie open for computers outside the 
network that try to connect to them). To ensure that, the individual functions of IIS server 
need to enable these ports: 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)    80 

http secure (HTTPS)      443 

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) command channel  21 

FTP data channel      22 

Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)   25 

Post Office Protocol v3 (POP3)    110 

Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP)   119 

Secure NNTP       563 

Microsoft recommends use of ICF for small and medium-sized web projects. For larger 
projects, it is better to use more sophisticated tools (such as Microsoft Internet Security and 
Acceleration (ISA) server or other commercial firewall from companies such as CheckPoint, 
Cisco etc. 
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Intrusion Detection System is a network device (usually software) that captures and analyzes 
network traffic to identify potentially offensive activities. It is primarily designed for 
detection but it can also possibly spot increased traffic and end the dangerous connection. IDS 
can detect otherwise undetectable attacks such as Denial of Service, IP spoofing or session 
hijacking . 
 
Recommendations for the security of the network infrastructure in the field of network 
security computer and the web server : 
 

- Filter traffic by protocol and port. For example, if the web server runs, enable only the 
firewall ports 80 and 443, deny the others 

- Ban requests Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) because  the attackers then 
will not be able to use your standard ping server ?????? allowing them to find the one 
hand ztížíme server , on the one hand preventing attacks associated with protocol ping 
(ping of death , ping flood ) 

- Disable NetBIOS over TCP / IP. NetBIOS services then they will not be able to use 
TCP port 139 and will not be able to make potentially unsafe NetBIOS session 

- On network devices, set logging and auditing logs in regular intervals 
- Reduce physical and remote access to network devices 

 

Patches and Updates 

Security patches, fixes, service packs and updates are critical part of security of the operating 
system and IIS. Unpatched operating system is installed by default in almost every version of 
Windows operating system which might be vulnerable to some of known bugs. The use of 
patches is therefore absolutely necessary. On the other hand, even the patches themselves can 
sometimes contain errors or otherwise negatively affect the operation of applications. It is 
therefore necessary to test a live production application on the test machine before deploying. 
On my machine , of course, only apply the patches you need - if you do not use SQL server is 
unnecessary to download and install it for repairs. In terms of IIS must be patched especially 
this software: 

- Microsoft Windows : patches , updates and service packs for the operating system 
- Microsoft Data Access Component ( MDAC) : This component is used by different 
applications to access the database severum and other data sources 
- Windows Scripting Engine : engine for VBScript and JScript is used by older Active 
Server Pages ( ASP) 
- . NET framework : the interface used by ASP.NET pages 

 

We can learn what patches and updates need from the following locations: 

Security Bulletin: the latest information on Microsoft security products can be found at 
www.microsoft.com/security/. You can also subscribe for security bulletins by email. The 
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bulletin always provides technical information about the problem, it describes the solution and 
list of affected products and versions. 

Windows Automatic Updates: this application is part of the Windows OS, automatically 
checks for, downloads, sets and installs patches and updates. The advantage is that the 
manager of patches and updates does not need to worry - in production environment, 
however, this option is usually not used as patches and updates must be first verified by the 
backup machine.  

Windows Updates: service based on the same system as WAU, but available on the Internet 
at http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com. When you visit this site the computer is automatically 
scanned for needed patches.  

Microsoft BaseLine Security Analyzer (MBSA): this application is able to detect patches 
and updates installed not only in the local computer, but also in neighboring computers in the 
network. The tool is free to download at www.microsoft.com 

 

Recommendations for patches and updates: 

- monitor and apply the latest patches and updates  
- download only from trusted sources (microsoft.com, software manufacturer's website)  
- do not use updates or similar-looking files received via email  
- before deploying on a production machine test patches on test servers  
- keep overview of changes and consequences that occur in the system by applying 

patches 
 

Windows Services 

Windows Services are programs that run in the background of the system and provide users 
and other programs some functionality. Overview of what services are running in your system 
can be obtained by running services.msc console (in Windows XP Start / Settings / Control 
Panel / Administrative Tools / Services in Windows 2003 Start / Administrative Tools / 
Services). Services can use the tool to set, start, stop, prohibit and permit. In terms of 
minimizing attackers space it is appropriate to employ only those services that we need in the 
system.  
Recommendations for services:  

 
- Do not install unnecessary components and services.  
- Stop and disable unused services.  
- Do not install third-party applications if not needed. 

 

User Accounts and Groups  

Recommendations for accounts:  
 

- remove unused accounts  
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- if any account is known as not used for some time , disable it  
- disable the Guest account (host)  
- rename the Administrator account  
- enforce strong password policies  
- use policy and account lockout after several failed login attempts  
- log into the system with lower privileges than Administrator  
- disable null sessions 

 

Recommendations for File System  

The web server absolutely needs to use the NTFS file system. In terms of security against 
hardware failure, www servers are usually deployed in RAID array.  

 

Logging and Log Control (Auditing)  

Logging records events that occurred on the server in the appropriate file. By auditing these 
files we try to find unusual activity. Logging and checking the logs will not prevent the first 
attack, but if you can identify it, this action enables us to resist in the future and understand 
the weaknesses of our system. It is important to secure files with logs sufficiently because the 
attackers will attempt to delete or change them in order to sweep off the tracks. The following 
logs are important resources for IIS administrator: 
 

- Event Viewer: records events in the operating system and IIS application. These logs 
are divided into three main groups: system, security and application. 

- IIS Site Activity: log that tracks customer requirements - who, when, where and what 
content was requested. 

- HTTP API Error: these logs are generated by the kernel - mode driver HTTP.SYS. 
This low-level operating system component intercepts HTTP requests from the 
network interface and redirects them to the appropriate application pool. 

- URL Scan: Internet Server API (ISAPI) filter that is an optional part of IIS 6.0. It 
monitors http requests based on specific rules. If the request does not comply with 
these rules, the server returns an error page "404 File Not Found". 

 

Recommendations for logging and control: 

- log the unsuccessful attempts to access password-protected resources (folders, files, 
applications)  

- enable IIS logging site activity  
- move the default IIS log file and protect it with NTFS rights  
- back up and archive old logs  
- log the failed attempts to access important system files  
- periodically check the files with logos 
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5.3 HTTP - Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

The Protocol which is responsible for the exchange of data between www server and www 
browser. It works on the principle of demand - response. User queries the server in clear text 
(usually with help of a browser, but also via command line programs such as telnet, netcat). 
The query contains the location of the requested document, information about the capabilities 
of the browser, the authentication information (if required), the information read from the 
cookie, etc. The server returns the response back as few lines of text describing the net result 
of the query  if the document is able to track what type whether and what is compressed, .. ) 
followed by the actual data of the document. 

If the user has another query on the same server after a while (e.g. because the user clicked on 
the document hyperlink) he opens another independent inquiry and response. From the 
perspective of the server it cannot be told if this second question is related to the previous one 
in any way. Because of this, the protocol is called HTTP stateless protocol - the protocol 
cannot keep the communication status, queries are not linked together. This feature makes it 
difficult to implement complex processes via HTTP (e.g. online store needs to keep customer 
identity information, the contents of their "shopping cart ", etc.). For this purpose protocol 
HTTP was expanded with http cookies, which enable the server to store information about the 
connection status on the user's computer. Cookie in the HTTP protocol indicates a small 
amount of data that the Web server sends to the browser, which is stored on the user's 
computer. At each subsequent visit the same server browser then sends this data back to the 
server. Cookies are used to distinguish each user, they save the content of user's "shopping 
cart " in e-commerce, store user preferences, etc. Physically cookies are in form of a text file. 
Cookies mean no danger to the computer itself. Yet cookies may be dangerous for privacy. 
Visited web can store any information in cookies about the visitor and can gradually identify 
the interests of a particular visitor such as visited sites, what kind of information he searches 
for, how often he visits the site, etc. This information can be then used against the will of 
visitor for targeted advertising, statistical evaluation of the behavior of visitors, etc. 

 

Command demo 

The client sends a query: 

GET /wiki/Wikipedie HTTP/1.1 

Host: cs.wikipedia.org 

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 Gecko/20040803 Firefox/0.9.3 

Accept-Charset: UTF-8,* 

 

Server responds: 
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HTTP/1.0 200 OK 

Date: Fri, 15 Oct 2004 08:20:25 GMT 

Server: Apache/1.3.29 (Unix) PHP/4.3.8 

X-Powered-By: PHP/4.3.8 

Vary: Accept-Encoding,Cookie 

Cache-Control: private, s-maxage=0, max-age=0, must-revalidate 

Content-Language: cs 

Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8 

This heading is followed by a blank line (indicating the end) and then the desired HTML 
document. The header contains information about successful query (first line: "200 OK"), the 
date and time of execution of the query, description of the server that responds, information 
about the type of the returned document (MIME type text / html UTF-8) and more.  

If you use a program such as Ethereal (Wireshark), you can capture packets from the network 
and see exactly which queries your browser sends: 

 

Figure  45: Captured http communication 
 

Query commands 

HTTP defines several methods that are to be performed on said object (document). Query 
syntax is : <aspect-method> <object> HTTP / <version> 
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GET 

Request for said object. It is the most widely used method. It is employed when you look at 
the morning news magazine, download RSS during the day or download a new version of the 
web browser from the site. 

HEAD 

The same method as GET, but does not forward data. It only provides metadata about the 
required target (size , type, modification date, ...). 

POST 

Sends user data to the server. It is used for example when sending a form on the website. The 
transmitted object is then treated similarly as in GET method. 

PUT 

Records the data on the server. Object is the name of the file being created. It is used very 
rarely, for recording data on a server FTP or SCP / SSH is commonly used. 

DELETE 

Deletes the specified object from the server. Certain permission is needed, such as with the 
PUT method. 

TRACE 

Sends a copy of the received request back to the sender, so the client can determine what 
servers change or add about the query which passes through them. 

OPTIONS 

Asks the server, which methods it supports. 

CONNECT 

Connects with the particular object in front of the specified port. It is used when passing 
through the proxy for establishing SSL channel. 

 

Telnet 

Testing the function of the http protocol can be done using telnet for instance. In the 
command line type "telnet". Window opens Microsoft Telnet Client. 
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Figure  46: Telnet 
 

The command "?" displays help, in which we find that the command "server on port" connects 
us to the remote server. Also enter the command "set localecho" which tells clients not only to 
send the characters to the remote server, but also to show them on our screen. Then enter 
"127.0.0.1 81" in order to join the local web server running on port 81. Afterwards we can 
enter commands to http protocol. The simplest possible command: "GET / HTTP/1.0" (hit 
enter twice) returns the result: 

 

Figure  47: HTTP Communication from the command line  
 

Netcat 
Telnet is a tool that is standard in every version of Windows OS, but working with it is not 
very user-friendly and its capabilities are relatively small. A much better tool is Netcat. Type 
"nc-v-n 81 127.0.0.1" in the command line. 
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Figure  48: http command via netcat  
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Exercise: 

1) In the prepared operating system in VMWare environment (eg Windows XP) install 
and configure the Web server Apache 2.x downloaded from the Internet. Test the 
functionality through the browser and the address localhost. Then change the port 81 
and test. Create the password protected directory, test it using the Brutus AET2 (some 
antiviruses report virus in this tool even though it is downloaded from the official 
authors pages hoobie.net, it is a false alarm) - try to discover the password in the 
directory by brute force . 

2) Install Windows 2003 SP2 in VMWare environment, run IIS Server and secure it with 
the principles presented in this chapter. 

3) Secure any of the Basic virtual directories by access authentication 
4) In a prepared virtual environment with Windows 2000 and server IIS 5.0 installed 

(version which is vulnerable to certain types of traversal directory attack, the 
laboratory is set up so this is the remote system for you, i.e. accessible as a standard 
web server) using sequences of parent directories try to run file c: \ windows \ 
system32 \ cmd.exe by entering correct URL address in your web browser. If it works, 
download Netcat (nc.exe) from another ready server (which runs TFTP protocol 
server, such as freely available tftd32) using the Windows built-in TFTP client. Enter 
commands through the URL address that set Netcat so it is persistently listening in 
mode of the server in specified port and redirects its input and output to the program 
cmd.exe. This gives you a remote shell. Verify this by connecting from another system 
e.g. using Netcat again.  

 

Notes for Task 4:  

Directory traversal is an attack against web servers and web applications that takes advantage 
of incorrect checks of URL (Web address). The key to the whole attack is the lack of 
validation of the character / or \ (depending on your operating system). With this feature it is 
possible to get out of the directory in which we find ourselves in the parent directory. This can 
be achieved by sequence ../ (dot dot slash). The basic principle can be tested e.g. by using the 
command line in Windows and command dir: 
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Even though we are in the directory c:\all\Bioinformatics , by using correct specification we 
can reach the directory c:\all\blender.  

 

In pure unencrypted form (../), it is possible to perform this attack only exceptionally because 
each Web application filters that sequence  off. However, in conjunction with UTF-8 
(unicode) coding the likelihood that an attack will be successful increases significantly. 
Unicode uses 16 bits to save the text (unlike classical ASCII, which uses 8 bits). One Unicode 
character can therefore take 2^16 values (65536) which allow you to express all the worlds 
national alphabet by using just one character set. The disadvantage is that such a large 
character set offers multiple ways to encode one character, in the case of directory traversal 
attack it is namely the slash character / or \.  

Examples of dangerous sequences: 

• %2e%2e%2f se přeloží na ../   
• %2e%2e/ se přeloží na ../   
• ..%2f  se přeloží na ../   
• %2e%2e%5c se přeloží na ..\   

These unicode sequences are translated into a / or \: 

• %c1%1c  
• %c0%9v  
• %c0%af  

The danger of this attack rests in two aspects - first, it is possible to get the contents of the 
directories to which we should not have access, and secondly, if it is allowed to run files in 
the directory in which we are, it can lead to running commands in remote system. In today's 
world, directory traversal attack is not feasible directly on web servers, although web 
applications contain this error from time to time. 
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Tasks for seminar work  

1) Base64 encoding: program function in C language (C + +, C #) that has input ASCII string 
and output Base64 string. For advanced students - compile a program in C language (C + +, C 
#)  that uses this function to test passwords in password protected directory with basic 
authentication on the web server.  

 

Note: Base64 encoding is used at http basic authentication. The principle is that each 3 bytes 
of the original ASCII text are replaced by 4 bytes, see for example Wikipedia.   

Text kontent M  A n 

ASCII 77 97 110 

Bit pattern 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 

Index 19 22 5 46 

Base64-Encoded T W F u 

 

2) In VMWare or VirtualPC install the Windows Server 2003 (or 2008, fully functional 
version is free to download at www.microsoft.com), install it in the IIS service (i.e. the 
Application Server role) and certification authority. Use the CA to create a self-signed 
certificate for the Web server, use it for the site in IIS and set it HTTPS connection. Describe 
the whole process of installation and setting. 
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6 Port scanning 

Port scanning is the process of trying to figure out what network services are running on a 
given IP address. Attackers use it to identify the operating systems and applications running in 
them. After identifying network services, they try to figure out which specific application is 
provided and to recognize its version. Next step is to search the database of known errors. If 
the attacker is lucky, the given version of the application has a bug that could be abused. If 
not, he can still try to test the application using general techniques. Neverthelles, port 
scanning may be used also by network administrators and computer users to to find out what 
ports are open in their systems, so they can possibly reveal Trojans.  

Ports are numbers that identify a network service in the transport layer. There are two types: 
TCP and UDP. They are marked with numbers from 0 to 65535. Ports 0-1024 are marked as 
privileged, higher ones as the free ports.  

 

The Best-KnownServices and TCP Ports: 

20 – FTP data 

21 – FTP příkazy 

22 – SSH (secure shell) 

23 – telnet 

25 – SMTP 

42 – WINS (Windows Internet Name Service) 

53 – Whois 

69 – TFTP 

80 – http 

110 – POP3 

119 – NNTP 

135 – 139 NetBIOS 

143 – IMAP4 

194 – IRC 

411 – Direct Connect Hub Port 

412 – Direkt Connect Client to Client 

443 – HTTPS 

445 – SMB (Server Message Block) – sdílení souborů a tiskáren ve Windows 

 

Port Status 

Port may be open, which means that it runs a service. With such a port you can establish a 
connection. The opposite situation is when the port is closed - it does not run any service. 
When you try to connect to a closed port, TCP packet with ACK and RST flags is sent back, 
in the case of UDP ports ICMP packet of type 3 code 3 (port unreachable) is sent back. The 
last possibility is that the port is filtered  - in this case the computer is protected by a firewall 
which does not allow any operation in the port. Whether the port behind the firewall in the 
computer is open or closed, if you try to connect to the filtered port you get no response.  
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6.1 Scanning Techniques 

Full TCP connection. The attacker connects to the destination TCP port and goes through the 
entire process of the three-way handshake as required by RFC (gradually sent packets with 
SYN flag set, SYN / ACK, ACK). This scanning technique is easily detected by the system 
because it remains registered at least in the application log and also it is not very fast. 

 

 

Figure  49: Full TCP three-way handshake  
 

TCP SYN scan. The technique is called half-open scan because a full TCP connection is not 
complete in this type of scan. Attacker sends a SYN packet to the destination port and if the 
target machine responds with a combination of SYN / ACK, we can deduce that someone is 
listening on the port. If it returns the packets with the flag RST / ACK, the port is probably 
closed. The attacker then sends RST / ACK, so instead of complete binding the connection is 
canceled. This technique is less visible.  

TCP FIN scan. In this type of scan, the attacker starts with FIN packet and if the destination 
port is closed, the operating system should respond by sending RST packet. Implementation 
in Windows OS however is not governed by the relevant RFC document, so this technique 
only works in Linux systems. 

Xmas Tree TCP scan. The attacker starts with a combination of symptoms FIN, URG, and 
PUSH. If the destination port is closed, the counterparty should answer with RST. The title of 
the technique is derived from the fact that the symptoms of the TCP packet are "lit up like a 
Christmas tree“.  

Null TCP scan. The attacker introduces a packet which is completely free of symptoms. If 
the destination port is closed, the counterparty should answer with packet with the RST flag. 
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TCP ACK scan. This one is used for analysis of the firewall. Some simple packet filters 
allow only established connection (i.e. connection with the ACK bit), so they can be 
differentiated from the status of firewalls that monitor network traffic in detail using the 
packet with the ACK bit. 

TCP window scan. This technique takes advantage of the fact that some systems under 
certain circumstances set non-standard TCP window size. With this knowledge the attacker 
can find open ports and ports that are filtered. 

TCP RPC scan. Only used in Unix to find the ports destined for RPC (Remote Procedure 
Call). In addition to ports, this technology can also help to determine the name of the program 
that listens on a particular port, and its version. 

UDP scan. The attacker sends UDP packet to the destination port, if he gets back ICMP 
packet port unreachable type, the port is probably closed. If IMCP port unreachable packet 
does not come back, it can be assumed that the port is open. UDP is stateless protocol, so the 
accuracy of UDP scan depends on many factors such as network load or firewall settings. 
Results of UDP scanning through the Internet are not necessarily accurate. 

Tools for Port Scanning  

Netcat  

Netcat is a versatile tool which is often called the Swiss army knife of hacker. Not 
surprisingly it also handles TCP and UDP scanning. The -z parameter means that the Netcat 
must terminate the communication immediately after connection, the -v parameter represents 
that it should listi details (-v very detailed), -w sets time limit for waiting for an answer, -u 
switches UDP scan (default is TCP scan).  

nc –v –z –w2 195.178.89.223 1-300 

nc –u –v –z –w2 195.178.89.223 1-300 

Amap 

An interesting tool that not only detects that the port is open while identifying services 
running on open ports but also examines the signature of services running there. This even 
allows correct identification of services which the computer administrator intentionally placed 
on non-standard port numbers. This tool is free and available for both Linux and Windows. 

SuperScan 

SuperScan4 is created by the well known company Foundstone. It is one of the fastest, most 
reliable and best equipped port scanners for Windows. It controls TCP and UDP and is free of 
charge. To search for living systems SuperScan can use four different ICMP techniques, from 
standard ICMP echo packets to less used ICMP timestamp packets, address mask and 
information request. Each of the types of ICMP packets can add more systems to the resulting 
list of IP addresses, these can be subsequently scanned using UDP (modes Data, Data + 
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ICMP) or TCP (full connect scan, SYN scan). There is also Tools tab that contains number of 
useful tools - translation of IP addresses, ping, ICMP traceroute, zone transfers, bulk 
translation of IP addresses, http head, http get, http get, search the WHOIS database, CRSNIC 
Whois, ARIN Whois, RIPE Whois and APNIC Whois. 

 
Figure  50: Superscan 

 

 

Figure  51: Set scanu in Superscan 
Nmap 

Undoubtedly the best port scanner. Nmap is available for free in version for Linux and 
Windows. In addition to basic TCP and UDP scans it handles all of the more advanced 
techniques. Sample of stealth scan of a computer: 
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Figure  52: NMap 
If you want Nmap to specify larger number of targets, you have to do it by using CIDR 
notation.  

Zenmap  

Zenmap is a graphical superstructure for nmap. It offers exactly the same options, it is only 
more convenient to use for users accustomed to graphical interfaces and for those who do not 
need the output of the process in scripts. 

 
Figure  53: Zenmap 
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Common Use of Nmap and Amap  

Nmap and Amap can be advantageously combined for certain special tasks. Imagine a 
situation when users hide unauthorized services (instant messengers, file sharing, remote 
access programs) behind allowed ports. First, use nmap to detect all open ports, save the list 
into the file and use it as input for the amap program. Amap searches through the found ports 
and determines what services are running on them: 

nmap –oG nmap-out.txt 195.178.113.145 

amap –i nmap-out.txt –o amap-out.txt 

Another situation in which we could make a good use of combination of these two programs 
is the time when we want to determine whether and what specific web servers are running in 
the same network segment. Nmap quickly finds open ports 80 and using amap finds out what 
specifically they are running: 

nmap –oG nmap-out.txt –p 80 195.178.113.0-255  

amap –i nmap-out.txt –o amap-out.txt 

 

The outputs of the second example may look like this: 

nmap-out.txt 

# Nmap 4.65 scan initiated Fri Jun 27 10:28:16 2008 as: nmap.exe -oG nmap-out.txt -p 80 

195.178.113.1-255  

Host: 195.178.113.1 () Ports: 80/closed/tcp//http/// 

Host: 195.178.113.2 () Ports: 80/filtered/tcp//http/// 

Host: 195.178.113.4 () Ports: 80/filtered/tcp//http/// 

Host: 195.178.113.6 () Ports: 80/open/tcp//http/// 

Host: 195.178.113.7 (abc.utb.cz) Ports: 80/open/tcp//http/// 

Host: 195.178.113.13 ()Ports: 80/open/tcp//http/// 

..(zkráceno).. 

 

amap-out.txt 

amap v5.2 (www.thc.org/thc-amap) started at 2008-06-27 10:45:13 - MAPPING mode 

Protocol on 195.178.113.6:80/tcp matches http 

Protocol on 195.178.113.6:80/tcp matches http-apache-2 
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Protocol on 195.178.113.15:80/tcp matches http 

Protocol on 195.178.113.15:80/tcp matches http-apache-2 

Protocol on 195.178.113.18:80/tcp matches http 

Protocol on 195.178.113.18:80/tcp matches http-apache-2 

..(zkráceno).. 

 

Advanced Exploration Tool - Paketto Keiretsu 

Paketto Keiretsu is a package of very useful exploration tools whose first version was released 
in 2002. The author is Dan Kaminsky. He was able to employ to that time poorly explored 
techniques using TCP / IP. Paketto Keiretsu contains the following tools: 

- scanrad extremely fast stateless TCP port scanner 
- minewt: router addresses a compiler that runs in userspace 
- linkcat: netcat equivalent tool for other network layer takes data from standard input and 
sends them through the Ethernet card to the network 
- paragraph: less obvious variant of traceroute, which is able to bypass some firewalls 
- phentrophy: a tool for graphical data processing suitable for the analysis of random 
numbers 

 

Scanrad 

Programs such as nmap, amap, SuperScan belong to the "classic" basic equipment hackers 
have used for many years. These tools work like this: 

- send exploratory packet 
- store information about what the packet was sent to what address 
- wait for the response to return 

 

This modus operandi has one disadvantage: if we scan really large number of computers and 
their ports we need to open large number of network connections and also consume large 
amount of memory because it is necessary to store information for each connection attempt 
for some time - TCP is status protocol. The stored information about what packet was sent to 
what address must remain in the memory at all times during the connection attempt. This is 
caused by relatively long time the extensive scanning takes. 

Scanrad works differently. It does not keep any information about what address it send the 
search packet to, it simply sends packets. But how does it know which of the incoming 
packets in the network interface are the response to the scan? During normal operation such 
interfaces can receive thousands of other packets from all possible programs. Dan Kaminsky 
came up with a solution called "inverse SYN cookies" (reverse SYN cookies). The point is 
that the information about the destination address, destination port, source address and source 
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port + secret key are encoded into the ISN (initial sequence number) header of TCP protocol. 
All this information would not of course fit there, that is why they are put into SHA - 1 
hashing function which turns the 160 -bit to 32 -bit fingerprint. If the packet reaches the target 
system, the ISN adds one to it and sends the packet back (with SYN / ACK or RST / ACK 
headers). Each inbound TCP packet from a system that answered carries information it 
belongs among packets that were used for scanning. Admission process just needs to subtract 
number one from AN (acknowledgment number) of incoming packet, to take the source IP 
address + port, destination IP address + port + secret key, to put this data into SHA - 1 hash 
function and to compare the two. If they agree, we get the packet that was sent to us (thanks to 
a secret key). Thanks to this mechanism scanrad reaches ridiculous speeds - on an enough fast 
line Network Class B (over 65,000 possible machines) is able to scan in less than ten seconds 
(!). Other benefits include the fact that it consists of two separate processes - one sends 
packets, the other listens and waits for the returned response. Because the processes do not 
need to disclose any information about which packets were sent / received, each process can 
run on a different computer! This can achieve an increased level of anonymity. This tool is 
currently available for Unix operating systems only. 

Parameters: 

-b <number>: sets the permeability of the network so that scanrad does not send packets too 
fast. You can restrict it to given number of bytes, kilobytes, megabytes, gigabytes per second. 
Eg. B1M-limit scanning speed to 10Mb / s  

Quick: gives the IP address of the port sites. Only the most common service ports will be 
scanned (80, 443, 445, 53, 20, 21, 22, 23, 25, 135, 139, 8080, 110, 11, 143, 1025, 500, 465, 
993, 31 337, 79, 8010 , 8000, 6667, 2049, 3306). Other options are:  

squick: super-quick, tests only ports 80, 443, 139, 21, 22, 23  

known: the number registered at IANA + number in the file nmap-services, a total of 1150 
ports  

all: all ports from zero up to and including 65,535  

- E: scanner expects packets even from closed ports, i.e. those with the flag set RST / ACK. If 
such a packet arrives, we can expect that there is not a firewall between us and the target 
server because the firewall usually discards RST / ACK packets.  

- S: send mode  

- L: listen mode 

Application:  

Quick scanning of one computer: 

scanrad –b10M 195.178.113.90:quick 
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Scanning through all the ports of one computer, the sending computer is hidden, the host is 
203.129.1.13: 

The source computer: 

scanrad –t0 –L –s tajny_klic 

Listening computer: 

scanrad –S –b1m –s tajny_klic –i 203.129.1.13 177.189.223.1:all 

6.2 Defense against Port Scanning 

There are two possibilities of defense - personal firewall turned on and detection. In principle, 
it is true that if we want to have a publicly available network service, it can not prevented 
from scanning. The main tool to detect port scans are network IDS (Instrusion Detection 
Systems) of which the most famous is Snort (available for both Linux and Windows). Snort is 
a good-quality and free tool. On Unix systems, there are several other utilities - such as 
scanlog. Some programs can even be set so that they respond to attempted port scanning and 
with the help of firewall e.g. prohibit access from the attacker address. Such tactics, however, 
also has a reverse side as the attacker can use it against us that he uses fake IP addresses and 
thereby blocks access to our services for legitimate computers. Most firewalls can identify 
port scanning. Specific firewalls differ by the ability to detect more subtle scanning 
techniques, some can be detected, some cannot. 

Simple attempts to scan ports of a computer with Windows program can be capture by the 
programme called Genius by Independent Software (http://www.indiesoft.com). It is a 
versatile power tool which is also the "Port guardian" (after the installation it is not enabled 
by default) that alerts the user by pop-up window when someone tries to open large number of 
ports in a short time. 

To prohibit attackers and curious individuals from scanning is impossible. All you can do is to 
ensure  certain degree of precaution against possible consequences - to maintain the safety of 
your computer at the highest level, i.e. to switch on only those network services that are 
needed, to enable firewall, IDS system and to use current patches for system and applications.  
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Figure  54: Program Genius 
 

Regarding the detection of type and version of the operating system that runs in our machine, 
we have again only limited defense available. Each operating system is characterized by the 
opened ports (311/TCP is usually Mac OS X Server admin, 445/TCP Microsoft Active 
Directory, 445/UDP Windows SMB file sharing 22/tcp SSH - can run in others but it is 
usually Linux / Unix) and what specific services run in open ports (IIS will not be in Linux). 
Furthermore the operating system can be identified by the way it sets headers and optional 
parameters of network protocols such as TCP and IP. These are parameters such as TTL 
(Time To Live - value indicating after how many jumps between routers a packet is dropped), 
time stamp, PMTU (maximum transmission unit - the size of the largest packet that passes all 
the way through the network without it being fragmented), urg (bit flag indicating whether 
"urgent " optional headers are present), Windows (TCP window size), selective 
Acknowledgement (SACK). 

One way how to disguise your operating system is to change the default port numbers where 
our services run. Anyway, that can cause incompatibility of some clients, moreover we cannot 
prevent the fact that a consistent striker of the service can eventually learn our tactic. This 
principle is called "security by Obscurity " and there is nothing wrong with it if it is used as an 
additional line of defense. Nevertheless it would be critical if we rely exclusively on it. 
Another option we have is to change the default parameters of network protocols so that our 
system seemed as something else according to these characteristics. In Windows OS we can 
take advantage of the programme Cloak Security. It is a simple program working in the 
command line, which causes the desired changes by altering the values in the Windows 
registry. Cloak Security allows us to pretend we are one of the twenty operating systems 
(including some very exotic such as the Sega Dreamcast console OS).  
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Figure  55: Security Cloak 
 

By looking into the source code, you can find out what parameters are set for what option: 

…… 
else if(strcmp(string," linux")==0){ 

            ttl=64; 
            stamp=0; 
            pmtu=0; 
            urg=0; 
            window=16384; 
            sack=0; 
            //setmtu(1500); 
        } else if(strcmp(string," novell")==0){ 

            ttl=598; 
            stamp=0; 
            pmtu=1; 
            urg=0; 
            window=16384; 
            sack=0; 
            setmtu(1500); 
        } else if  
….. 

 

Neither the author's page or the instrument's page (http://www.craigheffner.com/security/) is 
at the time of writing of this text available, but the tool can be found in the torrents.  

6.3 Active Defense Against Port Scanning  

There are two ways to actively prevent port scanning: 
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- Modification of the operating system kernel so that it does not send RST packets 
(practically feasible only for linux OS) - the result is malfunction of large amount of 
scanning techniques, especially those hidden ones. 

- Pretending opening of large amount of TCP ports (combination of tcpdump for 
catching scan and hping2 to generate false answers) - the result is information 
overload of the striker because he thinks that all TCP ports are open, therefore he 
needs to seek for services differently. 

 

Exercise: 

These exercises are necessary to prepare the virtual machines of different operating systems 
and make them available on network (either real or virtual one). 

1) Find living computers in your subnet. 

2) Find out what operating systems run in them. 

3) Find out what services they run and try to find out their version. Compare them with 
the database of errors if some of them are vulnerable (Bugtraq database on 
securityfocus.com). 

4) Find out manually (connect via telnet or netcat) how many of them run web servers + 
their manufacturer and version. 

5) Scan any system using nmap. Check out all the types of scans that nmap offers (full, x 
-mas, ...). Capture individual scans using Wireshark (or other sniffer) and check / 
describe their functioning principle (which packets are sent) by analyzing the captured 
data. 

 

Tasks for seminar work:  

1) Write a seminar work about the options of the programme nmap. Use the help in the 
current version of the program as a resource. Describe the different types of scans that 
can be performed with the program, give examples.  
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7 Google Hacking 

Google browser has become an indispensable helper of all Internet users in the last five years. 
It is natural that it is also used by hackers and security community. In addition to searching 
manuals, tools, documentation, source codes and other Google can be exploited directly for 
finding vulnerable targets, email addresses and network mapping of foreign organizations. 

Google was founded in 1998 by two Stanford students Larry Page and Sergey Brinn. 
Originally a student experimental project of a search engine has evolved into one of the most 
successful and largest companies in the world. The main activity of the company and also a 
source of income is the search engine, which deserves to be considered the best search engine 
on the Internet. 

Google search is a process whose goal is to find information. The process begins with basic 
search which we then modify until we get only those pages that contain relevant information. 
It is necessary to carry out the reduction of search.  

 

Basic rules for Google search: 

- The simplest query consists of a single word or of combination of more words. 
- If you are looking for an exact phrase enclose it in quotation marks "". Google then 

searches the expression as a whole phrase. 
- You can use boolean operators AND, OR, NOT. AND operator is redundant because 

the default Google search to include all the terms. The NOT operator can also be 
varied so that we put minus sign (-) without spaces (hacker-golf) before the term 
which we want to eliminate from the search results. This operator is one of the most 
important because it allows us to gradually reduce the set of irrelevant results. 

- Google does not respect the priority of operators - the process is like a sentence that is 
read from left to right. If you want to structure the query, use brackets . 

- The queries are case-insensitive. The only exception is the word or. To use it as a 
boolean operator you must write it in capital letters - OR. 

- Wildcard in Google is an asterisk (*), which represents one word. 
- Google automatically uses shorthand words. 
- Google ignores very common words and characters to a single digit (called stop 

words). The fact that some words are ignored is reported on the results page. These 
include words such as who, where, what, the, a, an. We can force Google to look for 
common words so that we put the entire phrase in quotation marks. This search will be 
processed as a whole phrase. Another way is to use plus sign: +and, +a. If we insert 
space between the characters "+" and "a" , it will find all pages which contain the 
separate letter A. This can get us quite a good overview of how many pages Google 
indexes. At the time writing (June 2008) it was almost 19 billion pages. 

- Google limits the search to 10 terms. The limit includes search terms and advanced 
operators. Anyway, there is a way to get more than 10 terms into a query - often 
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ignored words could be replaced by the wildcard * , which Google does not count as a 
search term.  

 

Google's Advanced Operators: 

• intitle, allintitle 
• inurl, allinurl 
• filetype 
• allintext 
• site 
• link 
• inanchor 
• daterange 
• cache 
• info 
• related 
• phonebook, rphonebook, bphonebook 
• author 
• group 
• msgid 
• insubject 
• stocks 
• define 
 

Basic syntax of advanced operators in Google search is operator:searched_term. Between the 
operator, the colon and the search term there must be no gap. One query can combine several 
advanced operators, which however can not be combined together. Operators with prefix all- ( 
allintitle, allinurl, allintext) are typically used only once and cannot be combined with other 
operators. 

intitle 

Searches only the page header ( HTML tag <title> ). What is immediately after the colon 
operator is considered as the query (word or phase in quotation marks). Other words or 
phrases from the query are being searched for already in the text. In contrast the option 
allintitle searches for all of the words from the query in headlines only . 

allintext 

The query is searched for only in the text (title, and URL links are omitted). 

inurl 

The parameter will be searched only in the URL (Universal Resource Locator) of the page - in 
the address. To search only the URL use allinrul operator . 
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site 

Narrows the search to sites that specify it. E.g. site:utb.cz will search only the server utb.cz 
but in all its domains (fai.utb.cz, ft.utb.cz, fame.utb.cz, ...) while the site:fai.utb.cz narrows 
search to the subdomain. 

filetype 

Narrows your search to files of given type. In total there are about 8000 different types of files 
(www.filetext.org). The most common files that can be searched are pdf, ps ( adobe postscript 
)  mw (MacWrite), XLS (MS Excel ), DOC (MS Word), RTF (Rich Text Format), SWF 
(Shockwave Flash), txt. Google can index most of them, i.e. search for information within 
these files. Besides, it also can index files that can usually also be converted to HTML or txt 
to be directly readable in a web browser, i.e. to view, for example found xls files we do not 
need to have MS Excel installed. This function is available when "View as HTML" is in the 
result link. 

link 

Searches pages that have links to other sites (given by us). The operator link does not need 
text but URL or server name. 

inanchor 

Rather than in the link itself it searches in the link text (underlined text visible by browsers). 

cache 

Displays the cached version of the page. In the syntax you need to use the full name 
server:cache:www.google.cz 

numrange 

Numrange operator requires two parameters - the upper and lower limit separated by a 
hyphen. It searches numbers in the given range. There are two abbreviated versions of this 
operator - instead numrange:1 -1000 it is sufficient to specify the query by just two numbers 
separated by two periods (1..1000). In addition, the operator ext can be used in form ext:1-
1000 

daterange 

This operator can filter out of the search pages belonging to a certain date. The operator 
however, is not officially supported and it is necessary to specify the date as Julian date (= the 
number of days that have passed since January 1, 4713 BC). For regular search it is better to 
use the GUI option "Advanced Search". 

info 
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Info displays summary information about the site and links to other Google searches on the 
web. The parameter is the URL . 

related 

Related shows those sites for which Google has determined that they are similar to the 
specified site. Parameter is the URL. 

The listed operators are the main operators used to search websites. Other operators serve for 
search in Google Groups, contacts, events, etc. 

New scanning techniques for testing are available at http://labs.google.com - Experimental 
Search. Those that succeed in this public beta test are then deployed to the main search 
engines. 

Google Archive 

Google Archive is a service that makes the old versions of sites available. In terms of 
computer security it is important that it offers the opportunity to explore the target destination 
site without sending it a single packet, which can conceal all activities and provides a degree 
of anonymity (to the extent that they archive only text information, when the browser requests 
images these are downloaded from the original server and this action already leaves traces). In 
the archives there are kept almost all documents that Googlebot visited. 

Search executables 

In 2006 web users found out that Google indexes PE executable files (.exe, .dll, etc.) - for 
example typing the query " Signature : 00004550 " could find hundreds of such files. In 
addition, it was able to find them, decipher their headers and allow users to search through 
them. This fact raised relatively intense response in the security community due to the fact 
that such files found could be downloaded and run which exposed users to potential malware. 
At the time of writing, Google does not offer the option to search for executable files, requests 
that previously led to finding .exe files newly provide only sites concerning this phenomenon. 
Anyway, the search engine by Search Microsoft Live.com does  find such content. At 
Live.com type e.g. the following query : "Time Date Stamp:" "Machine: Intel 386" and you 
will find thousands of results.  

http://www.quietearth.us/articles/2006/11/14/How-Google-and-Live-Binary-Search-works 

http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/2006/06/some-google-results-are-exe-files.html 

http://securitylabs.websense.com/content/Alerts/1152.aspx 

Passive Reconnaissance of the Target Organization  

Because Google maintains an archive of all the pages that Googlebot visits and makes it 
available through the "Cache", you can use it to explore the website without it ever knowing 
and therefore leave no mark in the log. In addition it is possible to examine the Usenet 
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discussion whether staff of the company entrust confidential information in order to find 
assistance in resolving technical problems (e.g. what software and what configuration is 
deployed, etc). You can also find publicly available subdomains of the company - often there 
may be found "forgotten" servers whose service organization does not use anymore but they 
have not disabled the operation or do not manage them and therefore they face risk of 
unpatched erros in configuration or software. 

 

Ten Rules of Basic Security Search  

Right at the beginning it is important to state that Google filters the most notorious questions 
leading to vulnerable web servers and applications and does not return any results. So no 
"guaranteed" questions exist, each of these questions only works for a limited period. 
Nevertheless, the principle how to find new vulnerable web applications remains the same - 
you need to know how the vulnerable version looks and then you should start with a broad 
and general query, then gradually eliminate until we find what we need. Operators also 
remain useful and the style of thinking while using similar queries can be passed on thanks to 
following examples.  

 

1. site 

The operator site is invaluable for attackers in the stage of collecting information. Its use is 
primarily as a basic question for further improving, when used without further restrictions it 
usually returns too many results (e.g. site:microsoft.com returns over 60 million pages). Very 
useful is its combination with the operator "-" if we want to get the subdomain of a site: query 
"site: microsoft.com-site: www.microsoft.com" helps you find the microsoft.com domain 
subdomains in few seconds: MSDN , TechNet , crawlmsdn . com, support , UDDI , partner, 
advertising , Licensing , GRV , reserch , vista.gallery , preview, members , partnerconnect , 
learning, flexcomp , Pinpoint , forums , sba , solutionfinder , cuai97 , connect , ISYS , 
expression, office , aer , EPP, activex , hup , privacy , bac , eagreements , msevents , 
microsoftclub , oca , referencesource , activate , adCenter , WPF , winqual , points , sc , 
sharepoint , premiere , building , profile , billing , input , uncertainity99 , expertzone , murI , 
msops , connectbeta , schemas , cuai - 96 wweventstest , udlab , WindowsUpdate , 
messsaging , eOpen , das , NetMeeting , MCP, mbs ,… 

Apparently subdomains for large organizations reach from tens to hundreds. Of course it 
would be nonsense to expect to find vulnerable sites of  companies such as Microsoft no 
matter how complex our query is. Nevertheless even here you can see a lot of results that 
promise certain possibility of exploitable security risks - subdomains as cuai-
96.microsoft.com, cuai97 . microsoft.com, uncertainity99.microsoft.com, 
connectbeta.microsoft.com, beta.microsoft.com offer the old version or beta version of the 
website and if a company is not as vigilant as Microsoft it still offers potential abuse such as 
XSS attack. Subdomains query can be improved by eliminating more and more found 
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subdomains so we gradually come  to more obscure results and thus potentially neglected 
sites. However, if we are too curious in snooping (for example asking „site:microsoft.com -
site:www.microsoft.com -site:partner.microsoft.com -site:research.microsoft.com -
site:advertising.microsoft.com -site:support.microsoft.com -site:technet.microsoft.com -
site:msdn.microsoft.com -site:search.microsoft.com -site:preview.microsoft.com -
site:grv.microsoft.com -site:partnerconnect.microsoft.com -site:uddi.microsoft.com -
site:licensing.microsoft.com -site:forums.microsoft.com -site:crawlmsdn.microsoft.com -
site:learning.microsoft.com -site:vista.gallery.microsoft.com -site:members.microsoft.com -
site:flexcomp.microsoft.com -site:office.microsoft.com -site:pinpoint.microsoft.com -
site:sba.microsoft.com -site:solutionfinder.microsoft.com -site:connect.microsoft.com -
site:cuai97.microsoft.com -site:isys.microsoft.com -site:expression.microsoft.com -
site:aer.microsoft.com -site:oem.microsoft.com“) we can come across the following screen: 

 

Figure  56: Error page of Google search  
 

2. intitle:index.of 

Universal search query for directory listings. Most of these can find only apache servers, but 
those still make up about 50% of the Internet. The dot in this query is wildcard character for 
space, otherwise we would have to put the query in quotes.  

 

3. error | warning 

Error information can reveal a lot of information about the target (type of software, operating 
system and its version, the software modules, the configuration details of the application, in 
some extreme cases even passwords). Some errors however do not contain directly the word 
error. It depends on the specific web application. PHP errors occuring while performing 
MySQL functions look like this: 
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Figure  57: Error in web application  
 

Similar pages can be found for example by the query "warning: mysql on line". Because 
Google cannot index every page on the Internet in the most recent version, it may happen that 
such a query finds a page that is already corrected in its live version. Even such a result may 
be useful for an attacker. He basically uses Google as an archive that can store potentially 
exploitable information, just visit the "Archive" link: 

 

Figure  58: Search error in Google  
 

 

4. login | logon 
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Login portals are the gateway to protected web applications. They require username and 
password but they often reveal the operating system and software on which they run. 
Sometimes there is also link to "Forgot password" page which either leads to form where we 
must answer the security question like maiden name (often the data that can be re-googled) or 
they provide email, URL or phone number for support - which can become a victim of social 
attacks (such as one unnamed Czech free mail portal until recently dealt with forgotten 
passwords in a way that it was enough to encourage users to send email from another mailbox 
and ask to change your password ...). In addition the login portals may of course be attacked 
by brute force.  

 

5. username | userid | employee.ID | “your username is” 

Finding username is not complete victory for the hacker, but at least it is half of the 
information he needs to disrupt the authentication system and therefore it marks a good start.  

 

6. password | passcode | “your password is” 

The word "password" occurs very often on the Internet so a query constructed in such 
primitive way may not bring any useful results. Again, it is basic but good question for further 
improving, so with enough patience and creative imagination it can return relevant 
information. At time of writing this book, the very first result of  very simple query "password 
filetype: xls" led to obtain file with users passwords of azet.sk: 

 

Figure  59: File search in Google  
 

7. admin | administrator 
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Do not expect this question to reveal the Administrator Password on the first page. But at least 
it can identify some bits of the structure of the web server, administrated pages etc.  

8. –ext:html –ext:htm –ext:shtml –ext:asp –ext:php 

Excluding the standard file extensions for web pages, we can expect very interesting results in 
the form of documents, source code, text notes, configuration files, and much more. 

9. inurl:temp | inurl: tmp | inurl:backup | inurl:b ak 

It is not very rare that web application developers of confidence back up older versions of 
web pages by simply adding similar extension. This however causes that file will then be read 
as text instead of being executed as code. If such file is forgotten on the server and gets 
indexed by Google, it may be a potential disaster.  

10. intranet | helpdesk 

The aim of the helpdesk is to simplify the user experience - in a sense it is therefore opposed 
to the target of computer security. Not always the HelpDesk systems are designed to be 
bulletproof against unscrupulous social attack. 

 

Pages Dealing with Google Hacking  

The most famous page of this kind is http://johny.ihackstuff.com whose author John Long 
wrote a book Google Hacking for Penetration Testers (Czech and published under the name 
Google Hacking) in 2005. This page has maintained current list of the Google Hack or also 
GoogleDork expressions for several years - e.g. queries for Google search engine which could 
find vulnerable systems, passwords, personal information, etc..  

Selected questions  

All pdf files:  

filetype: pdf pdf  

Sniffer on the codeproject:  

site: codeproject.com inurl: Sniffer  

List of operators for google.com  

site: google.com inurl: Operators  

Proxy servers:  

"this proxy is working fine!" visit  

All subdomain utb.cz:  
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site: utb.cz-site: www.utb.cz 

Directory from which you can download books in popular electronic formats concerning 
hacking: 

-inurl:(htm|html|php) intitle:"index of" +"last modified" +"parent directory" +description 
+size +(.txt|.lit|.doc|.rtf|.zip|.rar|.pdf|.chm) "hacking" 

 

Figure  60: Example of searching 
 

Bugtraq exploits on the server insecure.org which also include GoogleDork expression for 
finding live  vulnerable system from 2007:  

googledork site: seclists.org inurl: 2007  

A similar expression for the server securityfocus.com:  

2007 googledork site: securityfocus.com  

Log files from the server to access paid through CCBill. These files contain the login name 
for the domain in plaintext + password protected DES.   

inurl:ccbill filetype:log 

Query which was previously (before Google blocked it) able to find directly credit card 
numbers. What response do you think you get today? 

visa 4356000000000000..4356000000000000 
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Exercise: 

1) Test how much information can curious people find about you using Google. 
2) Using Google find as many subdomains of a selected large server as possible (such as 

Microsoft.com , Google.com). 
3) Try to force Google to refuse to carry out your query and display the page "403 Sorry, 

but your question is similar to automatical query of a computer virus or spyware 
application". What question do you have to use? 

4) Find the IIS 4.0 server and using nc.exe (NetCat) make sure it really is this server 
version. 

5) Choose any mistake of software with web interface (web applications, web servers , 
web interface routers , printers, web cams, ..) on the server Securityfocus.com in 
section Vulnerabilities and with the help of Google locate a specific address with this 
vulnerable software (or at least the same software that is already patched) on the 
Internet. 

6) Prepare a fake page of a non-existent web application, preferably by modifying some 
existing one (so that simple text search returns a lot of false results), load this page 
onto some public web server, send it to the Googlebot and after being indexed in 
Google present students its offline Example and order them to find the live version on 
the Internet. 

7) Find (e.g. using the inurl operator) and examine several extranets. Determine whether 
their IP address differs from the IP address of the primary (www subdomain) website 
of the entity. If it does, what it can be inferred? 
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8 Buffer overflow  

 

Buffer overflow is one of the most serious errors in computer security. Abuse of this type of 
error has a very long history and shows how recent development (e.g. Microsoft security 
bulletin MS08-067) is far from being finished, even though an enormous attention in software 
development has been devoted to this topic in the last five years. First it is necessary to clarify 
few terms. 

8.1 Terminology 

Assembler – assembly language. Lowest programming language, using direct instruction 
processor (the symbolic codes). 

Buffer (memory) oveflow - (memory) stack overflow.  

Vulnerability  – sensitivity discovered in the program.  

Proof of concept – proof of feasibility. Code demonstrating the vulnerability but only for 
illustrative purposes, does not perform any misuse of errors. Capable programmer can extend 
it to a full exploit. 

Exploit  – extraction. Code of conducting vulnerability abuse. The most commonly takes the 
form of code in C, assembler or perl.   

Shellcode – code in assembler that runs remotely accessible command line, in general any 
code you want to execute when running the exploit.  

0-day – day zero. The newly discovered vulnerability, published in public databases of 
vulnerabilities. If the issue is not published, mostly even the manufacturer of the software 
does not know about it, thus repairing patch is not created and system on the Internet 
containing such faulty software will be vulnerable to attackers who are in possesion of a 
working exploit. 0-day are very valuable for that reason so they are spread only in the closed 
community of black hat hackers via an exchange system, or it may be exchanged for money 
on the black market.  

Fuzzing – methodology for testing of software in the process development, striving to detect 
potential sites of memory overflow using automated software tools. 

 

8.2 The Basic Idea of the Attack 

Memory Overflow occurs when we insert more bytes into the variable than it is its allocated 
memory from the operating system. The additional bytes need to be inserted somewhere. 
Where exactly depends on the operating system and programming language. In some cases 
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we rewrite "only" surrounding variables adjacent to our "overflown" one. In certain situations 
we can also overwrite the return address of the function. This address is along with other data 
stored in the buffer- stack (stack is a temporary place to store data in software applications). It 
is used when recently processed action ends. The processor "returns" to this address because 
by convention, it has to be the place where the code was simultaneously performed the 
function is called. This code was then interrupted by a call to the function and its 
implementation is now restored. If you overwrite the return address  return the processor to its 
original location but at a different place in your computer's memory - where, it depends what 
the value of the overwritten return address is. At the new location in memory there can be 
anything - data whose interpretation in the form of instructions does not make sense to the 
processor, protected memory space where our process does not have access, other features of 
our program, operating system functions... Skilled attacker can under the right circumstances 
overwrite the return address so that it points to the instruction that he "smuggled" into 
computer memory and which execute malicious code. This code is called shellcode. Programs 
written in languages translated directly into language of processor ( C , C + + ) are vulnerable 
to buffer overflow. On the other hand programs written in modern programming languages 
that run on the intermediate language (Java, C #) are not so delicate.  

 

8.3 Key Concepts:  

Buffer (Memory) Overflow - write more bytes into the variable than assigned  

Buffer (stack) - the area of computer memory used to store temporary (local) variables, 
function arguments and return addresses  

The return address - the address of the instruction that immediately follows the instruction 
that called the function being performed. When the function being performed ends, processor 
jumps to this adress while executing the instructions 

In C, this situation occurs like this: 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
 
void main() 
{ 
 char var[10]; 
 strcpy(var,"AAAABBBBCCCCDDDDEEEEFFFFGGGGHHHH\n"); 
 printf(var); 
} 

Code demonstrating a simple buffer overflow 

 

In a field where there is room for 10 characters we have put 32, so buffer overflow occurs 
there and space that is reserved for a different variable is overwritten. If this overflow occurs 
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in the main function of the program, it will "only"  distort surrounding data. But if it occurs 
after the function call, we can gain control over the program run. This is so because if we are 
in body of called  function, buffer stores special data, which if overwritten can change runtime 
of the programme.  

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
 
void spatna_funkce() //0x0040100F 
{ 
 char pole[10]; 
 //strcpy(pole,"AAAABBBBCCCCDDDD\x05\x10\x40\x00");  
 strcpy(pole,"AAAABBBBCCCCDDDD\x05\x10\x40\x00"); 
 printf("\nPole: %s",pole); 
} 
 
void hacked()   //0x00401005 
{ 
 printf("\nFunkce ktera nebyla volana"); 
 getchar(); 
 exit(1); 
} 
 
 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) //0x0040100a 
{ 
 spatna_funkce(); 
 
 printf("\nAdresa funkce main:\t0x%08x",main); 
 printf("\nAdresa funkce hacked:\t0x%08x",hacked); 
 printf("\nAdresa funkce spatna_f:\t0x%08x",spatna_ funkce); 
 
 getchar(); 
 return 0; 
} 

Code demonstrating the acquisition of control of a program due to buffer overflow and 
overwriting the return address 

 

Objective Memory Overflow  

The overall objective of buffer overflow is to turn program running in our favor. According to 
the specific needs the most common are the following options:  

- Denial of service: the attacker wants to exclude the service from operation (competition, 
conditions for another type of computer attack).  

- Unauthorized access to a remote system: the attacker wants to gain access and control over 
the remote system. 
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- The privilege elevation: the attacker has remote or local access to the system but unsufficent 
privileges so he wants to raise it up to the level of root / administrator. 

Overflow types 
- Buffer overflow: simplest type of overflow, rewriting of the context of function  
- Heap overflow: complex type, cannot be abused at all times  
- Attack on formatting strings: discovered as the last option, uses the errors in 

architecture of functions using format strings 
 

Memory and Addressing  

When you run an application in Windows, executable files of the application and its 
supporting libraries are loaded into memory. Each application is assigned 4GB of virtual 
memory, even though the system may have very little physical memory (eg, 256 or 512 MB). 
4 GB of space is based on 32-bit addressing (2^32 bits correspond to 4294967296 bytes). 
When the application starts, each memory manager automatically assigns virtual addresses to 
physical addresses where the data is physically located. Memory Manager is the matter of the 
operating system, not high-level software application - the programmer therefore does not 
need to worry. 

 

Figure  61: Virtual memory and paging  
 

The memory is divided between user mode and kernel mode. Memory mode is user memory 
where applications record and launch, while kernel mode memory is the memory where the 
components of kernel load and trigger (i.e. the kernel of the operating system). According to 
this model, the application would not be able to directly access memory  of the kernel mode. 
Any attempt to access the application in the memory kernel mode results in the reporting of 
unauthorized access (access violation). However, if the application needs to have regular 
access to the kernel it can be switched through the operating system. 
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For user mode and therefore for each program on the Win32 platform there is 2 GB of virtual 
memory available. The address range 0x00000000 to 0x7fffffff is for user mode and range 
0x80000000 - 0xBFFFFFFF for kernel mode. 

Executable application files share address space not only with the application DLL files (i.e. 
with their own ones), but also with DLL files of the operating system. The place in memory 
where every executable or DLL file loads is the same on all computers with the same 
operating system version and the same version of application. This is very important when 
writing exploits - because we need to know the exact location of the DLL file in memory and 
related functions in memory.  

 

 

Figure  62: The structure of the memory process in Windows  
 

There are many instruments for identifying the address where the executable file loads, 
Microsoft provides a tool dumpbin.exe as a standard programming environment of Vistual 
Studio. Below follows output file kernel32.dll on Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP2 
CZ.  

c:\Program Files\Microsoft Visual Studio\VC98\Bin\DUMPBIN.EXE /headers 
kernel32.dll 

Microsoft (R) COFF Binary File Dumper Version 6.00. 8168 
Copyright (C) Microsoft Corp 1992-1998. All rights reserved. 
 
Dump of file kernel32.dll 
PE signature found 
File Type: DLL 
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FILE HEADER VALUES 
             14C machine (i386) 
               4 number of sections 
        46239C40 time date stamp Mon Apr 16 17:54:4 0 2007 
               0 file pointer to symbol table 
               0 number of symbols 
              E0 size of optional header 
            210E characteristics 
                   Executable 
                   Line numbers stripped 
                   Symbols stripped 
                   32 bit word machine 
                   DLL 
 
OPTIONAL HEADER VALUES 
             10B magic # 
            7.10 linker version 
           82200 size of code 
           6DA00 size of initialized data 
               0 size of uninitialized data 
            B5AE RVA of entry point 
            1000 base of code 
           7F000 base of data 
        7C800000 image base 
            1000 section alignment 
             200 file alignment 
            5.01 operating system versionMicrosoft (R) COFF Binary File Dumper Version 
6.00.8168 
Copyright (C) Microsoft Corp 1992-1998. All rights reserved. 
 
 
Dump of file kernel32.dll 
PE signature found 
File Type: DLL 
 
FILE HEADER VALUES 
             14C machine (i386) 
               4 number of sections 
        46239C40 time date stamp Mon Apr 16 17:54:4 0 2007 
               0 file pointer to symbol table 
               0 number of symbols 
              E0 size of optional header 
            210E characteristics 
                   Executable 
                   Line numbers stripped 
                   Symbols stripped 
                   32 bit word machine 
                   DLL 
 
OPTIONAL HEADER VALUES 
             10B magic # 
            7.10 linker version 
           82200 size of code 
           6DA00 size of initialized data 
               0 size of uninitialized data 
            B5AE RVA of entry point 
            1000 base of code 
           7F000 base of data 
        7C800000 image base 
            1000 section alignment 
             200 file alignment 
            5.01 operating system version 
(dále zkráceno) 
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The address to whose memory the kernel32.dll loads is highlighted.  

We can also use a free program such as DLL Export Viewer, which compared to dumpbin 
offers  graphical interface: 

 

Figure  63: Utility DLL Export Viewer  
 

Structure of Application 

All applications have their own virtual memory divided into the following areas:  

- Segment code and the text (code, text)  
- Data segment (heap, heap)  
- BSS segment  
- Segment queue (stack, buffer)  

 
Segment queue stores the local variables and procedure calls, data segment stores static and 
dynamic variables and text segment stores program instructions.  

The data segment and buffer segment are private to each application, this means that no other 
application has access to these areas. The text section is in contrary a segment for reading 
only, which may also be accessed by other processes. However, if you attempt to write to this 
field, the message segment violation shows up. 
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Figure  64: structure of the program memory  
 

Memory Allocation - Buffer  

Buffer grows towards lower addresses. The buffer stores:  
 
- function arguments  
- the return address  
- local function variables  
 

MemoryAllocation - Heap  

The heap grows towards higher addresses. In the heap there are global variables and 
dynamically allocated data stored (e.g. in C using malloc (), in C + + operator new). 

//KOD01.CPP - ilustrace zakladni preteceni pameti. V tomto pripade jsou 
prepsana pouze data 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
 
void main() 
{ 
 char str1[]="AAAAAAA"; 
 char str2[]="BBBBBBB"; 
 char str3[]="CCCCCCC"; 
 
 printf("\n\nPrvni vypis. Vse je v poradku:"); 

Program instruction (code segment) 

Data segment (data, known during 
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 printf("\nstr1: %s",str1); 
 printf("\nstr2: %s",str2); 
 printf("\nstr3: %s",str3); 
  
 //preteceni pameti: do promenne pro 7 bytu vlozime  15 bytu 
 strcpy(str2,"XXXXXXX12345678"); 
 
 printf("\n\nDruhy vypis. Doslo k preteceni:"); 
 printf("\nstr1: %s",str1); 
 printf("\nstr2: %s",str2); 
 printf("\nstr3: %s",str3); 
 
 printf("\n\nVypis adres promennych v hexadecimalni m a desitkovem 
tvaru:"); 
 printf("\nstr1: %p (%i)",str1, str1); 
 printf("\nstr2: %p (%i)",str2, str2); 
 printf("\nstr3: %p (%i)",str3, str3); 
 
 getchar(); 
} 

Code demonstrating buffer overflow in the heap and stack 

Processor Executing Instructions 

Programs written in high level programming languages are translated by the compiler into the 
language of a particular processor - operating (or binary) code that consists of individual 
processor instructions. Operation code takes the form of a sequence of numbers (usually in 
hexadecimal or binary representation). Binary code can be symbolically expressed by the 
assembler - assembly language which is the direct equivalent of the binary code, however, in 
the form of symbolic notation readable to humans (e.g. instruction 0x90 to processor x86 
assembler writes as NOP, which stands for No Operation, empty instruction) . When you run 
the program the operating system loads binary code into memory and then the processor 
executes one instruction after the other as they are stored consecutively in memory. This 
linear execution of instructions is interrupted only by branch instructions (JNE, JE, JB, ...) 
unconditional jump (JMP) or sub-procedure call (CALL). Which instructions will be carried 
out as the next in line after the exercised instruction finishes is fixed by the address of the 
instruction that is stored in processor register EIP (Extended Instruction Pointer). The content 
of this processor cannot be changed directly. 

 

Important Instructions of Assembler Language 

PUSH - saves the register contents to the buffer 

POP - select the contents of the container and store in the registry 

MOV - move contents of register 

JMP - unconditional jump to the address 
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CALL - procedure call 

NOP - no operation  

CMP - compare  

INC - increase in value  

DEC - impairment  

ADD - census  

XOR - exclusive OR  

AND - logical yes  

OR - logical or  

INT - call interruption  

OUT, IN - inputs and outputs for hardware ports 

 

Important Processor Registers  

EAX, EBX, ECX, EDX - general registers  

EIP - instruction pointer  

ESP - stack pointer  

EBP - base pointer  

 

How the Function is Called 

When calling functions, first there are stored function parameters in the stack in reverse order 
in which they appear in the calling function, then the return address (i.e. the register contents 
EIP) is saved, afterwards the old stack frame (i.e. the contents of the register EBP) and finally 
the space for local variables is allocated and used.  

/* 

STACK  

        ---------------- 

        Local Variables 

ESP->   i 

        Buffer 

        ---------------- 

EBP->   Old Value of EBP 

        ---------------- 
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        Return Address 

        ---------------- 

*/ 

 
//KOD02 - (ve VC++ 6.0) stisknout F10 pro krokovani  programu 
//a ALT+8 pro zobrazení strojového kódu 
//jednotlive radky krokovat bud pomoci F10 (preskak uje vnorene fce)  
//nebo F11 (vstoupi do vnorenych fci)kod slouzi pro  demonstraci jak 
//pracuji registry EBP, ESP, EIP a jak se meni zaso bnik pri volani funkce 
 
#include <stdio.h> 
 
int funkce(int a,int b,int c) 
{ 
 char prom1[]="AAAAAAAA"; 
 char prom2[]="BBBBBBBB"; 
 char 
prom3[]="DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD"; 
 
 return a+b+c; 
} 
 
void main() 
{ 
 int v; 
 v = funkce(0x1111,0x2222,0x3333); 
 printf("\n%i",v); 
 getchar(); 
}  
 

What to Overwrite the Return Address with 

By helping to overwrite the return address stored on the stack and thus inserting it into the 
EIP, we change course of the program. It is clear that we want to redirect it to our own code, 
but the problem is how to find out the address of our embedded code. We have to perform the 
static analysis - i.e. to identify the specific address of the stack of our program. The address 
remains more or less the same if we start the same program on the same version of the same 
operating system. If you change the (vulnerable) program, the operating system or its version, 
the address is quite different. Therefore it is so important for computer attackers to find out 
the exact version of the operating system and applications running on the remote system. 
Even while subjecting to following conditions, the address of the stack may slightly vary. To 
overcome minor differences there exist two techniques: NOP sled and jump to the register. 

NOP sled 
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NOP sled is the oldest and most widely used technique for successful redirection of buffer 
overflow. The problem of finding exact return address is solved by increasing the memory 
area which the return address must hit in a way that we fill up the area before shellcode with 
large quantities of NOP instructions (0x90). This "filling" is called NOP sled, because if the 
return address is overwritten with any address within the NOP field the processor will 
perform blank instructions for so long until it reaches the actual shellcode at the end. The 
second option is to fill the area after the shellcode with NOP instructions and to place a 
relative jump instruction at the end of the epilogue that of course jumps to the beginning of 
shellcode. This technique therefore makes an attacker's job easier by just hitting large area of 
NOP sequence instead of much smaller area of shellcode. 

Anyway, due to popularity of this solution, many IDS (intrusion detection system) search the 
data structures with large amount of NOP instructions. However, it is important to realize that 
NOP- sequence may not only include classical NOP instructions, it can contain any 
instruction that does not change the status of the computer. Attackers therefore in order to 
defend against IDS searching for NOP formula beagan to fill the sequence with random 
instructions that do not affect running shellcode.   

 

Skip to Registry 

In this technique we firstly use knowledge that somewhere in the memory there is instruction 
to jump to a specific registry (such as JMP ESP) and secondly we know that in a particular 
registry an address pointing somewhere in the stack of our program is actually stored. The 
point is to overwrite the return address with the address of such instructions which force the 
processor to jump to an address in the registry - which shows us the controlled buffer and thus 
the shellcode. In practice, the use of the instructions that we need (e.g. JMP ESP, hexadecimal 
FF E4) are part of system library that is loaded at every Windows startup and whose position 
we can easily identify. Opcod FF E4 is for example one byte from the beginning of the 
instruction call DbgPrint at 0x7C941EED ( for English version of Windows XP SP2, the 
address is different elsewhere). So if an attacker overwrites the return address with value 
0x7C941EED (he must of course find the correct version of Windows) the processor will be 
forced to execute instructions stored here - JMP ESP and thus run the code. This technique is 
often used by Internet worms.  

Shellcode 

Shellcode is a code written in assembly language, transliterated into hexadecimal numbers, 
that we sneek into vulnerable application during memory overflow. Because this code usually 
has to go through processing features of text string (such as strcpy ()) it cannot contain null 
bytes (0x0), because these are considered by functions to be the end of the text string. 

Shellcode varies depending on which operating system it is designed for. Generally, it is 
harder to write shellcode for Windows because we need to know the absolute addresses of 
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functions that we want to use in the shellcode. In Unix you can use system calls (e.g. int 0x80 
in Linux) so we do not need know the exact location of the function in memory. 

What exactly shellcode has to perform is limited only by the imagination and skills of the 
programmer, it can be almost anything that can reasonably short code in assembler program. 
The most commonly performed actions include these: 

- the acquisition of a local shell or command line (hence the name shellcode) 
- opening a listening socket and its connection to the shell  
- opening of the shell and its connection to a remote listening socket (reverse shell) 

 

Defense against Buffer Overflow Errors:  

- choice of safe programming language  
- using safe libraries (for hazardous languages)  
- software protection against buffer overflows  
- protection of the memory space with the rights for starting  
- randomization of location of system libraries in the address space 
 
Internet Sources of Exploits and Databases of Published Errors 

 
ICAT - http://icat.nist.gov  

CERT.org - http://www.cert.org  

Milw0rm.com - http://www.milw0rm.com  

National Vuln Database - http://nvd.nist.gov  

Open Source Vuln Database --http://www.osvdb.org  

Secunia -  http://www.secunia.com  

SecuriTeam.com - http://www.securiteam.com  

SecurityFocus Vulnerabilities - http://www.securityfocus.com  

PacketStorm Security Exploits - http://packetstormsecurity.org 

Securittem - http://www.securiteam.com/exploits/archive.html 

These are publicly available sources which publish known bugs and not always the most 
recent exploits. For the latest exploits or 0-day bugs, it is necessary to delve into the computer 
underground. No general guidelines exist, it is essentially necessary to become a member of 
any hacking community. A good start may be participation in discussions of various IRC 
servers and gradual elaboration of hierarchies within the group. 
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8.4 Case Study - an Example of Writing Your Own Simple Shellcode in 
Windows  

As a basis we take code in C language - such as simple display of MessageBox (kod01.cpp). 
We translate the code in Visual C++ 6 (naturally we can do so in other compilers as well). 
Take advantage of the possibility of the development environment to step through the code 
(F10) and to view the resulting machine code (ALT +8) while stepping. This can gain us 
either directly assembler or byte-code (kod02.cpp). For instance, we can test the code by 
inserting it to program in C language, retyping it to functionand calling it (kod03.cpp). 

 

kod01.cpp  
//kod v jazyce C jako vzor pro shellkod 
#include <windows.h> 

 
void main() 
{ 
 MessageBoxA(0,"HACK","HACK",0); 
 ExitProcess(1); 
} 

kod02.cpp 
//volani windows funkci z inline assembleru - Messa geBoxA a ExitProcess 
void main() 
{ 
 __asm 
 { 
  xor  eax,eax //null-byte pro ukonceni retezce 
  push  eax 
  push  0x4b434148 //KCAH - do zasobniku se ulozi o pacne  
  mov   esi,esp 
  push  eax //MB_OK 
  push  esi //adresa nadpisu 
  push  esi //adresa textu 
  push  eax //hwnd - 0=desktop 
  mov   eax,0x7e3a058a
 //MessageBoxA(hwnd,text,nadpis,button) z user32.dl l na winXPPro Sp2cz 
  call  eax 
  push        1 
  mov   eax,0x7c81cdda   

//adresa funkce ExitProcess z kernel32.dll na win x p pro sp2 cz 
  call  eax 
 } 
} 

kod03.cpp 
//Hotovy shellkod. MessageBoxA z user32.dll a ExitP rocess z kernel32.dll na 
win xp pro sp2 cz 
void main() 
{ 
 char 
shellcode[]="\x33\xC0\x50\x68\x48\x41\x43\x4B\x8B\x F4\x50\x56\x56\x50\xB8\x
8A\x05\x3A\x7E\xFF\xD0\x6A\x01\xB8\xDA\xCD\x81\x7C\ xFF\xD0"; 
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 ((void (*)())&shellcode)(); 
} 

 

Exercise:  

Task 1  

Create a program with the following structure 

#include <studio.h> 
void spatna_funkce() 
{ 
 char pole[??]; //tyto dva radky upravte tak aby 
 strcpy(????);  //doslo k p řeteceni zasobniku  
} 
 
void fce1() { printf(„Funkce 1\n“);} 
void fce2() { printf(„Funkce 2\n“);} 
void fce3() { printf(„Funkce 3\n“);} 
 
void main() 
{ 
 spatna_funkce(); 
} 

 

The aim is to adjust the "spatna_funkce" so it starts any of the functions fce1 to fce4 without 

us calling it explicitly (i.e. with the help of buffer overflow).  

Procedure:  

1. determine addresses of function fce1 () .. fce3 ()  
2) create a variable field of a particular size  
2. copy more bytes into variable than allocated  
3. find out which bytes cause overwriting the return address (e.g. using strcpy (field, 

"AAAABBBBCCCCEEEEFFFFGGGG ...") in copied the string - and which ones 
have hex code 0x41, 0x42 B, ..) 

4. replace these bytes with address of some of the functions fce1 () .. fce3 () (note that 
they are sorted in reverse order "little endian" in memory, i.e. Address 0x11223344 is 
written as a text string 0x44332211) 

 

Task 2 

By stepping in one of the compilers C / C + + (e.g. Microsoft Visual C + + 6.0) write your 
own shellcode. As a foundation, use simple call of Win32 API functions (e.g. MessageBoxA 
or Winexec - start any program such as calc.exe). 
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Task 3 

Create a program that performs the following shellcode 

\x8B\xEC\x33\xF6\x56\xC6\x45\xF8\x63\xC6\x45\xF9\x6 1\xC6\x45\xFA\x6C\xC6\x4
5\xFB\x63\x83\xEC\x04\x6A\x01\x8D\x45\xF8\x50\xB8\x 4d\x11\x86\x7c\xFF\xD0\x
6A\x01\xB8\xa2\xca\x81\x7c\xFF\xD0 

! Attention: this shellcode will only work in a particular version of Windows for which it was 

created - Win XP Pro SP2 CZ.  

The program will have the following structure: 

#include <studio.h> 
void spatna_funkce() 
{ 
 char pole[??]; 
 strcpy(????); //zde dojde k použití shellkódu 
} 
 
void main() 
{ 
 spatna_funkce(); 
} 

 

Procedure: 

1.) in the compiler Visual C + + 6.0 necessarily delete in Project / Settings / C , C + + / 
Project options directive / GZ (otherwise the compiler adds the code controlling buffer 
overlow to the finished program - overflow would be still possible but it would be 
more complicated) 

2.) create a variable field with a sufficient number of bytes for shellcode (i.e. first you 
need to know how many bytes the shellcode has - it can be written as a string char 
shellcode [ ] = "\ x90 \ x90 ... \ xD0 " ; then the function strlen () or sizeof ()) 

3.) copy more bytes than allocated into variable field 
4.) find out which bytes in copied string cause overwriting the return address (e.g. using 

strcpy (field, " AAAABBBBCCCCEEEEFFFFGGGG ... " ) - and have hex code 0x41 
, 0x42 B , ..)  

5.) find the address of the variable field 
6.) rewrite variable field using the function strcpy () so that first you put shellcode address 

of the variable field in it so this address overwrites the return address (this will run the 
shellcode) 

 

"Hitting" the address of the variable to the return address can be done in two ways - either by 
manipulating the size of the variable field (reduction, augmentation) or manipulating the size 
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of the shellcode - adding / removing string \ x90 (= NOP, no operation) at the beginning of 
the shellcode.  

Tasks for seminar work 

1. Prepare a short paper (approx. 1 A4 text) on protection against buffer overflows in the 
Windows operating systems (i.e. mainly on technologies DEP - data execution 
protection and ASLR - address space layout randomization and the / GS compiler 
switch Microsoft, as well as protection against system files rewriting etc.).  

 

9 Windows Accounts Security 

9.1 The Passwords in Windows OS 

To use a modern version of the Windows operating system an account is required. Installation 
automatically creates Administrator account, but it usually does not have the possibility of 
local login on the Windows XP and Windows Vista. Other standard account is Guest, which 
is also usually prohibited. Furthermore, there are accounts set up for various applications. 
Mostly it is HelpAssistant (the account which enables another user to connect while using 
Remote Assistance), then IUS_computersname for IIS installed, ASPNET , 
SUPPORT_xxxxxxx, SQL, etc. Accounts that we create during installation or use (for 
example using the command " control userpasswords2 " from the command line - run the 
example by pressing Windows + R and typing" cmd "+ Enter) are called user accounts. We 
can either assign user privileges (limited, for example, cannot install programs, etc.) or 
management authority (almost unlimited). We list the users in system by the command "net 
user" in the command line. Through this command we can and add and delete accounts. 

Each account in Windows is associated with a password. The password is not stored in text 
form but in the form of hash, a cryptographic one-way function. Specifically, this storage is 
called Security Accounts Manager (SAM), and these data are physically stored in the registry. 
We can try to list the database easily from the command line with "reg query HKLM \ SAM ," 
possibly using regedit.exe - we then quickly find that we do not have access ( error message " 
Error: Access is denied in the key HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \ SAM \ SAM "or no value 
displayed) not even as a computer administrator. The only account that can access is 
SYSTEM, which we cannot simply use for logging in (This limitation can be skipped for 
example by entering " at 16:00 / interactive cmd.exe" to the command line which will create a 
scheduled task that triggers in specified time and that performs running the command line aka 
cmd.exe. We can list scheduled tasks via " schtaskts ". Automatically loaded command line 
will run under the identity of the user NT AUTHORITY \ SYSTEM, which can be verified 
thanks to " reg query HKLM \ Security \ SAM " which would otherwise return an" Access 
denied ".). 
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The registers therefore store hash value of our passwords as key values. They are stored in 
two different formats LM hash and NTLM hash. LM hash or LAN Manager hash is a one-
way function version that was used in versions of Windows up to Vista (where it can also be 
used, but this option must be set manually in the system registry entries) for storing passwords 
that contain less than 15 characters. Until Windows Me this was the only type of hash which 
could be used to store passwords in Windows. In later versions of Windows this option is 
maintained for backward compatibility. Unfortunately, until the operating system Windows 
XP SP3 the use of LM hashes is enabled by default which, as we explain below, is a 
significant security risk. 

SAM works so that every time you create a password in Windows32 system it processes it 
through the one-way function and stores the result in the SAM file: password - > 

 146b2ea8e7521b80ca48e185ddf92fe8 

The exact procedure for calculating the LM hash is as follows: 

1. Password is aligned to exactly 14 characters by NULL bytes. If your password is 
longer than 14 characters, it is shortened to 14 characters. 

2. Password is converted to upper-case. 
3. Password is divided into two 7-byte (56-bit) parts transferred to bit strings. For every 

7th bit string there is 0 inserted thereby achieving length of 64 bits which is the length 
required for the DES key. Both halves are used as keys for DES cipher.  

4. Each part is used to encrypt the hard ASCII string "KGS! @ # $%" DES cipher, so we 
get two 8-byte encrypted texts (128 bits). 

5. Two results of step 4 are linked, and the result is called the LM hash. 

 

Figure  65: LM autentization 
 

As at first glance , this more than 20 years old algorithm contains several steps which reduce 
its cryptographic efficiency, plus the actual cipher DES is now considered obsolete. The OS 
Windows includes it for compatibility with software and hardware that uses it in newer 
algorithms. The algorithm has two weaknesses: the passwords longer than 7 characters are 
divided into two parts and the source alphabet to encrypt is reduced by converting the 
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characters to upper case. Effectively the cipher is reduced from 95 ^ 14 possible passwords 
(password length for maximum utilization of all the characters on U.S. keyboard) to 2 ^ 43 
possible passwords. Modern, high performance processors are capable to decrypt the LM 
hashes using only alphanumeric character set (which suits most passwords) in few hours. 
Because the LM hash technique does not use salting (salt - see below) time -memory tradeoff 
called rainbow tables can be used  (shortening the time required to break the cipher at great 
use of pre- calculated values). Since 2003 the tool Ophcrack is publicly available which, 
thanks to the pre- computed rainbow tables, can detect virtually any LM hash based on the 
alphanumeric alphabet in a matter of seconds. Another cracking tools such as RainbowCrack, 
L0phtCrack and Cain offer similar functionality in their new versions, thereby breaking the 
LM hash becomes trivial. 

In response to these security weaknesses in LM hash system Microsoft introduced NTLM 
protocol. Neverthelles, Windows versions up to Vista and Windows Server 2008  still use the 
LM hash. Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008 contain the LM hash support, but after 
installing in the default configuration it is disabled and must be manually turned on via the 
Local Security Policy (Local Security Policy) in Administrative tools (management tools). 
However, this tool is not available in Home editions . NT hash is therefore used by default in 
on Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008. In Windows 2000, 2003 and XP it only applies 
as default if you enter the password longer than 14 characters. 

NT hash is calculated as follows: 

1. password is processed through function MD4 (Message Digest version 4) and hash is 
obtained  

 

Figure  66: NTLM autentization 
 

Neither LM or NTLM algorithms do not use the technique of salting (salt). Salting is the 
process that was first used in UNIX operating systems more than twenty years ago. User 
passwords' hashes were stored in a text file that was readable for everybody. If the user saw 
that the hash is similar to hash of other users, he knew that they have the same password. 
Therefore, before sending it to the hashing function the creators of the system add so called 
salt which is different for each user and thus guarantees that users with the same password 
will not have the same hash. At the same time the  cryptographic complexity of passwords 
increased against any brute force attack. Salt is usually not confidential so it is saved along 
with the hash in a text file in a readable plaintext. 
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By the time the user logs into Windows (as mentioned before, this applies to versions earlier 
than Vista) both algorithms are applied on the password and both results are stored in 
memory LSASS (Local Security Authority Subsystem Service) and in registers. Internally, the 
password is treated as a 256 -byte UNICODE string. The login dialog is however limited to 
127 characters so users can efficiently use alphanumeric passwords comprising up to 127 
characters. Accounts of programs that do not need (and usually cannot) log in locally can 
theoretically have up to 256 byte password. 

9.2 Attacking Passwords  

9.2.1 Social Attack 

The simplest method is surprisingly effective - just ask. This technique is often called social 
engineering. According to an international study published in 2004, 70 % of interviewed 
people are willing to disclose their password to a computer stranger for a bar of chocolate. 
Such a situation is certainly extreme and we can ask to what extent respondents took it as a 
joke, but even so the human will always be the weakest link in computer security. If we find 
ourself in an environment that is unknown and we are faced with a problem (issue, plea for 
help, finding solutions ,. ..) on which we do not have enough knowledge, almost every one of 
us is prone to get confused, especially if the other person raises sympathy, respect or evokes 
the appearance of legitimate authority, we tend to be influenced . 
Our focus here is rather on purely technical methods. Several options are available : 

- misuse of the built-in Administrator account 
- offline passwords change foreign 
- online attack on the hash 
- offline attack on the hash 

 

9.2.2 Misuse of the Built-in Administrator Account  

Operating system Windows XP requires a password for the Administrator account (in 
Windows Vista Administrator account is disabled by default local login) during installation. 
Most users will not enter this password, they enter just the password for their account when 
the installer prompts them further. During normal boot OS does not offer us the Windows 
Administrator account (see figure). If we invoke the login window via CTRL + ALT + DEL 
in which we type the account name and enter Administrator, we get an error message that we 
cannot log in due to account limitations: 
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Figure  67: Blocked account administrator  
 

But if we bootmOS into safe mode - we are able to log into the system under this account 
during the boot sequence by holding down F8 and text menu, then selecting the appropriate 
item. Computers of less experienced users are often vulnerable to this issue and their data are 
therefore available even if their Administrator account is password protected.  

 

Figure  68: login screen Window XP 

 

Figure  69: Selecting the boot mode  
 

9.2.3 Change of Foreign Password 

If an intruder has physical access to your computer but does not have time or resources for 
gaining password by brute force or rainbow tables there is another option, although somewhat 
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more brutal - to change the password offline. Again, just boot (if the BIOS is password 
protected, open physically your computer and connect jumper for 3 seconds to reset the 
CMOS to default values - perhaps every motherboard has this feature) from live distribution, 
this time called " Offline NT Password & Registry Editor". This tool allows us to change the 
registry and mainly passwords in user accounts. The home page of the project is 
http://home.eunet.no/pnordahl/ntpasswd/  WARNING! If any of the user accounts uses EFS 
file system (Encrypted File System) - Microsoft's file system used for real-time encryption of 
files, available in Windows Server 2003 further, encrypted files will not be readable after the 
change of the password! If you are unsure whether you are using EFS it is almost certain that 
you do not. 

 

 

Figure  70: Offline NT Password  & Registry editor 
 

The program itself then processes steps mentioned below via text menu: 

- selection of the drive (you can also record additional driver e.g. from USB)  
- selection of the location in the registry file on disk (usually the default value of c: \ 

windows \ system32 \ config \  
- selection of the registry you want to work with 
- random editing of register or: 
- turning off SYSKEY protection (not recommended, depreciates the passwords for all 

accounts) or:  
- controlling accounts: password reset to zero, change the password to a new password, 

account privilege escalation, unlocking a locked account 
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Figure  71: The final screen after changing the password on „hacked“ 
 

Before the end the program still asks us whether we want to save the changes. The restart 
follows and then we have free access to the system. However, the program may not always 
work on 100%, so rather than changing passwords it is recommended to reset the password 
to blank (then you can freely set random password within Windows). It can also occur that 
we unintentionally alter passwords of other accounts - the author himself admits that the 
tool is not entirely perfect. On the other hand, using this tool inevitably attracts attention. If 
we use the analogy of a physical break-in you will notice that somebody changed the locks 
throughout the house. If your computer is part of the Active Directory domain, it does not 
change the password to domain. It only changes the password to a local account. Passwords 
for accessing the domain are stored somewhere else - in the domain controller in Active 
Directory.  

9.2.4 Online Attacks 

Pwdump.exe 

Another option is to use pwdump.exe - that can pull hash even from a live Windows system 
by simply running: 
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Figure  72: Program pwdump 
 

On the other hand, this tool must be run under the administrator account which in many 
systems is not enabled (which is correct). Rather than for a real attack the tool serves for 
examining your own computer and for system testing.  

The output of the program is in smbpasswd format (using Samba server on Unix). The records 
have the following structure:  

  <user>: <id>: <lanman pw>: <NT pw>: comment: homedir:  

Where <user> stands for user name in Windows NT, <id> is the Windows RID (relative ID) = 
last 32 bits of the SID of the user, <lanman pw> is LM hash of the password, <NT pw> is 
Windows NT (md4) hash. If the user does not set a password, the record says 'NO 
PASSWORD *****'. If the account is blocked or invalid, there are 32 * characters.  

9.2.5 Offline Attacks 

As already mentioned , the original password is not stored anywhere. Every time the user logs 
in the system, the text of the password is processed through functions and the resulting hash is 
compared to the stored hash. If we want to discover the Windows user's passwords, we have 
to extract these hash values from the computer, then try the dictionary or brute -force method 
and process all passwords through hashing functions and compare the results. This is very 
time consuming and impracticable with longer passwords. Second possibility we have is the 
use of so-called rainbow tables. Rainbow tables represent a special data structure that allows 
us to commit "time -memory trade- off" or bartering time to try all the combinations for 
memory space. Rainbow tables need to be created before (on the Internet there is a variety of 
ready-made rainbow tables for sale). Thanks to using RT the speed of password detection 
increases hundreds of times. Firstly it is necessary to get the actual hash. In very old versions 
of Windows OS it was possible to get these hashes directly, thus hackers job was a lot easier. 
Newer SAM database is protected by access rights and even after their breaking there is 
booting into another operating system and by connecting the drive it is necessary to break 
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another layer of encryption - the SYSKEY. The specific procedure to use popular hacking 
distribution of Linux Backtrack3 is following: 

1) boot PC from Backtrack3 CD 
2) mount of local disk (usually hda1): mount / dev/hda1 /  
3) extraction of SYSKEY needed to decode SAM storage  

bkhive / mnt/hda1/WINDOWS/system32/config/SAM syskey  
4) after obtaining SYSKEY , extract the SAM file  

samdump2 / mnt/hda1/WINDOWS/system32/config/sam syskey> pwdhashe  

These steps successfully acquire SAM file, now we have to crack it. The file might look like 
this: 

 

Administrator:500:NOPASSWORD*********************:NO PASSWORD*********************:::  

Guest:501:NO PASSWORD*********************:NO PASSWO RD*********************:::  

HelpAssistant:1000:92641D9XXEF6C7781B2CD84185C101AB:8C21BE6FC1D84XXA353075731D911CF2:::  

SUPPORT_388945a0:1002:NO PASSWORD******************** *:9570ED1D667FD11AFE8BAD3FE7BB524F:::  

user:1004:C6BEC284XX06B24CAAD3B435B51404EE:681C1C3190D8XX4C0FC0F7952D091DE2::: 

 

The first thing to note is that the Administrator account has no password set (a common 
mistake, see above). Other records contain user names (some of them are built-in accounts in 
the system, an administrator for other users) and hash names. Now you need to use any of the 
cracking tools or rainbow tables. Popular cracking tools for Windows are John the Ripper 
(http://www.openwall.com/john/) and Cain & Abel (http://www.oxid.it). We will now 
demonstrate a Rainbow Crack and Ophcrack 

Rainbowcrack 

pwdump2 > dump.txt 

rtcrack *.rt -p dump.txt 

With the first command we save hashes to txt file (for this action we must have administrator 
privileges). The second command runs the program that tries to break the hashes using 
rainbow tables (second parameter *. rt determines that all files with the rt apply in the same 
directory as the directory of rtcrack application).  

In the final chapter we present probably the best tool for finding passwords in Windows - 
Ophcrack. 

Breaking Passwords to Windows Accounts Using Ophcrack 

Opthcrack is live Linux distribution specially tailored to single account - breaking passwords 
from SAM database in Windows. To use it you need to physically access the computer and 
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booting the distribution from cd. The tool then automatically mounts disks, scans SAM 
repositories and attempts to reveal passwords using brute force and rainbow tables. 
Depending on the used version (only basic version is for free download) includes variously 
large rainbow tables. The home page is http://ophcrack.sourceforge.net.  

 

Figure  73: Intro screen of program Ophcrack  
 

 

Figure  74: Ophcrack 
 

As you can see the tool was able to uncover the majority of passwords on your computer 
without any user intervention within three minutes. However, in this case there were used 
simple (though not unrealistic) passwords. More complex passwords would not be found due 
to incomplete version of rainbow tables. Complete Rainbow Tables can be purchased on the 
Internet. The Shmoo Group (http://rainbowtables.shmoo.com/) offers free download of 
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rainbow tables via BitTorrent. In addition, there are several websites that do not provide 
directly Rainbow Tables but they crack sent hashes using their own internal Rainbow Tables.  

If the LM hash is obtained by means other than physical booting and if we have them stored 
in a file Ophcrak can be used to break down this file. For this purpose, it is also possible to 
install Ophcrak as an ordinary application in Windows. 

 

9.2.6 Rainbow Tables – how does it work 

The above mentioned programs work because of the so-called rainbow tables. The 
following text presents them a little closer. Let's suppose that we have a hash passwords, 
and we need to get the original password. The sense of hash functions is that they are one-
way, therefore it is not possible to get the original value by the analytical method. We 
only use brute force. We have several different sophisticated ways to do this: 

- Generated from the alphabet, from which the password is created (if we do not know 
exactly what the alphabet is, we must choose a sufficiently large set of characters that 
it is likely that the desired alphabet is a subset of our alphabet) one combination after 
another, each combination is inserted into the hash function and the result is compared 
to our hash. This is the stupidest way. Even with not very large alphabet and password 
it would take an extremely long time. Even if we happen to find the hash, next time we 
'll have to repeat the whole process again. 

- Again we generate one password after another from the alphabet, each password is 
then put in hash function and the result with source combination is afterwards placed 
in a table. We sort the table by hash. The process of finding the hash is then reduced to 
finding an item listed in the table. It is slightly smarter way, because search in the 
sorted table is extremely fast compared to search in an unsorted one. However, we 
must accept the fact that the initial generation of the table will again take an extremely 
long time. This can be avoided by using multiple computers, which nowadays is not 
much of a problem. Although, for saving a table of small passwords with a small 
alphabet we already need extreme amounts of memory. When a fixed password length 
of 8 characters and the source of small English alphabet of 26 letters take more than 
200 gigabytes, we then add ten digits and we come to 2.8 terabytes. This is quite real 
boundary when you still can save the table using conventional means - from today's 
perspective an eight-character alphanumeric password consisting of  small English 
alphabet is considered a very weak password! If you increase the password to ten 
characters and add even upper-case letters you get about million terabytes. Passwords 
today typically use special characters in length and in critical Windows system there is 
recommended to use over 14 characters, so from certain (quite low) password 
complexity  it is impossible to store such table with current technology. If only we had 
some way to reduce this huge table... 

- And for this purpose we have rainbow tables. Unfortunately we cannot avoid initial 
generating of a table when we calculate hash values of all passwords that can be built 
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from the alphabet of a given length. The comforting fact is that for each password it 
needs to be done for only once, in addition we are certainly not the only one who does 
a similar thing so there is no problem in trying to find the Internet community that 
shares processing power and the results for that purpose. The table itself still takes a 
lot of space but it is not  so unrealistically large. How is this possible? Because 
rainbow tables (rainbow tables, see below) allow us to exchange time for the space. 
You can even choose the intensity of compromise between time and data size 
yourself! Finding the 12 - digit password on the mentioned parameters with rainbow 
tables is nowadays a question of units of second by, given the size of the table of tens 
of gigabytes. The smaller the table is, the slower is the search (but still extremely 
faster if compared to the two previously described methods) . 

For an approximate idea of the extent to which it is real to count hash by brute force in 
today's home PC see the following table: 

Table: approximate times for calculating the hash values of all entries from the alphabet 
and the length of the password provided one million calculated values per second 

Password 
length 

6 8 10 12 14 

Alphabet 
length 

10 (0-9) 16 s 27 min 44 hrs 0,5 let 50 000 yrs 

26 (a..z) 1,4 hrs 39 d 71 yrs 48 000 yrs 3 x10^9 yrs 

36 (0-9,a-z) 9,7 hrs 1,4 yrs 1800 yrs 2,4 x10^6 
yrs 

3 x10^12 yrs 

62 (0-9,a-z, 
A-Z) 

10,5 d 110 yrs 425 000 yrs 1,6 x10^9 
yrs 

6,3x10^12 
yrs 

74 ↑ + next 30 d  456 yrs 2,5 x10^6 
yrs 

1,3x10^10 
yrs 

7,5x10^13 
yrs 

 

As seen from the table, if the attacker has common hardware and not for example a 
supercomputer cluster for distributed computing or botnet, he does not even stand a 
chance with little complex passwords. Similarly disappointing would be a table showing 
the memory required to store such data volumes. This, however, using rainbow tables can 
be easily reversed.  

How does this data structure that allowed tremendous progress in breaking of passwords 
stored in hash form during the last three years, work? First, let's look at what actually its 
structure is and how it is created: 
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1. Generate a dictionary of initial passwords or use one which is already ready. For each 
password of this dictionary use the following procedure:  

2. Put the password into hash function. Put the resulting hash into so-called reduction 
function. By accessing the hash function, the output is text that is created from the 
same alphabet and about the same length as a search password. The output of the 
reduction function is thus another password! Put this one again into hash function. The 
resulting hash needs to be put back into the reducing function so we obtain another 
password, and then on and on again up to ten thousand or more times.  

 

Figure  75: Rainbow  
 
After  predetermined number of steps we complete the process and take only the first 
(input) hash and the last hash (another option is to store the last password) and we 
save it - by doing so we get one line of rainbow tables. We then throw away all hashes 
and passwords between. So from the string "original hash-password-hash-...-
password-final hash" we keep only a pair of "original hash-hash the final." It is clear 
that it will achieve huge savings in space. The entire chain can also be relatively 
quickly reconstructed from the original hash.  

 

Figure  76: Hashovací a redukční funkce 
 

The hash function maps a set of plain text to a set of hash values, the reducing function 
does the opposite. In this way we will go through all the passwords and we will have the 
whole table complete.  

Input pswd A hash A1 pswd A1 hash A2 pswd A2 ….. hash AX pswd AX Final hash A 

Input pswd B hash B1 pswd A1 hash A2 pswd A2 ….. hash AX pswd AX Final hash B 

Input pswd C hash C1 pswd A1 hash A2 pswd A2 ….. hash AX pswd AX Final hash C 

Input pswd D hash D1 pswd A1 hash A2 pswd A2 ….. hash AX pswd AX Final hash D 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

  

Množina Množina 

heslo 
 
heslo 
 
heslo 
 
heslo 

hash 
 
hash 
 
hash 
 
hash 

Funkce: 
 
redukční 
 
hashovací 
 
redukční 
 
hashovací 
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Input pswd Y hash Y1 pswd Y1 hash Y2 pswd Y2 ….. hash YX pswd YX Final hash Y 

Input pswd Z hash Z1 pswd Z1 hash Z2 pswd Z2 ….. hash ZX pswd ZX Final hash Z 

 

The calculation procedure of Rainbow Table  

Rainbow table 

Input pswd A Final hash A 

Input pswd B Final hash B 

Input pswd C Final hash C 

Input pswd D Final hash D 

……………………………………………………… 

Input pswd Y Final hash Y 

Input pswd Z Final hash Z 

Final result 

When we finished the rainbow table (some are free on the Internet, others can be 
purchased), we can begin the process of cracking:  

• Input hash to which we seek the password is compared to every last hash stored in  
rainbow table. If you cannot find it in the table, put hash function to the reduction, 
thus you obtain some text password. This password is put into a hash function and 
the hash is again compared with all the latest hash stored in the table. These steps 
need to be repeated until it finds a match between hash that we get through this 
process and one of the final hash stored in the table. 

• • By the time we find a match we found the string "original hash - password -hash 
-...- hash - password - final hash", which also contains the password we are 
looking for! However, because of the whole chain we have saved only the 
beginning and the end, we still need to reconstruct it, what is already relatively 
inexpensive operation. In the reconstructed hash chain we find a hash that 
coincides with our original hash. One step ahead of us there lays the password. 
The whole process can be seen in the following diagram. Let's say we have a hash 
X, which is part of the following string (line). Thus this string contains also 
password X. Of course we do not know in advance in which line it is. 

 

Table row containing hash X 

1.  
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In the first step, we compare our hash X with the final hash (and in other rows, but it is not shown 

here). Compliance did not occur. We proceed to the second step: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  

 

Hash X is put into reducing function, the password Y is obtained from there then put it into 
hash function, and then we get hash Y. Compliance occurred (this of course would be almost 
ideal case where the hash X was just a bit before the end of the chain - the closer to the 
beginning hash X is, the more steps we need to do before we find it)! Now we know that our 
password is in this line. We calculate it - do not go backwards, we must proceed on from pass 
phrase that we have stored in the first column of the rainbow table. We count until we run 
into hash X. One step ahead of it we find password X.  

3.  

 

In the final step we calculate the hash string to X and obtain the password X. 

Now we contuine by explaining more about the reduction function. Reduction function 
therefore does the opposite to the hash function to certain extent - it creates passwords out 
of the hash value. But beware! In any case this hash function cannot turn around the hash 
and find out what password it was created from - it is not possible. It just maps group of 
hashes on set of text by using deterministic chaos. Amongst interesting features of the 
reduction is that it can be somewhat arbitrary, it does not matter which reducing function 
we use, it is sufficent that it complies with the assumption that it generates passwords of a 
given length and alphabet (and thus we cannot  confuse for example, reducing function for 
password of 8 characters consisting only of numbers for reducing function for passwords 
of ten alphanumeric characters) . 

Hash function (it must be the same as the one used to create the hash we examined) 
converts password (also known as plaintext, clean text) to hash. After the reduction of the 
hash function we then again create a plaintext of the same length. As already mentioned, 
the reduction function may be arbitrary. It can be something as simple as a function that 
just takes the first six characters of the hash (if agreed by our alphabet hashes and 
passwords). The resulting plaintext is again put through the hash function. The result is 
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reduced to a new plaintext. Repeat for any number of steps - this is the parameter that we 
set ourselves and that affects the time - space trade - off. The more steps the smaller the 
resulting table, but the longer it takes to crawl it during cracking . 

Eg . input password 123456 (input alphabet alphanumeric characters of the English 
alphabet small) 

MD5(123456) = e10adc3949ba59abbe56e057f20f883e 

Red(e10adc3949ba59abbe56e057f20f883e) = e10adc 

MD5(e10adc) = 96bf38d01b84aa16cf2bb9f55c61ac85  

Red(96bf38d01b84aa16cf2bb9f55c61ac85 ) = 96bf38 

…. 

MD5(068696)= e3225ab333b37defddba2a8022c0c468 (final hash) 

Write down only the initial and final plaintext hash into the rainbow table: 

12345: e3225ab333b37defddba2a8022c0c468 

In this way, we can search through a huge list of hashes that we have not actually stored 
anywhere. A variation of this algorithm is that it does not save final hash but the final 
plain-text.  

The problem of such a pre-counted chains of hashes are collisions. Generally speaking for 
the hash algorithms it is considered very undesirable property if they produce too many 
collisions. Ironically such a hash algorithm is more secure against an attack using rainbow 
tables. Hash collisions cause both an infinite loop (in the case where more hashes generate 
the same plaintext) and the convergence of multiple plaintext into single hash (in the case 
where multiple plaintexts have the same hash) in rainbow tables. These branches must be 
removed from the table which, however, causes loss of  certain number of hashes and their 
plaintexts. Rainbow tables prevent collisions and cycles by encoding each column by 
other reduction algorithm. 

Rainbow Tables generally save 1 hash of thousands to tens of thousands of hashes. The 
time required for cracking with RT decreases with the square of memory you have 
available. Ie. twice as large table increases browsing speeds by four times. The algorithm 
for reducing function may be arbitrary, but for passwords of different lengths and different 
alphabets it is of course variable (six-digit password composed of letters will be generated 
by another function than the one of twelve-digit alphanumeric characters). 

Defense against rainbow tables rests in use of salt. Microsoft Windows is one of the few 
operating systems that does not use salt. Moreover, their implementation of LM is faulty 
so it does not create the password truly of 14 characters but as two seven character 
passwords, transferred in addition to capital letters. This reduces the intensity of 2^84 to 
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2^36 combinations. Until the complexity reaches 2^30, with today's computers we can use  
simple brute force, when it is about 2^50 it is already too many combinations to use 
rainbow tables (their assembly would take too long). Therefore Windows passwords 
stored with the help of LM of intensity 2^36 are vulnerable. Use of LM hash in Windows 
XP and Windows 2003 can be turned off. In Windows Vista it is turned off by default.  

Online Rainbow Tables 

If an attacker wants to perform acquired hash cracking himself by using programs described 
above (Ophcrack , Rainbow crack), he can take advantage of online services: 

Http://loginrecovery.com: this page has probably the best (largest) tables. There is also a 
bootable CD or floppy disk for download, which allows us to obtain hash like with other 
instruments. The values obtained are uploading directly on the page. Within ten minutes you 
will be informed whether or not the hash can be cracked. Then you can either pay ($ 30) for 
instant password display or wait 72 hours, after which the password will be shown for free 
(delivered via email). Loginrecovery can detect most passwords (rainbow tables never 
guarantee 100 % success rate) to length of 32 characters consisting of the following alphabet " 
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789 @ # $% ^ & * ( ) _ + = ~` [] { } | \ : ; 
" ' <> . ? / . " Server disposes of 80 GB tables that can be searched in just ten minutes. If we 
do not want to pay or wait 72 hours and the sought password is not so complicated we can use 
other sites. 

 

Figure  77: LoginRecovery service 
 
There are other sites providing these services - even for free. On the other hand, they probably 
do not possess as good rainbow tables. For more see: 

http://plain-text.info/ 

http://astalavista.com 

http://LMcrack.com 
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MAC OS X 10.3 

MAC OS X 10.3 ( Panther ) also uses LM and NTLM hashes to store passwords. Cracking 
them is is exactly the same procedure as in the case of Windows hashes. Hashes are stored in 
the / var / db / shadow / hash / <generateduid> . They are 104 bytes long, 64 bytes have linked 
NTLM + LM hashes and 40 bytes SHA1 hash. <generateduid> value of given user can be 
found using the command "niutil-readprop./users/<username> generateduid ". The first 64 
bytes of the saved file are available by typing "sudo cut- c1- c64 / var / db / shadow / hash / 
<generateduid> " ( cut is program for the extraction of part of the chain , sudo because of 
rights). Hashes are stored in following order: NTLM hash then the LM hash, i.e. in reverse 
order than in pwdump format. Therefore, before passing into tools destined for Windows it is 
necessary to swap two 32 -byte halves and insert a colon between them. In Mac OS X 10.4 
(Tiger) storing passwords has been more secure. However, if the user has enabled sharing of 
Windows files and folders, NTLM + LM hashes are reused again and the attack can be 
executed.  

9.2.7 Defense 

Defense options are as follows: 

- When installing Windows enter the password for the Administrator account.  
- Disable booting from the CD-ROM and USB in BIOS, password protect BIOS.  
- Use the option to rename the Administrator account: from the command line run the 

utility crossover Policy (Group Policy Editor) gpedit.msc (if our computer is part of a 
domain, the procedure is different). Select the branch Computer Configuration / 
Windows Settings \ Security Settings \ Local Policies \ Security Options and find the 
"Accounts: Rename administrator account". Enter any name. With this tool it is 
possible to define a number of other security settings on your computer. 

  
Figure  78: Policy of group 
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- If you use Windows XP Home Edition, gpedit.msc is not available. In this case, enter 
"control userpasswords2" in the command line and open the Properties dialog, set the 
Administrator account, specifically its name. 
 

 

Figure  79: User accounts tool  
 

9.2.8 Secure Passwords 

The system of storing passwords in Windows has its weaknesses but in principle it is safe. 
However, we must consider the following guidelines when creating passwords: 

1. Long passwords: a good password should be at least 8 characters long, the longer the 
better  Passwords that are shorter than 8 characters are very vulnerable to cracking by 
brute force when considering the computing power of todays commercially available 
computers. Assuming that the attacker is able to conduct 3,000,000 attemps with the 
captured LM hash in second and that the password randomly consists of 69 characters 
(including spaces) of U.S. keyboard and has a length of 8 characters, trying all 
possibilities would take three years (of course, an attacker may get lucky and hit the 
target right the first time. Here we regard the statistical data). If the modern NTLMv2 
authentication is used it is estimated that it would be possible to reach only 800,000 
attempts per second, which stretches the time for trying all possibilities to ten years. 
However, these calculations are carried out based on the computational power of 
modern computers. If we consider Moore's Law it would take us only five years to 
shorten the time of cracking LM version of the password comprising eight characters 
to only 98 days instead of three years. In five years it will be necessary to use 
password at least of nine characters in order to withstand average of 180 days. From 
the viewpoint of combinatorics the length of the password is more important than the 
length of the source alphabet. 
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2. Complex passwords : quality password consists of four available types of characters 
(not counting the characters of national alphabets): lowercase letters, uppercase letters, 
numbers and non- alphanumeric symbols . 

3. Changing password frequently : depending on how valuable system the password 
protects, it should be changed once to four times a year. These values are based on 
calculations of the current computational power vs . the calculations necessary to 
break the existing algorithms for the recommended length of the password (8 
characters). 

4. Use the password in one form only: the password is only as secure as the least secure 
safe system in which we use it. 

5. Entrust only one person: sharing passwords with anyone else (in organizations they 
often use "corporate " passwords) dramatically reduces its security 

6. Do not use a password on untrusted computers: this applies particularly to public 
computers in libraries, Internet cafes, hotels, ... The password can be tapped in such 
places even without the attacker having admin access to the computer. Hardware 
keyloggers are now very cheap and inconspicuous (eg http://www.keyghost.com). 

 

Why do we still use the LM hash, if they are so dangerous? First, they are so easily defeated 
until recently and secondly because of compatibility with older devices. If the attacker gets 
the LM hash or NT hash (whether offline or live Windows) he basically does not need to 
bother with cracking the passwords. The hash itself is quite sufficient to authenticate the user 
in the network services. In this sense there is no difference between one - character password 
stored using LM and the password of 127 characters of high complexity stored using NTLM. 
If technically proficient attacker gets any of this hash, he has won. This type of attack is called 
"Pass The Hash".  

9.2.9 How to Disable LM Hashes in Windows XP 

LM hashes are currently one of the biggest vulnerabilities of OS Windows (see above). In 
Windows Vista they are already disabled by default, unfortunately not on earlier versions 
(2000, XP, 2003). They are applied in saving the password every time our password is shorter 
than 14 characters (in the opposite case, the more secure NTLM hash is employed). Using LM 
HASH can be thankfully disabled manually in these OS. In Windows XP, the procedure is as 
follows: branch HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \ SYSTEM \ CurrentControlSet \ Control \ Lsan 
in the registry and the key NoLMHash. If this key is not here, add it (type REG_DWORD). 
Then set the value to 1. Thus we forced using of NTLM hashes. You can use the graphical 
regedit.exe: 
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Figure  80: Regedit  
 

We can also do so from the command line:  

  "Reg add HKLM \ SYSTEM \ CurrentControlSet \ Control \ Lsa \ / v NoLMHash / t 
REG_BINARY / d 1 /f"  

Attention ! The next time you boot Windows, LM hashes will not be used by default, but their 
current values remain in the registry until the user changes the password - then NTLM hash 
will be stored only. This does not change the fact that if the user has a weak password, not 
even NTLM hash can protect him against the revelation. 

 

Checking the Logs 

If we cannot prevent breaking of passwords it is at least useful to know that it happened. 
Operating system Windows, as well as any other decent operating system, keeps a record of 
important events in so called log. Which events should be monitored can be set both at the 
level of the operating system and on the level of individual applications. The monitored 
events include user login - whether successful or unsuccessful - and check out. 

Log control is an activitiy that should be carried out regularly by every computer or network 
administrator. Windows OS contains three basic groups of logs - Application, Security, 
System. There may be other logs depending on what software is installed or which role the 
server plays - usual ones are Antivirus, DNS, DHCP, Exchange. Logs record the event. Each 
event comprises the date, time, type (information, warning, error, no / successful execution of 
the operation), the user who triggered the event , event source (computer, IP address , the 
process ), category (varies depending on where we log, for example, in the Security Log in / 
out ) and EventID . EventID is a kind of numerical classification of various types of events, 
according to it we can often find details of a particular message on the Internet. A good source 
of information about events is http://www.eventid.net/ server. In terms of safety we are 
mainly interested in security event log with EventID 529. This event is always written in the 
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log when registering an unsuccessful attempt to log on to your computer - either physically on 
the console (someone trying to guess the password on the keyboard - the log will be the name 
of the station) or remotely, for example through remote desktop (the log will show the IP 
address) or even within some type of application process on the web server (in this case the 
description of events in the log will not contain the IP address or computer name but ID of the 
process. From what IP address the attack came is then necessary to trace in the web server log 
- in the case of IIS they are located in C : \ WINDOWS \ system32 \ LogFiles \ { instance web 
site} \ exRRMMDD.log ).  

 

Figure  81: Event Viewer 
 

 

Figure  82: property events  
 

Similarly important event in the security log is EventID 528. It shows when the user 
successfully logged in. We can trace if someone is using our computer in our absence. If 
someone cleans the Security log, it stores message EventID 517, which identifies the user 
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who performed this action as well as his station (either the local computer name or IP address 
of the remote).  

In your own programs, you can easily create and use logs with corresponding functions. For 
example, in C # you can use the EventLog class from the namespace System.Diagnostics: 

using System.Diagnostics 

private void WriteToEventLog(string message) 

{ 

 string cs = "Nase aplikace"; 

 EventLog log = new EventLog(); 

if (!EventLog.SourceExists(cs)) 

 EventLog.CreateEventSource(cs, cs); 

log.Source = cs; 

log.EnableRaisingEvents = true; 

log.WriteEntry(message); 

} 

 

Physically, the logs are stored in the system in the form of text files, the default location is% 
systemroot% \ System32 \ config \ so that, for example: 

C:\WINDOWS\system32\config\AppEvent.Evt 

C:\WINDOWS\System32\config\SecEvent.Evt 

C:\WINDOWS\system32\config\SysEvent.Evt 

 

 

Figure  83: properties of the log file 
 

Backup logs can be done by copying a file (not locked).  
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How to install Group Policy Editor (gpedit.msc) in Windows XP Home Edition 

This tool allows us to set some advanced computer security is not available on Windows XP 
Home Edition. If we have files of Windows XP Professional Edition can be the Home Edition 
working. The procedure is as follows:  

Copy the following files in the% systemroot% \ system32\ 

appmgmts.dll 

appmgr.dll 

fde.dll 

fdeploy.dll 

gpedit.msc 

gpedit.dll 

gptext.dll 

 

Then copy the files 

 
system.adm 

inetres.adm 

conf.adm 

to the% systemroot% \ system32 \ GroupPolicy \ Adm \  

and finally register the DLL from the command line program regsvr32.exe: 

 
regsvr32 appmgmts.dll 

regsvr32 appmgr.dll 

regsvr32 fde.dll 

regsvr32 fdeploy.dll 

regsvr32 gpedit.dll 

regsvr32 gptext.dll 

Then you can use Group Policy as in Windows XP Professional Edition (not all options are 
available in Home version) - in the command line run gpedit.msc.  

 

Tip: Enabling the Administrator account in Windows Vista Home Premium Edition 

The Administrator account is "hidden" in all versions of Windows Vista after installing and it 
is not possible to log into it. This can be changed in the Local Users and Groups 
(Lusrmgr.msc). Windows Vista Home Edition does not cointain it and we cannot even revert 
the situation by using the tool "control userpasswords2" in command line. If you want to run a 
program as an administrator, we need to use context option via right click of mouse button 
and selecting "Run as administrator". In the case of programs in the command line this cannot 
be done. The solution rests in using the "net" command. The procedure is as follows: open a 
command line as an administrator (via icon), type "net user administrator / active: yes" to 
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open command prompt. From now on, the Administrator account is available to log in (but the 
password is not set!). Returning it to default settings can be done via command "net user 
administrator / active: no".  

 

Windows Vista 

Development of Windows Vista lasted several years, cost hundreds of millions of dollars and 
the system is promoted as the most secure. Yet it also has bugs that make hackers able to 
break in virtually every few tens of seconds. All you need is physical access to a computer 
and the ability to boot the operating system itself. Boot popular security distribution 
Backtrack3 from CD of USB. Open the console, type gradually the commands:  

cd /mnt 

cd sda1/ 

cd Windows/ 

cd System32/ 

mv Utilman.exe Utilman.old 

cp cmd.exe Utilman.exe 

 

 

Figure  84: Backtrack3 
 

Then restart the computer, boot into Windows, press the keyboard shortcut Windows + U in 
logon screen. Instead of the original Utilman.exe, our file which we replaced it with runs. In 
addition, we logged in as nt authority \ system which is normally not available. You can 
verify this by typing "whoami". SYSTEM account has even more rights than the 
Administrator account. With help of command " net user username password / add " we have 
total control over the system, so we can add users, install programs, read hash files, etc. 
Stealing files would be possible while  having physical access to the hardware anywa , but 
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this can also gain us access to the live system and in the case that we can break Active 
Directory domain (see below) controller we could also rule the entire network . 

Program Utilman.exe that we replaced offers to facilitate the users with disabilities - allows 
you to use virtual magnifying glass to magnify parts of the screen, to read text from the screen 
and similar functions. In principle, it can be replaced by any program. We cannot do so  
however, while running the operating system because it is a protected file.  

 

Figure  85: Attack of Windows Vista via utilman  
 

This procedure can also be used in Windows Server 2008! The steps are the same as in Windows 

Vista, but it is also necessary to rename Utilman.exe to Utilman.old in the% systemroot% \ winsxs \ 

x86_microsoft-windows-utilman_ ... In a large Active Directory domain, this is extremely dangerous. 

Just one inadequately physically secured server in a remote branch and within seconds you can get 

access even to very well secured network. If the attacker does not handle the Linux environment, you 

can use Windows-based bootable cd, created for example by using the Microsoft Deployment 

Accelerator Solutions.  

 

Summary 

Passwords in Windows operating system are stored thanks to a mechanism of LM hash and NTLM 

hash. These values are protected, however, under certain circumstances, they can be obtained as 

well as quickly broken. If an unauthorized person has uncontrolled physical access to a computer 

running Windows, it cannot be considered safe. 
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Exercise: 

• Create ten user accounts in VMWare in a sample OS Windows XP. Create 
increasingly complex passwords to individual accounts. For example, the first account 
123, the second book, the third password, fourth Milan .. the last Ut8d_34R5 ! 
B3GGd. Then in VMWare boot tool Ophtcrack, perform passwords audit and check to 
what extent of complexity the tool was able to reveal your password. Furthermore, 
calculate the theoretical period of trying all possible combinations for each password, 
provided that in one second we can test X combinations. 

• Start a clean installation of Windows XP in a VMWare environment with access to the 
Internet. Test how quickly you can (be the first to let group motivated, but let 
everybody try) pick viruses by surfing on the Internet and opening dangerous files or 
(better) infect any form of malware so that, for example, Internet Explorer is hardly 
working (pop-up windows, forced homepage, etc.). Then check the network traffic 
(netstat , wireshark) to determine whether there are any data sent out from the 
computer (e.g. spam bot sending dozens of mails per second - this type of data is easy 
to recognize). If so, try to block connection at the firewall. Try to cure the system. 

• Find where are the logs of FTP server and IIS server, write down everything (to a 
reasonable length, about 1 A4 text) what can be found about them - formats, options, 
etc... 

 

Tasks for seminar work: 

• Program function which implements the MD5 algorithm. 
• Program several iterations of rainbow tables (choose any reducing function). 

• Randomly divide four instruments of Top 100 security tools to every student. The task 
of term paper is a brief (but without the omission of important information) 
description of each tool (what, how, syntax , examples , attractions , ...) and if it is 
available (with few exceptions they all are, some in form of trial) to try it and describe 
different scenarios of its use. 

• Clean install Windows XP. Install Wireshark. Eavesdrop the operations when 
switching computer. Open Explorer and go to google. Eavesdrop the operation. 
Analyse captured packets - what protocol ithey belong to, what does the protocol do, 
specific tasks of each packet. 

• Generate your own rainbow table using rainbow crack tools, go through the whole 
process (including use). 
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10 SAFETY -Basic Concepts and Definitions  

Information security is composed of at least three aspects: business, legislation and 
technology. Although it is just a part of informatics, it is one of the few disciplines that have a 
standardized nomenclature, yet many authors and institutions use own terminology, often 
inconsistent with the language of the standards or regulations. This applies to the main 
question of comprehending the information security, what can lead to numerous 
misunderstandings. 

10.1 Terminological inconsistency: attack, invasion, breaking  

For the description of particular kind of aggressive action terms such as "attack" or "breaking" 
are used. In the specialized literature there are several frequently incoherent definitions and 
terms. For example, author divides attempted breach of security of computerized systems as 
intrusions, compromising and attacks, which are defined as follows:  

• Intrusion -  series of activities carried out by the aggressor to violate security of supply 
or unauthorized access to computer systems,  

• Compromising - successful intrusion attempt,  

• Attack - unsuccessful attempted intrusion. 

The above definitions are quite dubious and contrary to intuition. An attempt to standardize 
nomenclature in the field of security also contains document [RFC 2828].  

Corresponding definition reads as follows:  

• "attack (...) An assault on system security from an intelligent threat, i.e. an intelligent 
act. That is a deliberate attempt (Especially in sense of a method or technique) to 
evade security services and to violate the security policy of a system (...)  

• "Security violation - an act or event that disobeys or breaches security policy. (...).  

The concept of security breaches is not at all defined in [RFC 2828], while the term "(break) 
is used only in terms of area decryption (breaking ciphers). 

Detailed description of security related incidents serve, for example - the use of CERT that 
uses concepts:  

• Security incident understood as an event related to attempted security breach, 
characterized by six aspects: Attacker, Tool, Vunerability, Target, Deliberate 
unauthorized result and Objectives,  

• Understanding of the attack as a serie of consecutive activities aggressor, leading to 
security breaches, described by foursome: tools, vulnerability, target, the deliberate 
unauthorized result,  

• Events, understood as a specific kind of action directed against the intended target 
(e.g., modification of data).  
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This classification is based on complete description of the incident, or description that 
includes not only the name used by the tool or technique of attack, but also the name of 
vulnerability, which is directed against, identifies objectives, anticipated outcome of the 
attack, etc.  

In the ISO/IEC28 standard, the definitions are:  

• Attack - attempted security breach of computer system  

• Intrusion - interference disrupting the safety of computer system in order to allow 
unauthorized modification or destruction of data or data made available to 
unauthorized persons  

• Compromise - to bypass or discard any element of computer security, with or without 
detection, which could result in penetration into the data processing system 

Depending on how you use the nomenclature, the attack can be understood as:  

• Unsuccessfully attempted intrusions,  

• Security Breach of computer system (successfully or not)  
• Description of the activities of the aggressor (tools, vulnerability, goal, deliberately 

unauthorized result).  

For greater communicability of the text it is therefore necessary to settle senses of terms. 

Locking accepted as an essential nomenklatum of ISO / IEC, which contains the most 
complete views and coherent terminology. At work I use the same standards with the above 
definitions of basic attributes of information security goal:  

• Confidentiality - ensuring that information is accessible or disclosed only to those, 
who have the permission to do so,  

• Integrity - ensuring the correctness and completeness of the information,  

• Availability - property data sources or where they should be and the access that is used 
to request Authorized entity. 

The three above mentioned attributes (called CIA - Confidentionality, Integrity, Availability) 
are the most important attributes of information security. Along with them we define inter 
alia:  

• Authentication - an act of declaration for verifying the identity of the entity,  
• Individual responsibility - a feature which ensures that the activities of an entity can be 

monitored unique to that entity,  
• Non-repudiation - any of the entities involved in the communication cannot deny its 

participation in communication,  
• Reliability - the ability of a functional unit to perform a required function under given 

conditions at a given time interval.  

In addition to the above listed definitions it is necessary to state additional terms defined in 
other standards in this context:  
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• Anonymity is the principle from which it follows that entity may use a resource or 
service without uncovering its identity.  

• Pseudoanonymity is the principle from which it follows that entity may use a resource 
or service without uncovering its identity, but it can be identified.  

• Private standardization in terminology has up to three definitions: 
o The right to control or influence the fact that information on a particular 

subject could be accumulated, stored and influenced, who may practice actions 
related to the information and take it, who can access the information. This 
definition is in standard supplemented by considerations: "Because this term is 
related to the rights of persons it cannot be determined with precision. 
Therefore, it is necessary that the term is avoided except in cases of context 
concerning the requirements of information security. " 

o Disabling intrusion into private life or affairs of an individual, where such 
penetration is the result of unacceptable or illegal data which is gathered and 
used by foreign individuals  

o The right to control or influence the fact that personal information is gathered 
and can be kept together, who can be made available, the definitions in the 
standard covers a consideration: "Warning - you need to shy away from that 
term, except in cases of context related information of security requirements. " 

Although not cited in the standards, very important in terms of security (in torn privacy) are 
terms describing the activities in the field of anonymisation and pseudoanonymisation.  

• anonymisation is a process in which the data allowing identification of the entity 
provides data that makes such identification impossible. Anonymization is often used 
in statistical research, in which the rules are substantially of the whole group, and no 
information on the units. Anonymization also means use of appropriate IT solutions 
(e.g. anonymous proxy site TOR).  

• Pseudoanonymisation (from the Greek pseudonymos - false named; pseudes - falsely, 
fanciful; pseudein - lie, cheat) call be used instead of the actual name of the entity 
(person or process) - pseudonym. Pseudonymisation makes it difficult to identify the 
active subject, allowing assigning different data or activity of the same people (not to 
be identified). 

The use of standards define the terms used, as shown below.  

• Vulnerability - weaknesses or error in data processing system that can be used for 
security breaches.  

• Risk - the possibility that a specific threat will use specific vulnerability data 
processing system.  

• Preventive measures - practice, procedure or mechanism to reduce risk.  
• Threat - potential compromise of computer security, that may result in damages of the 

system or organization.  

• Assets - anything that has value to the organization. 
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11 Hacking - Main Ideas. 

11.1.1 Information gathering 

Creating malware at various points coincides with hacker procedures. The attacker also needs 
to be familiar with your goal and get, if possible, as much information about it as possible. 
"The first step of the hacking process is gathering information about the destination. Obtained 
information is called fingerprints. On the Internet there are pieces of information available 
from various sources".  

It depends, however, on what objective the attacker wants to target:  

• Specific objective - an entity can be an individual, group, company or organization.  
Malware authors will thus focus on your goal, which will try to get as much 
information as possible. Above all, the network infrastructure entity specific systems, 
their differences and configurations.  

• General objective - rather than to a specific entity, creator focuses on a specific 
technology and systems. In principle, the attacker does not address the question "Who 
does use the systems?", but what is the number of users of technology. This is 
important in situations where the aim is to attack the attacker, if possible, to employ as 
many machines as possible and make an illegal network. The information needed to 
attack the general objective: the possibility of executing code inside the infected 
system, security vulnerabilities, and other types of communication. 

Another part of the chapter focuses primarily on obtaining information on specific objectives. 
Malware authors must check how the target system is available to him:  

• Physical accessibility - the attacker has direct access to the device. In this case, the 
attack is usually simple. An attacker can launch malware directly on the machine and 
let it  perform its activities.  

• Remote accessibility - an advantage, and the current weakness of information 
technology is the possibility of remote access to them through the network. Access 
through the network does not automatically mean that it is possible to get to the 
destination directly or indirectly via the internet - the goal can be accessed only from 
an autonomous system to which it is connected. Whether it is possible to reach it from 
the Internet depends on the internal structure of the autonomic system, and also to set 
routing, address translation and internal security.  

No availability - there are stations which are entirely disconnected from the network for 
different reasons. This does not mean that it is not possible to somehow infect them. An 
attacker can provide their malware on a data carrier that another person opens and then it is 
subsequently executed. This matter falls more in social engineering, which will be discussed 
later. However, a problem arises when trying to get data from such an inaccessible machine. 
The attacker is in this situation again dependent on the intervention of a third party that has 
access. 
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11.1.2 Information about the remote system through the internal network  

Consider that the target is directly reachable through the network (it is not shielded by the 
network infrastructure). The attacker will certainly want to find out as much information as 
possible before penetration, however, it will be possible only to a certain extent. Quantity of 
remotely identifiable information depends on specific services running on the target machine. 
Not all information is also useful for penetration.  

First it is necessary to know the destination IP address. IP address is used to communicate on 
Layer 3 Reference Model IOS / OSI. If the attack runs from inside the network it is of course  

essential to find the internal and not external address. Attacker can use various methods in 
which you provide it. He can send a DNS query, send the ARP request, intercept 
communications, cleanse it from the log files stored on an earlier communication either from 
the local system or from another machine, with which he aims to communicate. The 
possibilities are multiple, particularly for the use of social engineering (see below) - an 
example may be fictional web application to which the victim has been brought thanks to 
phishing tricks.  

The following technique is a port scan. "Port scanning is the process of trying to figure out 
what network services are running on the IP address". Most network services have a  
predefined port on which the basic configuration starts. Many administrators leave the ports 
unchanged, the attacker then can facilitate the identification of services. There are the ports,  
where each application running on this port (basic configuration) leaves a trace. The attacker 
can get an idea about the target system. Above all of the operating system, since not all 
services are supported by each system. The offender may also try to connect to various 
services and seek further information through them. Frequent case may be connected to the 
Web Server service. From the operator it is usually turned on record (log), which stores all 
sent requests for this service - the date and time, source IP address, and the request itself.  

An attacker on the local network has an advantage because he can attempt to attack the 
network infrastructure, DNS or another service. Most interesting is the perpetrator 
interception of foreign communications - software captures frames / packets destined for the 
victim and stores their contents to the attacker's machine. Eavesdropping is possible both in 
wired and wireless networks. Wireless network has, in terms of security, disadvantage, since 
the signal is propagated in space and is therefore easier to catch, on the other hand, today's 
access points can handle safely encrypted signal. Eavesdropping is in the current case a 
passive type of attack when the traffic is not changed.   

To eavesdrop on switched networks, attackers must ensure that the desired traffic is received 
on the line. The simplest, but often the most feasible is to connect the device directly to the 
backbone network, or by using the hub to the desired part of the network topology. Some 
network elements enable debug mode within the set Switched Port Analyzer and leave the 
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default port to send all traffic. But the attacker must gain access to the configuration of the 
element. 

Other possibilities lie in the design of active eavesdropping - it must be attacked on the 
network, which causes traffic diversion. The most commonly used techniques are called ARP 
cache poisoning, DNS poisoning, MAC flooding, or other.  

Working with them will be discussed in detail, since the theme is rather about procedures 
used in the practice of hacking. 

11.1.3 Information about the remote system through the external network  

Usually your access from the external network is more secure than access from the inside. 
The target system may not even be accessible from the outside - it is behind a router that 
performs NAT (Network Address Translation or Network Masquerading) and is protected by 
firewall. If it is not set directly on the border router routing to internal network, it will be 
impossible to connect to internal server from the external network.  

If it wants to get the attacker to the internal network, it must first gain control of the border 
router. There are several possibilities. In the past there have been discovered vulnerabilities 
through which it is possible to control the router (including errors bleeding heart) - for some, 
however, is needed from the internal network. An attacker can try connecting to the internal 
infrastructure with weakly secure wireless network. Another option is a brute force attack on a 
remote device management, VPN concentrator or attempt to assault other services. If the 
firewall is allowed to connect to another system within the network, the offender can attack it 
from the infected system to carry out another attack, this time on the inside of the target.  

Then you can already foresee the actions of the victim, which establishes connection. A 
relatively new type of attack is Drive-By Pharming  - the web pages visited by the user run 
JavaScript that tries to connect to the administration of the default gateway (using the default 
password) and to change the addresses of DNS servers. If the offender wants to attack the 
NAT, NAT can be used Pinning technique, where the victim visits the compromised website 
that tries to open a connection to the router to appear as a link other than HTTP (S) protocol 
and for which you need to open a new local port. The router therefore tries to use NAT 
traversal technology, for which the attacker specifies a desired port, it is then redirected to a 
perpetrator who can use it. The technique Drive-By Pharming and NAT Pinning can be 
challenged only by routers susceptible to these attacks.  

Most often the victims of assault use firewall again through compromised web page that 
exploits the vulnerability of the Internet browser or the active module. There is no need to 
find information about a remote machine that is hidden behind a firewall or any illegal 
activities. The programmer creates a web page that tries to open the target connection, HTTP 
request sent to a web browser to obtain the necessary information. From the link it reads 
primarily IP address of the HTTP header, then much more data - used operating system and 
browser, including the version (User-Agent), previously viewed page (Referer) language 
version (Accept-Language) and others. Web browser cookies can provide third party 
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information through JavaScript (the number of active modules, window size, number of 
installed fonts, etc.) and plug-ins. From these fingerprints the author can get an idea of the 
target system and becomes much identifiable for the attacker .  

There is still the question how the perpetrator causes the victim to visit such a site. Diverting 
traffic away in the Internet environment is very problematic, therefore it has been common 
scenario to use methods of social engineering.  

11.1.4 Social Engineering  

"Social engineering uses manipulation, influence and deception to compel people, insiders 
within the targeted organization, to meet the requirement, which usually involves the 
disclosure of information or execution of actions that will help the attacker. It may be a simple 
phone call to the more complex situation - forcing the victim to visit a web page that exploits 
a technical vulnerability and allows a hacker to take control of the computer. "  

This type of attack is often referred to as "non-technical hacking". In the field of information 
technology these methods were made famous in the 80's of the 20th century, when they 
triggered media scandal around former U.S. hacker and social engineer Kevin Mitnick. 
Nowadays it is one of the most widespread methods to both obtain the required information or 
to get victim to do assailant's intended action.  

In 2011, the company Check Point ® Software Technologies Ltd. reports research, "The Risk 
of Social Engineering on Information Security", which states that 48% of surveyed companies 
have become targets of social engineering attack 25 times or more in the past two years. One 
successful attack caused financial loss $ 25,000 to $ 100,000, and more to one of the 
companies. The report suggests that the attacks were aimed (listed in descending order from 
the most targeted) to new employees, suppliers, Executive Director, Human Resources, 
management, and finally to the information department.  

The attackers try to exploit the methods of social engineering based on knowledge of 
psychology and the factors which influence the behavior and judgment of victims, which 
include: trust, liking, avoiding conflict, respect, stress, compassion or otherwise. The success 
of the attack depends primarily on the current situation in which the victim is located, its 
nature, feelings, awareness, technical knowledge, and various other factors. In most cases, 
attacker posseses crucial skills that can make the victim call the above mentioned senses or 
induce the desired atmosphere. Another influencing factor is the relationship of the victim to 
the attacker and the length of acquaintance, or the number of previous communications.  

Social engineer can use various types of communication: personal contact, phone calls, 
messages, web page, third parties, etc. For each option, the victim can build trust and 
attention. Personal contact or call makes the victim more attentive than, for example, an 
electronic message. Electronic messages on the other hand can reach a large number of 
addressees in a short time. The social engineer must always plan ahead and evaluate his 
techniques.  

Social engineering introduces terminology for specific methods and steps:  
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• Phishing - sending fake e-mails that mimic misleading legal institution with intent to 
obtain confidential information. The recipient is usually urged to go to the website via 
the attached link in the report. In this scenario, the phishing page created by an 
attacker visually mimics website of the authentic institution at which the sender is 
issued. The content of the message or website encourages the victim to enter personal 
data, login data for a certain service or to enter a credit card number. If the victim does 
not recognize that this is plagiarism and fills in confidential information, fraudulent 
sites store it or send it to the attacker. Page creator can define what content will be 
visible for victims. This may be an error message redirecting them to a legitimate web 
site for which the report is issued.  

• Spam - unsolicited e-mail communication spreading certain message. Most of the 
messages are sent in bulk, which is aimed at many recipients. Addresses belong 
mostly to victims and were obtained by various ways - stolen from databases, 
automatically found on the Internet by using robots, recorded through fraudulent sites 
and more. The content of the message then contains advertising, phishing messages 
and can also carry malware.  

• Vishing - a method in which an attack is led by a telephone call instead of e-mail. The 
attacker impersonates another person, usually a legitimate company employees, and 
tries to obtain necessary information.  

• Pretexting - methods of shaping fancy attacker scenarios and then share them with the 
victim in order to coerce the victim's disclosure of information or perform an action. 
Adulteration may be facts of the situation and in particular the identity of the attacker. 
The attackers message is often based on true information to evoke presumption of 
legitimacy of action.  

• Baiting - metaphorically it is similar to a Trojan horse attack in the real world. The 
perpetrator leaves a place accessible to the victims - usually a bearer document or 
marked tempting-looking description. The attacker hopes that sooner or later the 
victim tries to run the internal content.  

From the perspective of the attacker access to the victim may experience the following 
scenarios:  

• Direct access - the attacker asks the victim in a straightforward manner about the 
information requested.  

• Important Person - the attacker is identified as a person of management and usually 
pretends to be in a situation when there is need to quickly solve a technical problem. 
He emphasizes the importance of the required act or information to which the victim 
asks. The perpetrator in this situation relies on the fact that the person believes the 
identification, will respect the senior and  will be happy to help.  

• A powerless person - the offender is identified as a new employee or existing 
employee, which solves the problem with the system. The target is mostly technical 
support or system administrator. The attacker often feigns ignorance of some and asks 
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for the information. The resonance of scenarios varies - he can pretend that he solves 
forgotten password or is logging in for the first time.  

• Support person - the offender tries to prove to the victim that he belongs to technical 
support or he is system administrator. If the victim believes the lie, as a rule he then 
communicates the required information, or fills out an attacker's task.  

• Reverse social engineering - a technique in which an attacker attempts to arrange 
events in such a way that the victim contacts the attacker asking for help. Usually the 
attack is carried out in three steps:  

o Sabotage - striker arranges a problem and tries to to point it out. The problem 
may be real or imaginary.  

o Advertising - the offender will offer technical solutions to the problem, 
removing or professional consultation and waits to see whether the victim 
would respond to this offer.  

o Help - offender solves the problem, or declares it as deleted. When an attacker 
gets the job done he demands information from victims and often also requires 
access to the system. 

11.2 Elevation of the rights 

The evolution of malware often required creative thinking. The attacker often reflects on the 
desired goal and how to achieve it. In the real life perpetrator of the project also focuses on 
ways to increase the authorization for the program. The project chooses the best option, one in 
which brute force will be used to allowing elevation of privilege and start to process the 
username and password. The function is called "LogonUser". User names can be obtained via 
WinAPI. Passwords are not visible, of course, it is main goal to make them unapproachable. 
Even if getting these passwords which are stored as hash fingerprint and cannot be directly 
applied in the function, the permission will increase.  

It offers the possibility to perform brute force attacks. Like when they are gradually generated 
by all possible permutations with repetition and applied to the function. Usage is questionable 
for simple reason: the function is applied to its creators deliberately, delay is slowing down 
the process of obtaining a password. Therefore, this procedure is not directly applied as 
malware, but the author implements source codes separately (and is annexed to the document) 
in order to test the use of this function directly.  

On the other hand, there are reasons for using it. The delay inserted into the function is not too 
large that it cannot use the password to a shorter length. Especially, if the attacker truncates 
the source alphabet. Brute force attack can be carried out throughout the period when the 
target machine is turned on and exploits only means of this machine. It is possible to store the 
current position, which can help in calculating recovery after a reboot. It also appears  
preferred to use a dictionary in conjunction with this function. 
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11.3 The target system  

At this stage the offender needs information about systems and services running on the target 
machine. From the information gathered, the attacker makes an image of the possibilities that 
the remote system has to offer. "One of the most important steps for understanding computer 
viruses is particularly good understanding of the environment in which they operate." Each 
environment provides certain resources, communication means and defines addiction, 
especially executable code format. The programmer can take advantage of the opportunities 
that the environment provides, but at the same time it must respect the formats and rules 
defined by the environment.  

There are many dependencies that affect the performance and functionality of malware :  

• Dependence on computer architecture  

• Dependence on the processor or other hardware  
• Dependence on the operating system and its version  

• Dependence on the file system  
• Dependence on a homogeneous subsystems or program  

• Dependence on vulnerability  
• Depending on the network connection  

The unwritten rule in software development is its division into layers of abstraction. This 
solves the problem of portability of code. Even runtime environment is divided by the layers 
on which they are working:  

 

11.3.1 Machine Code  

From the software point of view, this is the lowest layer in which a program can be written - 
the computer can handle only a certain set of instructions that are defined by the processor. 
Instructions are written in code numbers and influence the behavior of the processor. If the 
attacker wants to create malicious code for this layer, he will be able to take advantage of all 
the possibilities of the processor, but the code will be limited only to compatible processors. 
Unless otherwise noted, the work deals with x86 architecture processors.  

11.3.2 Operating System  

There are different operating systems for different needs and for different devices. The work 
will be directed primarily to the most used OS - Microsoft Windows, MAC OS and Linux. OS 
generally allows more comfortable computer control and work with the hardware. It also 
eliminates the direct dependence of user programs on specific hardware - it creates an 
abstraction layer. In fact, OS is even more stratified.  

The most important features of the system include: access control hardware, processes and 
uses multitasking, memory management, working with file systems, and networking with 
others. Finally, it also provides running application programs.  
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If an attacker can introduce malware into your system, he can take advantage of all the 
opportunities that the OS offers. Often malware uses the API, which enables the use of 
resources and system functions. On the other hand, each of the aforementioned OS contains 
(current version) security mechanisms that limit access applications via the system interface. 
It is all about the right processes. Each new process is run under the specified user, which has 
defined their rights and file access. The process may ask for other rights during startup and 
runtime. This event must be confirmed, or a password must be entered for each user.  

When scanning services (see "information gathering"), the perpetrators manage to get 
information about running services. Their operation is ensured by just running.  

11.3.3 Runtime environment of the operating system  

This is the next higher layer. It takes certain degree of virtualization and provides its own 
functions and programs which it will run. A wide layer software uses just this layer, including 
scripting languages - we can say that even a web browser with JavaScript interpreting belongs 
to this layer, as well as an office application that allows you to run macros.  

This layer also produces other products such as WINE, which handles calls of a program 
designed for another system, and provides its own library. Furthermore, the bytecode 
interpreters who translate bytecode to native - Common Language Runtime (. NET 
applications), Java Runtime Environment (Java application), and more.  

It is apparent that various dependencies cause incompatibility between the different systems. 
On the other hand, just at the time when malware meets the requirements of a system under 
which it is intended to function. Examples of either virus implemented for Oracle Java SE. 
Since it is possible the Java Runtime Environment (JRE) to run over operating systems (32-bit 
and  

64-bit) Microsoft Windows, Apple Mac OS, Linux or another, you can run the malware under 
these systems and on this layer there is no direct dependence on the operating system or 
architecture. However, there is  one dependency on the JRE subsystem that uses resources and 
provides a superior system. Under different kinds JRE does not have to be always operational 
malware or accurately perform its functions. Furthermore, there is an indirect dependency 
when JRE functions are dependent on the capabilities of the operating system.  

It should be mentioned that layering is not always in all respects rigorously defined and 
abstraction may not be available in all parts of the system altogether. The system may for 
example be allowed to overwrite a different memory space than determined for a particular 
process, as well as direct access to the processor and other instructions. It is thus seen that 
various portions of the layers may overlap. 
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12  Computer viruses – an introduction 

12.1 Historical Overview 

The emergence of the first virus (Brain) dates back to 1986. It was written by two brothers 
Basit Farooq Alvi and Amjads from Pakistan - Lahore. Reportedly, they gave it as a bonus to 
foreigners who were illegally buying software from them. Needless to say, it was a very good 
work (use of "stealth" technology), which caused a number of local epidemics. Brain was a 
boot virus, spreading across the disc, forgotten when starting PC in the drive.  
We should not forget the experiments of Mr. Frank Cohen, who published an article 
"Computer Viruses: Theory and Experiments" in 1983. His first experiments with viruses 
took place on 10 September 1983 on VAX 11/750 under UNIX, above which he lost control 
after half an hour.  
In 1987, he gradually discovered several viruses. Lehigh, Stoned, Vienna, Cascade. The last 
one named became literally anecdote about his famous falling letters on the screen (like the 
virus requesting biscuits).  
In 1988, the famous virus Jerusalem appeared and as Eugene Kaspersky mentions in his book,  
number of experts could not believe in the existence of computer viruses. Even the legendary 
Sam Peter Norton (Norton Commander and author of Symantec products) stated that no 
viruses exist. Surprising is that few years later he created the Norton Anti-Virus ...  
Another important date is November 1988 when Cornell University student - Robert T. 
Morris launched his "Morris worm". Worms attacked around 6000 Unix computer (he 
reportedly had "somehow" got it out of control), he blocked the network for 36 hours and, 
indirectly, this event touched millions of people. The worm even got to the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory, where scientists worked on the clandestine nuclear program 
in NASA and the damage amounted to $ 100 million.  
Year 1988 also began era of antivirus programs. One of the oldest is McAfee VirusScan, as 
well as Dr. Solomon AVTK. The last mentioned was later bought by the first one.  
In December 1989, about 20 thousand copies of the "AIDS Information Diskette Version 
2.0." were sent. In fact it was a Trojan horse that undermined the data on the disk after being 
launched more than 90 times. It also demanded payment of $ 189 per P.O.box in Panama.  
In 1990, polymorphic viruses began to appear, the viruses for which each specimen looks 
different "on the outside". Existing anti-virus companies had to develop new detection 
methods, because they formerly reliable way to search by character strings proved to be not 
working already.  
Lots and lots of viruses originated on the territory of Bulgaria. The biggest part of the whole 
production was created by person called "Dark Avenger". It is not surprising that in the same 
state the first BBS designed exclusively for the exchange of viruses and source codes was 
established.  
In addition to polymorphic viruses 'stealth' viruses are increasingly showing, i.e. viruses that 
can camouflage in the system. Example could be the virus Frodo, which watched handling of 
files and presented harmless versions of these in fact infected files to the user or to the 
antivirus.  
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Demonstrational virus was also the first multipartite virus Tequila in 1991. Multipartite 
viruses can attack the system area of the disc as well as the files. Tequila was moreover  
polymorphic and stealth as well.  
1992 was the year of the generator. Ordinary users have could create a custom virus in matter 
of seconds. It was only about setting the parameters of future virus (disseminated, speech, 
etc.), pressing "generate" and new virus according to the defined requirements was born. 
Especially PS-MPC generator significantly expanded, otherwise it is impossible to explain 
why several thousands of viruses were generated in PS-MPC.  
During 1994 appeared one of the legends - virus One_Half.3544.A. This powerful 
polymorphic and multipartite virus from Slovakia caused a sensation. The fact that it could 
not be wholly detected by antiviruses made it very famous. Decryption algorithm of One_Half 
virus was divided into several interconnected "islands" that were "scattered" through the 
infected file. Then widespread antivirus McAfee VirusScan failed to overcome this obstacle 
and even several months later a significant part of specimen remained outside detection. 
One_Half progressively encoded contents of your hard disc by a particular key, which it was 
carrying. If the One_Half was removed (including the key), it also meant losses of the 
encoded data.  
Even though the rise of Windows 95 operating system promised termination of computer 
viruses, the future was predetermined by Form boot virus, which the company distributed on 
floppy discs with Microsoft Windows 95  to beta testers.  
In August 1995, the Concept macro virus first appeared, spreading out in the documents 
created by Microsoft Word. Macro language in Microsoft products was so enforced so that it 
was even possible to create a self-replicating program - macro virus. Concept of macro virus 
belonged for a long time to the most common viruses also due to the fact that antiviruses have 
not been prepared for that type of infiltration. The relative calm prevailed at the owner's 
Czech version of Word, since localization affected the names of each function of the macro 
language! Concept and another large group of macro viruses was not able to operate under the 
Czech Word. This "problem" solved with airing of MS Office 97 ..  
The first true virus for Windows 95 virus was Win95/Boza.A in early 1996. Although this 
was not a miracle program (Boza was able to operate only under certain versions of Windows 
95 in certain language versions), Boza was impulse for the emergence of other viruses for 
Windows and rejected the argument that with the launch of Windows 95 came an era of faith.  
During 1996 appeared the first macro virus for Microsoft Excel - Laroux and later the so-
called "cross" macro viruses able to spread as a Word document as well as  Excel workbooks.  
At the end of the year the first "memory resident" virus for Windows 95 - Win95/Punch 
appeared, who survived in the memory as a VxD driver and infected all the opening PE EXE 
files.  
Development increasingly continued so in 1998 the first 32-bit polymorphic viruses for 
Windows 9x - Win95/HPS and Win95/Marburg were created.  
In June of 1998, the virus Win95/CIH began to spread, who was later named as "Chernobyl" 
by the journalists. Virus "Chernobyl" was interesting that with each April 26 (depended on the 
variant) tried to wipe the Flash BIOS on the motherboard and in addition part of the data on 
the disc. If erasing of Flash BIOS was successful, then the computer was not able to operate. 
Other than interference into the hardware could not to solve this problem. Virus Win95/CIH 
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thus partially disrupted until then reliable claim that the virus could not damage the hardware. 
On the other hand, it was possible in most cases to effectively solve this problem.  
In the same year first scripted viruses appear, specifically VBS / Rabbit or HTML / Internal.  
A year later, in 1999, similar scripts begin to appear in "mass-mailing". This opens a new era 
of viruses spread by e-mail. One of the first viruses was e-mail Happy99, followed by the 
famous Macroviruses W97M/Melissa.A @ mm. Since it was a macro virus, logically it had to 
steal a Word document with every spread. 

12.2 Computer infiltration  

Infiltration means any unauthorized access to the computer system. It is a term with a very 
broad meaning, therefore this publication is limited only to certain types. The above types can 
be labeled as malware - malicious software.  
Unless otherwise stated, all the following information relates to the infiltration of Microsoft 
operating systems and programs related to it.  
 

12.3 Important preparation  

 

Before creating a malware author usually has clear aims and objectives of their work.  

• Moral and criminal responsibility  
• Timing and life of the project  

• Desired results  
• Target group systems and users  

• Possibility of penetration  
• Dissemination of malware  
• Load / performed actions  

• Confidentiality  
• Other specific operations  

Furthermore, the creators assess their skills and knowledge or studies the needed information. 
It logically implies that for effective programming of malware the author needs special 
knowledge about the target system and algorithmic skills. Knowledge and skills, naturally, 
shape the final product.  

12.3.1 Definition and structure of malware  

"Malware is a collective term for potentially dangerous or even harmful software. The term 
originates from MALicious softWARE. It includes dozens of high-risk applications, such as 
viruses, worms, Trojans, spyware, rootkits, etc."  

Malware is not always a clear structure, because it depends on the type of system under which 
the malware operates. Generally, this is an executable code or such data that causes attacker's 
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intended action after its load (by master system). There are also types of malware that exploit 
bugs of the authors of the target system to their own activities.  

It can therefore only give a general structure. Not all malware includes the following, another 
type of malware can in turn contain parts not listed here:  

• Header - some file types needs to run header containing meta-information needed for 
other tasks. An example might be a PE executable file header Microsoft Windows.  

• Body - the body's own computer worm, virus or Trojan horse. Contains the actual 
code to implement the malware. Depending on the type it can be binary or text format.  

• Payload - an attacker-defined data that will be loaded into the system after the 
successful malware launch.  

• Decryptors - for camouflage and protection from virus scanners virus body can be 
encrypted. Decryptor is activated when you run a virus and usually performs real-time 
decryption of its body. In the case of polymorphic viruses it also can meaningfully 
confuse sequence of instructions being carried out.  

12.4 Making malware  

Now the steps of the offender are divided in two different scenarios:  

1. The attacker first tries to find a remote location prone to exploit. If it is  successful, he 
will be taking this possibility into account in design and programming and adapts its 
spread malware to take advantage of found vulnerabilities. In other words - the first 
step is penetration and subsequent creation of malware.  

2. Inverted procedure. The attacker has previously decided that first he creates the 
malware for the target system and then he will attempt to pass and run it. This 
procedure is also applied in the case where the attacker does not find any remotely 
exploitable weakness and wants to perform penetration in any other way than exploit. 

12.5 Programming  

Before the start of the programming, the author must choose which runtime system he will 
write the application for. It is advantageous to have also defined the actions that the malware 
author requires. Defined requirements for malware make it easier to determine what runtime 
system will be most appropriate. Example: the offender wants to take advantage of known 
vulnerabilities service and deploy it to a computer worm that will change the registry of the 
system and spread further - it is clear that he will not use macro of office applications that 
cannot handle the task.  

Potential efficiency of the resulting code is often directly proportional to the knowledge of the 
attacker - in other words, "the more the attacker knows about the target environment and is 
able to seize the opportunities, the more sophisticated threat he can create." It is therefore 
essential that he pre-studies the environment. A valuable source of information are manuals 
for a given environment, and publications dealing with the chosen environment. The attacker 
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usually installs given environment on his own (virtual) machine and tests his creation 
simultaneously with the implementation.  

It is common that during the study, programming or testing attacker finds new solutions, or 
just changes his mind about certain principles of operation of malware. It depends on his will, 
whether he applies his new plans to the product, replacing part of of preceding work.  

This scenario can occur even in later stage when malware is already active on the 
workstations. If the author gains access to the contested stations via his malware, or if there is 
another way to infect the station again, the attacker can perform an update of its previous 
versions.  

The question of the choice of programming language is not too difficult - but it is important to 
realize that the programming language is merely a tool with which the author works. More 
than excellent knowledge of the language is necessary to master the art of algorithms and 
programming techniques. The necessary practices include working with files, databases, 
networks and sockets, multi-threaded programming, and more. Different languages can access 
these techniques in a different way, but the principle is basically the same. Required 
programming language is ultimately dependent on the compiler or interpretive software. One 
of the examples is Microsoft. NET Framework, for which it is possible to use many languages 
 (Visual C #. NET, Visual C + +. NET, Visual Basic. NET, JScript, Python for Microsoft. 
NET and others), the compiler then converts the selected language to single bytecode.  

Part of the solution, however, is the use of assembly language programming for malware at 
the lowest level, at the level of the operating system, C, C + +, assembler, or a combination 
them, or the use of batch files. Malware in the higher levels is then created using scripting 
languages, Python, C # and other. 

12.5.1 Action  

What would a virus serve for if it does not do anything? When programming the attacker 
inserts codes into malware that will fulfill his wishes in the targeted system. As already noted, 
the possibilities may be those the runtime system allows.  Here are some actions that the 
attacker requires from malware:  

• Creating local copies  
• Dissemination of copies  

• Activating after the boot of system 
• Hiding in the system  
• Creating backdoors  

• Start a communication network  
• To download further malware  

• Espionage  
• Editing or deleting data  
• Implement attack  

• Sending out spam  
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• Many other  

It would be very extensive to describe different environments and how to perform different 
actions in them. The work will therefore focus on systems running in Microsoft Windows XP, 
Windows 7 and Windows 8. OS offers a lot of features and makes them available to the 
programmer thanks to API - under Microsoft Windows systems, this interface is called the 
Windows API, Win32 API or WinAPI. Using Windows API programmer can therefore 
implement activities such as working with files, working with the network (WinSocket), 
information acquisition, control hardware, reconfiguration of the system registry and many 
more. Among the important features it also includes the ability to run other processes.  

If the operating system starts a new process, it receives the rights of the user who caused it. 
This can be very limiting for the attacker. When you call the important functions approvals 
are controlled by the system and the action is enabled or disabled. Today's file systems also 
store the files and folders, tags, according to which the system assesses whether the process 
has access. If the attacker wants to ensure that the malware could use as many features as 
possible, you need to obtain the highest possible authority.  

Obtaining permissions:  

• Starting by privileged user - if the attacker is lucky, the malware is running under a 
user account with full privileges. The program can be written in a way that registers it 
in the system and starts each time. It is therefore enough if malware gains 
administrative privileges only once and then it registers as started with those rights.  

• Knowledge of passwords - if an attacker obtains the password for the privileged 
account, the passwords can be used to increase privileges.  

• Use of mistakes - it is clear that during normal operation a number of processes is 
started with different privileges. If the attacker finds exploitable bug in the process 
with higher privileges, he can use it and get the right contested application. This 
process is also called "local exploitation". 

12.5.2 Local exploit  

Word exploit refers to a specific program (or sequence of data), which uses a system error or 
another program error to its advantage. The aim of the technique is to take control over the 
flow of the program.  

Exploits can be distinguished by communication with vulnerable software as local and 
remote. Local exploits are used to obtain privileges of applications for which the exploit is 
used. Remote exploits will be discussed later.  

The majority of exploits is related to disruption of memory - in the program each variable in 
the memory is allocated place and size. If the process tries to save bigger variable than the one 
for which the memory reserved space, it overwrites even the following data. This situation is 
not checked by the compiler or system, because it would mean a significant slowdown of the 
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system - the integrity of the variable would have to be checked every time  it  is saved into the 
memory.  

2.7.3.1 Buffer Overflow  

Each running process is assigned a segment of memory containing a segment of buffer type. 
As already mentioned, by calling the function from the program a new storage framework is 
created in the buffer,  which also includes the return address of the function. The target is to 
route the overflow into the return address and set the value to an attacker-defined memory 
location. The offender may also insert his own instructions into the memory and make the 
program do the intended action. These embedded instructions are called shellcode.  

2.7.3.2 Overflow on the heap  

The memory heap segment is not used to control program flow, but it can also be used for the 
attack. The heap stores dynamically allocated variables, which can carry important data. For 
example, the path to a file or network address. If you can find a place in the program which is 
vulnerable to overflow, the attacker may write required data in these concrete memory 
locations. By this way he compromises e.g. the address of the file to which important data is 
going to be stored or network address the program will create connection with.  

2.7.3.3 Overflow in bss segment  

This memory segment stores global variables. Global variable can be a pointer to a function. 
If an attacker compromises the value of a variable he can amend it to another desired function. 
The indicator then refers the execution of the program to other functions.  

There are also other various tactics to forge process data - the programmer must study all 
entry routes and choose the best alternative method accordingly. Search for new errors is 
often a long process, because not always the program contains these specific errors and it is 
not always possible take advantage of the found errors. So hacker spends much time on the 
debugger and code of a program he wants to attack.  

Striker does not need to find a completely new bug every time, but he can use a previously 
discovered error. There are public databases of exploitable bugs that save a lot of attackers 
time. These errors are usually published in legal manner and only after a certain time, when 
the author of the affected program has issued a revised version of his product, and sufficient 
time required to update to the client workstations has passed.  

12.5.3 Hiding  

If the attacker's intent is to hide his in the target environment, it is necessary to be as 
unobtrusive to the user and security software as possible. Again, there are many possibilities 
of hiding and it all depends on the specific type of malware and creativity of the attacker.  

12.5.3.1 2.7.4.1 Hiding from the user  

It is evident that the rate of discovery is often dependent on the user's knowledge. Code will 
make actions and will be held somewhere in the system.  
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• Activating the code after startup - much of the malware registers into the system so 
that the code is executed after loading the system or user login. OS Microsoft offers 
several ways to achieve this. Enter the code or a link to the "Startup", insert a record 
into the registry using the scheduler activation, registration code or as a system 
service. The attacker may also use more sophisticated methods - to connect malware 
to one of the processes that run, it will run simultaneously with this process. It may not 
always be a system service, it may also join the program which the user will most 
probably triggered manually.  

• Save - most malware is programmed in a way which saves its code to the data carrier 
system. The perpetrator usually does not select a storage location so that the code can 
be found on a conspicuous position. It is often hidden in the directory structure outside 
the commonly used folders. There are more advanced ways to hide a code. It may be a 
malware code connection to other executable file or location to a specific area on the 
disc - e.g. Alternate Data Streams which are supported by NTFS file system. It was 
implemented for compatibility with HFS file system, but simultaneously it also 
created a suitable place for malware. Normally, files are saved into the primary data 
stream, but the attacker redirects the flow and renames the new file in format 
"original: new." This will leave the original file in place in the primary stream, but a 
new file is created in ADS. If the user goes through his files, he sees the files that are 
in the primary stream but he no longer sees the files in ADS. Moreover, not even 
different size of the original file is displayed.  

• Process Manager - Windows OS Process Manager displays the active processes from 
all users. There are options to hide the newly created process. Among the most 
common practices is to register the process as a service, or connect it to another 
program. Even if the application is launched from the ADS, administrator displays it 
as a process of the primary current. The offender may also deceive users by naming 
the process as a system process or as a trustworthy application.  

• Action - the user can identify malware by its manifestations. A situation where 
malware deletes user data gives it away quickly. But there are other, less obvious 
symptoms - increased CPU activity, longer response when the application starts, 
unexpected crashes, increased and unauthorized network communication open port for 
incoming connections.  

12.5.4 Hiding from security software  

Antivirus programs are those that protect users against establishment or running of the 
infection. The goal of the attacker is to put the software out of service or to hide his malware - 
the most used techniques include code confusion and encryption.  

According to masking techniques viruses are divided into groups:  

• Encrypted Viruses - virus creator uses an algorithm that encrypts the body of the virus 
and inserts decoding algorithm ("decryptor") into its input function. Decryptors must 
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remain the same in order to decode the viruse's body. Often a key is used which makes 
each additional copy of the virus unique.  

• Oligomorphic viruses - improves encoded viruses by varying its Decryptors in its 
copies so each succeeding generation is different not only by its body but also by 
decryptors.  

• Polymorphic viruses - advanced oligomorphic viruses - they add unnecessary 
instructions, various encoding format, multi-layer coding, they also swap the order of 
the instructions, but in a way that the resulting action is equivalent. The result may be 
formed to millions of different specimens.  

• Metamorphic viruses - they do not contain decryptors nor have constant body and are 
able to create different copies. They do not create any constant data or structure by 
which they could be discovered. Metamorphic viruses can for example be distributed 
in the form of a compiler and source code that is encoded. When compiling it 
simultaneously decodes the source code, instructions are added, their order is changed, 
and the source code is encoded again, but in a different key.  

• Retro viruses - their mission is to attack security software and attempt to exclude or 
modify it so that it does not block subsequent events. This paves the way for further 
malware. 

12.5.5 Dissemination  

Author of the malware often requires to ensure its spreading. Malware is usually programmed 
to create a copy in the local system after start, which is re-run each time the machine starts. 
Often malware tries to spread to other remote systems via removable media or network.  

12.5.6 Dissemination on the local system  

• Copy method - malware is assigned to create its new copy on computer disc and on 
removable media while connected.  

• Rewriting method - malware goes through directories looking for files of a selected 
type and it overwrites them with its body. The original file is thus permanently 
damaged.  

• Parasitic method  - unlike the previous method it does not damage the file, but it adds 
its code to it. Malware can join the code in front of the code of the original program, 
behind it, but it also can be inserted in between the parts of the original program. Virus 
changes the information in the PE header to ensure its activation.  

12.5.7 Dissemination on remote systems  

Removable media - the same principle as in the previous section. Malware copies the code to 
removable media.  

• Network communication - many services allow network communication. This method 
is advantageous for the attacker, since the distribution may generally use the victim's 
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account and contacts. The recipient then receives a message, whose sender is the 
contested user. Malware often changes the file name.  

• E-mail - often used tool. Malware scans directories and e-mail programs and sends 
itself to the found address - mostly as an attachment or by reference.  

• Service of instant messaging - the possibility of sending messages in real time offers 
miscellaneous services. These services are vulnerable. Malware is circulated to 
contacts in the form of a file or a link to a website.  

• Shared folder - malware may transfer its code to the remote directory, or share itself.  

• Other - malware can also use other services to its migration. Finally, it can carry a 
remote exploit that exploits security loopholes.  

Possibility of the spread has a wide range, not all paths are thus mentioned. 

12.5.8 Communication  

At this point, the attacker has an operational malware that executes predefined action in the 
target system. But that is all. If the author wants to be able to control his program even after it 
is no longer active on the target machine, he needs to implement mechanisms that allow it. It 
is clear that the target machine must be reachable through the internet (or internal network).  

Internet communication is based on a model of TCP / IP, so you need to implement 
technology that will allow this communication. At the level of OS Windows it is implemented 
by Winsock interface. Socket defines communication endpoint - the application creates 
sockets to initiate an outgoing connection and also listens to incoming connections.  

Communication is divided according to who builds the connection:  

• Attacker - malware is implemented in a way which listens on a given port. Attacker 
remotely connects to the default port and can start communication. Communication is 
bidirectional, so the source and destination sockets can simultaneously write and read. 
It is evident that the transfer does work and malware messages will be read, but that is 
all. Therefore, communication protocol, which will be understood by both parties, 
must be implemented. Then the malware will be able to detect demand for action, 
meet it and send the attacker a response. This solution has two major drawbacks - if 
the destination is behind a firewall it will still listen, but the firewall disables 
connection request. Then it is necessary the station has still the same IP address, or a 
valid entry in the DNS service. That is why is this solution applicable only for servers 
that with set routing on a fixed public IP address.  

• The victim - in this case, the attacker exposes a server that listens on its address and a 
defined port. This address (or domain name) is then inserted in the body of the 
malware+. Malware can be set in a way that it connects to the server and maintains an 
active connection, or the connection is opening only in certain time intervals and 
malware downloads a new commands definition or its update. The attacker can protect 
your his so that at each update he changes the address to which the updates will 
follow. But this means effort with moving of the server. A simpler method to access 
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the server is to use proxy server from the offender for anonymizing - proxy server can 
be another infected machine. 

12.5.9 Penetration  

The aim is defined - to transfer malware to the victim's machine and activate it. This is t 

he time when the ability and creativity of the attacker is verified. Penetration/the entry of 
foreign code is supreme, and usually the hardest part of the whole process. It is common to 
spend most of your time in creating malware just above studying the target system by and 
searching for effective ways to migrate and run threats.  

There is number of ways, but each is somehow obvious to the user, time-consuming and 
accessible, with no guarantee in result. It is also possible that even the best malware ends up 
right at this step. Below we describe various ways that you can use for distributing malware.  

12.5.10 Physically accessible machine  

For the attacker this situation is the most friendly, but also often unavailable. Especially, if the 
attacker's goal is a wider group of machines. The attack on the local machine is not too 
complicated - there are multiple methods, but usually a separate system on a data carrier of 
the attacker is used. It is introduced instead of the original system and then it can perform 
virtually any adjustments to the disc of the local computer, including copying files containing 
passwords (in hash form). Defense against such an attack does not lie in creating a password 
for the BIOS and setting the boot priority - the attacker can easily recover BIOS setting. 
Defense rests in encrypted discs and also involves the prevention of that physical 
unauthorized access. It is possible that the attacker also copies the entire image of an 
encrypted drive - if you use secure encryption algorithm and a strong password, the attacker 
should not be able to decode the password in a reasonable time.  

12.5.11 Remote Exploit  

If a striker wants to be as unobtrusive as possible, as the next test procedure he chooses 
testing of specified services, to find out if they are vulnerable to exploitation and subsequent 
spread of the virus into the system.  

In the previous chapters it was mentioned, that there are different databases storing exploits of 
already found vulnerabilities to both local as well as remote. If the offender wants to perform 
remote exploit, but also to spend the least possible time on finding vulnerabilities this is the 
right place to start. There is also an opensource product "Metasploit", which aims to facilitate 
the search for vulnerabilities and application exploits.  Metasploit contains its own database of 
exploits and payloads. The payload is the code that will be executed after a successful 
penetration.  

The attacker creates a configuration of victims computer in his own environment and installs 
required services so they match the version of the target machine. Now he can begin to test 
the vulnerability - internal product database searches Metasploit exploits to test the service 
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and tests whether it the service is vulnerable to them. We have already mentioned that 
vulnerabilities get databases after a long time, so it is possible that the service (in the tested 
version) will not be susceptible on any of these vulnerabilities. The offender can then use 
other databases - it is possible that exploit from the database will need to be adjusted in a 
manner that Metasploit is able to interpret. Here, it may happen that the exploit may not be 
applicable.  

The attacker therefore decides to create his own exploit. A valuable source of information for 
him may be directly the attacked product website. Authors of programs often list the carried 
out repairs in the new version, including those for safety. Therefore, if the remote service is 
out of date, an attacker can try to create exploit for this vulnerability and try to attack the 
target machine.  

The offender may try to find vulnerabilities on his own. It is important to realize that, unlike 
the local service the communication is now limited to connection via sockets. Even so, the 
system may contain errors, often related to the formatting string or buffer overflow. The most 
usual errors caused by unprotected entry include Cross-site scripting and SQL injection - 
although they will not allow execution of binary code, but may help the attacker in gaining 
valuable information. Especially if it comes through SQL injection to the table with 
passwords.  

If the service is vulnerable to a buffer overflow attack, the creator of the exploit may use the 
techniques described in the "local exploit" chapter but with the difference that he uses the 
shellcode to mediate download of the malware.  

12.5.12 Obtaining credentials  

If the target machine is running a service that allows remote login, the attacker can to try to 
get its credentials. Most of the remote management is enabled on servers, less frequently on 
personal computers. The perpetrator, however, may try to change (using remote 
administration) configuration on routers and rewrite DNS servers. If the victim sends the 
query to the attacker's DNS server, he will be sent another IP address. When browsing, it will 
result in load another page. It may contain malicious code exploiting browser bugs or offer a 
malware to download.  

Many ways may result in obtaining credentials. An attacker can try to guess the password by 
dictionary attack or by brute force attack. If the attacker assumes that the user uses the same 
login information on other services, he may also try to obtain them.  

12.5.13 Methods of Social Engineering  

Entire chapter was devoted to social engineering, therefore only the procedures related to the 
penetration of malware will be discussed here. This method includes techniques that 
encourage users to start malware by themselves or to help to start it. Masking is mainly used - 
malware can be pasted into another program, or be connected to the executable file, as 
described above. Often authors only change the file name and insert an additional suffix of 
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another format in front of the extension. The attacker then sends such a file by e-mail, 
forwards it on a removable media, or exposes to the site where the victim is attracted.  

 

12.5.14 2.9 Life Cycle  

Even malware has its life cycle. It can be divided into different phases: launch, distribution, 
activity detection, decay, extinction. This division is not always applicable - an example may 
be malware that is not extended, malware that performs its update and again must come to its 
disclosure, or malware that is still undiscovered and stagnant.  

It is not always easy for the attacker to keep his malware in circulation. When a new threat is 
detected, such that is not already recognized by antivirus programs, manufacturers add its 
definition to the database of their antivirus software. Users can download the new definitions 
and antivirus will now be able to detect such malware. A similar situation may arise with 
malware which uses some errors in the system. Author implements a patch and releases a new 
version of the program. After downloading the new version it is no longer possible to take 
advantage of this gap and the malware enters a phase of decline or stagnation. If the offender 
wants to be successful again, he must look for new ways to improve his malware, or 
implement his actions unnoticed. If the error has been corrected and the malware was 
elimined on the victim's computer, the attacker loses control over such a machine. 

12.6 Distribution of malware  

Malware is divided into different categories - depending on the purpose, method of 
distribution and penetration, according to the destination host, and other criteria.  

Classification according to purpose:  

• Catching malware - worms and viruses  

• Confidentiality - Trojans  
• Tracking - spyware  

• Advertising Application - adware  

Also appointed types of malware are a subset of total set of malware. 

12.6.1 Taxonomy 

The term "virus" is established in subconscious of people the most and therefore it often refers 
to any type of infiltration, regardless of whether it really is a virus, Trojan horse, or worm. 
Even some publications ignore this fact. The division of infiltration is a problem, types of 
infiltrations often blend together. The following division is therefore one of many options.  
 
Viruses  
The name is derived from certain biological similarities with the original. Virus is capable of 
self-replication, but in the presence of an enforceable host to which it is attached. Hosts can 
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be for example executable files, system area of the disc, or files that cannot be run directly but 
only by using specific applications (Microsoft Word, Visual Basic scripts, etc.). Once the host 
is running (performing), it performs also the virus code. During this moment, the virus usually 
attempts to provide further self-replication by attaching to other suitable hosts.  
It has already happened a couple of times, that journalists were cheering the discovery of the 
first virus that can infect files and MP3 format JPEG3. In this case, we cannot talk about 
infection, but a simple completely unusable code (virus body) to the above mentioned format. 
Since the body of the virus is not adhered to the original code, the player (in the case of MP3) 
or viewer (JPEG) have no common structure, consider the body of the virus as "garbage". In 
addition, JPEG and MP3 are data formats, while the body of the virus is a binary code.  
A related issue is understanding the difference between the size of the file and its extension. If 
we talk about the size, we talk about the internal structure of a chosen extensions it may not 
actually responsible. Therefore, there are cases where, for example, are infected files with a. 
DAT (otherwise completely uninteresting by the virus), but only on the grounds that its 
internal structure corresponds to EXE file format specification.  
According to the site of action viruses are divided into further categories:  

• A file virus - it is distributed in the form of executable code. Usually the author of the 
pre-defined set of operating system with which the virus is able to carry out their 
activities. File virus then copies can create, overwrite other files (overwriting viruses), 
or to connect to other executable files (parasitic viruses).  

• Boot viruses - they attack master boot record and the boot sector of removable media.  
The virus will start as soon as it passes BIOS boot. It is loaded into memory (and 
becomes memory resident), casts address system services and, of course, takes the 
original system.  

• Script Viruses - viruses created with the scripting language of the system. It is possible 
to use only those options that are accessible through scripting language. They are 
saved as a script inside a batch file and it can be very easy to write these viruses.  

• Macroviruses - some programs allow the user to automate and simplify the work using 
the "maker". Most often this function provides office applications. They are thus 
similar to the script viruses, but they serve other than the operating system software. 
Macroviruses function use only the parent program and the target macro language.  

 
Viruses can be stored in other ways - such as data structures, but they must be implemented in 
the application in which they are intended to run, otherwise they become worthless. 
 
Trojans 
Unlike viruses, this type of malicious code is capable of self-replication and infection of the 
file. Trojan most often goes by the executable EXE file, that contains nothing (useful) than the 
actual "body" of the Trojan horse. From here, together with the fact that the Trojan is not 
connected to any host it implies that the only form of disinfection is deleting the concerned 
file. Older definition says that the trojan is a program that looks useful, but in fact it is 
harmful. In the distant past a recurring Trojan horse was acting as antivirus program McAfee 
VirusScan, in fact it liquidated files on your hard disc. Currently we can often meet the 
following types of Trojan:  
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Password-stealing Trojans  
Group of trojans that usually follows individual keystrokes on keyboard (key-loggers), and 
these stores and subsequently sent to a given email address. The owners of these e-mail 
addresses (usually the authors of the Trojan horse) can get some very important passwords. 
This type of infiltration can be classified as spyware.  
 
Destructive Trojans  
Classical form, under which the term Trojan is generally understood. If such a Trojan horse is 
running, it then destroys files on the disc, or completely reformats it. In this category we can 
include even the most harmful BAT Trojan, i.e. malicious batch file with the extension BAT. 
In this case, it may surprise perhaps only occasional simple content encoding, thus it is not 
immediately obvious what code is executed.  
 
Backdoor Trojans 
Special group of Trojans, described in more detail below in a separate section (depends on 
what point of view we look for backdoors and therefore we can classify them differently).  
Although, as mentioned above it may seem that meeting the Trojan horse is rather a 
coincidence but it is not so. The probability has risen from the moment when many viruses 
have begun to pay such Trojans with each other and during its propagation it is deleted on a 
single computer. If a virus is successful, it will result in a massive spread of the virus, as well 
as the deletion of many Trojans. Most often password-stealing trojans are discharged and 
backdoors. Then it's up to the author of this virus, how we can obtain possibilities. As a 
Trojan horse are classified all sorts of malicious codes located on the offending website. After 
all, here you can also include the spyware, adware, dialers, etc. It only depends on how we 
look at the whole issue. 
 
Dropper  
Malicious program that most frequently uses .exe files, which when run on a PC release other 
malware, which it then carries in its own "bowels". 
 
Downloader (Trojan Downloader)  
The importance of this malicious program is similar to the previous case - it downloads 
"harmful" software to the PC. Downloader however other malicious programs is not with you, 
but try to download it from the Internet from fixed-defined address (URL). Various server-
side script can cause the same downloader you can finally download the software differently.  
In a real situation, moreover, can look so that there is no download / deletion of only one item 
of other malware, but several that releases or download another wave of vermin. In the final 
stage so you can run one set of discreet cause a reaction when the PC is almost useless for its 
slowness and behavior. 
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12.7 Backdoor  

These are client-server capabilities that are very similar to commercial products like 
PCAnywhere, VNC Remote Administrator CI. Unlike them, however, the user is unable to 
observe their presence by means of conventional methods, and that is why antiviruses 
preventively detect them as a type of infiltration. We are thus talking about unauthorized 
entry.  
Backdoor is application also used for remote management of PC and it may not be harmful. It 
depends on the person who performs this remote management. If performed activities are 
harmful, then this person is called remote attacker. The principle of backdoor operation is as 
follows. The client part sends demands of the striker to server part, which performs these 
requirements or sends the requested information back to the client. From the above mentioned 
it is clear that the client portion of the application should be owned by the attacker and the 
server should be installed on a computer where you can expect an important data. If the server 
part of backdoor is discharged by successfully spreading virus, the remote attacker has 
thousands of computers that can be remotely accessed to. In most cases all communication 
takes place based on TCP / IP, which, combined with a worldwide network of Internet allows 
the attacker to be thousands of miles away from the server part of the backdoor. 
Special groups are then backdoors (not necessarily for them), communicating with the 
attacker then agreed upon through IRC channels in the network. Examples include virus 
Win32/Anarxy which is trying to join the channel # iworm_anarxy_channel from the infected 
PC. It acts as a "bot" there, and at first glance it appears as a real person chatting on IRC. The 
attacker then has running instances of the virus throughout the world so he can log in any of 
them and control it remotely. Some viruses use IRC directly for sending a copy. 
 
Worms   
As worms were the first indication of the Morris worm, who in 1989 managed to overwhelm a 
significant part of the former networks, which later became the Internet. This and other 
worms (recently popular TREB Code Red, SQL Slammer, Lovsan / Blaster, Sasser) operate at 
a lower network level than standard viruses. They are not spread in the form of infected files, 
but network packets. Appointment packets are routed from successfully infected system to 
other systems on the Internet (whether accidentally or by a particular key). If such packets 
arrive to a system with specific safety hole, they may cause infection and consequently lead to 
production of other "worm" packets. Worm propagation is therefore based on the abuse of 
specific security holes in your operating system, then on the success of the prevalence of the 
software containing exploitable security hole. The above characteristics imply that the worms 
cannot be detected in the traditional form of antivirus software. The side effect can completely 
overwhelm networks, including the corporate LAN.  
The term "worm" is often associated with the type of infiltration spreading e-mail. Thus the 
terms "virus" and "worm" merge into one.  

12.7.1 I love you (2000)  

A computer worm focused on Windows systems, created in VBScript and distributed via e-
mail. It is activated by the user. After start it commences searching for email addresses in 
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Microsoft Outlook and it sends itself to found contacts. Then it overwrites user's files and 
creates entries in the system registry.  
Later, number of modifications of the worm was created.  

12.7.2 Code Red / Code Red II (2001)  

The worm remote exploit MS01-033 vulnerability in Microsoft IIS web server. After 
activation, it starts scanning the IP addresses and spreading of the so affected machines. The 
worm was used to attack such as denial of service, during which they among other things tried 
to disable domain services whitehouse.gov.  

12.7.3 Slammer / Sapphire (2003)  

The worm is programmed in assembly language, infecting vulnerability MS02-039 Microsoft 
SQL Server 2000 or another program that contains Microsoft SQL 2000 Desktop Engine. It 
spreads only through the network to the remote system exploits a buffer overflow and settles 
only in memory (stored on disc). It starts randomly generating additional IP addresses that are 
looking to expand - thereby generating considerable internet traffic.  

12.7.4 Sobig (2003)  

It is a computer worm distributed via e-mail attachments. There are six varieties, most 
widespread variant is Sobig.F. It contains its own SMTP engine and does not depend on a 
particular email client. The worm must be run, then loaded on the disk and then it begins to 
scan local files and retrieve them in chains like e-mail addresses. Other features include 
dissemination through network share, creating backdoors system, or downloading the 
instructions for further propagation. This malware was designed for illegal commercial 
purposes - creating a botnet and subsequent spreading spam.  

12.7.5 Mydoom (2004)  

The worm targeting the Microsoft Windows platform creates after running backdoor into the 
system and tries to spread itself to other machines. Its variants Mydoom.A and Mydoom.B are 
disseminated via electronic mail and P2P networks in Annex-mail is sent in various formats 
(with different extensions). Variant Mydoom.C is also known - it tries to take advantage of 
existing loopholes in the system, created by a previous variant of the worm and update. 
Mydoom.B  
blocking access to websites of Microsoft and known antivirus companies. 

Worm Name The number of infections  Caused by damage 

I love you 500 000 15 000 000 000$ 

Code Red 1 000 000 2 600 000 000$ 

Slammer 200 000 1 200 000 000$ 

Sobig.f 2 000 000 37 100 000 000$ 
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Mydoom 2 000 000 38 000 000 000$ 

This list is far from complete, but it is a good example of the diversity of different malware 
and damage done by them. 
 
Spyware  
Spyware is a program that uses the Internet to send data from a computer without the 
knowledge of the user. Unlike backdoor it takes merely "statistical" data as an overview of 
visited pages, installed programs... This activity is usually MOTIVATING effort to identify 
the needs and interests of users and this information is used for targeted advertising. No one, 
however, can guarantee the information or technology cannot be exploited. Therefore, many 
users are indignant of the very existence and legality of spyware. Important observation is that 
spyware spreads along with numerous shareware programs and their authors are familiar with 
this fact.  
 
Adware  
Usually it is a product that is ruined by working with PC advertising. Typical symptoms are 
"pop-up" ad windows when surfing the net, along with imposing site (such as Internet 
Explorer default page), on which the user is interested. Adware is often accompanied by 
"EULA" - End User License Agreement. In many cases users must agree with the installation. 
Adware can be a part of some products (such as DivX). Although advertising accompanies 
users during the entire activity of a given program, the reward is a greater number of features 
that are not available in the classic free version (no ads).  
 
Hoax  
The word Hoax indicates alarm messages, which usually warn of a non-existent dangerous 
virus. The siren is totally dependent on the user who received such e-mail messages. Some 
may try to warn other friends or co-workers and simply forward scary stories. This creates the 
dissemination process. If we talk about the alarming reports on the virus, then it can be 
characterized as follows:  
 

• Hazard Description (virus). Fictional Danger (virus) is generally described briefly in 
the case of viruses are usually given and means of dissemination.  

 
• The devastating effects of the virus. It depends mainly on the author's imagination. 

The devastating effects can be quite ordinary ones (reformatted disk) or of less 
trustworthy nature - HDD spins in the opposite direction, explosions,... writers of 
horror stories can find inspiration here.  

 
• In most cases, the writer tries to convince the recipients that the warning came from 

trusted sources ("IBM and the FBI boiling" or "Microsoft Please note", etc. ..)  
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• Call for further circulation. This section always contains HOAX! Many inexperienced 
users tend to be tricked by the messages and they obey it without thinking. As a result, 
this nonsense avalanche gets spreading.  

 
In special cases as "hoax" can be categorized messages that might not even originally 
intended to become alarm and were not associated with viruses. Typical examples are 
messages where parents beg for a donation of a rare group of blood type for their dying son, 
who lies in a particular hospital. Since that is not listed and has no timestampss, this report 
can float around the Internet for several years. 
 
Phishing  
This word denotes the phishing e-mails, which are sent to large number of addresses in form 
of fraudulent letters, which at first glance look like information from important institutions 
(mostly banks). These letters make full use of social engineering. Beneficiary is informed 
about the alleged need to fill in the details in the attached form, otherwise his account may be 
blocked (in the case of banks), or it may be somehow disadvantaged. The e-mail link is listed 
on a prepared page with a form that seems to point to the server of this important institution. 
In fact, the user is redirected to a foreign server that is created in the same design as the site of 
the authentic institution. Caught users may not know the difference and they may fill in 
confidential information - account numbers, codes for online banking, PINs for payment, etc. 
Such data can be easily abused.  
The origins of the word "phishing" are explained by two theories. Some people say that it 
originated in underground where the word fishing was edited - "f" was mistaken for a pair of 
letters "ph". The second theory assumes that it is a shortcut: password harvesting fishing - 
fishing collection of passwords.  
The issue of phishing is again dealt in with on the server hoax.cz where you can find a 
discussion about the techniques utilized in fraudulent e-mailing (which is disguised as 
Citybank etc.). In the context of phishing there also occurs the term pharming, which is just an 
advanced form of phishing, but that is really beyond the scope of this publication. 
 
Dialer  
A dialer is a program that changes the way to access the Internet through a modem. Instead of 
the normal telephone number for dialup Internet connection it redirects it to a number with 
special rates, eg. 60 CZK / minute (so-called "yellow line"). In some cases, this is done 
completely unobtrusively or even automatically, especially when the victim uses the wrong 
setting or. "leaky" web browsers. Dialer can get to the PC by visiting "inappropriate sites" 
(e.g. pornographic), and it can be for example using ActiveX technology, so problems may 
occur primarily to users of Internet Explorer. Otherwise, you can go on inconspicuous 
executable (. EXE) that can force oblivious users to download the classical dialogue (when 
talking about the browser Internet Explorer). 
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12.8 Virus generators  

Often referred to as "Virus Generator Kits". If the offender intends to create a computer virus, 
he does not necessarily create a new specimen. There are vortex generators that can produce 
harmful structures. The attacker selects a predefined requirements of the generator and then 
compiles the virus. This activity does not require programming skills, it is easily feasible for 
practically anyone who does not have problem with the control environment generator. 
However, the question remains how to detect and use the resulting code.  
 

12.8.1 Virus Construction Set (1990)  

It was the first program designed to generate viruses. Generator asks for the name of the text 
file to be included and the number of files that were infected. Creates a VIRUS.COM which 
when run looks for more files with the extension "com" and infects them. After reaching the 
total number of predefined infections it overwrites files config.sys and autoexec.bat and 
extracts text from a text file. The resulting code is simple, consistent and easily guessable.  
 

12.8.2 VBS Worm Generator (2000)  

Generator operated via graphical interface, which according to preset requirements creates a 
Visual Basic script. Predefined actions may include the following: insert key to its start to 
register, copy the code to other places in the system, send your copy via Outlook, overwrite 
the specified file types and others. The resulting worm can also be run as memory-resident.  
 

12.8.3 Senna Spy Internet Worm Generator (2000)  

Another generators, resulting in a Visual Basic script running under Microsoft Windows 
systems. The code can distribute itself through Outlook, the use of network communications 
and encryption code.  
 

12.8.4 NGVCK (2001)  

Deputy generators that no longer make "only" Visual Basic script, but the executable file. 
They are based on the metamorphic engine. The resulting malware infects executable files, PE 
header contains defense against tuning over SoftIce Breakpoint, not least encryption ROR / 
ROL, NEG, NOT, XOR and ADD / SUB.  
 

12.8.5 Newer generators  

Among the representative ones we can count Delma's Batch Virus Generator, In Shadow 
Batch Virus Generator, JPS Virus Maker or Terabit Virus Maker. As the names suggest, these 
are the generators of batch files. Options of batch files are large and their programming is 
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relatively simple. They therefore constitute a threat especially for the uninformed user who 
runs the resulting files.  
If someone wants an attack to go viral, generators which generate batch files or use scripting 
language will be overwhelmed. Programmers usually do not find it difficult to create these 
generators, as well as the script itself. It is therefore not surprising that there are, in contrast to 
the more sophisticated tools, many of them.  
For the experienced attacker these generators are not apparently very interesting, since they 
surely want to use more sophisticated methods and customize the behavior of malware exactly 
according to their plan. 
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Advanced methods and topics in computer security 
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13  Advanced Methods and Topics in Computer Security 
– Selected Examples 

In this part of this students book is discussed special topics, mostly of research nature rather than of 
applicable use in order to demonstrate capability of interdisciplinar intersection of the different 
areas as fractal geometry, deterministic chaos and evolutionary algorithms. On the beginning are 
described our experiments and results in three areas 

• Evolutionary Decryption of Chaotically Encrypted Information – possibility of evolutionary 
algorithms use of chaotically decrypted signal is used here. One of modern encryption 
methods is use of deterministic chaos that is imposible to successfully decrypt without exact 
knowledge of the initial and other condisions. Evolutionary algorithms are potentially 
capable to solve this problem if so called cost function is defined properly. This initial case 
study just demonstrate its use and is, as we hope an inspiration, for further research. 

• Investigation on Operating Systems Identification by Means of Fractal Geometry – This 
case study shows that it is possible to identify, with some probability, remoted OS based on 
analysis of its pseudorandom number generators by means of fractal geometry and artificial 
neural networks. From a cryptographic point of view this architecture has substantial 
advantages - the developers of operating systems are expected to be more knowledgeable 
and to have more resources necessary for successful design and implementation of complex, 
yet critically important features such as the PRNG. We have exploited this weakness to 
create a new method of remote identification of operating system. 

• Neuro-fractal encryption – is case study that demonstrate use of mutual hybridization of 
artificial neral network, fractal geometry in message encryption [136]. 

 

All three cases are mentioned here to motivate students as well as researchers in unconventional 
methods use as well as of its mutual hybridization. Basic elements of theory, that is needed to fully 
understand discussed topics is explained (with basic references) at the end in chapters Evolutionary 
Algorithms for Chaos Researchers, Limits to Computation and Chaos Theory for Evolutionary 
Algorithms Researchers 
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14 Evolutionary Decryption of Chaotically 

Encrypted Information 

 

This chapter introduces the concept of decryption of chaotically encrypted information. Five 
evolutionary algorithms have been used for chaos synchronization here: differential evolution, self-
organizing migrating algorithm, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing and evolutionary strategies 
in a total of 15 versions. The main aim was to ascertain if evolutionary algorithms are able to 
identify the “key” (control parameter) of the chaotic system, which was used to encrypt 
information. The proposed scheme is based on the extended map of Clifford strange attractor, where 
each dimension has a specific role in the encryption process. Investigation consists of one case 
study. All the algorithms was 100 times repeated in order to show and check robustness of the 
proposed methods and experiment configurations. All data were processed in order to get 
summarized results and graphs. 
 

14.1 Introduction 

Chaotic systems are extremely sensitive to initial conditions and this feature can be very helpful in 
the field of cryptography. Various encryption schemes use chaotic systems for encryption key 
generation and this key is then used for pixel permutation and pixel diffusion. But chaotic systems 
and their maps can be used directly for encryption purpose. The proposed scheme is based on the 
extended map of the Clifford strange attractor, where each dimension has a specific role in the 
encryption process. Two dimensions are used for pixel permutation and the third dimension is used 
for pixel diffusion. The theoretical and simulation results prove many properties of this scheme 
such as large key space and high security. 
Image is a multimedia signal providing the most information to a person. For this reason the 
question appears as to which way can be signal be secured against unauthorized reading e.g. in 
medicine or military fields. Position permutation and diffusion of the pixels belongs to basic 
methods of image encryption. Their combination leads to better security against known attacks and 
is very often has found practical usage. However, these methods remains open for various 
encryption algorithms and that is why the knowledge of chaotic systems can be useful. These 
systems are extremely sensitive to initial conditions and thus they are suitable candidates in the field 
of cryptography. Many papers have been written on this theme for that very reason. 
Chaos-based image encryption is discussed in detail in the previous chapter as well as in [ 23]. Most 
of the papers have described the process of the generation of the time series based on a chaotic map. 
These series are used for the creation of the binary sequence as an encryption key and pixels of 
plain image are then rearranged and XOR operated with this key. For example in [ 15] three logistic 
maps are used in key stream generator and this improved the linear complexity of key stream. Each 
paper proposed various type of key generator or improvements of chaotic encryptions in terms of 
security and speed [ 26], [ 11], [ 19] but only a few of them show a different way of encryption, 
such as using hyper-chaotic system for confusing the relationship between the plain-image and the 
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cipher-image [16], Lorentz system for key-stream generation [ 14] or S-box algebraic operations [ 
20], [ 10]. When other methods such as image encryption in wavelet domain proposed in [ 25] are 
used with chaos-based encryption scheme, we should expect interesting results. The results for the 
audio signals are presented in [ 17], where the wavelet coefficients were modified and the audio 
signal becomes inaudible. 
The aim of this chapter is to show that evolutionary algorithms are capable, at least under strong 
simplifications, of decrypting information, which has been encrypted by chaotic dynamics. We have 
used results from [ 18]. The proposed scheme in this chapter uses the formula of a strange attractor 
for encryption purposes. It does not create any encryption key but uses attractor map for pixel 
permutation and diffusion directly. Parameters of attractor map play the role of encryption keys 
here and key-space is very large due to their non-integer character. Chaos based encryption has 
been done by means of so-called Clifford system (attractor), which is depicted in Fig. 86 - 88. 
 
 

(1) 
 
 

(2) 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 86 Clifford attractor according to eq. (1). 

 
In the research work of [ 18], encryption and its robustness with Clifford chaotic system use has 
been tested. The tested “message” for encryption were two pictures, see Fig. 89 and Fig. 90. In the 
encryption scheme, the Clifford attractor was used. It belongs to the trigonometric strange attractors 
and is described by eq. (1) and eq. (2). Fig. 91 shows the flowchart of this encryption scheme. The 
main parameters (key) are used for the iterative process of the Clifford system. Pixel of image is 
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used as the initial value of Clifford system. New positions and modification value is gained after 
iterations and quantization. These positions are then used for pixel permutation and the modification 
value is XOR operated with original pixel value and the value of the previous pixel. Encrypted pixel 
is gained this way. 
When the proposed schema of encryption (for more see [ 18]) is used, then one can obtain a picture 
as in Fig. 92. Histograms related to the original Lena and its encrypted version are depicted in Fig. 
93 and Fig. 94. Both kind of pictures shows (of course there is also rigorous mathematical 
background) that the picture is really well encrypted 
 
 

  
Fig. 87 Clifford attractor according to eq. (2)... Fig. 88 ... and another 3D view. 
 
 

  
Fig. 89 Clifford attractor according to eq. (2)... Fig. 90 ... and another 3D view. 
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Fig. 91 Scheme with encoding. 

 
Fig. 92 7 Encrypted Lena. 

 

  
Fig. 93 Histogram of original Lena figure... Fig. 94 ...and after encryption.. 
 
 

14.2 Motivation 

Motivation of this research is very simple. Chaos based encryption is under intensive research 
attention today and encryption itself is vitally important for various communities, from industrial to 
government. We would like to ascertain if it is possible to identify key used for encryption by 
means of evolutionary algorithms. 
Good encryption scheme must be resistant against any brute-force attacks, so the key space must be 
too large. The total precision of a common PC processor is 16 decimal digits, therefore the number 
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of different combinations of one parameter is 1016 and it corresponds approximately to 253 size 
key space. Six attractor parameters are used in the proposed scheme; hence the key space is 
enlarged to 2318. Also, 
the number of iterations k of Clifford system eq. (2) and the number of encryption rounds m can be 
considered as keys. Thus, the key space of the proposed scheme is large enough to make the 
classical brute-force attack infeasible. Table 1 shows comparison of key spaces of various 
encryption schemes. Our proposed encryption scheme has the largest key space. 
 

Table 1 Key space comparison 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Selected Evolutionary Algorithm – A Brief Introduct ion 
For the numerical and symbolic experiments described here, stochastic optimization algorithms 
such as Differential Evolution (DE) [ 24], Self Organizing Migrating Algorithm (SOMA) [ 27], 
Genetic Algorithms (GA) [ 21], Simulated Annealing (SA) [ 22], [ 13] and Evolutionary Strategies 
(ES) [ 12] were selected. 
 

14.3 Evolutionary Decryption 

14.3.1 Used Hardware, Problem Selection and Case Studies 

Evolutionary decryption in this case study has been done on a specialized grid computer. This grid 
computer consist of two special Apple servers. A total of 78 CPUs were available for computation. 
This grid has been used for calculations so that each CPU has been used like a single processor and 
thus a rich set of statistically repeated experiments were possible which are not time dependent. 
Typical parallel computing has been avoided in experiments described here. 
 

14.3.2 Cost Function 

The Lena picture has been encrypted by eq. (2) with parameters defined as: a = -1.85, b = 1.48, c = -
1.55, d = -1.87, e = -4.32, f = 0.63. In [ 18] the encrypted picture was successfully tested for key 

sensitivity. The set of keys in [ 18] are very similar, only one parameter is different with minimal 
divergence (b = 1.4800001). This small difference is enough to get after the decryption of a noisy 
picture as in Fig. 10.7. To test key sensitivity, which is based on encryption of the “Lena” 
 

Encryption scheme Key space
Proposed in [9] 2318

[14] 2128

[6] 2158

[7] 2232

[8] 2256
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Fig.  95 Correlation of Lena picture, sharp peak 
at position 100000 represent solution - right 
estimation of the parameter b. 
 

Fig. 96 Detail view. 
 

image by mentioned setting, cross-correlation of their encrypted forms was then computed. Fig. 95 
and Fig. 96 shows cross-correlation of images encrypted by these two different set of keys. 
Correlation value does not exceed 0.02. This implies very low correlation and very low similarity of 
images and their pixels. In general, adjacent pixels of the most plain-images are highly correlated. 
One of the requirements of an effective image encryption process is to generate encrypted image 
with low correlation of adjacent pixels. Correlation between two horizontally, vertically and 
diagonally adjacent pixels of original and encrypted image was also analyzed in [ 18]. 
The fitness (cost function) has been calculated very simply. In fact it was a simple search for such a 
value of parameter b so that cross-correlation value was equal to 1, i.e. right parameter of b was 
found. In total, 6 parameters were used like the key. To simplify the situation and make calculation 
time shorter, only parameter b has been selected for evolutionary estimation. Also, another 
important note should be mentioned here: numerical accuracy. Parameter b has been estimated with 
different level on numerical precision. The largest was for b = 1×10−15, which was used to generate 
in total 200 000 data points around the right value of b. For this type of precision, a tiny region of 
parameter b has been explored. 
Comparing to another case studies, reported in this book, similarity between two kind of behavior 
and other parameters was not measured. Only similarity, via cross correlation, has been measured. 
Due to the chaotic nature of cost function landscape (Fig. 96), it was near to random search, thanks 
to the sophisticated search process. The cost function can be simply described by eq. (3). From that 
viewpoint, it behaves as a blind search, because on cross-correlation graphs, the general trend is 
completely flat. 
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14.3.3 Parameter Setting 

The control parameter settings have been found empirically and are given in Tables 2 - 7. Number 
of cost function evaluations was not an objective in this study. Only one objective was there - to 
successfully estimate part of the encrypting key. We would like to note that settings of all used 
algorithms here, has been based on our preliminary experiences and certainly can be improved. 
However, this topic is quite numerically time consuming, so we let this topic open for future 
research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2 Algorithms abbreviation 

 
 

Table 3 DE setting. 

 
 

Table 4 ES setting. 

 
 

Algorithm Version Abbreviation
Differential Evolution DEBest1JIter D1

DEBest2Bin D2
DELocalToBest D3
DERand1Bin D4
DERand1DIter D5
DERand2Bin D6

Evolutionary strategies (µ ,λ ) ES1
Evolutionary strategies (µ+λ ) ES2
Genetic Algorithm G
Simulated annealing with elitism SA1
Simulated annealing without elitism SA2
SOMA AllToAllAdaptive S1

AllToAll S2
AllToOne S3
AllToOneRandomly S4

Parameter Value
NP 500
F 0.9
CR 0.3
Generations 500
Individual Length 1

Parameter Value
µ ,λ 500
σ 1
Iterations 100
Individual Length 1
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Table 5 GA setting. 

 
 

Table 6 SA setting. 

 
 

Table 7 SOMA setting. 

 
 
All algorithms (SOMA, DE, SA, GA, ES) have been evaluated 100 times in order to find the 
optimum of both case studies. The primary aim of this comparative study is not to show which 
algorithm is better and worst, but to show whether evolutionary synchronization can be used for 
decryption of chaotically encrypted information. Comparing to the other case studies reported in 
this book, population size is in this application is set to quite a high number (500). This number has 
not been selected randomly, but was obtained after a very simple set of simulations. Before the 
population size has been determined, a simple investigation on how dependent successful 
decryption is on population size was conducted. Fig. 97 captures this dependance. Straightforward 
dependance on population size is clearly visible there. When population size is more than 300, then 
evolutionary algorithms are capable of finding a larger number of successful decryptions, compared 
to unsuccessful ones. This is the reason why 500 individuals has been set for each algorithm. 

Parameter Value
Population size 500
Mutation 0.4
Generations 561
Individual Length

Parameter Value
No. of particles 500
σ 0.5
kmax 66
Tmin 0.0001
Tmax 1000
α 0.9
Individual Length 1

Parameter Value
PathLength 3
Step .11
PRT 1
PopSize 500
Migrations 10
MinDiv -0.1
Individual Length 1
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Fig. 97 Dependance of the number of successful decryptions on population size. 

 
 
 

14.3.4 Experimental Results 

Outputs of all simulations is depicted in Fig. 98 - Fig. 103, which shows results of all 100 
simulations. In Fig. 10.13 one can see minimal, average as well as maximal number of cost function 
evaluations to get successful decryption. We have to note that in this figure are reported only 
positive results. All results (possitive / negative; successful / non successful ;...) are reported in Fig. 
99. All infomations together are summarized in the Table 8 - 9. 
 

14.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have studied the possibility of evolutionary decryption of encrypted information, 
based on chaotic systems. Compared to other case studies, only one “case study” is reported here as 
given in figures above (Lena decryption). All details about it are discussed below. As a conclusion, 
summarizing all previous informations, it can be stated that: 

• Usability of evolutionary algorithms. In experiments reported here, two very strong 
simplifications has been taken into consideration. The first one was that only one parameter 
b of 6 (a - f from eq. (2)) has been estimated. The second one is partially done by restriction 
based on computer and used software accuracy. Part of decryption (cross-correlations 
“landscape”, where EAs were searching for optimal value of b) has been made in C++ 
programming language, thus parameter b has been estimated with level of numerical 
precision of b = 1×10−15. Further, evolutionary search has been restricted to a tiny region 
which was used to generate in total - only 200 000 data points around the right value of b. 
For this kind of precision, a tiny region of parameter b has been explored. From figures and 
tables above, it seems that evolutionary search was quite successful, however, it is very 
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logical to expect that if more than one parameter in a wider intervals would be estimated, 
then evolutionary algorithms would certainly fail. 

• Effectiveness of used algorithms and proposed methods can be evaluated from two 
viewpoints. The first one is, that we can evaluate each algorithm separately, according to 
Fig. 99 and Tables 8 and 9. If we take into consideration the fact that there was 200 000 
possible points to search through, it seems that evolutionary algorithms give good 
performance, because according to Fig. 98 all average values (excluding one - DE4) are 
below 200 000, which is better than a “brute force” method. On the other side, it is 
important to note that this conclusion is valid only when when brute force (i.e. all possible 
solutions are investigated) is used so that each solution is randomly selected. If each solution 
would be selected consequently in order (i.e. the first, the second, ...), then the performance 
of evolution would be overwhelmed on 100 000 (remember, that is the position of the right 
value of b). If random search is compared, then result would be similar. Algorithms with 
values below 100 000 are ES1, ES2, SA1-S3. The second point of view is that when we 
evaluate all results of all algorithms together, as reported in Fig. 99. In that case, 
unfortunately it appears that average effectiveness is almost random. 

• Performance- misleading conclusion can also be made when we forget that only positive 
results are repoted in Fig. 98. For example, algorithm ES2 seems to be absolutely excellent, 
however when one takes a closer look in Fig. 99, then it is easily visible that values reported 
in Fig. 98. are based on 5 successful results. Cost function evaluations in all 5 cases are low 
and probably are a matter of “randomness”, i.e. from only 5 cases we can hardly deduced 
any statistics. Another point of view can be obtained when separate histograms are reported 
for each algorithm, for example in Figs. 100 - 103 It is clearly visible that some algorithms 
has found more positive results below 100 000 and 200 000, and for some of them it is just 
simply a uniform distribution. Ability to locate extreme on chaotic landscape. All results 
plotted and discussed above shows one quite important preliminary fact. More or less, 
evolutionary algorithms are capable to find an extreme on chaotic landscapes, which does 
not contain so called trend (general trend, average trend, ...), i.e. such a landscape is 
completely flat. To get more rigorous conclusion, it is however needed to do more extensive 
study in various chaotic landscapes. 

 
Based on all results and their analysis, we can conclude, that chaos based encryption is still very 
safe and is probably not solvable by such techniques as evolutionary algorithms. On the other side, 
results reported here seems to be an inspiration (at least for us) for more extensive study on how 
effective evolutionary decryption is, when more individuals and decrypted parameters are taken into 
account. 
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Table 8 Experiment summarization, part 1. 

 
 

Table 9 Experiment summarization, part 2. 

 
 

 
Fig. 98 Number of cost function evaluations needed to successfully decrypt figure of Lena. 
Horizontal line is an average of all. 
 

Algorithm D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 ES1 ES2

Cost function evaluations
see Fig. 10.13
Minimum 2552 51 28282 59560 44722 460 22001 192
Average 161918 111398 134070 289378 160836 125863 70601 6904
Maximum 274100 280484 253892 554632 246312 245866 119201 12009
Total for each algorithm 10038904 2896337 670348 10706974 1769198 1636222 141202 55231

Decryption
see. Fig 10.14
Non-successful 38 74 86 60 80 81 98 95
Successful 62 26 14 40 20 19 2 5
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Algorithm G SA1 SA2 S1 S2 S3 S4

Cost function evaluations
see Fig. 10.13
Minimum 1112 1586 2169 1828 10 40980 135
Average 119028 47897 59022 82466 81756 72597 116153
Maximum 280837 102941 113166 220822 213012 117624 260978
Total for each algorithm 8808093 2203247 1947736 4865512 4660108 435580 5226899

Decryption
see. Fig 10.14
Non-successful 23 46 57 41 43 40 46
Successful 77 54 43 59 57 60 54
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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Fig. 99 No. of successful/non-successful decryptions. Each bar is divided into two parts. The upper 
part represent number of non-successful decryption, the lower one successful decryption. 
 

  
Fig. 100 Histogram of successful decryptions 
for DE1. 
 

Fig. 101 Histogram of successful decryptions 
for GA. 
 

 

  
Fig. 102 Histogram of successful decryptions 
for S1. 
 

Fig. 103 Histogram of successful decryptions 
for S2. 
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15 Investigation on Operating Systems 

Identification by Means of Fractal Geometry 

 

15.1 Introduction 

In the past, the pseudorandom number generators (PRNGs) were usually implemented as a 
standalone programs or parts of the library functions of the programming languages. In the current 
generation, the most common types of operating systems (Windows and Unix branches, including 
the Linux and OS X) include the PRNG functionality directly as a part of the operating system 
itself. From a cryptographic point of view this architecture has substantial advantages - the 
developers of operating systems are expected to be more knowledgeable and to have more resources 
necessary for successful design and implementation of complex, yet critically important features 
such as the PRNG. Also most operating systems have more possible sources of entropy available 
than any single program or library function. The drawback of this approach is the close coupling of 
individual PRNG (with its particular properties, algorithms and their implementations) and a given 
operating system. We have exploited this weakness to create a new method of remote identification 
of operating system. 
The task to determine the type and version of the remote operating system is one of the first steps of 
the remote computer attack. This phase is necessary because the information gained there provide 
the ground for all subsequent activities of the intruder (hacker, network worm, pen-tester) – 
including but not limited to the choice of tools and vulnerability scanning specific for the particular 
operating system (eg. preparation of the return address according to the architecture, language 
version and service pack level of the target system and the installed software). In addition to the 
problems caused by the very nature of this difficult process the attackers effort is often hampered by 
defensive measures such as firewalls, obfuscated standard service ports, fake baits (honeypot 
systems) and altered header application protocols, all of which are methods that can distort or 
completely reverse the results of the traditional active methods of network reconnaissance. For the 
defender (administrator, owner) of the system, it is important to conceal the identity of their 
machines as much as possible. Knowing what methods are available to the other side to helps them 
to prepare better for this role. There is a lot of good literature discussing above-mentioned ideas. 
 

15.2 Overview of the operating systems remote identification 

Of the traditional methods of identifying the operating systems the most widely used technique is 
the port scanning. It is the process of sending one or more network packets to the destination IP 
address or network and the derivation of which ports are open on the target machine on the basis of 
responses received (or the lack of them). This technique operates at the transport layer of the OSI 
model. 
With a certain degree of probability it is possible to determine the identity of the remote machine 
just on the basis of the combination of open ports because it is a common practice that each type of 
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service usually listens to listens on "its" assigned port number. More information can be obtained by 
inspection of the application protocols that respond on these ports – this is the application layer of 
the OSI model. First of all, there are certain application protocols and their versions that exist only 
on specific platforms (eg. SMB protocol = Windows, SMBv2 = Windows 2008 and above). 
Secondly, the application protocols often reveals detailed information about the software that 
handles the communication with the client (eg. web server header in the HTTP protocol - IIS, 
Apache). Some of the less conventional methods include inspection of the remote operating system 
„fingerprints“ on the basis of TCP/IP stack state information or ICMP packets analysis. 
Fingerprinting of the operating system is the process where we try to uncover the identity of the 
remote operating system by analyzing the different characteristics of the captured network traffic 
from this system, or broadcast packets to the system and analyze its responses. The NMap program 
is usually considered to be the best port scanner. Among other functions it provides the TCP/IP 
based OS fingerprinting. The AMap program has an extensive database of the OS application level 
responses and thus is able to identify the services by analysis their banners, even when they are on 
non-standard port number. The Xprobe program is the favorite tool to explore the ICMP packets. 
The aim of our work is to verify whether it is possible to create a similar type of tool what would be 
based on another, novel principle of identification. Our method is based on the identification of the 
PRNG algorithm of the remote party Its advantage is that it should have the ability to deal with 
most of the defensive countermeasures - firewalls, port masquerades, fake honeypot decoys and 
modification of service banners. 
 

15.3 Introduction of the method 

Whenever a TCP connection is created between two network stations (client – the initializing side 
of the connection, server – the receiving side) an initial value of the „sequence number“ field in the 
TCP header is generated. This value is an arbitrarily chosen random 32-bit positive integer. This 
value is chosen once for the client (in the first stage of three-phase connection initialization) and 
once for the server (in the second stage). This number is important both for the control of the 
communication sequence (in each subsequent packet its value is increased by the number of sent 
bytes) and for the security mechanism that prevents any third party to pretend the identity of either 
the client or the server (so-called IP spoofing attack) and thus the unauthorized interference of the 
communication  - from a technical point of view it is very easy to create a TCP packet with 
arbitrary values of its header fields and send it to the client or server and for example to reset their 
mutual connection or illegally enter Application Protocol commands. The sequence number 
prevents these attacks because generally each received packet that contains invalid values of the 
sequence or confirmation number (the sequence number counter-part) fields is considered invalid 
and is discarded.  
Thus to disrupt a foreign communication the attacker must be able guess or to calculate the correct 
value of the sequence number. The more random the choices of the initial sequence number value 
are, the harder it is for the third party to successfully perform this attack. In the best possible case, a 
chance to guess the value of the initial sequence number would be 2-32. In real operating systems 
and networking devices there are huge differences of how the ISN generation is implemented. The 
most simple solutions return always the same constant value (some older types of network printers), 
some systems use increments in blocks of 64 kilobytes (older versions of UNIX), some slightly 
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random increments (older versions of Windows), some the model of time-dependent values (newer 
versions Windows) and the best ones try to attempt as random choice of ISN as possible by using 
rather sophisticated random number generators with a large number of external entropy sources (the 
latest versions of Windows and Linux). These differences allow us to learn the specifics of the 
various operating systems and network devices and ideally to distinguish them from one another. 
 

15.4 The role of random numbers in computer security 

In the computer security systems, the PRNGs are used in a number of various tasks - initial values 
of functions, the key generation cryptographic functions (eg, AES, TLS session keys that protect the 
https connection for secure access to web sites), an optional headers of some network protocols 
(ISN, source port on the client), nonce (one-time use random numbers that prevent replay attacks), 
salts (random numbers added to the hash function to prevent dictionary attacks with pre-calculated 
hash values). 
The use of weak random numbers generators has infamous history in the field of computer security 
- for example it was the root cause behind one of the biggest vulnerabilities in the Internet history – 
the DNS bug discovered in 2008 by Dan Kaminsky or behind the hacking of Tsutomu Shimomuras 
computers (the security analyst who helped to capture notorious hacker Kevin Mitnick in the early 
nineties) 
To create a sequence of numbers with a computer that are not predictable and that do not contain 
any regular patterns is very difficult task due to the deterministic nature of the programming itself. 
In fact, the only known way in which the software random number generator (PRNG) is able to 
produce output that is subjectively and objectively as possible similar to the "natural" random 
sequence of numbers is to use an external source of entropy (eg. the current value on the stack of 
the process, the system time, some input from the user, network traffic, process ID, thread ID, the 
number of ticks since the system boot). The sources of entropy are most often used to provide the 
initial values (the seed) for the PRNG. Among the systems that work with TCP/IP protocol (and 
therefore need to initialize the ISN) there are substantial differences in their available entropy 
resources. Generally speaking, the simpler the device is,  the less diversity of entropy it has 
available.  For example, it is apparent that the embedded devices or server-grade computers usually 
do not have as much direct input from the user as the desktop computer does. 
Currently, the cryptography provides us a sufficient theoretical foundation for building a secure 
PRNG systems. However real world PRNG system implementations often suffer from various kinds 
of weaknesses. There are several reasons: 
 

- Effort to avoid the performance hits  
- Weak initialization vectors 
- Insufficient skills of the architects 

 
Historically, there were many weaknesses in the PRNGs in operating systems. In some extreme 
cases, it was possible with a relatively high degree of success to predict the future values of the 
PRNGs and thus make the IP spoofing attack possible in real world. 
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15.5 Theory 

From a security perspective, the PRNGs can be judged against the following criteria: 
Pseudo-randomness: the extent to which the output appears as a random sequence to the human 
observer 
Forward Security: knowledge of the internal PRNG state at any given moment does not provide any 
information on the previous output of the generator. In terms of network protocols that is not so 
important criterion, however, in general computer security it is - failure to comply with this 
criterion, for example, could allow an attacker to obtain previously generated cryptographic keys 
and thus decrypt previously captures encrypted communication  
Backward security: knowledge of the internal PRNG state at any given moment does not provide 
any possibility to calculate or estimate the future output of the generator. Because if PRNG 
implemented by a computer program which is always a deterministic system, we need repeatedly 
feed the generator with enough entropy from external sources. In terms of network protocols, this 
criterion is more important than the previous. The failure to comply with this criterion could allow 
for example the IP spoofing attack. 
 

15.6 Data processing and vizualization 

To obtain the values of initialization sequence number (ISN) from the remote system TCP stack, we 
first used a combination of scripts for Tshark and Logparser software and custom program based on 
Microsoft .NET library for generating TCP/IP traffic. This procedure was suitable for the initial 
tests and the verification of the feasibility of our method but was not fast enough for real-world 
scenarios, so we have created a complete C# program suite which automated the whole ISN data 
mining process. After entering the parameters (IP address of the server, delay time between 
connections, the number of connections, etc.) the program executed the reconnaissance and 
provided a text file with the ISN data accompanied with a XML file that documented the important 
aspects of the experiment. Visualization of obtained data can be done by eq. (4). This equation is 
based on simple idea of 3D reconstruction from one dimensional time series. Cloud of points – 
strange attractor, Figure 104, is created. Strange attractor is set of points that have so called fractal 
dimension. In investigation has been demonstrated that a wide class of various attractors is 
generated by different OS. Question is whether it is possible to automatically identify kind of OS 
based on its fractal attributes. We propose this idea in the next section. 
 
 

xn = sn-2 – sn-3 
yn = sn-1 – sn-2 

zn = sn – sn-1 
sn is nth data from recorded data series 

(4) 
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OS HPUX11 

 
OS BSDI 3.0 

 
OS TRU 64 5.1 A 

 
 
 
Microsoft DNS server 
implementation 

 
Fig. 104. Different “clouds of random points” in the state space. Randomly 4 OS has been selected 
here for demonstration. As one can see, almost no randomness is visible. Different deterministic-
like patterns are formed here. 
 
 

15.7 Possible Identification and Analysis Based on Fractal Geometry and Neural 
Networks 

Based on previous text, it is visible that different OS can be tested via their OS random generators. 
As numerical experiments (see figures from Figure 3) has demonstrated, then there is a rich set of 
possible visualizations and thus we propose to use fractal geometry and neural networks for 
classification in order to recognize unknown on-line tested OS. The first step is to calculate fractal 
dimension of the cloud in the state space. Fractal dimension is a real number that characterize given 
object. Very good description about various fractal dimensions calculations can be found in. The 
second step is to use neural networks that belong to artificial intelligence domain, shall be used for 
object identification.  
More exactly, we propose that fractal box dimension shall be calculated. Then training set for 
neural network consisting from couples of vectors {fractal dimension, identified OS} can be be 
created and used. Neural network will be then trained on this training set in order to identify kind of 
OS. In this participation an investigation on fractal structure of recorded data is done, reported and 
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discussed. Neural networks use is the next step that will be done in the future, as reported in the 
conclusion. 
 

15.8 Fractal Geometry - Basics Ideas 

At the turn of the 19th and 20th century the exploration of mathematical structures began and 
showed strange formations, which differ considerably from the classical geometrical ideal objects. 
One of the first such structures, discovered by Karl Weierstrass in 1872, was a continuous function 
that did not have derivative at any point. Then in 1884 Georg Cantor came with discontinue - sets 
with nonzero dimensions less than 1. After that, in 1904, Helge von Koch introduced a curve of 
infinite length, which encloses the finite surface. 

 
   

Fig. 105 An example of various fractals. 
 
These and other structures (as for example in Figure 105) were received as mathematical 
scarecrows or monsters by the mathematical public. Later it became clear that such a geometry was 
able to describe some of the natural phenomena much better than classical geometry. In 1918 
Gaston Julia and Pierre Fatou described a set design called Julia sets. The complexity of the 
description is not the only attribute that differs for the two different geometries. Another aspect is 
the dimension of the object. In classical geometry, one can find the Euclidean dimension as integer 
number starting from zero. For instance, we meet with a dimension of 1 (line), two dimensions 
(surface) and three dimensions (space). The fractal geometry is different as we can have non-integer 
dimensions. Such a non-integer dimension can be formalized as the Hausdorff - Besicovic (fractal) 
dimension, which is a real and often an irrational number for many objects. It has been shown that 
the Euclidean dimension is the limit of the fractal dimension. In other words, the fractal dimension 
may even be integer, which turns out to be equal to the Euclidean dimension. Fractal objects usually 
show high levels of complexity, see Figure 105, that can often be observed in natural forms and 
processes as well as in the solutions of the engineering problems, as demonstrated in the further 
sections. For more about fractal geometry we refer to. 
 

15.8.1   Fractal Dimension 

It is possible to describe mathematically the degree of structuring of objects by dimensions in form 
of special numbers. Those are numbers characterizing fractals like the Hausdorff - Besicovic 
(fractal) dimension. For fractal objects the numerical value of this dimension is larger than the 
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topological dimension, but smaller than the Euclidean dimension. Non-fractal objects have the 
property that by reducing the length scale of the object (circuit) this length goes to a limit value. 
This is not the case for fractals, the length is constantly increasing. This feature is called the 
Richardson effect. There are several definitions of dimensions, which in principle can be divided 
into two groups: 
 

• Metric dimensions, depending on metric properties.  
• Information dimensions, depending on probabilistic properties. 

 
An example of the group of metric dimensions is the Hausdorff-Besicovic dimension, also called 
Kolmogorov dimension or capacity, eventually fractal dimension. It is expressed by the following 
formula: 
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where N(ε) is the minimum number of elementary bodies (e.g. R2 squares of side length ε) needed to 
cover the considered set. This dimension reflects quantitatively the degree of complexity 
(”structured”) of a given set. From eq. (5) it can be seen that the value of the fractal dimension does 
not depend on the base used for the logarithm. Information dimensions are very often used in 
dynamical systems, as they are suitable for describing the time evolution of systems. Information 
dimensions can also be applied if the time evolution of the system is stochastic, which leads to a 
probabilistic description of dynamics. An example of information dimensions is the Lyapunov 
dimension. 
 

15.9 Used software 

HarFA (Harmonic and Fractal image Analyzer) is software that was compiled to perform harmonic 
and wavelet analysis of digitized images and calculate their fractal parameters.  
 
Wavelet analysis means a 1D or 2D Haar transform of the image information. The wavelet analysis 
is provided by using fast algorithmic calculations. This algorithm works if the length of the dataset 
is N (or N × N in 2D case), where N is an integer power of 2. Therefore the size of analyzed area 
can be set to the 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, ... pixels. Dataset can be filled by values of intensity 
(shades of gray), hue, red, green or blue components of color information. The wavelet analysis can 
be performed either in 1D space or in 2D space. The Haar’s transform is presented as HT spectrum, 
and all low and high level filters. The results can be viewed as 1D (signals), 2D (images) and 3D 
(2D HT only) graphs. All graphs can be stored as text files.  
On this wavelet analysis a new method for calculating fractal dimensions and fractal measures is 
based. By this technique we can examine black and white fractal structures, which come into 
existence during a process called threshold. Threshold transforms colored image objects into black 
and white ones. For the special case (threshold figure, grid size equal to 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 
256, ...) it is equivalent to the classical box-counting method and the Hausdorff - Besicovic (fractal) 
dimension can be determined. Before analysis many criteria which can be changed to derive many 
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different fractal structures from one image (e.g. intensity, this RGB channels, and HSB (hue, 
saturation, brightness) coordinates). So, one can get various fractal dimensions and measures for 
one image. 
This new method can be used for analysis not threshold images too. In this case the information 
(fractal) dimension (and fractal dimensions of higher orders) can be determined.   
Any other method for fractal analysis implemented to HarFA is radius method. This method can be 
used for fractal analysis of both, threshold or not threshold images. In this case, the locus point of 
the fractal structure is found in the first (e.g. average values for x, y and z coordinates). Then the 
distance of points (e.g. of white pixels of threshold image in 2D, or coordinates in 3D) from locus 
will be determined. The distribution of points from locus was determined. The slope of logarithmic 
dependence of this distribution on the logarithmic dependence of distance from locus is radius 
fractal dimension.  The advantage of this method is a possibility to determine the frequencies 
(probability density function) and cumulative frequencies (cumulative distribution functions), and 
fractal dimension of multi-fractal structures. 
   

 
Fig. 106 Logarithmic dependence of cumulative frequency as the function of sphere radius for 
homogeneous sphere (ideal model data). 
 
At the Figures 106 and 107 are results of homogeneous 3D objects (sphere) fractal analysis. Figure 
106 shows the logarithmic dependence of point’s number (cumulative frequency, respectively) on 
the logarithmic distance from locus (radius). It is in fact dependence of sphere volume on the radius 

34 3rV π= . Fractal dimension is in this case equal to topological (Euclidean) dimension of volume (
3== ED ). This result is in accordance with numerically calculated fractal dimension (triangles in 

Figure 106).  
Figure 107 shows derivation of dependence from Figure 106. It is a logarithmic dependence of 
frequency on the logarithmic distance from locus (radius). It is in fact dependence of sphere surface 

on the radius 
24 rS π= . Fractal dimension is in this case equal to topological (Euclidean) dimension 

of area ( 21=−= ED ). This result is in accordance with numerically calculated fractal dimension 
(triangles in Figure 4).  
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Fig. 107. Logarithmic dependence of frequency as the function of sphere radius for homogeneous 
sphere (ideal model data) 
 
If one wants to characterize an image by one of its fractal dimensions, it may be unclear which of 
them is appropriate. Therefore there is the possibility to establish a fractal dimension of an image in 
the whole range of threshold conditions. Then one gets something called a fractal spectrum, where 
the fractal dimension is presented as a function of threshold condition (e.g. fractal dimension as a 
function of masked intensity (shade of gray) values). 
 
Several filtration algorithms are included (sharpening, smoothing, median and Kuwahara filtering, 
different kinds of derivative filters). There are tools for suppression of the thermal noise of the CCD 
cam and for the elimination of image sample illumination non-uniformity (e.g. samples prepared by 
using optical microscope and CCD). Image information can be handled in four-color spaces - 
intensity (shades of gray), HSB/HSV (hue, saturation, brightness/value), HLS (hue, lightness, 
saturation) and RGB (red, green and blue channel). 
 
Harmonic analysis means 1D or 2D Fourier transform of image information. The harmonic 
analysis is provided by using a fast Cooley - Tukey discrete Fourier transform algorithm (DFFT). 
This algorithm works if the length of the dataset is N (or N × N in 2D case), where N is an integer 
power of 2. Therefore the size of the analyzed area can be set to 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, ... 
pixels. The dataset can be filled by values of intensity (shades of gray), hue, red, green or blue 
components of the color information. The Fourier transform is presented as MTF (modulation 
transfer function), PTF (phase transfer function), and real and imaginary part of the Fourier 
spectrum. The harmonic analysis can be performed either in 1D space or in 2D space. The results 
can be viewed as 1D (transformed signals), 2D (transformed images) and 3D (2D FFT only) graphs. 
1D graph data can be stored as text files. Transformed images can be saved as bitmaps. A new 
method for calculating fractal dimensions and fractal measures is based on this harmonic analysis. 
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15.10 Analysis and results 

In this section is demonstrated proposed analysis of fractal geometry by means of HarFA software 
applied on 10 different datasets from 3 different OS.  Analysis of experimental data was realized by 
radius method. Selected OS were Windows XP with service pack 1, 2 and 3; Windows 2000 with 
service pack 2 and Ubuntu 9. Examples of data clouds in 3D, generated from time series are 
depicted on Figure 108 and were generated by eq. (5). As is clearly visible, cloud shapes are very 
irregular and for special cases also almost deterministic-like (see also Figure 104).  

 
   
Win XP SP2 Win 2000 SP2 Ubuntu 9 

 
Fig. 108 An examples of analyzed data clouds for different OS. 
 
Selected vizualizations are depicted on Figure 109 – 113. Figure 109 show cumulative distribution 
function,  Figures 110, 112 and 114 shows probability density function (relative frequency) as the 
function of frequency interval number (relative radius) for OS under investigation (note: two visible 
maximas at Figure 112 indicating multifractal structure). Figures 111, 113, and 115 logarithmic 
dependence of cumulative frequency as the function of frequency interval number for discussed OS. 
At the Figure 109 is dependence of the logarithmic dependence of cumulative distribution function 
on the logarithmic distance from locus (radius) for OS Ubuntu 9 under investigation. It is evident 
(to opposite of homogeneous sphere, when increasing of volume is power 3) that the volume in first 
increased rapidly (up to relative radius 15) and then slowly, it is saturated to one. 
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Fig. 109 Cumulative distribution function (cumulative relative frequency) as the function of 
frequency interval number (relative radius) for Ubuntu 9. 
 
At the Figure 110 is dependence of the logarithmic dependence of probability density function 
(frequency) on the logarithmic distance from locus (relative radius) calculated as the derivation of 
dependence from Figure 109. It is evident to opposite to topological surface of homogeneous 
sphere, that the fractal surface in first increased (up to relative radius 15) and then decrease. It 
means that the density of points is near the locus constant, and then decreases. From this 
dependence are better visible local changes in fractal dimension. 
Figure 111 shows the logarithmic dependence of cumulative frequency on the logarithmic distance 
from locus (relative radius) for the OS Ubuntu 9. It is evident that the fractal dimension 
continuously decreased from similarly topological dimension to zero (see Figure 111 - triangles)  
 

)log(d
)log(d

r

n
D =

 

(6) 

 

where ε1=r . The volume of fractal structure decreased with the power of D 
DKrn≈ . Fractal 

dimension is in this case equal to topological (Euclidean) dimension of volume ( 3=≤ ED ). The 
value D = 3 is for homogenous body (homogenous sphere). It is evident that this situation is only 
near the locus point. The fractal dimension decreases with the radius of analyzed area. The value is 
saturated to zero for log (r) > 1.5 - there are not any points for larger radius.  
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Fig. 110 Probability density function (relative frequency) as the function of frequency interval 
number (relative radius) for Ubuntu 9. 
 

 
Fig. 111 Logarithmic dependence of cumulative frequency as the function of frequency interval 
number for Ubuntu 9. 
 
 
At the Figure 112 is dependence of the logarithmic dependence of probability density function 
(frequency) on the logarithmic distance from locus (relative radius) of Windows 2000 SP2. It is 
evident more complicated structure, it has two maxima. It means that the structure is multi-fractal, 
the two maxima are characterized by two fractal dimensions as is evident from Figure 113. The 
summarized results are sets at the Table 10. From the figure it is evident that the fractal dimension 
has two saturated values, first is for D = 3 and the second for D = 0.38. The analyzed area has 
multi-fractal character. 
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Fig. 112 Probability density function (relative frequency) as the function of frequency interval 
number (relative radius) for Windows 2000 SP2. 
 

 
Fig. 113 Logarithmic dependence of cumulative frequency as the function of sphere radius for 
Windows 2000 SP2. 
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Fig. 114 Probability density function (relative frequency) as the function of frequency interval 
number (relative radius) for Windows XP SP2. 
 
At the Figure 114 is dependence of the logarithmic dependence of probability density function 
(frequency) on the logarithmic distance from locus (relative radius) of Windows XP SP2. It is 
evident very similar structure to Ubuntu 9. The structure has only one maximum and fractal 
dimension decrease as is evident from Figure 115. The summarized results are sets at the Table 10. 
  

 
Fig. 115 Logarithmic dependence of cumulative frequency as the function of sphere radius for 
Windows XP SP2. 
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Table 10 Summarized parameters 
Operating system surface fractal 

dimension 
(to 1st maximum) 

volume fractal 
dimension 
(to 1st maximum) 

volume fractal 
dimension 
(to 2nd maximum) 

homogeneous sphere 2.000 3.000 --- 
Ubuntu9 1.839 2.506 --- 
Windows 2K SP2 2.288 2.967 0.457 
Windows 2K SP2 2.344 2.948 0.455 
Windows 2K SP2 2.104 2.919 0.474 
Windows XP SP1 2.408 2.985 0.460 
Windows XP SP1 2.332 2.959 0.435 
Windows XP SP1 2.341 2.974 0.435 
Windows XP SP2 1.807 2.409 --- 
Windows XP SP3 1.662 2.375 --- 
Windows XP SP3 1.693 2.378 --- 
 
In the Table 10 are recorded all fractal dimensions of all analyzed data clouds, i.e. Windows XP 
with service pack 1, 2 and 3; Windows 2000 with service pack 2 and Ubuntu 9.  In four cases of all 
we have recorded bimodal structures (Windows 2K SP2, Windows XP SP1), which is in fact multi-
fractal (or bi-fractal) structure that can be characterized by two fractal dimensions. From the Table 
10 it is evident that the initial fractal dimension (fractal dimension of the structure near the locus) is 
equal to the Euclidean dimension (the second column, dimension homogeneous sphere, D = 3), the 
second dimension (third column) is D < 0.5. It is therefore a very tenuous fractal structure. The 
table also indicates the fractal dimension frequency function (derivative of the cumulative function). 
This dimension is for a homogeneous sphere equal to two (the first column), for the analyzed 
structure varies. 
For comparison, an analysis was made homogeneous sphere, the results of which are shown in 
Figures 106 and 107. The figure shows the analysis results correspond to those found analytically 
(calculated). Fractal dimension set numerical calculation correspond to the dimensions of the 
homogeneous sphere listed in Table 10. 
 

15.11 Conclusions 

The advantage of presented method is its absolute independence on the port numbers and 
application protocols. This is very important, because it can avoid most of the current defensive 
mechanisms (firewalls, port or application headers masquerade, honey-pots). Under certain 
conditions the method may succeed even when only one single TCP port with a completely generic 
service is open on the target machine. For traditional methods, this setting does not provide any 
clues. The disadvantage of our method is its conspicuousness – it requires relatively large samples 
of data. If a vigilant watcher (IDS/IPS system, administrator, UTM system) inspects the network, it 
is most likely that this atypical traffic will be noticed. The solution is mask the identification 
attempt as a DOS attack. The method presented in this paper itself is only suitable for some specific 
scenarios (eg. the ones where the success rate is more important than the stealth factor), but in 
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combination with traditional tools, it can significantly improve the chances for success. The best 
results in identifying remote operating system can be achieved by combination of several methods.  
From the above analysis it is clear that fractal analysis performed on data random number 
generators of different operating systems provide very interesting information that can be used for 
their characterization and robustness. In addition to distributing the distribution of random data 
(cumulative distribution function, probability distribution function) allowed also determining fractal 
parameters of the generated file (from the dependence frequency and cumulative frequency). From 
the above analysis it is clear that in either case, we do not have a generator of uniform distribution 
(especially in the large random numbers) as is the case in the model (see Figures 106 and 107), 
where the fractal dimension in the interval equal to 3, respectively by 2. Distributions of all 
analyzed files show decreasing character. For small random numbers fractal dimension approach to 
the value of ideal generator, for large random numbers, the “degree” of determinism strongly 
increases - fractal dimension limit drops to zero. In some cases (e.g. Win XP SP1) has a distribution 
of random numbers even multi-fractal character (random numbers are generated within a short 
interval - for relative radius from 23 to 31) with approximately constant probability). 
We are planning to extend our research of the PRNGs with the NIST methodologies and also 
include more operating systems and devices into the research sets. Also the plans of benchmarking 
our method with other types of identification (Nmap, Amap, Xprobe) are under way, as well as 
investigation of the influence 32bit/64bit and IPv4/Ipv6 architectures. The ultimate goal is to build a 
database of ISN designs for all kinds various network devices. Later on we may also explore 
whether it is possible to do the reverse identification with this method – the client side. A client 
connecting to a server also uses the ISNs and port numbers in a similar manner. 
Also future research based on neural networks is considered. It is clear that neuro-fractal 
identification is promising way how to identify unknown OS based on pseudo-random number 
analysis. 
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16 Evolutionary Algorithms – A Brief Introduction 

for Security Researchers 

 
Evolutionary algorithms are search methods that can be used for solving optimization problems. 
They mimic working principles from natural evolution by employing a population-based approach, 
labeling each individual of the population with a fitness and including elements of random, albeit 
the random is directed through a selection process. In this chapter, we review the basic principles of 
evolutionary algorithms and discuss their purpose, structure and behavior. In doing so, it is 
particularly shown how the fundamental understanding of natural evolution processes has cleared 
the ground for the origin of evolutionary algorithms. Major implementation variants and their 
structural as well as functional elements are disussed. We also give a brief overview on usability 
areas of the algorithm and end with some general remarks of the limits of computing.  
 

16.1 Historical Facts from a Slightly Different Point of View 

 
Evolutionary algorithms, or better evolutionary computational techniques (ECT), are based on 
principles of evolution which have been observed in nature long time before they were applied to 
and transformed into algorithms to be executed on computers. When next reviewing some historical 
facts that led to evolutionary computation, as we know it now, we will mainly focus on the basic 
ideas, but will also allow glimpsing at the people who did the pioneering work and established the 
field. Maybe the two most significant persons whose research on evolution and genetics had the 
biggest impact on modern understanding of evolution and its use for computational purposes are 
Gregor Johann Mendel and Charles Darwin. Gregor Johann Mendel (Fig. 116, July 20, 1822 - 
January 6, 1884) was an Augustinian priest and scientist, and is often called the father of genetics 
for his study of the inheritance of certain traits in pea plants. He was born in the family of farmers 
in Hyncice (Heinzendorf bei Odrau) in Bohemia (that time part of Austrian - Hungary empire, today 
Czech Republic). The most significant contribution of Mendel for science was his discovery of 
genetic laws, which showed that the inheritance of these traits follows particular laws (published in 
[79]), which were later named after him. All his discoveries were done in Abbey of St. Thomas in 
Brno (Bohemia). Mendel published his research at two meetings of the Natural History Society of 
Brunn in Moravia (east part of Bohemia) in 1865 [79]. When Mendel's paper was published in 1866 
in Proceedings of the Natural History Society of Briinn, it had little impact and was cited only about 
three times over the next thirty-five years. His paper was criticized at the time, but is now 
considered a seminal work. The significance of Mendel's work was not recognized until the turn of 
the 20th century. Its rediscovery (thanks to Hugo de Vries, Carl Correns and Erich von Tschermak) 
prompted the foundation of the discipline of genetics. Very peculiar historical fact about Mendel's 
research is also that his letters about his discovery, sent to many of scientific societies, had been 
found after many years in their libraries unopened. Mendel died on January 6, 1884, at age 61, soon 
after his death the succeeding abbot burned all papers in Mendel's collection, to mark an end to the 
disputes over taxation [37]. 
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The other important (and much more well-known and therefore here only briefly introduced) 
researcher whose discoveries founded the theory of evolution was the British scientist Charles 
Darwin. Darwin (Fig. 117) published in his work [34] the main ideas of the evolutionary theory. 
The full and original title was "On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the 
Preservation of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life". Word "races" refers here to biological 
varieties. The title has been changed to [34] for the 6th edition of 1872. In Darwin's book On the 
Origin of Species (1859) established evolutionary descent with modification as the dominant 
scientific explanation of diversification in the nature. 
 

 
 

Fig. 116 Gregor Johann Mendel (July 20, 1822 - January 6, 1884) 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 117 Gregor Charles Darwin 12 February 1809 - 19 April 1882 
 
The above mentioned ideas of genetics and evolution have been formulated long before the first 
computer experiments with evolutionary principles had been done. The beginning of the ECT is 
officially dated to the 70s of the 20th century, when famous genetic algorithms were introduced by 
J. Holland [64, 65] or to the late 60s with evolutionary strategies, introduced by Schwefel [71] and 
Rechenberg [87] and evolutionary programming by L.J. Fogel [46]. However, when certain histori-
cal facts are taken into consideration, then one can see that the main principles and ideas of ECT as 
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well as its computer simulations had been done earlier than mentioned above. Conceptionally, ECT 
can be traced back to the famous A.M. Turing, first numerical experiments to the (far less famous) 
N.A. Barricelli and others. Their understanding and formulation of basic ideas of ECT was 
remarkably clear, see e.g. Turing in his essay "Intelligent machinery" (1948) [94] where he say: 
 
"...if the untrained infant's mind is to become an intelligent one, it must acquire both discipline and 
initiative... discipline is certainly not enough in itself to produce intelligence. That which is 
required in addition we call initiative...our task is to discover the nature of this residue as it occurs 
in man, and to try and copy it in machines...". 
  
In other words he speaks about simulation of an intelligent creature. Turing continues in his text by 
 
"...further research into intelligence of machinery will probably be very greatly concerned with 
'searches'...", 
 
and suggested that 'searches' will be done probably in the space of numbers and basically he 
describes the central idea of ECT by 
 
"...there is the genetic or evolutionary search by which a combination of genes is looked for, the 
criterion being the survival value". 
 
Turing further improved this idea in his article "Computing Machinery and Intelligence" (1950) 
[94]: 
 
"We cannot expect to find a good child-machine at the first attempt. One must experiment with 
teaching one such machine and see how well it learns. One can then try another and see if it is 
better or worse. There is an obvious connection between this process and evolution, by the 
identifications" 
 

• structure of child machine = hereditary material 
• changes of the child machine = mutations 
• natural selection = judgement of the experimenter". 

 
One of the first to transform Turing's ideas into real computer numerical experiments was N. 
Barricelli (1954) [31, 32]. Results were published in the journal "Methods" with the title "Esempi 
Numerici di processi di evoluzione" and consequently repeated and improved in 1962 [33] when 
ECT numerical experiment with 500 of 8 bits strings had been successfully done. Based on this 
numerical simulations Barricelli reported that: 
 
"we have created a class of numbers which are able to reproduce and to undergo hereditary 
changes...the constitution for an evolutionary process according to the principle ofDarwins theory 
would appear to be present. The numbers which have the greatest survival in their environment will 
survive. The other numbers will be eliminated little by little. A process of adaptation to the 
environmental conditions, that is, a process of Darwinian evolution, will take place". 
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Barricelli's early computer-assisted experiments, which were focused on symbiogenesis and 
evolution (based on Darwin's ideas), can be accepted like pioneering experiments in artificial life 
research. Barricelli has been working in Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey in 
1953,1954 and 1956. Later he worked at the University of California, Los Angeles, at Vanderbilt 
University, in the Department of Genetics of the University of Washington, Seattle and then at the 
Mathematics Institute of the University of Oslo. He is also author of a variety of articles in fields as 
different as theoretical physics and mathematical language, virus genetics, DNA, theoretical 
biology, space flight, etc. Barricelli's experiments are probably some of the first historically 
recorded numerical ECT experiments. Another interesting tread of ECT's prehistory are the works 
of Box (1957) [34] and Friedberg (1958) [57]. Although the original papers are meanwhile hardly 
accessible, it is in particular thanks to D.B. Fogel (son of evolutionary programming pioneer L.J. 
Fogel), who edited some of these works [54] and recollected some technical details and 
implications [53, 55], that this early history of ECT can now be rediscovered. However, in some 
respect all these works were slightly ahead of time, as the results have clearly shown the potential of 
ECT methods, but the lack of computing power at that time prevented to solve "real problems" and 
hence to widespread the methods. So, the "golden era" of ECT began, when genetic algorithms by J. 
Holland [64], evolutionary strategies, by Schwefel [91] and Rechenberg [87] and evolutionary 
programming by Fogel [56] had been introduced. All these designs were favored by the upcoming 
of more powerful and more easily programmable computers so that for the first time interesting 
problems could be tackled and ECT started to compete with and became a serious alternative to 
other optimization methods. Since that time other successful algorithms using ECT ideas have been 
developed, for instance scatter search, particle swarm, memetic algorithms, differential evolution, 
ant colony optimization, and many others. Before their brief description it is important to outline the 
main principle (lets call it central dogma) of evolutionary computation in general. History of ECT is 
of course more rich and complex, than described here. Main ideas and relations can be more clearly 
visible from Fig. 118. 
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Fig. 118 Evolutionary theory and its historical relations 

  
 

16.2 Evolutionary Algorithms - Outline 

In recent years, a broad class of algorithms has been developed for stochastic optimization, i.e. for 
optimizing systems where the functional relationship between the independent input variables and 
the output (objective function) of a system is not explicitly known. Using stochastic optimization 
algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms, Simulated Annealing and Differential Evolution, a system 
is confronted with a random input vector and its response is measured. This response is then used 
by the algorithm to tune the input vector in such a way that the system produces the desired output 
or target value in an iterative process. Most engineering problems can be defined as optimization 
problems, e.g. the finding of an optimal trajectory for a robot arm, the optimal thickness of steel in 
pressure vessels, the optimal set of parameters for controllers, optimal relations or fuzzy sets in 
fuzzy models, etc. Solutions to such problems are usually difficult to find as their parameters 
usually include variables of different types, such as floating point or integer variables. Evo-
lutionary algorithms, such as the Genetic Algorithms, Particle Swarm, Ant Colony Optimization, 
Scatter Search, Differential Evolution etc., have been successfully used in the past for these 
engineering problems, because they can offer solutions to almost any problem in a simplified 
manner: they are able to handle optimizing tasks with mixed variables, including the appropriate 
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constraints, and they do not rely on the existence of derivatives or auxiliary information about the 
system, e.g. its transfer function. This chapter is concerned with a brief introduction on so-called 
evolutionary computational techniques (ECT). Although the editors of this book assume that most 
of the readers will have at least basic knowledge of ECT, there might be the wish for clarification 
and broadening. For this reason, this chapter was also included to describe in simple terms what 
ECT actually means. 
 

16.3 Central Dogma of Evolutionary Computational Techniques 

The evolutionary computational techniques are numerical algorithms that are based on the basic 
principles of Darwin's theory of evolution and Mendel's foundation of genetics. The main idea is 
that every individual of a species can be characterized by its features and abilities that help it to 
cope with its environment in terms of survival and reproduction. These features and abilities can be 
termed its fitness and are inheritable via its genome. In the genome the features/abilities are 
encoded. The code in the genome can be viewed as a kind of "blue-print" that allows to store, 
process and transmit the information needed to build the individual. So, the fitness coded in the 
parent's genome can be handed over to new descendants and support the descendants in performing 
in the environment. Darwinian participation to this basic idea is the connection between fitness, 
population dynamics and inheritability while the Mendelian input is the relationship between 
inheritability, feature/ability and fitness. Both views have been brought together in molecular 
Darwinism with the idea of a genetic code (first uttered in its full information-theoretical meaning 
by Erwin Schrodinger in his 1944 book What is life?) and the discovery of the structure of the DNA 
and its implications to genetic coding by James Watson and Francis Crick in 1953. 
By these principles and in connection with the occurrence of mutations that modify the genome and 
hence may produce inheritable traits that enhance fitness, a development of individuals and species 
towards best adaption to the environment takes place. Here, the multitude of individuals in a species 
serve two connected evolutionary aspects, (i.) provide the opportunity to "collect" mutations and 
pass traits that are or are not fitness enhancing to descendants on an individual level and (ii.) allow 
fitness enhancing genomes to spread in the species from one generation to the next if the traits bring 
advantages in survival and reproduction. 
However, it should be noted that Darwin or, as the case may be, Mendel, were not the first. Already 
in the ancient era, there were thinkers who came with the same idea as Darwin and Mendel. An 
outstanding thinker, who supported the idea of evolution before Darwin, was Anaximander, a 
citizen from Miletus, an Ionian city of Asia Minor. Anaximander's philosophical ideas are 
summarized in his philosophical tract "On nature ", however, this name is of a later date, because 
this book was not preserved. According to Anaximander, the original principle of the world and the 
cause of all being is "without a limit" ("apeiron" in Greek), from which cold and warm and dry and 
wet is separated - essentially, one can imagine this principle in the sense of unlimited and 
undifferentiated wetness, from which all other natural substances and individual species of living 
creatures arise. 
By his idea that the Earth, which he imagined as freely floating in space, was initially in a liquid 
state and later, when it was drying, gradually gave rise to animals, who at first lived in water and 
later migrated onto land, Anaximander in part anticipates the modern theory of evolution. 
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The ECT technology stands or falls with the existence of the so-called evolutionary algorithms (EA) 
that in principle form the majority of ECT. Besides evolutionary algorithms, there still exist other 
extensions, such as genetic programming, evolutionary hardware, etc. With respect to the fact that 
evolutionary algorithms are the backbone of ECT, attention will be paid in this chapter just to these 
algorithms, whose understanding is absolutely necessary for understanding the rest of this 
publication. 
From the above-mentioned main ideas of Darwin and Mendel theory of evolution, ECT uses some 
building blocks which the diagram in Fig. 119 illustrates. The evolutionary principles are 
transferred into computational methods in a simplified form that will be outlined now. 
 

 
Fig. 119 General cycle of the evolutionary algorithm. The termination of the evolution after n 
generations and the selection of the best individual are not indicated in this figure - solution from 
the last population. 
 
If the evolutionary principles are used for the purposes of complicated calculations (in accordance 
with Fig. 119), the following procedure is used:  
 

1. Specification of the evolutionary parameters: For each algorithm, parameters must be 
defined that control the run of the algorithm or terminate it regularly, if the termination 
criterions defined in advance are fulfilled (for example, the number of cycles - generations). 
Part of this point is the definition of the cost function (objective function) or, as the case 
may be, what is called fitness - a modified return value of the objective function). The 
objective function is usually a mathematical model of the problem, whose minimization or 
maximization (generally therefore extremization) leads to the solution of the problem. This 
function with possible limiting conditions is some kind of "environmental equivalent" in 
which the quality of current individuals is assessed. 
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2. Generation of the initial population (generally N x M matrix, where N is the number of 
parameters of an individual - D is used hereinafter in this publication - and M is the number 
of individuals in the population): Depending on the number of optimized arguments of the 
objective function and the user's criterions, the initial population of individuals is generated. 
An individual is a vector of numbers having such a number of components as the number of 
optimized parameters of the objective function. These components are set randomly and 
each individual thus represents one possible specific solution of the problem. The set of 
individuals is called population. 

3. All the individuals are evaluated through a defined objective function and to each of them is 
assigned a) Either a direct value of the return objective function, or b) A fitness value, which 
is a modified (usually normalized) value of the objective function. 

4. Now parents are selected according to their quality (fitness, value of the objective function) 
or, as the case may be, also according to other criterions. 

5. Descendants are created by crossbreeding the parents. The process of cross-breeding is 
different for each algorithm. Parts of parents are changed in classic genetic algorithms, in a 
differential evolution, crossbreeding is a certain vector operation, etc. 

6. Every descendant is mutated. In other words, a new individual is changed by means of a 
suitable random process. This step is equivalent to the biological mutation of the genes of an 
individual. 

7. Every new individual is evaluated in the same manner as in step 3. 
8. The best individuals are selected. 
9. The selected individuals fill a new population. 
10. The old population is forgotten (eliminated, deleted, dies,..) and is replaced by a new 

population; step 4 represents further continuation. 
 
Steps 4 - 10 are repeated until the number of evolution cycles specified before by the user is reached 
or if the required quality of the solution is not achieved. The principle of the evolutionary algorithm 
outlined above is general and may more or less differ in specific cases. So, methods that work by an 
algorithmic structure as outlined in the steps 1-10 share the following main evolutionary principles: 
 

• Biological inspiration: The algorithms mimic and use in an abstracted way working 
mechanisms of biological systems. 

• Population-based calculations: By structuring data in the algorithm by the individual and 
species model, individual search is coordinated to other individuals and so to the whole 
population. This has the effect of parallelism in the search which is assumed to be the main 
reason for success of evolutionary search. 

• Repeated calculation of fitness for all individuals: This principles provides a spectrum of 
fitness to the population from which search can be guided by noticing and discriminating 
individuals of different fitness. 

• Generational search: Repeated generational search guided by the fitness spectra allows to 
accumulate individuals with high fitness. 

• Stochastic and deterministic driving forces: Random influences, for instance in form of 
mutations are balanced by the deterministic elements in the flow of the algorithm. 
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• Coordination between individuals: Some kind of communication on (or even in-between) 
the individuals of the population (e.g. in the selection (crossover) or recombination process) 
allows to recognize and exploit individual differences in fitness. 
 

There are also exemptions that do not adhere to steps 1 - 10; in such a case, the corresponding 
algorithms are not denoted as evolutionary algorithms, but usually as algorithms that belong to 
ECT. Some evolutionists exclude them completely from the ECT class. The ACO algorithm (Ant 
Colony Optimization), see [48] and [73] may be an example - it simulates the behavior of an ant 
colony and can solve extremely complicated combinatory problems. It is based on the principles of 
cooperation of several individuals belonging to the same colony - in this case ants. 
The evolution diagrams are not only popular because they are modern and differ from classical 
algorithms, but mainly because of the fact that they are able to replace a man in the event of a 
suitable application. 
This publication thus deals with ECT's that in most cases adhere to the above indicated evolutionary 
scheme; nevertheless, exemptions are also indicated. 
 

16.4 Evolutionary Algorithms and Importance of Their Use 

Comparing to standard optimization techniques, evolutionary algorithms can be used on almost 
arbitrary optimization problem, however, it is important to remember that with different 
performance. As mentioned later, there are problems with different level of complexity, from the 
simplest (solvable by standard techniques) to the most complex, whose solution would take much 
more longer time, than our universe exist. Thus, some simple problems, that can be very easily and 
quickly solved by gradient based techniques, should not be solved by heuristic methods, because its 
use would be expensive, i.e. user would "pay" by big number of cost function evaluations. Another 
important fact, having impact on EA use is so called No Free Lunch Theorem (NFLT), see [97]. 
Main idea of this theorem is that there is no ideal algorithm which would be able to solve any 
problem. Simply, if there are for example two algorithms A and B, then for certain subset of 
possible problems is more suitable algorithms A and for another subset algorithm B. All those 
subsets can be of course totally disconnected, or/and overlapped. 
Based on those facts it is important to remember that evolutionary algorithms are suitable for 
problems which are more complex rather simple, and also that their selection and setting depend on 
user experiences, expertise etc. More exact classification is mentioned in the section 2.4. 
 

16.5 Selected Evolutionary Techniques 

Optimization algorithms are a powerful tool for solving many problems of engineering applications. 
They are usually used where the solution of a given problem analytically is unsuitable or unrealistic. 
If implemented in a suitable manner, there is no need for frequent user intervention into the actions 
of equipment in which they are used. 
The majority of the problems of engineering applications can be defined as optimization problems, 
for example, finding the optimum trajectory of a robot or the optimum thickness of the wall of a 
pressure tank or the optimum setting of the regulator's parameters. In other words, the problem 
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solved can be transformed into a mathematical problem defined by a suitable prescription, whose 
optimization leads to finding the arguments of the objective function, which is its goal. 
Countless examples can be found illustrating this problem. The solution of such problems usually 
requires working with the arguments of optimized functions, where the definition ranges of these 
arguments may be of a heterogeneous character, such as, for example, the range of integers, real or 
complex numbers, etc. Moreover, it may happen (depending on the case) that for certain 
subintervals from the permitted interval of values, the corresponding argument of the optimized 
function may assume values of various types (integers, real, complex,..). Besides this, various 
penalizations and restrictions can play a role within optimization, not only for given arguments, but 
also for the functional value of the optimized function. In many cases, the analytical solution of 
such an optimization problem is possible, nevertheless, considerably complicated and tedious. 
A class of very efficient algorithms has been developed for the successful solution of such problems 
in the past two decades that make it possible to solve very complicated problems efficiently. The 
algorithms of this class have their specific name, namely "evolutionary algorithms". They solve 
problems in such an elegant manner that they became very popular and are used in many 
engineering fields. 
From the point of view of the most general classification, the evolutionary algorithms belong to 
heuristic algorithms. Heuristic algorithms are either deterministic or stochastic. The algorithms of 
the second group differ in that their certain steps use random operations, which means that the 
results of the solutions obtained with their use may differ in the individual runs of the program. It is 
therefore meaningful to run the program several times and select the best solution obtained. 
Stochastic heuristic methods are sometimes called metaheuristics, because they only provide a 
general framework and the algorithms of the operation itself must be chosen (for example, by the 
operation of crossbreeding and mutation in genetic algorithms, operation of neighborhood in 
simulated annealing, "tabu search", etc.) in dependence on the problem investigated. Because these 
methods are frequently inspired by natural processes, they are also called evolutionary algorithms. 
Depending on their strategy, they can be divided in two classes: 
 

1) Methods based on point-based strategy such as, for example, simulated annealing ([68], 
[40], [93]), hill-climbing algorithm [90] and tabu-search [58]. These algorithms are based on 
the neighborhood operation of the current solution, in which we are looking for a better 
solution. 

2) Population-based strategy. Genetic algorithms [46], [60], [80], [41] are based on population 
strategy. 

 
These methods differ from classic gradient methods by admitting (with a certain probability) a 
worse solution into the next iteration; in this manner, they try to avoid local minima. For more 
details, see, for example, books [58], [60],[70],[71] and [88].  
Evolutionary algorithms serve for finding the minima (or maxima) of a given objective function by 
looking for the optimum numerical combination of its arguments. These algorithms can be divided 
according to the principles of their action, complexity of the algorithm, etc. Of course, this 
classification is not the only possibility, nevertheless, because it fits the current state rather well, it 
can be considered as one of the possible views on the classical and modern optimization methods. 
There are slight differences in opinions on their classification. One can encounter statements that, 
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for example, simulated annealing does not belong to evolutionary techniques, which is true to some 
extent. On the other side, other "evolutionists" state that simulated annealing does belong to 
evolutionary techniques, at least as their direct predecessor. It is true that if simulated annealing is 
taken into account with elitism, then one could consider this alternative as an evolutionary 
algorithm. 
 
There is a lot of various views on the classification of evolutionary algorithms that exhibit certain 
differences although they have a visible common line. These differences may be caused not only by 
the classification of the algorithm according to the principles by which it is controlled, but, for 
example, according to the classes of problems for which it is "predestined". The individual classes 
of algorithms represent generally solutions of a given problem by the methods of various degrees of 
efficiency and complexity. Depending on their properties, we classify algorithms into the following 
categories: 
 

• Enumerative: The algorithm calculates all possible combinations of a given problem. This 
approach is suitable for problems where the arguments of the objective function have a 
discrete character and assume a small number of values. Should it be applied generally, it 
might need more time for its successful termination than is the time of the existence of the 
universe. 

• Deterministic: This group of algorithms is based only on the rigorous methods of classical 
mathematics. The algorithms of this character usually require limiting assumptions that 
enable these methods to provide efficient results. Usually, these assumptions are as follows: 

o The problem is linear. 
o The problem is convex. 
o The space of the possible solutions is small. 
o The space of the possible solutions is continuous. 
o The objective function is unimodal (it has only one extreme). 
o There are no nonlinear interactions between the parameters of the objective function. 
o Information on the gradient is available, etc. 
o The problem is defined in an analytical form. 

• The result of the deterministic algorithm is then only one solution. Stochastic:     The 
algorithms of this type are based on the use of chance. This is essentially a purely random 
search of the values of the objective function; the result is always the best solution that was 
found during the entire random search. The algorithms of this type are usually; 

o slow. 
o suitable only for small spaces of possible solutions (small range of arguments of the 

objective function), 
o suitable for a rough estimation. 

• Mixed: The algorithms of this class represent a "sophisticated" mixture of deterministic and 
stochastic methods that achieve surprisingly good results in mutual cooperation. The 
evolutionary algorithms mentioned above are a relatively strong subset of these algorithms. 
The algorithms of the mixed character are: 
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o Robust, which means that they very frequently find a quality solution independently 
of the initial conditions; this solution is usually represented by one or several global 
extremes. 

o Efficient and powerful. The terms "efficient and powerful" here mean that they are 
able to find a quality solution during a relatively small number of evaluations of the 
objective function. 

o Differ from purely stochastic methods (thanks to the presence of deterministic 
approaches). 

o Have minimum or no requirements for preliminary information. 
o They are able to work with problems of the "black box" type, i.e., they do not need 

an analytical description of the problem for their activity. 
o Are able to find several solutions during one run. 

 
We can briefly summarize these features as follows: 

o The enumerative and stochastic optimization is not suitable for problems where an extensive 
space of possible solutions must be searched. 

o The deterministic optimization works well with problems where the space of possible 
solutions is not too extensive. 

o Mixed optimization is suitable for problems without limitations to the size of the space of 
possible solutions. 

 
In this book, selected algorithms are described with emphasis put on their explanation and testing. 
The evolutionary algorithms are now very popular thanks to properties that are characteristic for the 
entire class. However, before we start to discuss their details, it is suitable to mention both the 
generally known algorithms and the newer algorithms in this field, which will be developed in more 
detail later in this publication. From the well-known algorithms, we have selected a few random 
driven algorithms: 
 

o Stochastic Hill Climbing 
o Tabu search 
 

the "classic" evolutionary algorithm 
 
o Genetic algorithms 
o Genetic programming 
o Evolutionary strategy 
o Evolutionary programming 

 
and from the newest ones, we will describe 

 
o Learning classifier systems 
o Population-based incremental learning 
o Ant Colony Optimization 
o Immunology System Method 
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o Memetic Algorithms 
o Scatter Search 
o Particle Swarm 
o Differential Evolution 
o SOMA 

 

16.6 The Outline of the Principles of Action of Random-Driven Search Algorithms 

At the present time, there is a broad spectrum of publications dealing with optimization algorithms, 
for example, [29]. The purpose of this chapter is to outline only the principles of some selected 
algorithms for better information for the reader. The discussed algorithms are: 

o Stochastic Hill-Climbing: (SHC) is a version of the hill-climbing mechanism enriched by 
the stochastic component [67], [90]. It belongs among the gradient methods, which means 
that it searches the space of possible solutions in the direction of the steepest gradient. 
Thanks to its gradient nature, it frequently gets stuck in a local extreme. The basic version 
functions so that it always starts from the random point in the space of possible solutions. 
For the momentary proposed solution, the certain neighborhood is proposed by means of a 
final set of transformations (Figure 120) and the given function is minimized only in this 
neighborhood. The local solution obtained is then used as a start point for the calculation of 
the new neighborhood. The entire process is then repeated iteratively. The best found 
solution is recorded during the process that serves as the optimum found after termination. 
The stochastic hill-climbing algorithm is basically only the multiple repetition of the 
standard hill-climbing algorithm, each time from another randomly selected position. The 
disadvantage of this algorithm is that runaway may occur in it under certain conditions and 
the solution gets stuck in a local extreme [67]. 

o Tabu Search: (TS), [58] is the improved version of the hill-climbing algorithm. This 
algorithm was created by Professor Fred Glover from the University of Colorado. The 
improvement consists in introducing a "short-term memory" into the hill-climbing 
algorithm, whose task is to remember those transformations by means of which the current 
median was calculated. The final consequence is that runaway cannot occur due to the 
forbidden use of these transformations. The name "Tabu Search" originates from this 
feature. This method was improved by a "long term memory" that includes transformations, 
which are not short term in the memory, but have been used frequently. Their use is then 
penalized, which decreases the frequency of their use. Contrary to the hill-climbing 
algorithm, Tabu Search does not get stuck so easily in local extremes. 
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Fig. 120 Principle of the hill-climbing algorithm. The white dot is the starting point of the 
algorithm. The set of red solutions is generated for this dot. The best solution is denoted by the bold 
red dot that serves also as a new position for the generation of a new (yellow) set of solutions. The 
best solution (bold yellow dot) is then used for the generation of the following set of solutions 
(blue). 
 
The Outline of the Principles of Action of Evolutionary Algorithms 
 

o Genetic algorithm: (GA) This algorithm is one of the first successful applied ECT methods 
[64, 60]. In GAs the main principles of ECT are applied in their purest form. The individuals 
are encoded as binary strings (mostly over the alphabet [0,1]), which can be understood as a 
model of the biological counterpart, the genome,1 and represent possible solutions to the 
optimization problem under study. After initially a population of binary strings is created 
randomly, the loop as given in Figure 119 is carried out with the steps fitness evaluation, 
selection, offspring generation (crossover) and mutation until the algorithm terminates. The 
application area of these algorithms are wide and it seem particularly sensible to use them if 
the problem description allows a straightforward coding of the objects to optimize as binary 
string over a finite alphabet, for instance in combinatorial optimization problem timetabling 
and scheduling. 

o Evolutionary strategy: (ES) This algorithm also belongs to the first successful stochastic 
algorithms in history. It was proposed at the beginning of the sixties by Rechenberg [87] and 
Schwefel [91]. It is based on the principles of natural selection similarly as the genetic 
algorithms. Contrary to genetic algorithms, the evolutionary strategy works directly with 
individuals described by vectors of real values. Its core is to use candidate solutions in the 
form of vectors of real numbers, which are recombined and then mutated with the help of a 
vector of random numbers. The problem of accepting a new solution is strictly deterministic. 
Another distinctive feature is that ES use self-adaptation, that is the mutation strength for 
each individual is variable over the generational run and subject to an own evolutionary 
adaption and optimization process. 
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o Evolutionary programming : (EP) EP algorithms [56] have much similarity to ES in using 
vectors of real numbers as representation. The main operator in the generational circle is 
mutation, in most (particularly early) implementations no recombination is carried out. In 
recent years, by adopting elements of their algorithmic structure EP more and more tends to 
become similar to ES. 

o Learning classifier systems: (LCS) LCS [36] are machine learning algorithms which are 
based on GAs and reinforcement learning techniques. Interestingly, LCS were introduced by 
Holland2 [64] and for a certain time regarded as a generalization of GAs. LCS optimize over 
a set of rules that are intended to best-fit inputs to outputs. The rules are coded binary and 
undergo an adaption using GA-like optimization that modifies and selects the best rules. The 
fitting of the rules is determined by reinforcement learning methods. 

o Population-based incremental learning: (PBIL) PBIL was proposed by Baluja [30] and 
combines ideas from evolutionary computation with methods from statistical learning [76]. 
It uses a real valued representation that is usually restricted to the interval [0,1] and can be 
interpreted as the probability to have a "1" - bit at a certain place in a binary string. From 
these probabilities, a collection of binary strings is created. These strings are subjected to a 
standard evolutionary circle with fitness evaluation, selection and discarding of inferior 
samples. In addition, based on the evaluation of the fitness, a deterministic statistical 
learning-like updating of the probability vector takes place, which afterwards is also altered 
by random mutation. 

o Ant Colony Optimization : (ACO), [48] This is an algorithm whose action simulates the 
behavior of ants in a colony. It is based on the following principle. Let there be a source of 
ants (colony) and the goal of their activity (food). When they are released, all the ants move 
after some time along the shorter (optimum) route between the source and goal. The effect 
of finding the optimum route is given by the fact that the ants mark the route with 
pheromones. If an ant arrives to the crossroads of two routes that lead to the same goal, his 
decision along which route to go is random. Those ants that found food start marking the 
route and when returning, their decision is influenced thanks to these marks in favor of this 
route. When returning, they mark it for the second time, which increases the probability of 
the decision of further ants in its favor. These principles are used in the ACO algorithm. 
Pheromone is here represented by the weight that is assigned to a given route leading to the 
goal. This weight is additive, which makes it possible to add further "pheromones" from 
other ants. The evaporation of pheromones is also taken into account in the ACO algorithm 
in such a way that the weights fade away with time at individual joints. This increases the 
robust character of the algorithm from the point of view of finding the global extreme. ACO 
was successfully used to solve optimization problems such as the travelling salesman 
problem or the design of telecommunication networks, see [83]. 

o Immunology System Method: (ISM) This algorithm is unusual by its algorithm based on 
the principles of functioning of the immunology system in living organisms. As indicated in 
[73], there are several principles based on this model. In this work, the immunology system 
is considered as a multivalent system, where individual agents have their specific tasks. 
These agents have various competencies and ability to communicate with other agents. On 
the basis of this communication and a certain "freedom" in making decisions of individual 
agents, a hierarchic structure is formed able to solve complicated problems. As an example 
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of using this method, antivirus protection can be mentioned in large and extensive computer 
systems [45], [39]. 

o Memetic Algorithms: (MA) This term represents a broad class of metaheuristic algorithms 
[73], [62], [59], [72]. The key characteristics of these algorithms are the use of various 
approximation algorithms, local search techniques, special recombination operators, etc. 
These metaheuristic algorithms can be basically characterized as competitive-cooperative 
strategies featuring attributes of synergy. As an example of memetic algorithms, hybrid 
combinations of genetic algorithms and simulated annealing or a parallel local search can be 
indicated. Memetic algorithms were successfully used for solving such problems as the 
traveling salesman problem, learning of a neural multilayer network, maintenance planning, 
nonlinear integer number programming and others (references see [83]. 

o Scatter Search: (SS) This optimization algorithm differs by its nature from the standard 
evolutionary diagrams. It is a vector oriented algorithm that generates new vectors 
(solutions) on the basis of auxiliary heuristic techniques. It starts from the solutions obtained 
by means of a suitable heuristic technique. New solutions are then generated on the basis of 
a subset of the best solutions obtained from the start. A set of the best solutions is then 
selected from these newly found solutions and the entire process is repeated. This algorithm 
was used for the solution of traffic problems, such as traffic control, learning neural 
network, optimization without limits and many other problems [73], [72]. 

o Particle Swarm: (PSO) The "particle swarm" algorithm is based on work with the 
population of individuals, whose position in the space of possible solutions is changed by 
means of the so-called velocity vector. According to the description in [73], [98] and [42], 
there is no mutual interaction between individuals in the basic version. This is removed in 
the version with the so-called neighborhood. In the framework of this neighborhood, mutual 
interaction occurs in such a manner that individuals belonging to one neighborhood migrate 
to the deepest extreme that was found in this neighborhood.  

o Differential Evolution : (DE) Differential Evolution [74] is a population-based optimization 
method that works on realnumber coded individuals. For each individual x i G in the current 
generation G, DE generates a new trial individual xf i G by adding the weighted difference 
between two randomly selected individuals x rl G and x r2 G to a third randomly selected 
individual x ň G. The resulting individual xf i G is crossedover with the original individual x 
iG. The fitness of the resulting individual, referred to as perturbated vector uiG+1, is then 
compared with the fitness of x iG. If the fitness of ui G+1 is greater than the fitness of x i G, 
x i G is replaced with ui G+1, otherwise x i G remains in the population as x i G+x. 
Differential Evolution is robust, fast, and effective with global optimization ability. It does 
not require that the objective function is differentiable, and it works with noisy, epistatic and 
time-dependent objective functions. SOMA: (Self-Organizing Migrating Algorithm) is a 
stochastic optimization algorithm that is modeled on the social behavior of cooperating 
individuals [100]. It was chosen because it has been proven that the algorithm has the ability 
to converge towards the global optimum [100]. SOMA works on a population of candidate 
solutions in loops called migration loops. The population is initialized randomly distributed 
over the search space at the beginning of the search. In each loop, the population is 
evaluated and the solution with the highest fitness becomes the leader L. Apart from the 
leader, in one migration loop, all individuals will traverse the input space in the direction of 
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the leader. Mutation, the random perturbation of individuals, is an important operation for 
evolutionary strategies (ES). It ensures the diversity amongst the individuals and it also 
provides the means to restore lost information in a population. Mutation is different in 
SOMA compared with other ES strategies. SOMA uses a parameter called PRT to achieve 
perturbation. This parameter has the same effect for SOMA as mutation has for GA. The 
novelty of this approach is that the PRT Vector is created before an individual starts its 
journey over the search space. The PRT Vector defines the final movement of an active 
individual in search space. The randomly generated binary perturbation vector controls the 
allowed dimensions for an individual. If an element of the perturbation vector is set to zero, 
then the individual is not allowed to change its position in the corresponding dimension. An 
individual will travel a certain distance (called the path length) towards the leader in n steps 
of defined length. If the path length is chosen to be greater than one, then the individual will 
overshoot the leader. This path is perturbed randomly. 

 
The evolutionary algorithms can be essentially used for the solution of very heterogeneous 
problems. Of course, for the solution of the optimization problems, there are many more algorithms 
than were indicated here. Because their description would exceed the framework of this text, we can 
only refer to the corresponding literature, where the algorithms indicated above are described in 
more details. 
 

16.7 Selected Basic Terms from the Evolutionary Algorithms 

For work with evolutionary diagrams (Figure 119), it is necessary to know the meaning of certain 
terms that occur in the terminology of evolutionary algorithms and optimization. Some of them will 
be explained in this section. 
Until the present date, there are many algorithms that belong to the class of evolutionary diagrams 
or can be included into this class under certain conditions. Typical examples are the already 
mentioned Ant Colony Optimization algorithms, Immunology System Method, Scatter Search or 
Particle Swarm. These algorithms, like many others, are not universal, but from the principle of 
their action, they are always suitable for solving certain classes of problems. The class of problem 
may be of various "size" for each algorithm. Genetic algorithms, for example, can be used for a 
wide class of problems, while the ACO algorithm, acting on the principle of the behavior of ants, is 
essentially predetermined for combinatoric problems of the type of a traveling salesman, where its 
performance is excellent. 
It is therefore obvious that it is not only sufficient to have a good algorithm, but it is frequently of 
vital importance to know with what class of problems a given algorithm can work. This means that 
it is therefore necessary to determine the usability range of a given algorithm. In the case of 
evolution algorithms, we will understand by this term the class of problems for which a given 
algorithm provides at least satisfactory results. 
Most optimization problem can be viewed as a geometrical problem, whose goal is to the find the 
lowest (minimum) or highest point (maximum) on the N dimensional surface. Such surfaces, 
defined usually by some functional prescription, may suffer from various pathologies from the 
mathematical point of view. With respect to the tests carried out on the functions tested, whose 
algorithms are described below, one can state that the evolutionary algorithms are very efficient and 
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usually suitable for global optimization (see Fig. 121 and Fig. 122). This set of test function can be 
viewed as the usability range of the evolutionary diagrams. It holds for the test functions mentioned 
above: 
 

a. The graph of the function does not have a fractal character; 
b. They are defined on real, integer or discrete arguments; 
c. They are multimodal (one or several extremes); 
d. They have various limits (imposed on the arguments or the value of the objective 

function); 
e. They are strongly nonlinear; 
f. They represent problems of the type "needle in a haystack"; 
g. Finding the global extreme with evolutionary algorithms is less or more 

complicated; 
 

 
 

Fig. 121 Examples of functions that exhibit certain combinations of properties 1-7, a-c 
 

 
Fig. 122 Examples of functions that exhibit certain combinations of properties 1-7, a-c 

 
moreover, it may hold true that: 
 

a) The function is separable (non-separable), which means that it can be (cannot be) 
decomposed into several simpler functions that can be optimized separately; 

b) The number of variables is high; 
c) The space of possible solutions may be large and discontinuous. 

 
Generally speaking, evolutionary algorithms can be used to find the optima of functions from a very 
large class. Other information such as gradient, etc., are usually not necessary. 
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16.7.1 Common Features 

Evolutionary algorithms have certain common features.  
a. Simplicity, because algorithms can usually be programmed in a simple manner. 
b. Hybridity of numbers with which the algorithms work. Numbers of the integer, 

real type, or, as the case may be, only selected sets of numbers (usually denoted 
as discrete), such as, for example, -5, 2, 8, 55, 3, 100, can be combined without 
any problem.  

c. Use of decimal numbers - The individual need not be converted into the binary 
code that is commonly used in genetic algorithms. By the conversion into a 
binary code, a given number is distorted (the binary string has a limited length). 
When binary recording is used, mutations may cause a sudden change of the 
number, which may not have a good impact on the course of evolution. For 
example, numbers 15, 16 and 17 are represented as 01111, 10000 and 10001. The 
transition from 15 to 16 means the inversion of all five bits, i.e. a 100% mutation. 
However, transition from 16 to 17 requires the mutation of only one bit. 
Although this "unevenness" can be removed with what is called Gray coding (see 
Section 4.5), work with real numbers is still more convenient. 

d. Speed - Thanks to its relative simplicity, particularly in comparison with classical 
methods, one can say that the required solutions are found much faster. 

e. The ability to find an extreme also for functions that are flat from the graphical 
point of view and the extreme is just a "hole" in this plane. With some 
exaggeration, searching the extreme in such a function can be denoted as 
"looking for a needle in a haystack". Unfortunately, the efficiency of any 
algorithms, including evolutionary, is very low in these problems. If the surface 
around the extreme is a plane, than finding the extreme is usually a matter of 
chance. 

f. Ability to provide manifold solutions - The best individual is the result of 
evolution - one solution. However, if, for example, the three best individuals are 
selected from the last population, they represent three different solutions of the 
problem. Of course, with graduated quality. If there are more global extremes in 
a given problem, one can expect that they will also be found by the evolutionary 
process. Therefore, there will be several solutions of the same quality available. 
As an example, the design of the optimum geared transmission can be used [74], 
[100], for which the method of differential evolution obtained four alternative 
solutions with the same value of objective function or a test function that has two 
global extremes at different points. The majority of good evolutionary techniques 
are able to localize these extremes. 

In other words, the evolutionary algorithms are suitable for looking for extremes of functions 
suffering from such pathologies, such as, for example, noise, a high number of dimensions, 
"multimodality" (several local extremes). 
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16.7.2 Population 

A typical feature of the evolutionary algorithms is that they are based on work with the population 
of individuals. Population can be represented as matrix NxM (Fig. 123), where the columns 
represent individuals. Each individual represents the current solution of the problem. Essentially 
this is a set of arguments of the objective function, whose optimum numerical combination is 
searched for gradually. Moreover, a value of the objective function is connected with each 
individual (sometimes "fitness") that tells how the individual is suitable for further evolution of the 
population. This value does not participate in the evolution process itself. It only carries information 
on the quality of the corresponding individual.  
 

 
Fig. 123 Population (of the NM size), Jx is the x-th individual, Pi is the y-th individual Fitness - 
individual quality measured by means of the objective function  
 
For the generation of population, it is necessary to define a specimen, see (7), according to which 
the entire initial population is generated. This sample individual is also used for correcting the 
parameters of individuals, who exceed the boundaries of the space searched. 
 

Specimen = {{Real,{Lo,Hi}},{Integer,{Lo,Hi}},... ,{ Real,{Lo,Hi}}}   (7) 
 
In the sample, three constants are defined for each parameter of a specific individual from the 
population: The type of variable (i.e. integer, real, discrete, etc.) and the boundaries of the interval 
in which the value of the parameter may be. For example, {Integer, {Lo, Hi}} defines an integer 
parameter with the bottom limit Lo and upper limit Hi. The choice of limits is a very important step, 
because if they are chosen in an unsuitable manner, it may happen that solutions will be found that 
are not physically real (for example, a negative thickness of the pressure vessel), or will not be 
substantiated (for example, an airplane without wings, a pressure vessel whose wall thickness 
equals its radius, etc.). 
Another equally important meaning of the boundaries is related to the evolutionary process itself. It 
may happen that a given optimization problem will be represented by a surface, on which the local 
extremes will assume greater values with the increasing distance from the origin. This will cause 
that the evolution will be finding new solutions until infinity. Of course, if termination is not 
specified in dependence on the number of evolutionary cycles (generations, migrations, annealing,). 
This is caused by the fact that the evolutionary process always proceeds to deeper and more distant 
extremes on this (Schwefel's) function.  
Population is generated on the basis of the sample individual by means of (8), see also [74]. P(0) 
represents the initial population, xi,j is the j-th parameter of the i-th individual. 
 

I1 I2 I3 I4 .. .. .. IM

Fitness 55.2 68.3 5.36 9.5 .. .. .. 0.89
P1 2.55 549.3 -55.36 896.5 .. .. .. 1.89
P2 0.25 66.2 2 -10 .. .. .. -2.2
P3 -66.3 56 4 15.001 .. .. .. -83.66
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
PN 259.3 -10 22.22 536.22 .. .. .. -42.22
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(8) 

 
 

In Fig. 124 and Fig. 125, two randomly generated populations of ten individuals are represented. 
The individuals were two-dimensional in this case. It is obvious from both figures that the 
generation of population is essentially a random distribution of individuals in the space of possible 
solutions. It occurs during the run of a given evolutionary algorithm that the individuals gather 
around one (usually global) or more extremes, which is graphically illustrated in Fig. 126. Mapping 
of information on how the evolution proceeded qualitatively is carried out by means of the 
evolution history of the objective function value in form of a simple graph. The dependence of the 
evolution of the value of the objective function on the evolution cycle is illustrated in this figure 
(Fig. 125a). This is the sequence of the worst (upper curve) and best (bottom curve) solutions from 
individual populations. A mapping more convenient than that described just now is plotting the 
dependence of the value of the objective function on the current number of objective function 
evaluations. This approach is suitable because during evolutionary cycles (generation, annealing 
cycles, migration cycles, etc.), various numbers of evaluations of the profit function are carried out 
in individual algorithms. In the first method of graphical mapping, the slower convergence of the 
values of the objective function may be displayed as the faster one and vice versa. The true 
information on the quality of evolution may then be distorted. However, if we use the second 
method, it is then possible to compare various types of algorithms irrespective of their inner 
structure. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 124 Schwefel's function [91] with the growing extremes in the direction from the origin (a) and 
two randomly generated populations (b-c) on another function 
 

 
Fig. 125 Numerical representation of two randomly generated populations from Fig. 124) 
 

P(0)
i, j = x(0)

i, j = rnd[0.1] · (x(Hi)
i, j − x(Lo)

i, j ) + x(Lo)
i, j

i = 1, . . . , M , j = 1, . . . , N

I1 I2 I3 I4 .. .. .. I10

424 104 53.3 942.9 .. .. .. 178.008
-1.8 -1 0.7 -1.25 .. .. .. -1.19
1.2 2 1.2 -1.5 .. .. .. 0.1
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Fig. 125a Evolution of the value of the objective functions during evolution. This is a sequence of 
the best solutions from individual populations in dependence on the evolution cycle (generation, 
migration cycle, etc.). 
 

 
Fig. 126 Convergence of the population to the global extreme in individual evolutionary cycles. The 
start display was omitted; individuals are uniformly distributed on the entire surface during the start. 

 
Besides the evolution of the best individual (or the best individuals when repeating the simulation), 
it is also suitable to display the evolution of the worst individual from the population in one graph. 
This reveals the overall convergence of the population as such. In a case where the courses of the 
best and worst individuals meet soon in the same extreme, it is possible that this is the case of a 
local extreme. If the best and worst individuals have the same value of the objective function, then 
only two explanations are possible: 
 

1. The population is distributed in several extremes with the same value of the objective 
function or 

2. The entire population is in one extreme, which is more probable, because a lot of 
problems are represented by a function with one global extreme. 

 
In case No. 1, there is a chance that the evolution will proceed further, while in case No. 2, the same 
value of both individuals shows that further evolution is useless. The evolution of the population 
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must always converge to better values, which means that it may never show divergence. If a 
minimum (maximum) is sought, the evolution must converge to lower (higher) values. If this is not 
the case, then in a given algorithm, "elitism" is somehow disrupted (elitism serves as some kind of a 
one way filter, which transmits only such solutions that are better or equally good as those from the 
old population). In the event of its dysfunction, the given algorithm would degrade to merely a 
random search. 
 

16.7.3 Individuals and Their Representation 

Several methods are being used when representing individuals in the evolutionary algorithms. The 
binary representation is historically the oldest one. In this case, the individual is formed by a 0 and 1 
sequence called a chromosome [80], [29]. This representation of individuals has its historic roots 
and is being used in genetic algorithms up to date. In spite of its extension, it has its disadvantages. 
The basic disadvantage is the step change of the structure of chromosomes, the corresponding real 
values during a continuous change. In order to prevent these undesirable changes in the behavior of 
the binary code, the socalled Gray code is used. This is again a binary code, however, completely 
without the step changes mentioned above. The transformation of the standard binary code into the 
Gray binary code and the inverse transformation are illustrated in Fig. 128. The accuracy with 
which individuals are able to occur in the space of possible solutions is related to the binary 
representation of individuals. Basically, if the binary individual is short and represents a number 
with a few digits behind the decimal point, then it will occur only in certain positions of the real 
space of possible solutions. If its length and thus also accuracy grow, then the density of the 
positions of possible occurrences will grow. Nevertheless, one should note that the growing length 
of the individual causes considerable problems during further operations in the corresponding 
evolutionary algorithm (mutations, crossbreeding...). 
Furthermore, individuals can be represented in the form of real or integer numbers [84] or, as the 
case may be, their combinations, depending on the type of the algorithm [100]. The individual that 
also contains non-numerical values is a special representation. With the use of special techniques, it 
is possible to work numerically also with this individual. The last special form of representation is 
the so-called "tree". This form of representation makes it possible to visualize the tree structure, 
nevertheless, in the computer sense, the string of suitable symbols of a certain character is still the 
individual. This kind of visualization is is usually used in so called genetic programming [75], 
which is advanced evolutionary technique, used to manipulate with symbolic structures and create 
in this way more complex structures. Another similar approach is grammatical evolution [82], [47]. 
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Fig. 127 Generation of the Gray code - reflection method 

 
The binary code is formed over the alphabet [0,1] as a number representation system with base–2. 
Any (integer) number n can be expressed by the binary string (bNbN−1 ...bi ...b2b1b0) with all the bi ∈ 
[0,1]. The number n converts to the binary string by 
 

 
 
Note that in the binary string every digit (bit) bi counts for a distinct numerical value, 2bi . So if this 
bit changes, it depends on the exact bit position how big the change in the represented numerical 
value is. Clearly, this change in represented numerical value can be considerable if the bit is far left 
in the bit string. Next to the binary code, the Gray code is frequently used for genetic algorithms. It 
is also called the constant change code since when mutating a Gray–coded individual, the real 
number that corresponds to the corresponding binary sequence does not change much. 
The Gray code was patented in 1947, when Frank Gray asked to register it under the name of 
reflected binary code. However, users started using the name Gray code according to its founder 
[61]. One of the alternatives of the construction of the Gray code is described in Fig. 127. It is the 
so-called “reflection” method. It consists in taking the n bit code, for example, for n = 2 code 00, 
01, 11, 10. This is then extended by its mirror copy 00, 01, 11, 10, 10, 11, 01, 00 and 0 is added 
to the original part, while to the reflected 1: 000, 001, 011, 010, 110, 111, 101, 100. This is repeated 
until we have the required m bit string of the Gray code.  
Another method that can be easily implemented by a computer is using the XOR operation. The 
principle of transformation of the Gray code into the binary code is prescribed by relation (2.4) and 
illustrated in Fig. 128. The inverse transformation, i.e. from the binary into the Gray code is given 
by relation (2.5) and illustrated in Fig. 128. Symbol bk and gk represents the k-th bit of the standard 
binary code or, as the case may be, Gray code. 
As mentioned above, the binary strings in the Gray code always differ only in one bit when 
changing their decimal equivalent by one. The distances between individual numbers have therefore 
the Hamming distance equal to one. The Hamming distance is defined as the number of bites in 
which two binary strings differ. The difference between the binary and Gray coding for numbers 
from zero to seven can be seen in Table 11. 
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Fig. 128 Generation of the Gray code - XOR method, a) Conversion from the Gray code into 

the binary code, b) Conversion from the binary code into the Gray code 
 
 

 
Table 11 Difference between the Gray and standard binary code 

g1 = b1
g2 = b1� b2
g3 = b2� b3
g4 = b3� b4
g5 = b4� b5

Decimal value Gray code Binary code

0 0 0
1 1 1
2 11 10
3 10 11
4 110 100
5 111 101
6 101 110
7 100 111
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The advantage of the Gray code appears in the more uniform mutation of individuals and generally 
in faster convergence to the global optimum. However, there are differences in opinions. Some 
authors insist that the Gray code slows down the genetic algorithm (GA) due to the process of 
conversion [61]. On the contrary, other authors prefer the use of the Gray code ([38], [63]). 
When using genetic algorithms during mutation or crossbreeding of standard binary individuals, the 
argument (gen) may change considerably. Such big changes do not occur in individuals in the Gray 
coding. 
Despite fact that evolutionary algorithms has very good performance, it is important to remember, 
that there are still problems, whose solution obtaining is still impossible and also, that there are 
some limits given to the computation by quantum physics. This is discussed in the following (last) 
section of this chapter. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 129 Crossbreeding of individuals in standard binary coding (R1, R2 - parents; P1, P2 - 
descendants) 

 
 

 

 

Fig. 130 Crossbreeding of individuals in Gray coding (R1, R2 - parents; P1, P2 - descendants) 
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Another way of individual representation is, when individuals are represented not only by by binary 
strings, as written above, but also in strings of real and integer numbers. Special case of integer 
representation is so called discrete sets, as explained later. 
In the real representation is individual represented by string of real numbers like for example 2.3, 
22.56, -569.2, .... Process of mutation, crossover, etc are then governed by used evolutionary 
algorithm. 
In its canonical form, EAs are usually only capable of handling continuous variables. However, 
extending it for optimization of integer variables is rather easy. Only a couple of simple 
modifications are required. First, for evaluation of the cost function, integer values should be used. 
Despite this, the EAs itself may still work internally with continuous floating-point values. Thus, 
 

 
 
INT() is a function for converting a real value to an integer value by truncation. Truncation is 
performed here only for purposes of cost function value evaluation. Truncated values are not 
assigned elsewhere. Thus, EA works with a population of continuous variables regardless of the 
corresponding object variable type. This is essential for maintaining the diversity of the population 
and the robustness of the algorithm. 
Secondly, in case of integer variables, the population should be initialized as 
follows: 
 

 
 
Discrete values can also be handled in a straight forward manner. Suppose that the subset of 
discrete variables, X(d), contains i elements that can be assigned to variable x: 
 

 
 
Instead of the discrete value xi  itself, its index, i, can be assigned to x. Now the discrete variable 
can be handled as an integer variable that is boundary constrained to range {1, 2, 3, .., N}. In order 
to evaluate the objective function, the discrete value, xi  , is used instead of its index i. In other 
words, instead of optimizing the value of the discrete variable directly, the value of its index i is 
optimized. Only during evaluation is the indicated discrete value used. Once the discrete problem 
has been converted into an integer one, the previously described methods for handling integer 
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variables can be applied. The principle of discrete parameter handling is depicted in Fig 131. This 
technique is called discrete set handling (DSH), see [73]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 131 Discrete parameter handling 
 
 

16.7.4 Tree Representation 

 
The tree representation used by EAs, come from initial idea of so called symbolic regression by 
means of a computer program. It was proposed in Genetic Programming (GP), [70], [69]. Genetic 
programming was the first tool for symbolic regression carried out by means of computers instead 
of humans. The main idea comes from genetic algorithms (GA), which was used in GP [70], [69]. 
Its ability to solve very difficult problems is well proved; for example, GP performs so well that it 
can be applied to synthesize highly sophisticated electronic circuits [71]. 
The main principle of GP is based on GA, which is working with populations of individuals 
represented in LISP programming language. Individuals in a canonical form of GP are not binary 
strings, different from GA, but consist of LISP symbolic objects like sin, +, Exp, etc. These objects 
come from LISP, or they are simply user defined functions. Individuals in genetic programming, in 
its canonical form, are thus commands of Lisp language. There are also another techniques like 
Read’s linear coding [86] and DSH technique. DSH technique mentioned above, allow EAs to 
manipulate with such a structure also via integer index. Individual is in fact integer string, which is 
converted into symbolic expression. Individuals can be then visualized in the form of so called 
trees, which are graphical unfolding of nonnumerical expressions, see Fig. 132. Individuals in this 
form can represent not only classical mathematical expressions, but also logical functions or 
elements of electronics circuits (Fig. 133-135). Read’s linear code is representation based on string 
of integer numbers, as shown on Fig. 136 and Fig. 137. In the case of Read’s representation each 
vertex has associated number according to number of outcomming vertexes. Code of arbitrary tree 
is obtained so that labels of vertexes are “joined” (according to dotted line with arrows) into integer 
string with a such condition that used vertex label is further ignored, to keep unicity of description. 
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There is more techniques of how to represent individuals for genetic programming techniques, 
however above mentioned techniques (Lisp, Read’s linear code) are well known. DSH technique 
can be regarded like experimental novelty technique, which is mostly used in this book. 
 
 

 
Fig. 132 An example of tree representation. Individuals are represented graphically by trees. 

Crossover is nothing more than cutting and exchange of randomly selected sub-trees. 
 

 
Fig. 133 Tree representation of logical function 
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Fig. 134 Tree representation - more complicated example 

 

 
Fig. 135 Electronic realization of evolutionary designed circuit via evolution with individuals in 

DSH representation 
 

 
Fig. 136 Read’s tree. Each vertex has associated number according to edges coming out of vertex. 
Unique code of tree is constructed according to dashed arrows. 
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Fig. 137 Code of Read’s Tree - 210300100 

 

16.7.5 Evolutionary Operators: Selection, Recombination, Mutation 

 
The algorithmic cycle of evolutionary algorithms relies upon the working of three main operators, 
selection, recombination and mutation. All three operators play a distinctive role in solving the 
posed optimization problem. In general, during the evolutionary run, we can separate two phases, 
exploring and exploiting. In the exploring the individuals should cover large (ideally all) parts of the 
search space in order to find regions where optimal values are likely to be found. Hence, individuals 
should be different, the diversity of the population should be high. After that exploration phase, a 
promising region in the search space should be searched more detailed, so exploiting the knowledge 
about the distribution of fitness in the search space should set in. In this phase the individuals of the 
population should be pushed towards the actual optima. Clearly, both phases are necessary for 
successful problem solving. If the exploration phase is missing or too short, the individuals might 
settle for local optima, missing the global optima in this process. Without exploitation, the exact 
location of the best solution might not be found. Overlaying both phases is the intention to exclude 
clearly inferior solutions from hindering the search process. Against this background, the working 
of the evolutionary operators can be understood. 
 

• Selection: The selection mechanism organizes that individuals with higher fitness become 
the material from which the next generation is produced. In doing so, it is important 
(particularly in the exploration phase) that not only the very best individuals are kept, but 
also “promising second-bests”. A good selection mechanism should balance the selective 
pressure (that is only the best are to survive) with maintenance of residual diversity in the 
population. For achieving this balance, different kinds of selection schemes have been 
proposed. They can be roughly distinguished in purely deterministic selection, where either 
based on ranking or by setting a fitness threshold a certain percentage of the population is 
kept, and guided stochastic selection, where samples of the population are randomly picked 
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and based on the comparison of their fitness values a decision is made to discard or keep 
them. 

• Recombination: In recombination (also called crossover, in particular for GAs) new 
individuals are created based on those previously selected for their superior fitness. In a first 
step, two (or sometimes even more) individuals are appointed to be parents. This 
appointment can be either deterministic by working off the whole selected population, or 
stochastic where the individuals are determined randomly. Then, the schemes proposed for 
performing the step differ largely for different kinds of representation. For evolutionary 
algorithms that use binary representation, we find that both parents swap or shuffle 
(sometimes at more than one place) subsections of their binary string. For real valued 
representation, a (sometimes weighted) arithmetic or geometric mean between both parents 
yields the offspring. 

• Mutation : Following the recombination step, the produced offspring are altered randomly 
by mutation, mostly in a marginal manner only. Therefore, mutation rate (which defines the 
probability that the offspring are subjected to mutation) and the mutation strength (which 
fixed the magnitude of the changes in the offspring) must be set. Again, we find a difference 
between binary and real valued representation. For binary stings, we have a flipping of a bit 
(0 → 1 or 1 → 0) at one or more places in the binary string. For vectors of real numbers, 
realizations of a (mostly normally distributed) random variable are added to the offspring. 

 
The evolutionary operators just considered can be regarded as the backbone for the majority of ECT 
methods, although not all of them must be part in a specific implementation and also their respected 
role and importance might be largely different. In general, mutation is next to a sensible choice of 
the initial population the source of random and diversity enhancement in the algorithm. It helps to 
explore the search space. Selection, on the other hand, acts mainly as a filtering for superior 
solution candidates. In this, it exercises selection pressure on the population. However, for a given 
type of ECT the same operator might have a different flavor. So, in GAs mutation is a minor 
operator, while in ESs it is the main component. Such differences depend frequently on the type of 
representation. For a binary representation, as GAs use, a single bit change in the right place of the 
binary string, as induced by mutation, can cause a very dramatic change of the encoded solution. 
The very same bit flip can alter the string largely or a little, depending on where in the string it 
happens. This is not the case for real value representation, where the magnitude of the change 
caused by mutation can be closely controlled but mutation rate and strength.  
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17 Limits to Computation 

 
Unfortunately, many people believe that everything can be computed if we have a sufficiently 
powerful computer and elegant algorithm. The goal of this chapter is to show that some problems 
cannot be solved algorithmically due to their nature. Popularly speaking, there is not, has not been 
and will not be enough time for their solution. 
Part of these restrictions are also physical limits that follow from the material nature of the universe, 
which restricts the output of every computer and algorithm by its space-time and quantum-
mechanical properties. These limits, of course, are based on the contemporary state of our 
knowledge in physical sciences, which means that they might be re-evaluated in the case of new 
experimentally confirmed theories (strings, etc.). At this moment, however, this is only a 
speculation and we must adhere to the generally accepted and confirmed facts from which these 
limits follow. 
 

17.1 Searched Space and Its Complexity 

The complexity of the optimization problems can be demonstrated by many examples. Let us 
follow examples from [81]. A typical representative is the so-called SAT problem (boolean 
satisfiability problem). This is a problem from the field of logic that is represented by a complex 
logical function with a great number of logical variables. Relation 2.10 is an example from [81].  
 

 
 
that contains 100 variables and the objective is to find such values of individual arguments of this 
function for which the resulting value of relation 2.10 is TRUE. At first sight, this problem looks 
very trivial; nevertheless, it is a problem that cannot be solved by classical methods. If we take into 
account that the expression contains 
100 unknown variables that can assume two values (0,1), then the number of all possible 
combinations is 2100, which is approximately 1030. In order to get a better impression on the 
monstrous size of this number, it is sufficient to imagine how long it would take to evaluate all the 
combinations, if 1013  of these combinations are evaluated within one second (which is of course 
impossible on single processor). The correct answer is 109  years. This essentially means that the 
solution of this problem would take approximately the time of the existence of the universe. 
Another complication related to this problem is the fact that function 2.10 as defined does not make 
it possible to evaluate the quality of the current solution. This is a substantial drawback, particularly 
if the evolutionary techniques are used, because there is no possibility how to determine whether the 
qualities of two subsequently found solutions are close or not. As will be shown further, when using 
the evolutionary algorithms, it is of vital importance that the information on the quality of the 
solution is available for the determination in which “direction” the optimum solution lays. This is 
not possible in the case of the SAT problem, because the function only returns TRUE or FALSE, 
i.e. “good” or “bad”. It does not return how good or bad a given solution is. 
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Fig. 138 Connections in the traveling salesman problem that form n! possible trajectories. We 
indicate the number of cities / number of connections between the cities a) 4/6, b) 7/21, c) 10/45, d) 
20/190. 
 
The SAT problem is more or less a scholastic problem. As a more practical problem from real life, 
one can use the well-known traveling salesman problem. This is a problem, in which a traveling 
salesman must visit a set of N cities in the shortest possible time or with the smallest fuel 
consumption or, as the case may be, fulfill other criteria. The traveling salesman problem can be 
visualized by means of graphs, as demonstrated in Fig. 139 - 140.  
 

 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2.29
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Fig. 139 Traveling salesman visiting seven cities: The best route is on the left and the worst route is 
on the right. 
 

 
Fig. 140 Traveling salesman visiting ten cities: The best route is on the left and the worst route is on 
the right 
 
The condition is that each route must start and end in the same city and each city should be 
visited only once. This is therefore a purely practical problem. The trajectory of the traveling agent 
represents a sequence of dots, such as, for example, “2 - 3 - ... - 7 - 26 ... ”. The number of all 
possible combinations is n!. In the case of a symmetrical problem of a traveling salesman (the 
distance from city A to B is the same as from city B to A), 2n routes repeats. In this case the final 
number of all possible combinations is (n-1)!/2. However, this number is still large. As shown in 
Fig. 141, the number of all possible combinations very quickly grows with the number of cities. 
Already for n > 6, there are more combinations in the traveling agent problem than in the SAT 
problem. Fig. 142 shows the growth of the number of solutions of the SAT problem in comparison 
with the growth of the complexity of the traveling salesman problem. 
Let us look further. The traveling salesman problem has 181,440 possible solutions for 10 cities. 

There are 1016  possible solutions for 20 cities and 1062  for 50 cities. If 60 cities is used, then 

there is 1079  of possible solutions. This number is equal to the estimated number of protons in our 
universe, i.e. if one proton is used like memory to store one possible solution, then all protons in 
universe can store only TSP with size 60 cities. No more. It is worth mentioning that there is 

approximately 1021  liters of water on our Planet [81]. It is a trivial task to calculate how many 
globes could be covered with this volume of water had we used a reservoir with a volume of 1062  
liters water. It is therefore obvious that even from such a trivial example as the optimum 
distribution of parcels, a problem may arise, whose optimum solution is not known. It is worth 
mentioning that at the present time, there are special types of evolutionary algorithms (ACO - Ant 
Colony Optimization) that manage up to 10,000 cities satisfactorily. We leave it to the kind reader 
to calculate what is the number of combinations (hint: 2.84625968091035659). 
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Fig. 141 Visualization of the travelling salesman complexity. The difference is illustrated between 
the number of roads (blue dots) and possible trajectories (red dots). 
 

 
Fig. 142 Growth of the problem complexity for SAT (blue curve) and traveling salesman (red 
curve). Starting with seven cities (or variables in SAT), the traveling salesman problem is more 
time consuming. 
 
The third and last sample problem is the artificial testing function, depicted in Fig. 143 that is used 
as a testing function for various types of evolutionary techniques; (for another example see [81]). 
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Fig. 143 Graph of test fuction 

 
This function is strongly nonlinear and it is complicated. Although the function in this example is 
artificial, one can encounter even “wilder” functions that represent real physical problems. This 
type of function looks innocent, however, it is the contrary in this case. It is necessary to realize that 
everything is running in computers, thus also the optimization of such a function, is digitized. If this 
would not be so, then it would necessary to calculate the value of the function in an infinite amount 
of points. Due to digitization, this infinity reduces to a set of values of the function, whose 
cardinality is finite, even though it is still immense. Let us assume that the computational accuracy 
of the computer used is 6 decimals. In this case every variable in a given function assumes real 
values. Through digitization, the infinity mentioned above reduces to a set of possible solutions, 
however the cardinality of this is still immense. Let us assume that variable in a given function  

Fig. 143 may assume up to 107 different values. In general terms, this function will assume 107n 
values (n is a number of variables here). This number is many times greater than the number of 
solutions of the traveling salesman problem for n ≤ 107. For n = 50, there are 10350 solutions. It is 
necessary to realize that the accuracy of present computers is much higher and the problem 
therefore generates a gigantic number of possible solutions. 
Let us mention that the complexity of problems is not measured in theoretical informatics by the 
time demand factor (even though it is so de facto in the result), but primarily by the complexity or 
dependence of the capacity of the algorithm on the growing number of input data. As was already 
mentioned, there are problems whose complexity grows nonlinearly with the growing input (for 
example, the traveling salesman problem). We then speak about algorithms with polynomial, 
exponential, etc., complexity. The examples of the complexity of problems are in Table 12 - 14 
(taken from [78]). Table 12 gives the number of possible solutions for n input parameters. If testing 
one solution takes the predefined time, the time demand factor for searching all possible solutions is 
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in Table 13. If faster computers are used, the gross estimation of the acceleration of computation is 
in Table 14. It is obvious from these tables that there are many problems that no computer can help 
to solve. 

 
Table 12 Estimation of the values of some functions 

 
For comparison: The number of protons in the visible Universe has approximately 79 digits The 
number of microseconds from the “big bang” has 24 digits. 
 

 
Table 13 Estimation of the time of f(n) operations if 1 operation takes 1 µs 

 

 
Table 14 Speed up if X times fast computer is used 

n 10 50 100 300 1,000
Function

Polynomial

5n 50 250 500 1,500 5,000
n log2 n 33 282 665 2,469 9,966

n2 100 2,500 10,000 90,000 1 million
(7 digits)

n3 1,000 125,000 1 million 27 million 1 billion
(7 digits) (8 digits) (10 digits)

Exponential

2” 1,024 16 digit 31 digit 91 digit 302 digit
number number number number

n! 3.6 million 65 digit 161 digit 623 digit giant
(7 digits) number number number number

nn 10 billion 85 digit 201digit 744 digit giant
(11 digits) number number number number

n 10 20 50 100 300
Function

Polynomial

n2 1/10,000 s 1/2,500 s 1/400 s 1/100 s 9/100 s
n5 1/10 s 3.2 s 5.2 s 2.8 hours 28.1 days

Exponential

2n 1/1,000 s 1 s 35.7 years 400 trillion 75 digit
centuries # of centuries

nn 2.8 days 3.3 trillion 70 digit 185 digit 728 digit
years # of centuries # of centuries # of centuries

Maximum dimension of the input manageable in a reasonable time

Function Current computers 100 times 1,000 times
faster computers faster computers

n N1 100N1 1,000N1

n2 N2 10 N2 31.6N2
2n N3 N3 + 6.64 N3 + 9.97
n! N4 N4 + 1 N4 + 2
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17.2 Physical Limits of Computation 

As was already mentioned, there are limits restricting the output of any computer that follow from 
the quantum-mechanical nature of mass. These limits restrict both the output of the computer and its 
memory. It is obvious from these restrictions that there are many problems that no computer can 
help to solve. 
Basic restriction in this direction is the so-called Bremermann’s limit [35], according to which it is 
not possible to process more than 1051  bites per second in every kilogram of matter. In the original 
work of this author [35], the value of 2x1047 bites per second in one gram of matter is indicated. At 
first sight, this limit does not look frightening, but only until we take “elementary” real examples 
for comparison. Let us consider chess-mate for illustration. For this game, the estimated number of 
combinations is 10120. As another example, let us consider the lattice of cellular automata [66] of 
100 x 100 cells that can only assume black and white values that represents 210000, which is 
approximately 103000  combinations - images. The current TV sets with a LCD monitor have 
approximately 1,300x700 pixels, which can assume various colors and degrees of brightness. It is 
clear that the number of combinations is much higher on an LCD monitor. 
This limit can be derived in the following relatively simple manner: For making it possible to 
measure, process and transfer information, it is necessary to store it on some physical carrier. This 
information may be electromagnetic radiation, paper tape, laser beam, etc., therefore always 
something material. Information alone, i.e., without a physical carrier, cannot exist. Because 
elementary particles and their energy states can also be used as a carrier of information, it is obvious 
that the limit of how much information the matter can carry follows from the restriction that was 
discovered at this physical level. 
In order to make it possible to measure this information, it must be modulated on the corresponding 
carrier to resolve the individual carrier’s states that represent the value of the information. Von 
Neumann [96] called the resolvable states “markers”. The lowest resolvable energy states are the 
quantum states of matter, whose resolvability from the bottom is limited by Heisenberg’s 
uncertainty relation. When deriving the already mentioned limits, it does not matter whether mass 
or energy types of carriers are considered. Both types are physically interchangeable. Therefore, if 
quantum states are considered as the smallest resolvable energy states, which will be considered as 
bits in this case, then the “energy-bit” resolution is given by Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation. 
Generally, one can say that according to the Heisenberg principle of uncertainty it is possible to 
always identify the final number of states. Because nobody can say which state will be observed, 
probability has to be used. It is common to say that variable X will have n different values with 
probability p1 , p2, .., pn Based on information theory is clear that we can get  
 

 
bits of information. This function has one global extreme only if it hold p1 = p2 =... = pn = 1/n true. 
Then 
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Such marker can carry maximally log2 n bits of information. Based on quantum nature of our world 
it is clear that there is no better marker than marker represented by n states (i.e. energy levels) of 
selected quantum system. All levels have to be in interval [0, Emax ] where Emax  is maximum of 
energy. If one can measure energy with precision ∆ E , then in the marker, can be distinguished 
maximally n + 1 =  Emax  ∆ E  + 1 energy levels. When one marker with n+1 energy levels will be 
taken into consideration, then by this marker can be represented maximally log2 (n + 1) of bits. On 
the contrary, when two markers will be used with energy levels in  [0, ½ Emax]  it can represent 
2log2 (n/2 + 1)  = log2(n/2 + 1)2 bits whereas n + 1 << (n/2 + 1)2 =  n2 / 4  + n + 1 and so on. Based 
on this, it is clear that for representation of the maximal information carried by marker is optimal, 
when n different markers with energy levels in [0, ∆E] is used, i.e. with two energy levels which 
represents 0 and 1. In total it is possible to represent maximally nlog2(n/n + 1)= nlog2(n/n + 1)= 
nlog2 2 i.e. n bits of information because clearly log22 = 1 hold. Carrier with mass m is according to 
Einstein equation equal to Emax = mc2. It is obvious that in such a carrier it is possible to maximally 
have 
 

 
bits of information. To calculate the exact amount of information stored by 2.13, then we need to 
use Heisenberg principle of uncertainty  
 

 
In which crossed h = h /2π (h is Planck constant, h-crossed  is Dirac constant). If in 2.14 the 
equality is taken into consideration, then one obtains for the upper estimation 
 

 

During time interval ∆ t it is possible to process maximally  bits of information. When  
∆ t = 1s one can get maximal number of bits which can be processed or stored in mass per 1s. For m 
= 1kg this number (lets call it BL) is 

 
 
where [BL]= 1 kg−1s−1. In this moment it is only a matter of simple calculation to get exact 
numerical value of BL, lets: speed of light and Planck constant h = 6, 62607 · 10−34J.s. Finally we 
get 

n =
Emax

∆ E
=

mc2

∆ E

∆ E∆ t ≥
h̄
2

n =
mc2

h̄
2∆ t

= 4π
mc2

h
∆ t

4π mc2

h ∆ t
which can

BL = 4π
c2

h
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This number, which we call BL here, is the so called Bremermann limit. It is the definite limit 
which gives maximal number of bits which can be processed or / and stored by an arbitrary matter. 
In the original paper Bremermann suggested 1047 which is caused by the use of nonstandard units 
(cm instead of m and grams instead of kg, as already mentioned before). 
Based on this, it is visible that in our universe the computational power is limited by matter and 
basically there is no computer (existing or theoretical) which would be able to solve arbitrary 
problems. If the mass of the Earth (5.9742 × 1024 kg) is taken into account, then a computer of such 
a mass might store (and subsequently also process) approximately 1076 bits every second. During 
the life of Earth (109 years), a computer of its mass might process maximally 1092  bits. If the output 
of a fictive computer is plotted against its mass, it is obvious (Fig. 144) that its “computational 
capacity” is exceeded already during the solution of the traveling salesman problem for a small 
number of cities/computer mass. 
 

 
Fig. 144 Simultaneously plotted dependence of the number of possible solutions of the traveling 
salesman problem on the number of cities n (red) and the number of bits processed in a computer of 
mass m (blue). Let us add for more attentive readers that there is a logarithmic scale in the left 
figure, while a “normal” in the right figure. This is the reason why the plots appear considerably 
different in both figures.  
It is clearly obvious from Fig. 144 that the break between the number of cities and the computer 
mass occurs somewhere between 43 and 44. Perhaps it is not necessary to mention that the output of 
our computer is illustrated in bits, which is a little bit misleading, because one bit is not sufficient 
for storing information on one possible solution of the traveling salesman problem. Had this been 
taken into consideration during the computation, then the result would have been different, 
nevertheless approximately the same as for the order of magnitude. 
If we take into account the ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) algorithm that satisfactorily solves the 
traveling salesman problem up to approximately 10,000 cities, then we would need a computer of 
the mass of 1035608 kg for storing and processing the information on all possible trajectories. In 
other words, 1035566 computers of the mass of the Earth, should the computation be finished during 
the life of the universe (1017 s). In a similar way [77], we would derive the shortest possible time 
during which it is possible to process the stored information. This value is t = 10−12 s; the current 
computers work in a region of 10−9 s. 

BL ≈ 1,7045·1051kg− 1 · s− 1
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In the publication [77], these considerations have been worked out in more details and applied to 
the transfer of information through an information channel (computation can also be considered as a 
transfer of information through a special channel). Beside other things, it was found that if a certain 
mass (or energy) of the transfer medium is reached, further information cannot be transferred 
through the channel, because the channel collapses into an astrophysical object called black hole. 
According to [77], the transfer of information is efficient (optimum, maximally usable), if the 
information channel is on the brink of collapsing into a black hole. Independently of whether these 
calculations are accurate or only approximate, it is obvious that physical limits restrict the 
possibilities of any computer and also of the mathematical computational methods. 
 

17.3 Conclusion 

The principles of evolutionary techniques are described in many publications focused both on 
evolutionary diagrams and in publications “outside” the field, where it is necessary to inform the 
corresponding community of experts about these techniques. A representative example is [56]. In 
these and similar monographs, the problems of evolutionary algorithms are introduced at a very 
vague level. However, there are more suitable sources of literature intended for the needs of the 
technical community. Here we mention several publications that are suitable for the possible 
extension of knowledge on ECT. We can recommend the book [29], which is very comprehensive. 
The book [80] is in principle sufficient for understanding the basic principles; the paper [28] can 
also be recommended. Among many book monographs, it is possible to mention [50] and also [61]. 
Both are written in a very understandable manner and the reader will not get lost in theorems, 
definitions and proofs that do not bring much information for practitioners and beginners. 
Description of specialized algorithms can be found in [80] and [65] (GA), [42] and [98] (PSO), 
[84], [83], [85] and [51] (DE), [100] (SOMA), [62], [59] and [92] (MA), [68] and [40] (SA), [72] 
(SS). 
Popularly written books from the field of computers are much less represented than specialized 
expert books. Much information can be found on the Internet, however, one should mention that 
this source of information is not always reliable and one can also encounter untrue and misleading 
information. 
There are many publications on the limits of computational technologies based on quantum physics. 
However, these publications are relatively very demanding on the knowledge from the field of 
quantum mechanics and mathematics. For extending the information indicated in this chapter, we 
recommend the already mentioned publications [35] and [77]. The substantial part of limits imposed 
by mass on processing and storing data is described in the first part [35]. The explanation is so 
understandable that even a reader at a high school level will understand it. In the paper [77], the 
relation between transfer channels and black holes is discussed. 
You can also read in [29] on the representation of individuals, basic concepts of ETV and the 
properties of the test functions. Of course, there are other monographs and Internet sources 
providing this information, but we consider publications mentioned above as sufficiently 
representative. 
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18 Chaos Theory for for Security Researchers 

 
This part deals with chaotic systems. Based on the characterization of deterministic chaos, universal 
features of that kind of behavior are explained. It is shown that despite the deterministic nature of 
chaos, long term behavior is unpredictable. This is called sensitivity to initial conditions. We further 
give a concept of quantifying chaotic dynamics: the Lyapunov exponent. Moreover, we explain 
how chaos can originate from order by period doubling, intermittence, chaotic transients and crises. 
In the second part of the chapter we discuss different examples of systems showing chaos, for 
instance mechanical, electronic, biological, meteorological, algorithmical and astronomical systems. 
 

18.1 Introduction 

The discovery of the phenomenon of deterministic chaos brought about the need to verify 
manifestations of this phenomenon also in experimental data. Deterministically chaotic systems are 
necessarily nonlinear, and conventional statistical procedures, which are mostly linear, are 
insufficient for their analysis. If the output of a deterministically chaotic system is subjected to 
linear methods, such signal will appear as the result of a random process. Examples include Fourier 
spectral analysis, which will disclose nonzero amplitudes at all frequencies in a chaotic system, and 
so chaos can be easily mistaken for random noise. Apart from the (now mature) signal analysis in 
both the time and frequency domains, methods operating in the phase space are gaining in 
importance. Within such methods, the trajectory of a dynamic system in the phase space is first 
reconstructed from the (usually scalar) time series, and the chaos descriptors are subsequently 
estimated or modelling is applied. This is a quite recent field of research, just going back to the 
discovery of the immersion theorem [120], [127] in the early 1980s. Despite lack of rigorous math-
ematical explanation of some issues, well interpretable results can be obtained with some caution. 
This is so, in particular, for low-dimensional systems, for the analysis of which such procedures 
have been primarily developed. Nevertheless, some rather naive applications and interpretations of 
results were attempted in the past. Examples of such simplified interpretations which contradict 
physical intuition have been cited by Drazin and King [112]. According to those authors, the early 
successes of nonlinear analysis of time series raised hopes that the day will come when we will be 
able, from periodical air temperature measurements behind the window, to identify the dynamics of 
the whole atmosphere, based on which the future climatic situation should be predictable. 
One of the goals of this chapter is to explain why such a mechanistic interpretation of determinism 
is not correct. The main reason for that naive idea to fail is exactly the existence of the deterministic 
chaos. 
This chapter discusses the most common topics of chaos theory, especially from the practical 
application aspects point of view. Common approaches to the reconstruction of the system 
trajectory in the phase space are summarized and procedures are outlined for estimating the 
correlation dimension, entropy and the largest Lyapunov exponent. Thereby, it a priori assumed that 
the sources of the time series examined are nonlinear chaotic systems. This is why, for example, 
nonlinearity tests are not described here. For the same reason, as well as due to the limited extent of 
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this book some important components of nonlinear modelling of time series, such as nonlinear 
methods for noise prediction and reduction, are omitted. The interested reader may find more 
detailed information on that topic in monographs [103], [118], [111], [113]. 
 

18.2 Characterization of Deterministic Chaos 

 
When hearing the word "chaos", people who are not experts in this field may imagine a process 
which is of a purely random nature and lacks any internal rules. Just a few people realize that "being 
chaotic" actually means complying well defined and strictly deterministic rules". As indicated in the 
historical outline, chaos is a discipline which obtained its name only in the 20th century but whose 
roots date back to the 18th and 19th centuries, associated with the finding that even simple 
problems may generate very complex and unpredictable solutions. For historical reasons, 
Hamiltonian systems were the first systems to be studied, represented then by celestial mechanics 
problems. Many rules valid for a wide class of Hamiltonian systems generating chaotic behavior 
were discovered. Later on, these rules were extended to apply to some dissipative chaotic systems 
as well. Although it deals basically with dissipative systems, this publication will include a short 
excursion to other chaos generating systems as well. 
 

18.3  Roots of Deterministic Chaos 

 
The term "chaos" covers a rather broad class of phenomena whose behavior may seem erratic and 
unpredictable at the first glance. Often, this term is used to denote phenomena which are of a purely 
stochastic nature, such as the motion of molecules in a vessel with gas etc. This publication focusses 
on the deterministic chaos, a phenomenon which as its name suggests is not based on the presence 
of a random, stochastic effects. On the contrary, it is based on the absence of such effects what may 
seem surprising at the first glance. Broadly used, the term "chaos" can denote anything that cannot 
be predicted deterministically (e.g. motion of an individual molecule, numbers in a lottery, ...). If, 
however, the word "chaotic" is combined with an attribute such as "stochastic" or "deterministic", 
then a specific type of chaotic phenomena is involved, having their specific laws, mathematical 
apparatus and a physical origin. Stochastic system (not stochastic chaos) is the appropriate term for 
a system such as plasma, gas, liquid, which should be studied by using a suitable apparatus of 
plasma physics, statistical mechanics or hydrodynamics. On the contrary, if a double pendulum, 
billiard or the similar objects are the subject of examination, a mathematical apparatus which is 
based on classical mathematics and does not exhibit "stigmata" of statistics is employed. The 
mathematical apparatus for the description and study of the systems was not chosen at random; in 
fact, it is related with the physical nature of the system being studied. Considering the class of 
systems of deterministic chaos as mentioned above, signs of chaotic behavior are usually 
conditional on the presence of nonlinearities, either in the system itself (i.e. the system is a 
nonlinear system) or in links between linear systems [115]. Usually, such nonlinearities are only 
visible after making up a mathematical model of the system or after analysis of observed data. 
Simple systems exhibiting deterministic chaos include, for instance, double pendulum, magnetic 
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pendulum, electronic circuit or a set of bars (Fig. 145) over which balls are poured from "the same" 
starting position. Since the individual examples are discussed in this monograph below, the focus 
will now be on the last-mentioned example. The example involves a very simple mechanical system 
which is an analogy of the well-known billiard problem. As Fig. 145 demonstrates, the entire 
mechanical system consists of a set of bars which are held by a vertical board and over which balls 
are poured from "the same" position. Although released from the same position, each ball follows a 
different pathway. This is so because the starting conditions are not absolutely identical; instead, 
they differ very slightly, even negligibly at first glance. It is those differences that are responsible 
for the fact that the trajectories differ appreciably. In other words, the system is sensitive to the 
initial conditions. 
 

 
 

Fig. 145 One of the possible realizations of the billiard problem 
 
This sensitivity to the initial conditions is a phenomenon which is related to the billiard problem. 
Basically, the cause is in the fact that the mechanical objects hitting each other do not possess 
ideally smooth surfaces. Due to this, even the slightest differences in the initial conditions are 
"amplified", ultimately giving rise to different trajectories. The nonlinear model shown in Fig. 145 
can serve as a next model of the billiard problem. Two types of trajectory are involved: periodic 
(Fig. 146) and chaotic (Fig. 147). The axes of incidence and recoil of the hypothetical ball are 
shown. Fig. 147 demonstrates the appearance of chaos. The ball was started from a nearly identical 
position with a difference of 1 x 1012 in this simulation. Different trajectories (red and green) can be 
discriminated after 25 iterations.  
 

 
Fig. 146 Deterministic behavior at billiard 
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Fig. 147 Chaotic behavior at billiard, difference in the initial conditions was 1x1012. After 25 
iterations trajectories has diverged. 
 
 

 
Fig. 148 Chaotic behavior at simple billiard, no periodical behavior is visible. 500 iterations from 
10 000 is depicted at this picture. 
 
 
 
Chaos can be visualized not only in the manner shown in the figures but also by means of 
interdependences of quantities of state. A trajectory having a total length of 10 000 iterations (Fig. 
148, only 500 iterations are shown) was generated for this purpose A rather wealthy set of types of 
behavior can be encountered in the real world. One of the possible categorizations is included in 
Table 15. The table encompasses both purely stochastic types of behavior (coin toss, thermal noise, 
...) and deterministic types of behavior (celestial mechanics), including chaos (intermittence, chaotic 
attractors,...). 
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Table 15 Possible types of behavior of dynamic systems [115] 
Behavior     Example 
Predictable     Planets 
Unpredictable     Coin toss 
Chaotic transitions    Billiard problem 
Intermittence                                                   Logistic equation (for A = 3.8284) 
Narrow-band chaos    Rossler attractor 
Low-dimensional broadband chaos  Lorenz attractor 
High-dimensional broadband chaos  Neuron networks 
Correlated (colored) noise   Random walk 
Pseudorandomness    Computer-generated randomness 
Randomness     Thermal noise, radioactivity 
Combination of the above types of behavior Real data 

 
 

18.4 Hamiltonian Systems 

 
The study of Hamiltonian systems has its roots in the 19th century when it was introduced by Irish 
mathematician William Hamilton. For mechanical systems, a typical feature of Hamiltonian 
systems that no dissipation of energy occurs in them, so that mechanical Hamiltonian system is also 
the so-called conservative one. In general dynamical system theory the term "conservative" means 
that certain scalar function, having typical properties of energy, is preserved along system 
trajectories. The creation of chaos theory for Hamiltonian systems was contributed to by scientists 
such as Boltzman (who laid the foundations of ergodic theory and discovered the contradiction 
between the reversibility of a system and irreversibility of its behavior) and Poincare. Assets of 
Hamiltonian systems included their amenability to solution without the deployment of computer 
techniques, something we can hardly imagine today. The mathematical apparatus and thus also the 
philosophy of Hamiltonian systems find application in many areas of physics, such as plasma 
physics, quantum mechanics and others. 
 

18.5 Dissipative Systems 

 
Dissipative dynamic systems are systems where energy escapes into the surroundings and state 
space volume is reduced. Typical examples include weight on spring (dissipation being caused by 
friction between the body and air and energy losses inside the material), motion on a wheel, 
electronic resonance circuits. Since the topics of dissipative dynamic systems is the subject of a 
whole monograph, demonstration of a concrete real system, see the classical oscillating cell, will be 
given here. This well-known classical example of a dynamic system is defined by the Lorenz 
system (3.2). 
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18.6 Universal Features of Chaos 

 
Deterministic chaos possesses many features that are common to chaotic behavior irrespective of 
the physical system which is the cause of this behavior. This common nature is expressed by the 
term universality so as to stress the universal nature of the phenomena. The quantity and properties 
of the features as well as the complexity of links between them are so extensive that they could 
make up a topic for a separate publication, such as [110]. It is not the aim of this part of the 
publication to make a detailed analysis - this would be like carrying coals to Newcastle; instead, 
only the best-known features, to be used in the subsequent sections of this book, will be highlighted. 
These include, in particular, Feigenbaum's constants α and β, the [U-sequence, Lyapunov 
exponents, self-similarity and processes by which a system usually passes from deterministic 
behavior to chaotic behavior: intermittence, period doubling, metastable chaos and crises. Another 
property which is, curiously, not included in the pantheon of universalities will be mentioned at the 
beginning: the deterministic nature and non-predictability of deterministic chaos. 
 

18.7 Determinism and Unpredictability of the Behavior of Deterministic Chaos - 
Sensitivity to Initial Conditions 

 
The deterministic structure of systems which generate chaos and their unpredictability constitute 
another typical feature of the universal properties of deterministic chaos. It is actually irrelevant 
what type the chaotic system is (chemical, biological, electronic, economic, ...): it holds invariably 
that their mathematical models are fully deterministic (there is no room for randomness as such in 
them) and they are long-term unpredictable in their behaviour. The Rossler (9) and Lorenz (10) 
attractors are the typical examples: 

 
(9) 

 
 

 (10) 
 
 
It is clear from the structure of the equations that no mathematical term expressing randomness is 
present. That apparent randomness that can be seen in deterministic chaos at first glance is not 
purely fortuitous; in fact, it is related to the sensitivity to initial conditions. This sensitivity can be 
demonstrated well on the example of a smooth hill from whose top a ball is let run down. The ball 
will take a different trajectory in each experiment, which is due to two factors: the first is the non-
ideality of the hill surface, the other, impossibility of setting the starting position absolutely 
identically when repeating the experiment. The inaccuracies are due to the ubiquitous error of 
measurement (in manufacturing the hill, in setting the position, in manufacturing the ball, ...), and 
even if all the errors could be eliminated, the uncertainty of the quantum world (i.e. Heisenberg 

ẋ1(t) = − x2(t) − x3(t)
ẋ2(t) = − x1(t) − x2(t)

5
ẋ3(t) = (x1(t) − 5.7) x3(t) + 0.2

ẋ1(t) = − a(x1(t) − x2(t))
ẋ2(t) = − x1(t)x3(t) + bx1(t) + x3(t)
ẋ3(t) = x1(t)x2(t) − x3(t).
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uncertainty principle) would ultimately take effect and act in the macro-world as well (which it 
actually does). Hence, fluctuations cannot be avoided, and so "declaring total war" on fluctuations 
is a waste of time and akin to Don Quchotte's tilting at windmills. A normal PC with appropriate 
software will do for experiments with sensitivity to initial conditions. Fig. 149 demonstrates 
sensitivity to initial conditions for the Lorenz attractor. Two time developments of the variable of 
state x (Fig. 150) are shown for a difference between the initial conditions ∆y(0) = 0.001, which 
appears as a negligible error at first glance. However, in a time as short as 24 seconds the two state 
trajectories diverge, as emphasized by the grey area between them. (Fig. 150) shows the same for 
∆y(0) = 10-9. Sensitivity to initial conditions is thus one of the characteristic features of 
deterministic chaos and can be used as an indicator when classifying a dynamic system. 
 

 
Fig. 149 Sensitivity of the variable x of the Lorenz attractor for ∆y(Q) = 0.001 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 150 Sensitivity of the variable x of the Lorenz attractor for ∆y(0) = 10-9 

 
 

18.8 Lyapunov Exponents 

 
Lyapunov exponents are another member of the family of universal features of deterministic chaos. 
They are numbers which basically express the divergence (or also convergence) of the state 
trajectories of a dynamic system. The exponents can be calculated relatively simply, both for 
discrete-time systems and for continuous-time systems. As will be explained later, Lyapunov 
exponents are closely related to the structure of the state space, which (in dynamic systems theory) 
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is represented by an array of arrows determining the time development of the system at each point 
of the space. The development of the system in this space is then represented by a (usually) 
continuous curve [125]. 
The effect of Lyapunov exponents on the behavior of the dynamic system is apparent from Fig. 151 
and 152. Figure 151 shows the state space of a simple dynamic system along with two different 
time developments starting from two different initial conditions, which only differ by Ax = 0.01 in 
the x-axis. The behavior in the two cases is entirely different. Figure 152 shows different behavior. 
Hence, the behavior of a dynamical system is determined by its physical structure, which in the 
mathematical description is represented by the state space whose quantifiers can be Lyapunov 
exponents. If one is to follow colored arrows in Fig. 151, it can be noticed that they are separating 
with increasing time. On the other hand in Fig. 152 they after certain time occupy the same set of 
points in the state space, in this case called limit cycle. This observation can be described in a 
mathematical way by the Lyapunov exponent λ, see eq. (11). The structure of the exponents can 
help assess whether chaotic behavior is present in the system or not. 
 

  

Fig. 151 State space trajectory for a dynamic 
system with 2 singular points s and S2- On the 
position si = {0,0} is repeller and at the position 
s2 = {-1,0} saddle. Start points of both 
trajectories diverge despite fact that this 
coordinates (x\ = {-1.56, 0.92} and x2 = {-1.57, 
0.92}) are very close. 

Fig. 152 Different behavior can be observed 
when both trajectories will start in different part 
of state space. Despite its bigger difference in 
starting position (x = {0.4, 0.4} and x2 = {0.8, 
0.4}) trajectories merge together after certain 
time. 

 
Consider a situation where at time to = 0, a hypersphere whose radius is 1(0) exists in the m-
dimensional phase space. Let different points of the hypersphere surface represent different initial 
conditions of the dynamical system. Hence, starting from each point of the hypothetical 
hypersphere, construct a trajectory through the phase space. After time t the hypersphere transforms 
into a new object. In the general case, this object can have a very complicated shape, especially if 
the dynamics are chaotic. However, if we restrict ourselves to very short time segments [0, t] and if 
the initial radius 1(0) is also very small, one can assume for simplicity that the initial hypersphere is 
transformed, in the ideal case, into a hyper ellipsoid. Denote /;(t) the length of the semi-major axes 
of the ellipsoid formed at time t. The Lyapunov exponent  

(11) 
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is a measure of the extension or contraction of the /«, semi-major axis of the ellipsoid. For graphic 
reasons, Lyapunov exponents are arranged by magnitude, i.e. λ1 > λ2  > … > λm, where m is the 
dimension of the phase space; this is referred to as the Lyapunov exponents spectrum. For a chaotic 
trajectory, at least one Lyapunov exponent must be positive, although, in addition, the existence of 
any asymptotic periodicity must be ruled out to confirm the chaotic nature - see, e.g., [104]. In other 
words, the possibility that the trajectory converges to some periodic orbit with t —> infinity, must 
be eliminated. But it is just this requirement that can pose a problem in practice if the dynamical 
system is investigated during a finite time interval only. Chaotic systems with more than one 
Lyapunov exponent are referred to as hyper-chaotic [123]. 
Owing to the limit t —> ∞, Lyapunov exponents introduced by eq. (11) are global quantities 
describing the system dynamics on average. Nevertheless, relating Lyapunov exponents to a certain 
part of the trajectory for a relatively short time segment t also proved to be useful. This leads to the 
concept of a local Lyapunov exponent [123], [131]. It will be clear from the above text that 
Lyapunov exponents represent the rate of divergence (or convergence) of near trajectories in the 
phase space, thus providing a measure of predictability. Hence, this warrants the question as to how 
Lyapunov exponents relate to Kolmogorov entropy. The relation can be expressed as follows [123]: 
 

(12) 

 
where equality occurs for the Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen measure, i.e. the measure which is smooth along 
an unstable manifold. Equality between Kolmogorov entropy and the sum of positive Lyapunov 
exponents is referred to as Pesin identity [124]. Now, examine the relationship between Lyapunovs 
exponents and fractal dimension. If Lyapunov exponents are negative for all z"s (A; < 0), each 
attractor of such a system must be a fixed point and thus have a zero dimension. And on the 
contrary, if A; > 0 for all i's, the trajectories in the phase space go apart constantly in all directions 
and the dimension converges to that of the phase space [131]. Hence, one will ask what the relation 
between Lyapunov exponents and the fractal dimension is. Using the spectrum of Lyapunov 
exponents Ai > A2 > ... > Xm, J. L. Kaplan and J. A. Yorke introduced the concept of Lyapunov 
dimension, sometimes referred to as the Kaplan-York dimension. If k is the largest non-negative 
integer for which 

(13) 

 
then Lyapunov dimension is defined as follows [116]: 

(14) 

 
In this definition, m has the meaning of the phase space dimension. General equality between 
Lyapunov dimension and some of the other fractal dimensions has not been proved so far. Many 
numerical experiments lead to the approximate equality dL ~ d, l is given by eq. (14), d is so called 
informational dimension, see eq. (15) 
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(15) 

 
equality between these two dimensions being found for two dimensional mappings [119]. It is 
generally believed that Lyapunov dimension and information dimension are equal for "typical" 
attractors [121], [116]. A general rule holds [109] that Lyapunov dimension is the upper limit of 
Hausdorff dimension. The fact that knowledge of Lyapunov exponents gives us an idea of fractal 
dimension can be used when testing procedures for estimating attractor dimension from time series. 
With the knowledge of the system control equations in the form of difference equations or ordinary 
differential equations the calculation of Lyapunov exponents is "merely" a technical although not 
necessarily easy task. Having calculated Lyapunov dimension from the Lyapunov exponents 
spectrum and adopting the hypothesis of its closeness to other fractal dimensions, the value of the 
dimension so obtained can be compared with the estimate based on the time series generated by the 
system control equations and, tentatively at least, assess the adequacy of some algorithms for 
nonlinear analysis of time series. The same approach can be used to examine procedures for the 
calculation of Kolmogorov entropy from experimental data, assuming validity of Pesinov identity. 
Now, pay some attention to the time of predictability of the system behavior, as mentioned earlier. 
Imagine a dynamic system with one positive Lyapunov exponent X. The initial state of the system is 
known with accuracy e. After time T, the position of the system in the phase space is known with 
accuracy L. Taking into the account eq. (11) we have [106] 

(16) 

 
which implies that 

(17) 

 
 
where K is Kolmogorov entropy. Time T expresses the time in which inaccuracy e in the 
determination of the initial conditions increases exponentially. This time is usually referred to as the 
system behavior predictability time. However, the relation above indicates that this time is not only 
dependent on the dynamics of the system (Lyapunov exponents); in fact, the magnitude of the initial 
error also plays a role: time T increases logarithmically with increasing initial accuracy. Time T can 
be only crudely identified with the predictability time and only within the context of the accuracy 
considered, which should be chosen reasonably. If you forecast, for instance, that the next winter 
will be colder than the past summer, you will probably be right but such prediction is actually 
useless for the vast majority of purposes. 
 

18.9 The U-Sequence 

The universal sequence, or the U-sequence, is another universal feature of deterministic chaos. The 
U-sequence is frequently demonstrated on iterated maps, whose typical representative is the well-
known logistic equation. The U -sequence can be observed in the behavior of a number of dynamic 
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systems whose mathematical model contains unimodal mapping (with one extreme). The logistic 
equation is a typical example. The term unimodal mapping denotes the dependence of a next value 
on the preceding values when the control parameter is varied. For instance, if control parameter A is 
varied within the interval of [0,4], the functional dependence shown in Fig. 153 emerges. The value 
at which this dependence attains its maximum is usually referred to as the critical point [117]. This 
value is 0.5 in Fig. 153, as indicated by a vertical ordinate. When the initial conditions are set, the 
development of the system is shown graphically as a sequence of points (Fig. 154) on the unimodal 
curve. The points of this sequence are assigned the letter L or R according to whether they lie to the 
left or to the right of the critical point. 
U-sequences listed in Table 16 can be observed for the logistic equation. This and other sequences 
are also observable with other mathematical models of dynamic systems. 

 
 

Fig. 153 Unimodal sequence of the logistic equation 
 
 

Table 16 U-sequence 
 

Period   U-sequence      Parameter A value 
2           R 3.2361 
4           RLR 3.4986 
6           RLRRR 3.6275 
5           RLRR 3.7389 
3           RL 3.8319 
6           RLLRL 3.8446 
5           RLLR 3.9057 
6           RLLRR 3.9375 
4           RLL 3.9603 
6           RLLLR 3.9778 
5           RLLL 3.9903 

 
A graphic presentation of such sequences is also possible in 2D graphs by assigning white color to 
the R-positions and black color to the L-positions. Therefore, one can easily see when U-sequences 
agree with one another. Figs 154 and 155 depict the U-sequences for the logistic equation and for 
the following equation 

(18) 

 
called as the quadratic one. The sequences are the same for A equation and C = 1.1 in the latter 
equation. 
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Fig. 154 Graphical representation of the U- 
sequence for the logistic equation with pa-
rameter A  
 

Fig. 155 Graphical representation of the U-
sequence for the quadratic equation with 
parameter C 

 
 

18.10 Intermittence, Period Doubling, Metastable Chaos and Crises 

 
The emergence of chaos is not a phenomenon that can be described as a purely discrete event; 
instead, it has a "transient phase" during which the system behavior changes from predictable to 
chaotic, both by a deterministic pathway and by a random pathway. The two processes are often 
intertwined, representing thus a kind of "universal" pathway to chaos. Period doubling is a typical 
example of a deterministic transition [117]. This is a phenomenon where the period of the system 
behavior doubles and at some control parameter levels transforms into chaotic behavior. This is 
demonstrated for the logistic equation in Fig. 156 and 157, where the left part displays the period 
doubling mode and the right part displays intermittence. It is of interest to note that the geometric 
objects which are seen on the right in Fig. 157, having a triangular shape (iterations 30 - 40, 50 - 
60), are known from stock exchange developments and are employed for near-future time series 
behavior estimates. 
The emergence of intermittence [117] is associated with very fine changes in the control parameter, 
which can be due to noise or, for instance, to numerical instability. Due to such fine changes the 
system behavior changes dramatically, being transferred from one type of behavior to the other. The 
emergence of intermittence from the logistic equation is shown in Figs 158 and 159 by means of the 
WEB diagram [117], [107]. A web diagram, also sometimes called a cobweb plot, is a graph that 
can be used to visualize successive iterations of a function xn+1 = f(xn). The diagram is called WEB 
because its straight line segments "anchored" to the functions and can resemble a spider web - thus 
WEB diagram.  
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Fig. 156   Period doubling for the logistic 
equation... 

Fig. 157 ... and intermittence. 
 

 

  
Fig. 158 WEB diagram of the logistic equation 
for A = 3.7375 and 70 iterations 
 

Fig. 159 WEB diagram (detail) of the logis tic 
equation for A = 3.7375 and 70 iterations 

 
In Fig. 156 a small change causes the behavior to "switch" to the chaotic mode whose overall 
appearance is shown in Fig. 157. If this change is due to a continuous change in the control 
parameter, a crisis (see later) can take place if promoted by the configuration of the system. This 
means that the entire chaotic attractor can vanish or be replaced by another attractor [117]. A little 
bit more detailed analysis of the various pathways leading to chaos will be presented later. 
 
Feigenbaum Constants 
 
As mentioned in the section highlighting the history of theories dealing with deterministic chaos, 
the theoretical physicist Mitchell Feigenbaum devised two constants which certainly belong to the 
set of universalities of deterministic chaos. Their nature and application can be best explained using 
examples which include graphical visualization of the development of a chaotic system, specifically 
bifurcation diagrams (Fig. 160).  
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Fig. 160 Source of Feigenbaum's constants - self-similarity of bifurcation diagrams. Left: diagram 
for the logistic eq. (19); right: section for the equation containing the trigonometric function, eq. 
20). 
 
 
The diagrams were generated by using (19) and (20): 

(19) 

 
(20) 

 
 
They differ in a comprehensive representation (Fig. 160) but a detailed view shows that different 
systems can produce virtually identical behavior: Two Feigenbaum's constants a and 8 follow from 
Fig. 160. Basically, they are numbers (constants) representing geometric convergence of bifurcation 
diagrams. Both diagrams exhibit branch splitting which proceeds in a very similar manner, as 
regards both the x-axis and the y-axis. This can be seen in detail in Fig. 160. 
Fig. 160 demonstrates that when the control parameter is changed, the system behavior changes so 
that the branches in the bifurcation diagram are divided into two additional branches each while a 
distance from the most recent division is progressively diminishing. If the branching is projected 
into the x-axis and the ordinates in which the branching has taken place are denoted sequentially, a 
sequence of numbers is obtained expressing the geometric convergence of the bifurcation diagram 
with respect to the x-axis. This set of numbers also expresses the second Feigenbaum's constant, 8, 
given by relations (21) and (22). 

(21) 

 
(22) 

 
Constant 8 is the limit of numbers which can be understood, with some exaggeration, as "local 
Feigenbaum's constants". The first Feigenbaum's constant is a (which also precedes 8 in the Greek 
alphabet). This constant is derived by a similar procedure. The branching process is accompanied 
by changes in the distance between the points of branching, denoted d„. Once again, constant a is 
given by the limit of the ratio of the current distance to the previous distance. The mathematical 
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formula is given by eq. (23). The limiting sequences leading to the above constants can be 
calculated even from simple mathematical models, such as the logistic equation.  

(23) 

 
Feigenbaum's constants are physical parameters which are common to a wide class of systems. 
From how the constants are derived (as also indicated in [117]) also follows how they can be used, 
specifically, how 8 can be used to predict additional bifurcations in the system. Realizing that 8 
describes the measure of subsequent bifurcations, the prediction principle is quite clear. Starting 
from eq. (21) and (22) and rearranging, one arrives at eq. (24), which can be used to calculate the 
control parameter value at which the next bifurcation will take place.  

(24) 

 
In this manner the values can be obtained, or as shown by relations (25) and (26). 

(25) 

 
(26) 

 
Hence, the result is fully determined by the two preceding bifurcations. Substitution of eq. (24) in 
(25) gives eq. (26), which enables us to calculate from two values of the control parameter A„ at 
which bifurcation takes place. In this manner one can proceed up to the value (28) at which chaos 
appears. In fact, this prediction is approximate only; nevertheless, as proved by various experiments 
[117], the predictions fit the reality quite well. 

(27) 

 
(28) 

 

18.11 Self-similarity 

 
Another common feature of chaos is self-similarity [107], a phenomenon which can be seen quite 
well on bifurcation diagrams. Self-similarity is best demonstrable in fractal geometry. Basically, 
self-similarity is the property of a geometric object that contains a component part which is 
identical with or very similar to the geometric structure of the whole object. In other words, a sub-
set of the parent object is similar to the parent object. This property is actually only a geometric-
linguistic expression of rather complex mathematical structures and the associated mathematical 
apparatus which is used in fractal geometry. Self-similarity can be demonstrated graphically on two 
classic fractal objects - snowflake and fern (Fig. 161 - 162). Take any part of the object: its structure 
will resemble that of the basic object. 
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Fig. 161 Self-similarity in snowflake ... 
 

Fig. 162 ... and in fern. 

The same applies, for instance, to bifurcation diagrams. Since their structure is determined by 
Feigenbaum's constants, which are universal for chaos as such, some graphical visualizations of 
chaos can be expected to exhibit self-similarity, viz. within a single visualization (a single 
bifurcation diagram) or among several bifurcations diagrams of different systems. This is well 
illustrated by the demonstration of self-similarity using bifurcation diagrams (Fig. 160). The 
diagrams clearly display self-similarity. The result will be the same with other bifurcation diagrams 
also. Self-similarity and other fractal properties can also be found in other visualizations of course 
(chaotic attractors), but bifurcation diagrams are apparently most graphic for this purpose. 
 

18.12 From Order to Chaos 

Deterministic chaos as such does not exist on its own. In fact, it is a type of behavior that can be 
observed in some nonlinear systems and which can be tackled from various sides. Usually, two 
methods to get to chaotic behavior are described in the literature: through local bifurcations and 
through global bifurcations. The two categories are then classed further into special subgroups of 
transition to chaos. For local bifurcations these include period doubling, quasi-periodicity, and 
intermittence, the last-mentioned being further granulated into Type I (tangent bifurcation), Type II 
(Hopf's bifurcation), and Type III (period doubling). For global bifurcations, these include chaotic 
transients and crises. An overview of the transitions is shown in Table 17.  
 
Table 17 Routes to chaos 
Way to chaos   Note 
Local bifurcation     Period doubling, quasi-periodicity, intermittence (type I, II a HI)  
Global bifurcation   Transients, crisis 
 
Transient to chaotic behavior is very often combination of transients mentioned in the Table 17. 
Complexity of final transient depend on dynamical system structure, but also on the set of signals 
which influent behavior of given dynamical system. 
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18.13 Period Doubling 

 
Period doubling is another way to reach chaos domain and is joined with so called limit cycles. 
Term "period doubling" means that under certain conditions is behavior of dynamical system 
doubling its periodical behavior (from period 2 to period 4, etc..) which is remoted by certain 
control parameter of observed system. Period doubling is easily observable on so called Poincare 
section, which is in fact, N — 1 dimensional plane through which trajectory is going. All 
intersections with plane are recorded and are observable like points on Poincare plane, as is 
depicted at Fig. 163, Fig. 165 or Fig. 167. Under changes of control parameter, system's trajectory 
is doubling (number of intersection increase) till chaotic behavior is reached. Period doubling is 
observable in systems which containing "internal" frequency and are controlled by external signal. 
In the case that there is no external control input and period doubling is observable, system must 
contain both signals (frequencies) generated under suitable conditions. 
Both frequencies, or better their mutual combination, determine resulting behavior of dynamical 
system, which is determined by mutual ratios of both frequencies (lets call them for now (ωr and 
ωR) which can be rational or irrational. In the case of rational ratio, is resulting trajectory periodical, 
in the case of irrational ratio one can observe quasi-periodical trajectories. The influence of both 
frequencies can be easily generated by (29). Equations parametrically describe dynamics of 
trajectory in 3D on a torus, with radius R and r. Frequencies ωR and ωr are of rotation around main 
torus radius R and radius of its body r. On figure 163 and 164 is depicted trajectory for ωR = 3 and 
ωr = 2 including Poincare's surface with three points. Trajectory is periodical. For ωr = 2.1 is 
trajectory more complicated, see Fig. 3.22 and 3.23. If the raion of both frequencies become to be 
more irrational, then torus surface is more densely covered and at Poincare section is cutting 
trajectory creating a circle.  

 
 

 (29) 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 163  Trajectory and its Poincare section for 
ωR = 3 
 

Fig. 164 and ωr = 2.1 
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Fig. 165 Trajectory for ωR= 2 and different ωr Fig. 166  Trajectory for ωR= 2 and different ωr 
 
If any of the two frequencies is changed, the resulting trajectory need not necessarily be more 
chaotic; on the contrary, if the two frequencies are in suitable (“more rational”) ratios, 
“deterministic windows” can appear in the trajectory behavior, i.e. the trajectory does not exhibit 
chaotic motion. This is demonstrated in Fig. 163 - 166, where more or less chaotic behavior of the 
resulting trajectory can be observed for different. If the behavior becomes chaotic, the trajectory 
forms a ring, called a drift ring, on the Poincare plane. 
The pathway leading to chaos and containing period doubling has the following structure: singular 
point → limiting cycle → period doubling → quasi-periodicity → chaos. Period doubling and 
quasi-periodicity play the parts of chain links only. Apart from special cases, transition from quasi-
periodicity to chaos is only possible if a new, third frequency appears in the system with a constant 
change in the control parameter. Three dimensions as a minimum are needed for chaos to emerge. If 
(except for special cases as mentioned) chaos could emerge for less that 3 dimensions, this would 
be in violation of the Poincare-Bendixon theorem, according to which chaos cannot emerge in 2D. 
Period doubling with subsequent quasi-periodicity is a universal phenomenon which can be 
observed in a wide range of dynamic systems. The only condition that must be met is that a suitable 
number of frequencies exist in the system, while the physical structure of the system does not 
matter. When studying the phenomenon of period doubling, the system can be looked upon as pair 
of systems where one system is superior to (affects - controls) the other system. This is also referred 
to as oscillator locking (coupling), specifically frequency locking, phase locking or mode locking 
[117], which are different names for the same phenomenon. The extent of locking is given by the 
(Or and 0)r, or more generally by ah and C02 in (30), frequency ratio, and is denoted w, from the 
term winding number (also called rotation number). 
 

 (30) 
 
If w is determined by a rational ratio, then the wandering trajectory only forms a finite set of points 
on Poincare section, and vice versa. It is noteworthy that if the winding number w is plotted in 
dependence on a suitably chosen system parameter, a fractal called “devil’s staircase” [117], [107] 
appears. Devil’s staircase for the “circular sine” (eq. 20) discrete dynamic system is shown in Fig. 
167. Meaning of φ in eq. (31) is such that it is based on general description φn+1 = f(φn) in which 
f (φ ) is periodic in angle φ , see [117], page 263-265. This staircase is a monotonically increasing 
curve whose horizontal segments correspond to the winding number (calculated as the ωR and ωr 
frequency ratio) at which frequency locking takes place. 
 

(31) 
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Period doubling can also be observed in systems whose mathematical model does not directly 
include any frequency (which does not imply that such a model cannot be set up for the system). 
Typical examples include the above logistic equation, as demonstrated in Fig. 167.  
 

 
Fig. 167 Devil’s staircase for the “circular sine” discrete dynamic system with K = 1.2 and Θ = 0.3 
and Ω ∈ [0.25, 0.75] 
 

18.14 Intermittence 

Intermittence is a next pathway to chaos. During this transition to chaos, irregularly appearing 
regions of chaotic behavior whose length and frequency of occurrence depend on the appropriate 
system control parameters can be observed in the time development of the system. As the 
parameters are gradually changed, the chaotic segments can be more and more frequent and 
ultimately become the only observable behavior of the system (or vice versa). Once again, the 
behavior of the logistic eq. (19) can be used to demonstrate intermittence (Fig. 168). Intermittence, 
of both types in which it is usually classed, is seen in both graphs. First type intermittence is a 
phenomenon where deterministic (periodic) behaviour alternates with chaotic behavior (Fig. 168). 
Second type intermittence is characterized by changes in behavior between chaos and quasi-
periodicity (Fig. 169-171). It is noteworthy that in both cases, an object whose apexes fill an 
imaginary triangle appears in the development roughly at the 30th iteration. This object has its name 
and is amply used  
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Fig. 168 Period doubling in the logistic equation 
 
in stock exchange speculations to predict the near-future behavior of stocks. One of the technical 
indicators, its name is Triangle. Generally speaking, intermittence is based on the existence of 
singular points in the dynamic system’s state space. The abrupt dramatic change in the system 
behavior is due to the fact that some singular points vanish when the control parameter is changed 
slightly and are not replaced by other singular points. As some singular points vanish, the remaining 
singular points and their attractivity basins undergo overall position reconfiguration, and as a 
consequence, a trajectory which was periodic becomes chaotic and vice versa. The reverse 
phenomenon is also feasible of course, singular points can “be formed”, whereupon the state space 
is reconfigured and the system behavior changes. 
The dependence of the existence of singular points on an external control parameter can be well 
demonstrated on iterative mappings, e.g. on the logistic equation. Fig. 169 shows the logistic 
equation in five-fold iteration for different values of the control parameter A. If A = 3.74, this 
“system” includes some singular points of the sink type, by which trajectories are attracted, and 
some source type points, by which trajectories are repulsed. In the steady state the behavior can then 
be deterministic. If the A-values start to change towards 3.72, singular points vanish (no point of 
intersection with the logistic equation curve with a slope of 45◦ exists). If the system development 
reaches this area, it starts to exhibit deterministic behavior, because it cannot do otherwise in the 
limited space between the slope and logistic equation curve (see Fig. 170). Since the intersection of 
the curve and 45◦ straight line emerges or vanishes here, this phenomenon is called tangent 
bifurcation or also saddle-node bifurcation. 
 

  
Fig. 169 Logistic equation intermittence  
for A = 3.7375 

Fig. 170 and 3.7427 

 

 
Fig. 171 Occurrence of intermittence for the logistic equation with A = 3.7375, detail from Fig. 170 
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In this case the logistic equation tends to chaos. If the parameter varied from 3.72 to 3.74, 
deterministic sequences would be more and more frequent in the chaotic behavior and ultimately 
the behavior would be purely deterministic. So far it was tacitly assumed that the intermittence was 
induced by purely deterministic A-parameter setting. In the real world, however, virtually 
everything is affected by noise, which can superpose control signals as well as other signals. This 
implies that noise can also affect the A-parameter, which otherwise can also be constant, 
approaching tangent bifurcation. It will be clear that with a suitable noise intensity and nature, the 
A-parameter can take values at which singular points vanish, and furthermore, that due to the 
properties of noise, this value will be transient rather than permanent and that the A-parameter will 
eventually return to its initial value. The frequency of occurrence of intermittence so induced can be 
quite different from that obtained by deterministic “excitation”. The effect of noise on the existence 
or non-existence of intermittence is a problem which is too complex to be discussed in this 
publication. 

  
Fig. 172 Behaviour of the logistic equation with 
A = 3.74 

Fig. 173 and 3.72, 60 iterations 

 
Fig. 174 Behaviour of the relation xn + 1 = Asin(xn) + xn at A = 4.61 and x0 = 0.91 
 
 

18.15 Chaotic Transients 

 
Chaotic transients are a typical phenomenon accompanying models that are based on differential 
equations. The state space of such a system-model generally includes n singular points lying on the 
intersections of separatrices dividing the state space into regions with different types of behavior. A 
state space can generally have N dimensions and so a separatrix may not be a mere curve; instead, it 
constitutes a smooth, differently wavy plane referred to as manifold. Such manifolds can get, 
without any collision, as far as the state space boundary or else they can intersect. The source of 
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deterministic chaos in dynamic systems modeled by differential equations is the manner in which 
the manifolds intersect and thus separate the state space regions from one another. Two types of 
manifold intersections exist: homoclinic and heteroclinic. The principle can be best explained on 
manifolds in 3D with a Poincare plane. An artificial example of manifolds is shown in Fig. 175 and 
3.39, exhibiting also their Poincare plane. Manifolds are classed into stable manifolds (in-set) and 
unstable manifolds (out-set). If a state trajectory starts its path on a stable manifold, it is attracted 
directly into a singular point, whereas repulsion occurs if the manifold is unstable. This also holds 
for reasonably near manifold neighborhoods. Generally, the nearer a state trajectory is to a 
manifold, the more its behavior will be affected by that manifold. Homoclinic intersection is an 
intersection of manifolds originating from the same singular point. This is demonstrated in Fig. 176 
and 3.41 showing a special case of intersection of manifolds which is more interlinking than 
intersection. Homoclinic intersections, demonstrated in Fig. 176 are less common. If two manifolds 
intersect in this manner, the intersecting manifold will create a set of intersections of which there 
are infinitely many and whose “density” increases towards the singular point. It will be clear that 
3D representation of such intersection creates a much more complex structure - the old state space 
is broken down and trapped in any regions from which the trajectory cannot escape and an attractor 
emerges. 
The appearance of an attractor is thus determined by the formation of a kind of “pocket” whose 
boundaries are formed by two manifolds of opposite nature. As explained above, manifolds affect 
the behavior in their neighborhood. If a trajectory starts its path anywhere within such a region, then 
it is necessarily attracted by one of the manifolds and repulsed by the other manifold. The moment 
the trajectory is attracted near to a set of points that appear as a singular point on the Poincare plane 
and forms a homoclinic trajectory in 3D, it is hurled off due to the presence of an unstable manifold. 
Such a trajectory moves constantly on trajectories which do not repeat. An artificial case of such 
development is shown in Fig. 175 and 176. Singular points (and manifolds rising from them) are 
saddle type, and the chance that the trajectory will starts its path precisely in the position of a 
homoclinic point set is nearly certainly nil. This is contributed to by the ubiquitous noise, 
inaccuracy of measurement, etc., including quantum uncertainty which is actually transformed as 
far as to the macroworld. 
The Lorenz attractor is a clear example of the emergence of chaos based on intersecting manifolds, 
we recommend to read for more [114].  
 

 

 

Fig. 175 Trajectory in a region bounded by 
manifolds and by their intersections 

Fig. 176 and 3.72, 60 iterations 
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18.16 Crises 

Crises are a phenomenon where chaotic behavior usually changes dramatically. Such changes can 
be of various nature. Deterministic behavior can vanish altogether, to be replaced by pure chaos, or 
conversely, the magnitude of the attractor changes, as does the size of its basin of attraction. Such 
changes have a common denominator, namely, the quality and configuration of singular points in 
the state space, including their change in dependence on the control parameters. Crises are 
categorized into 2 classes: boundary crises and interior crises. Boundary crises occur on imaginary 
boundaries of attractors, which are determined by a suitable control parameter value. For the 
logistic equation, the boundary is A = 4. Beyond this boundary the chaotic attractor, represented by 
“snowing” in the bifurcation diagram, vanishes. This is due to the divergence of the trajectory away 
from the region in which the chaotic attractor was initially present. For the logistic equation with A 
= 4 and x0 ∈ [0, 1] the trajectory is confined in the chaotic attractor, because any calculated value of 
it again lies within the interval of [0, 1], and since it serves as the logistic equation argument in the 
next iteration, it is clear that such a number would also belong to that interval. However, if A is 
changed, say, to A = 4.1, then levels in excess 1 can be attained in the area of the apex of the 
parabola generated by the logistic equation. The time needed to attain that area is relatively short. If 
a trajectory “strays” into that area, it starts running away from the area where the chaotic attractor 
was initially present at A = 4. In other words, if the value is changed to A > 4, a “creep-hole” in the 
chaotic attractor opens up, enabling the trajectory to escape. Such change can be caused by 
deterministic influences (control, ...) or by random effects (noise). Boundary crisis is demonstrated 
for the logistic equation in the form of the WEB diagram in Fig. 177. When the number of iterations 
exceeds 11, the trajectory reaches the apex of the parabola and escapes to infinity in this case. 
Something similar can also be observed on the “circular sine” bifurcation diagram (Fig. 178), where 
chaos vanishes abruptly at K = 3.8 and purely deterministic behavior establishes in a different 
region of the state space (up to a value of approximately 4.27). The same effect can be observed in 
Henon bifurcation diagram at C = 1.8.  
 

 

 

Fig. 177 WEB diagram of the logistic equation 
for A = 4.1. Example of boundary crisis 

Fig. 178 “Circular sine” bifurcation diagram 
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Fig. 179 Bifurcation diagram of “Gausian map” 
xn+1 = e−bx2n +c 

Fig. 180 Bifurcation diagram of  
xn+1 = A sin (xn +xn) 

 
 
Interior crises are changes in behavior during which the chaotic attractor undergoes dramatic 
changes but does not vanish. The bifurcation diagram of the Gaussian map (Fig. 179) is a graphic 
example showing how the chaotic attractor structure changes in dependence on the control 
parameter c. The expansion of the chaotic attractor is usually due to collision of a trajectory with a 
source type or unstable limiting cycle type singular point. In such case the trajectory is “hurled off” 
to regions where it normally would not get or would get in an extremely long time. Like in 
intermittences, noise plays an important role in crises. 
Due to crises, attractors can be linked up into a single one, or conversely, can decompose into 
several attractors [126]. Fig. 180 shows the behavior of equation xn+1 = A sin(xn) + xn in dependence 
on A-parameter and different initial conditions. Observing what happens when this parameter is 
increased, one finds that all attractors are combined into a single one starting from A ≈ 4.603. 
Before this level, the trajectory develops in one of the attractors shown only, in dependence on A 
and on the starting value. The trajectories only merge at A > 4.603. Decrease in A is accompanied 
by the reverse effect - decomposition of the bound attractor into a number of disjoint attractors at A 
< 4.603. 
 
 

18.17 Selected Examples 

 
Deterministic chaos can be observed in many dynamic systems of different nature. Included are 
electronic systems (Chua’s circuit, circuits with diodes, circuits with digital filters,...), mechanical 
systems (double pendulum, magnetic pendulum, billiard problem, ...), biological systems (logistic 
equation, evolutionary dynamics systems, ...), physical systems (physical plasma, the three-body 
problem, hydrodynamics, ...) and others. Some can be simply materialized on the bench, whereas 
others can only be observed within a natural process. The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate 
deterministic chaos on selected examples, specifically from the domains of mechanics, electronics, 
biology, meteorology and numbers theory. 
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18.17.1 Mechanical System – Billiard 

 
There are countless examples of deterministic chaos in classical mechanics. A very didactic 
example is the experiment with small balls falling through a system of bars fixed in a wall. This 
problem concerns the reflection of two bodies with curved surfaces - balls in this case - or of a 
radius (beam) from a spherical surface. Taking into account the curvature of the surfaces it will be 
clear that even the slightest change in the initial conditions will bring about differences in the 
repeated trajectory. Sensitivity to initial conditions in the billiard problem can be clearly seen on the 
simulation of falling of a ball through a system of bars with 20 rows (Fig. 181). Here the simulation 
was repeated four times with differences in the initial conditions (x-axis) of 0, 0.00001, 0.00002, 
and 0.00003, respectively. The difference in the initial conditions was thus in the order 10−5. 
Despite the small number of bar rows (exactly 20) the trajectories are apparently different starting 
from the seventh row. 
The billiard problem can be demonstrated not only on classic balls but also on many other types of 
“billiard”, which are basically curved surfaces forming together closed objects in which the 
divergence of colinear radii can be well observed. Another example is at Fig. 182. It is clearly 
visible that trajectories diverge after a few iterations. Starting positions were x1 = 0.936578, y1 = 
1.31709 and x2 = 0.936578, y2 = 1.3063. 
 

 
 

Fig. 181 Another variant of the billiard - trajectories diverge after a few iterations. Starting 
positions were x1 = 0.936578, y1 = 1.31709 and x2 = 0.936578, y2 = 1.3063 
 
 

Start here
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18.17.2 Electronic System – Chua’s Circuit, Circuit with a Diode 

 
Electronic circuits are among the most popular systems used to demonstrate deterministic chaos. 
Their popularity stems from the fact that electronic circuits are easy to set up and provide fast 
response to impulse. Typical representatives of electronic circuits with deterministic chaos include 
Chua’s circuit, whose hardware design and behaviour are shown in Fig. 183 - 186, respectively. The 
core of Chua’s circuit is a nonlinear resistor, eq. (32), sometimes called Chua’s diode [134]. 
On Fig. 183 Chua’s attractor visualized by the program Mathematica (left) and on the oscilloscope 
connected to its hardware implementation shown in Fig. 184 (left) Chua’s circuit can be described 
mathematically by eq. (32), which can be used to simulate the behavior of the circuit: 
 

(32) 
 
 

(33) 
 
 
where the nonlinear resistor g(x) is represented by (34), 
 

(34) 
 
If suitable initial conditions are set as described by (33), a chaotic attractor can be found in the 
system (Fig. 182). 

 
Fig. 182 State trajectories of Duffing’s equation with dissipation 
 

g(x) = m0x+
m1 − m0

2
(|x+ b1| − |x− b1|) +

m2 − m1

2
(|x+ b2| − |x− b2|)
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Fig. 183 Scheme of the Chua’s circuit ...  Fig. 184 ... and hardware design of Chua’s 
circuit. 

 

 

 
Fig. 185 Simulation of the Chua’s circuit ... Fig. 186 ... and the real behavior 
 
 

18.17.3 Biological system - logistic equation 

 
The logistic equation is the most typical example in the domain of biological systems. This equation 
models the evolution of dynamic co-evolutionary systems of the predator-prey type in which all the 
relevant behaviour types are present. The logistic equation is modelled by relation eq. (35). An 
important element in this equation is the control parameter A, whose gradual change in the equation 
gives rise to behaviour which can be visualized conventionally (Fig. 187) or by means of the 
bifurcation diagram (Fig. 188). Logistic equation is a suitable tool for studying the transition from 
deterministic behaviour to chaotic behaviour as well as phenomena accompanying that of transition, 
such as intermittence and period doubling. Recall that the logistic equation takes the form Fig. 187 
shows chaotic behaviour of the logistic equation for precisely defined initial conditions and control 
parameter A. The behaviour depends both on the initial conditions and on the control parameter, as 
the two bifurcation diagrams in Fig. 188 clearly demonstrate. 
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(35) 
 

 
Fig. 187 Behaviour of the logistic equation in time for A = 4, x0 = 0.2027. 
 

 
Fig. 188 Bifurcation diagram of the logistic equation. 
 
The diagrams show the chaotic patterns of the system behaviour in dependence on the control 
parameter. We would like also to note that the bifurcation diagram (and bifurcation in general) is 
related to abrupt changes in the system behaviour, referred to as catastrophes, in dependence on the 
control parameter (Thom’s catastrophe theory, see also [114], [105], [122]). 
 

18.17.4 Meteorological system - Lorenz weather model 

A typical representative of deterministic chaos is a very simple model of the behaviour of weather 
expressed by a system of equations devised by Edward Lorenz at MIT in 1963. Lorenz is generally 
regarded as the discoverer of deterministic chaos. The equations, including the initial conditions, are 
given by (36). They represent a hydrodynamic model of the behaviour of a gas or liquid during 
external heating [117]. A simulation of (35) provides the weather chaotic attractor. The attractor 
consists of two lobes in whose centres are singular points that attract trajectories from their 
neighbourhood and, after certain attraction, repulse them away. The arrangement of the two singular 
points is such that the repulsed trajectories get into the attraction domain of the opposite singular 
point, where the process is repeated. 
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(36) 
 
The origin of the Lorenz attractor, including modifications in the nature and positions of the 
singular points, is described in detail in [114]. It should be noted that the accuracy of calculation of 
the behaviour of a chaotic system also depends on the software and method used. 
 
Spatiotemporal chaos 
The systems discussed so far demonstrated deterministic chaos in the time domain, i.e. where 
chaotic behaviour can be observed in the system behaviour developing in time. In addition to this 
type of chaotic behaviour, another type exists, see spatiotemporal behaviour ([117], [125]), 
occurring in systems that are described, e.g., by partial differential equations. Hence, they are 
systems with distributed parameters. This type of behaviour can be nicely and simply demonstrated 
on the logistic equation discussed in the previous section (other iteration equations can also be used, 
of course) in parallel connection, referred to as Coupled Map Lattices (CML). This is a 
spatiotemporally coupled system with the development of n equations that affect each other via a 
coupling constant, usually denoted ε. CML can be regarded as a field of kind of “oscillators” which 
affect each other. Mathematical description of a CML using an iteration equation for its activity 
consists in (37) where the function which is denoted f (...) represents the iteration equation. 
 

(37) 
 
Equation (37) is referred to as a symmetric CML because the kth equation acts on its neighbours 
(through the coupling constant ε) equally on both sides. Asymmetric CMLs whose description is, 
naturally, slightly modified, also exist. Such types of relatively simple spatiotemporal chaotic 
systems provide a very wide scale of behaviour, which is used for modelling this type of chaos as 
well as for the study of its control and use in information transmission and encoding. Figs 189 to 
191 show the behaviour of a CML according to eq. (37) where term f (...) is replaced by the logistic 
equation, or more precisely by 100 logistic equations that affected each other during 100 iterations. 
In Fig. 189, black points denote values exceeding the level of 0.88 (according to [125]). The other 
points remain white, due to which information regarding the actual diversity of the spatiotemporal 
chaos is lost. This is demonstrated by Fig. 190, where a gray-scale picture is depicted. Fig. 191 
shows another version of CML: 2D version, i.e. both axis x and y are logistic equations joined 
together. Time line is axis z, which is not visible in Fig. 191, this figure is basically only slice cut of 
2D CML in iteration 200. 
Naturally, CML is not the only method to simulate spatiotemporal chaos. Considerably more 
complex descriptions (as regards mathematical formalism and solution) exist and will be discussed 
in Chapter 6, dealing with the control of chaos. 
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Fig. 189 CML in black-white vizualization... 
 

 
Fig. 190 ... and its gray-scale version. 
 

 
Fig. 191 2D CML. 
 
 

18.17.5 Cellular automata - Game of Life 

Cellular automata [132] represent a tool that can be employed to simulate extensive or complex 
systems. The history of cellular automata can be traced back to ancient China, specifically to the 
year 1303. This is the era of origin of the Chinese arithmetic triangle, better known as Pascal’s 
triangle (after the French mathematician Blaise Pascal, 1623 - 1662) published in 1527, which 
indirectly led to the later development of probability theory. Cellular automata only enjoyed boom 
with the development of PCs, which enabled their use in virtually any branch of human activity. 
Among applications of cellular automata are, for instance, simulation of forest fires, differentiation 
of cells in human body (Kuffman’s model), the human body’s immune failure, hydrodynamic 
phenomena (e.g. motion of particles of a fluid, was used to simulate the behaviour of 4 million 
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molecules) and passage of a liquid through unordered geometric structures such as sand. Given the 
computa ional capacity of currently available hardware, cellular automata appeared to be so to say 
predestined for technically demanding “parallel” simulations of systems such as the flow of 
molecules of a liquid or gas, etc. In such “huge” simulations, cellular automata feature simplicity as 
well as high speed as compared to conventional calculations. Cellular automata can also be used to 
simulate tessellations, i.e. mosaics, which find application in investigations into the creation of 
mosaics in various materials, the shape of boundaries of territories of various predators or the 
propagation of epidemics. A cellular automaton can be imagined as a grid/matrix, where each 
square/matrix element represents a cell. In simple automata all cells are subject to a single law, 
owing to which the most bizarre images can emerge. Apart from their geometrical meaning, such 
images can provide information about the dynamics of the process involved. If a phenomenon is 
simulated which is not homogeneous or isotropic (which means identical properties in all points and 
directions), then this fact must be taken into account when formulating the rule governing the 
cellular automaton. Among the best known and most popular cellular automata is the Game of Life, 
governed by a very primitive rule and still exhibiting very complex behaviour. The rules are very 
simple and are identical for all cells: 
 

• Any live cell with more than three live neighbours dies, as if by overcrowding.  
• Any live cell with fewer than two live neighbours dies, as if caused by under- �population.  
• Any dead cell with exactly three live neighbours becomes a live cell.  
• Dead cells are shown in white, live cells shown in black. � 

 
This simple set of rules gives rise to incredibly complex behaviour (Fig. 192) forming groups of 
cells that die and become live cells again (blinkers), travel along the cellular automaton (gliders), 
shoot down gliders (guns) or travel leaving blinkers in their traces (star ships). Cellular automata 
generate both chaotic behaviour and deterministic behaviour (Fig. 192). The above CML simulation 
can also be considered a cellular automaton based on eq. (36 which is the single rule for all cells 
here.  
 

 
Fig. 192 Game of Life containing both deterministic and chaotic structures. 
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Fig. 193 Order in a cellular automaton. 
 

18.17.6 Artificial intelligence - evolutionary algorithms 

Optimization algorithms are powerful tools in solving many problems in engineering practice. They 
are typically used where solving a problem by the analytical method is inappropriate or unfeasible. 
Suitably implemented, optimization algorithms can be used without frequent user interventions into 
the performance of the facility where they are used. The majority of problems in engineering 
practice can be defined as optimization problems, such as finding the optimal trajectory for a robot, 
optimal pressure vessel wall thickness, optimal controller parameter setting, optimal relation 
between fuzzy sets, etc. In other words, the problem to be solved can be transformed into a 
mathematical problem defined by a functional prescription whose optimization leads to the finding 
of arguments of the objective function, which is the goal of the optimization exercise. A number of 
highly efficient algorithms were developed during the past 2 decades, enabling highly complex 
problems to be solved very efficiently and effectively. This class of algorithms has a specific name, 
cf. evolutionary algorithms. Such algorithms are capable of solving highly complex problems very 
smartly, owing to which they are widespread and popular in many fields of technology. Typical of 
evolutionary algorithms is the fact that they work on populations of possible solutions, called 
individuals. Such individuals affect each other’s quality based on certain evolutionary principles in 
cycles, usually bearing the name ”Generation”. 
Deterministic chaos has been also observed, mathematically proved and numerically demonstrated 
in evolutionary algorithms, especially in genetic algorithms as reported in [133]. 
In that participation are considered dynamical system models of genetic algorithms model the 
expected behavior or the algorithm as the population size goes to infinity. Their work is based on 
research of [129], [130] and [128]. An elegant theory of simple genetic algorithms is based on 
random heuristic search on the idea of a heuristic map G there. Important point of the research in 
[133] is that the map G includes all of the dynamics of the simple genetic algorithm, based on  
eq. (38) (truncation selection) and eq. (39) (mutation heuristic function). It is defined by Ga,b,T = FT 
◦Ua,b. In both equations p represents population and T = t/r is an ratio of t most fitted individuals 
selected from population of size r for reproduction. Sample bifurcation diagrams are depicted in 
Fig. 194 - 197. Ideas about chaos in simple genetic algorithm are explained in detail in [133]. In this 
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participation has been proved that in heuristic algorithms chaos can be observed. This observation is 
certainly not valid only for simple genetic algorithms. 
 

(38) 
 
 

(39) 
 
 

  
Fig. 194 Bifurcation diagram of simple genetic 
algorithm for a∈[4,15],b=1,T =7/8 

Fig. 195 Bifurcation diagram of simple genetic 
algorithm for a∈[4,15],b=7,T =7/8 

 

  
Fig. 196 Bifurcation diagram of simple genetic 
algorithm for a=9, b∈[1,20], T = 7/8 

Fig. 197 Bifurcation diagram of simple genetic 
algorithm for a=4, b=1, T ∈[0.7,0.9] 

 

18.18 Conclusion 

In this chapter has been done a very simple introduction to the deterministic chaos theory. Main and 
well known icons of chaos has been introduced like Lyapunov exponent, Feigenbaum’s constant, 
U-sequence, self-similarity etc. The way how deterministic behavior can be changed into a chaotic 
one is also discussed like intermittence, period doubling, crises as well as chaotic transients. At the 
end of this chapter are described selected examples from mechanics, astrophysics, computer 
sciences, electronics and so on. Main attention has been paid to demonstration of deterministic 
chaos behavior. For more detailed explanation and description of deterministic chaos it is 
recommended to study literature in the references. 
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19 Appendix A - Important commands, shortcuts, and 
management console operating system Windows 

 

For each security analyst whether it is right or wrong side of the barricade is necessary to perfectly 
know the systems that protect (or idea). Not quite all of the following commands and shortcuts 
directly related to Windows security but as you readers may already managed to notice the reasons 
for the success of hackers lies precisely in the fact that they can combine and use to their advantage 
all the possible parts of the system, including those that do not at first sight apparent link s safety.  

 

Shortcuts operating system  

Windows Logo + D: Display area  

Windows Logo + M: Minimize all windows  

Windows Logo + SHIFT + M: maximizing windows  

Windows Logo + R: Run dialog  

Windows Logo + E: This computer  

Windows Logo + Break: System Properties  

Windows Logo + L: Lock the keyboard  

Windows Logo + F1: Help Windows 

Variable Windows:  

Can be used in other commands as representative instead of the actual path, eg "cd% systemroot%".  

%% allusersprofile: home directory of all users  

% HOMEDRIVE%: home drive (eg C: \)  

% userprofile%: the home directory of the currently logged in user  

% temp% temporary folder  

% systemroot%: component system files 

Shortcuts dialog boxes with the system settings:  

access.cpl: Accessibility Options  
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hdwwiz.cpl: Add New Hardware Wizard  

appwiz.cpl: Add or Remove Programs  

timedate.cpl: Date and Time - properties  

desk.cpl: Desktop Properties  

inetcpl.cpl: Features Internet connection  

main.cpl: Mouse Properties  

ncpa.cpl: Local Area Connection  

powercfg.cpl: Power Options  

intl.cpl: Regional and Language Options  

mmsys.cpl: Sounds and Audio Devices  

sysmd.cpl: System Properties  

nusrmgr.cpl: User Accounts  

Firewall.cpl: Firewall  

wscui.cpl: Security Options 

 

Command at the command prompt:  

Arp: program management Address Resolution Protocol  

At: Scheduled execution of arbitrary command or file  

Bootcfg display settings and run multiple operating systems ("bootcfg / default / 1" as the default 
choice of operating system installation with ID 1)  

Calc: calculator  

Charmap: Character Map  

Chkdsk disk check  

Cipher: Encryption of files and directories  

Cleanmgr: clean up your hard disk space (temporary files, compressing old files, trash, ..)  

Clipbrd: Clipboard Viewer  

Cls: clean screen  

Cmd: Open a new command line  
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Comp: comparison of two files or directories  

Control: Open the Control Panel  

Date: Displays / sets the date  

Dcomcnfg: Component Services console (Configuration Component Services, Event Viewer, 
Services)  

Dxdiag: Diagnostic Tool DirectX 

Explorer : Explorer (can be used , for example, then when you drop the user interface - for example, 
when accidentally " detonate " explorer.exe process - but it is still possible to embark on " Windows 
Task Manager " by pressing CTRL + SHIFT + ESC. Then just choose the option File / Run and 
enter it in the " Explorer.exe " ) . 

Fc: compare two files 

FTP : FTP client on the command line ( the end of the command " quit" ) 

Hostname : Displays the name of the computer 

Ipconfig : Displays the configuration of the network connection 

Mem : memory use 

Net : management of network resources ( accounts , computer files , groups , services, shared 
resources ) . This command consists of two parts , the word net + second word which can be: 
Accounts , Computer, Config , Continue , File, Group, Help, HelpMsg , LOCALGROUP , Name , 
Pause, Print, Send , Session , Share , Start , Statistics , Stop , Time , Use , User , View. For help 
with specific podpříkazům can be obtained as "net help accounts" . This is a very important 
command you can use to perform a comprehensive PC management - for example, from the 
command line to add the user ( net user username password / add ) . 

Netstat : displays network statistics ( " netstat -a" displays all connections , " netstat -b " shows the 
name of the binary file that opened the connection , " netstat - n " shows the port numbers instead of 
symbolic names) . 

Nslookup command-line tool for querying DNS name servers on the server ( after you start to enter 
the domain names + Enter) 

Path : System variable showing the way to frequently used files 

Perfmon Performance Monitor 

Ping : finding the response of the remote server 

Regedit : Registry Editor 

Regsvr32 : registering dll files in the system 
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Route : management of network routing tables 

Runas : Start a program as a different user 

Rundll32 : load the DLL file 

Set: Set local variables  

Sfc: System File Checker ("sfc / scannow" will immediately scan  

system files that are not changed)  

Shutdown: Shuts down the computer  

Sndrec32: sound recording  

Sndvol32: Adjust the volume  

Sysedit: editor of system files (win.ini, system.ini, config.sys, autoexec.bat)  

Systeminfo: system information (operating system version, service packs, patches, operating 
system, time, IP address). What is important is for us first of all the installed patches. When 
combined with redirection to the findstr command through a pipe is possible to filter out only a 
specific number of patches and thus quickly determine whether the present system.  

Taskmgr: Task Manager  

Telnet text client to connect to a remote terminal  

Tracert: Tracing route to the specified server  

Ver: The version of the operating system  

Winmsd: System Information 

 

Console MMC: 

These consoles can be run from the command line by typing their names , such as " services.msc" . 
Most of them are available from all directories because they are in the PATH variable , but some 
may not be (eg iis.msc ) . You need to find and run from the directory in which it lies . 

certmgr.msc : content management repositories certificates for user and computer service . 

ciadv.msc : Managing the Indexing Service ( indexing service takes care of indexing files for 
search) 

comexp.msc : management components ( in % systemroot % / system32/com / ) 

Compmgmt.msc : Computer Management console (Event Viewer , Shared Folders , users and 
groups , device manager , storage, services and applications) 
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devmgmt.msc : Device Manager 

Dfrg.msc : disk defragmentation 

diskmgmt.msc : Disk Management 

fsmgmt.msc : shared folders 

eventvwr.msc : Event Log Viewer system and individual applications 

gpedit.msc Group Policy 

iis.msc : Managing Web Server Internet Information Services, also available via Start / Settings / 
Control Panel / Administrative Tools / Internet Information Services 

Lusrmgr.msc : local users and groups 

ntmsmgr.msc : Removable Storage 

perfmon.msc : monitoring performance (memory , disk, processor) 

secpol.msc : Local Security Settings 

services.msc : Windows 

wmimgmt.msc : Managing WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation ) 
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20 Appendix B - References 

 

http://www.soom.cz 

One of the most famous Czech site with security issues. There are articles , literature reviews , 
tools, downloads , extensive discussion forums in English as well as BugTraq section in which 
users publish their server found an error on a specific server (mostly in web applications ) . 

https://kinqpinz.info/iso/ 

Web with rich and elsewhere hardly available information sources and tools. Under iso download 
are very interesting distribution of free operating systems: 

Anonymous - OS (bootable LiveCD based on OpenBSD designed for maximum user anonymity ) 

Auditor Security Collection ( Live distribution based on Knoppix , with more than 300 security 
tools ) 

BackTrack : LiveCD for safety auditoring . Very popular distribution. 

Damn Small Linux (50 megabytes Live image from a bootable CD , HDD or USB device . Goal of 
this distribution squeezes as many tools to 50MB limit. Contains almost a complete suite of desktop 
plus SSH / FTP / HTTPD servers. ) 

Damn Vulnerable Linux (live distribution designed for educational purposes - was created so that 
what was a vulnerable system . Besides deliberately added error also includes security tools by 
which these errors can be found and exploited , and educational materials including instructions 
contained errors by Members community crackmes.de ) . 

Hacking - The Art of Exploitation Live CD : CD accompanying the book Hacking - The Art of 
Exploitation , 2nd Edition , author Jon Ericsson ( published also in English ) . 

Hakin9 Live CD with tutorials hakin9 magazine ( also available in Czech version albeit with 
terrible translation. 

nUbuntu : security distribution based on the popular Ubuntu Linux. 

Russix : Distribution based on Slax , completely devoted to auditing Wi - Fi networks. 

http://insecure.org 

Home "Network Mapper " - nmap scanner , one of the best tools for port scanning . 

http://www.immunitysec.com/products-canvas.shtml 

Home Immunity CANVAS , framework containing hundreds of exploits and environments for 
testing and development. It is a hacking tool worth thousands of dollars.  

http://www.gleg.net/products.shtml 
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Home VulnDisco Pack Professional ( formerly known as Argeniss Ultimate 0day Exploits ) . 
Hundreds exploits useful as modules into CANVAS framework. This is a 0 -day exploits 
unavailable to the public. 

http://www.sensepost.com/ 

Home Page SensePost , an independent company specializing in information security. The company 
is known mainly for its activities related to the use of the search engine Google in terms of safety . 
Among their best-known tools include Wikto , DiBiBLAH and E - Or now replaced Suru . 

http://www.crackmes.de/ 

The world's largest " crack" and "reverse " community . It offers over 2000 crackmes exercises, 
including solutions , has more than 13,000 members , forum and rich video portal . 

http://www.redoracle.com 

The hacker group with its own security distribution , the current archive tools and daily updated 
sections of public exploits and vulnerabilities . 

http://www.ethicalhacker.net/ 

Articles with reviews security tools (can be used as a guide for complex instruments to which it is 
not sufficient documentation ) and general topics of ethical hacking . 

http://darkc0de.com/cgi-bin/proxies.py 

Real-time with updated list of proxy servers. 

http://www.windowhaxor.net/ 

"Microsoft Windows Hacking Portal" - a computer enthusiast blog that publishes useful tools and 
tips on how to edit , manage , secure and break the security of Windows OS . 

http://securitylabs.websense.com/content/blogs.aspx 

Blog about safety issues hosted on the website of Websense . 

http://googlesystem.blogspot.com/ 

Blog about unofficial news and features Google empire . 

http://www.doxpara.com/ 

Personal page top hacker Dana Kaminskyho , author Paketto keiretsu (extremely fast scanner ) and 
a researcher in the area of security aspects of TCP / IP and the Internet. There are lectures from the 
Black Hat conference - it is hacky and combination of technologies that are at the forefront of 
current knowledge . 

http://airdump.cz/ 

Extensive Czech Security Portal - news , tutorials , blogs , wiki forum. 
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http://www.securitycompass.com/exploitme.shtml 

Project site exploits a source White paper materials such as buffer overflow . 

http://rgaucher.info/planet/Security_Thoughts/ 

Blog with examples of vulnerabilities apache 

http://httpd.apache.org/security/vulnerabilities_13.html 

http://httpd.apache.org/security/vulnerabilities_20.html 

http://httpd.apache.org/security/vulnerabilities_22.html 

Official website of Apache http server - documentation for individual versions of a list of errors 
found and patched . Very useful site if you find a server running some of the old version of the 
server. 

http://ghh.sourceforge.net/ 

Google Hack Honeypot is a response to a new type of malicious network traffic - hacker survey by 
search engines. 

http://www.doxpara.com/ 

Personal blog Dana Kaminski , the discoverer of a critical error in the DNS system in 2008. 
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